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conventions

titles of texts

The following titles are cited in abbreviated form:

Jiudan jingjue Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue (Instruc-
tions on the Scripture of the Divine Elixirs
of the Nine Tripods of the Yellow Emperor;
CT 885)

Jiuzhuan huandan Taiji zhenren jiuzhuan huandan jing yao-
jing yaojue jue (Essential Instructions on the Scripture

on the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles of the
Perfected of the Great Ultimate; CT 889)

Langgan huadan shangjing Taiwei lingshu ziwen langgan huadan
shenzhen shangjing (Divine, Authentic,
and Superior Scripture of the Elixir Flower
of Langgan, from the Numinous Writ in
Purple Characters of the Great Tenuity;
CT 255)

Shenxian jinzhuo jing Baopu zi shenxian jinzhuo jing (Scripture
of the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immor-
tals, by the Master Who Embraces Spon-
taneous Nature; CT 917)

The abbreviation CT precedes the number assigned to the text in the cata-
logue edited by Kristofer Schipper, Concordance du Tao-tsang: Titres des

ouvrages (Paris: École Française d’Extrême-Orient, 1975).
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names of substances

Standard Chinese names of substances are rendered with their common En-
glish equivalents. Synonyms and secret names are translated literally.

weights and measures

Units of weight, volume, and length are rendered with conventional English
terms as shown in the table below. The table also shows the average and
rounded-off equivalences in the Western metric system that apply between
the Han and the early Tang, the period covered by this book.

xiv Conventions

Conventional 
Unit Translation Average Equivalent

length
fen tenth of inch ca. 0.24 cm
cun � 10 fen inch ca. 2.4 cm
chi � 10 cun foot ca. 24 cm
zhang � 10 chi ten feet ca. 2.4 m

weight

zhu scruple ca. 0.6 g
liang � 24 zhu ounce ca. 14 g
jin � 16 liang pound ca. 220 g

volume

sheng pint ca. 0.2 l
dou � 10 sheng peck ca. 2 l
shi or hu � 10 dou bushel ca. 20 l

s o u r c e s : Guojia jiliang zongju, Zhongguo gudai duliangheng tuji, 41–50; Sivin, Chinese Alchemy:
Preliminary Studies, 253.



preface

In studies published during the last few decades in Chinese, Japanese, and
Western languages, the doctrinal and religious aspects of Chinese alchemy
have not received the attention that they deserve. This book attempts to fill
that gap. Its main purpose is to illustrate the foundations of the Great Clar-
ity (Taiqing) tradition, the earliest known Chinese alchemical legacy, and the
background it shares with other traditions of the early medieval period (ca.
third to sixth centuries ce).

My survey mainly focuses on the notion of elixir and the ritual features of
the alchemical processes described in the Great Clarity texts. These two
themes respectively define the specific nature of the alchemy of the Great
Clarity and its relation to other forms of religious practice. I try to show,
moreover, that the doctrinal and ritual aspects of the Great Clarity evolved
from the same background and the same milieu that gave life to the early me-
dieval legacies of Daoist religion. The interaction between these different
trends of doctrine and practice allowed alchemy to develop in close associa-
tion with them. In turn, the close association of the Great Clarity with Dao-
ism is the primary reason for its decline after the Daoist revelations that oc-
curred in the second half of the fourth century, and for the development of
new forms of alchemy in later times. In this context, one of the questions that
this book tries to answer is why the Great Clarity—named after a term that
originally denoted an adept’s highest realized state, and was later adopted as
the name of the celestial dwelling of the highest deities—became the lowest
of the three heavens to which the Daoist practices grant access.

Whereas in most later texts the system of correlative cosmology, with its
abstract notions and images, plays a major role in formulating the import of
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the alchemical process, the Great Clarity texts ascribe an analogous function
to ritual. The sources at the basis of this book, thus, contain a further ele-
ment of interest, as they provide an image of alchemy remarkably different
from the one witnessed by the later, and presently better known, Chinese al-
chemical texts.

The book has slowly evolved from my doctoral dissertation, completed in
1990. In the ensuing years, further study of alchemical and Daoist sources
has refashioned my understanding of the different subtraditions of Chinese
alchemy and of their historical and doctrinal development. This has resulted
in an entirely different manuscript, at least two-thirds of whose contents
are new.

After an introduction devoted to the historical origins of the Great Clar-
ity tradition and its main features, the book is divided into five parts. Part
One is concerned with the relation of the Great Clarity to the earlier history
of alchemy in China, the place of the heaven of Great Clarity in Daoist cos-
mography, and the scriptures that were revealed from that heaven. Part Two
presents the doctrinal foundations of the alchemical process, its ritual fea-
tures, and the methods of compounding the elixirs. Part Three is concerned
with the place of the alchemy of the Great Clarity among the medieval tra-
ditions of southeastern China, both before and after the creation of the
Highest Clarity (Shangqing) and Numinous Treasure (Lingbao) corpora of
Daoist texts. Part Four contains annotated translations of the Scripture of

the Nine Elixirs, the Scripture of the Golden Liquor, and the Scripture of the

Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles; with Stephen Bokenkamp’s translation of the
Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan, published in his Early Daoist

Scriptures (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1997),
these translations make the gist of the early Chinese alchemical corpus avail-
able in English and more easily accessible to further study. Part Five, finally,
looks at the Great Clarity tradition in the light of the later development of
alchemy in China, examining the reasons for its decline, the emergence of
new traditions centered on the doctrines of the elixirs, and the parallel early
development of “inner alchemy” (neidan).

I wish to thank Stephen Bokenkamp, Robert Campany, Monica Esposito,
Enno Giele, Mark Kalinowski, Russell Kirkland, Burchard Mansvelt Beck,
Benjamin Penny, James Robson, and Lowell Skar, who have kindly offered
their time and scholarship to help me obtain a clearer focus on several issues
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raised by the sources examined in this book. While I am indebted to all of
them, responsibility for any mistakes in this book is entirely mine. To Pro-
fessor Hans Poser, Professor Hans-Werner Schütt, Welf Schnell, and the fac-
ulty and staff of the Institute of Philosophy, Technical University Berlin, go
my heartfelt thanks for hosting my project in 1999–2000 and for providing
help in countless ways. While I was in Berlin, the Chiang Ching-kuo Foun-
dation for International Scholarly Exchange supported two years of work on
this book with a research grant. I would also like to thank Carl Bielefeldt,
Bernard Faure, and the other colleagues at the Department of Religious
Studies, Stanford University, where the manuscript has gone through several
stages of revision through the end of 2003, initially with support by the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. My thanks also go to the anonymous
readers of Stanford University Press, whose reports have significantly con-
tributed to give a better shape to the book. Finally, I am grateful to Phyllis
Schafer, who edited an earlier draft of the book, and to Sally Serafim, who
edited the final version.

Any attempt to reconstruct features of a lost tradition involves an amount
of hesitation and is exposed to errors. I have been aware of this throughout
my work, and am even more aware of it now that the book has finally
reached its final shape. If this book reflects even a small fragment of the
Great Clarity, however, it has fulfilled its purpose.

Fabrizio Pregadio
June 2004
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introduction

This book introduces the earliest identifiable tradition in the history of Chi-
nese alchemy. Named after the celestial domain from which its teachings had
descended and to which they promised ascent, the Taiqing, or Great Clarity,
legacy flourished between the third and the fourth centuries in Jiangnan, the
region south of the lower Yangzi River. While earlier documents yield frag-
mentary evidence on the origins of alchemy in China, the extant Taiqing
sources provide details on the doctrines, rites, techniques, and aims of wai-

dan, or “external alchemy,” and on its relation to contemporary religious
traditions.

Like the other Chinese alchemical texts, the Taiqing scriptures use the al-
chemical metaphor to reveal how existence is related to the Dao, and how
an adept can attain an understanding of the principles at the basis of that re-
lationship. They do so, however, in a way different from the greater part of
the later and better-known waidan texts, on which most studies have fo-
cused so far. The later texts ascribe a major role to the system of correlative
cosmology; using a large set of abstract emblems, they provide adepts with
an abstract model of the cosmos designed to illustrate its underlying prin-
ciples. These texts document traditions that were established between the
late fifth and the early sixth centuries, culminated between the seventh and
the tenth centuries, and underwent a slow but steady decline afterward,
when neidan, or “inner alchemy,” replaced them. The Taiqing scriptures
represent an earlier variety of waidan. While the underlying doctrinal prin-
ciples are the same as those of the later tradition, their basic framework is
not provided by the notions and emblems of correlative cosmology, which
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they virtually ignore, but by the rites and ceremonies they enjoin adepts to
perform at every stage of the practice.1

Origins and Early Transmission

Looking at how the Taiqing tradition arose, developed, and declined requires,
first of all, the identification of relevant sources among those included in the
Daoist Canon (Daozang). The extant waidan corpus consists of about one
hundred texts, many of which claim to record doctrines and practices of the
high antiquity. Dating issues have long been one of the main hindrances in
the study of this literature, as most texts are either anonymous and undated,
or bear attributions and dates that are meaningful within the tradition but
are historically unreliable. Much work is still required in this area along the
lines suggested in two remarkable contributions by Ho Peng Yoke and Chen
Guofu.2 At present, no more than one-fifth of the surviving waidan texts can
be dated with an acceptable degree of reliability and accuracy; for many of
the others, even the dynasty during which they were written is not assuredly
known.3

Research on the history of Chinese alchemy, therefore, must be based on
the preliminary identification of cognate groups of sources that display com-
mon features and may broadly be assigned the same date. For the early stages
of the tradition, no other work helps in this task as much as the Inner Chap-

ters of the Book of the Master Who Embraces Spontaneous Nature (Baopu

zi neipian), completed by Ge Hong (283–343) around 317 and revised
around 330. The evidence that this work provides for the study of early wai-

dan will be discussed later in the present book.4 Suffice it to note here that
waidan is the main subject of two of the Inner Chapters, one of which is
mostly concerned with methods based on minerals and plants, and the other
mostly with methods centered on metals. According to Ge Hong, the ritual
background of all those methods was similar, but the respective texts be-
longed to separate lineages.5

While the sources quoted in the chapter on metals are otherwise unknown,
the other chapter highlights three scriptures that had been in the Ge family’s
possession for about one century, and that Ge Hong deemed to be central 
to the tradition into which he had been initiated.6 Their origin and trans-
mission to about 300 ce are related in a well-known passage of the Inner

Chapters, which describes them as derived from a revelation granted by an
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anonymous divine being (shenren) to a “master of the methods,” or fangshi,
around 200 ce:

A long time ago, while Zuo Yuanfang (i.e., Zuo Ci) was devoting himself 
to meditation practices on Mount Tianzhu (Tianzhu shan, in present-day
Anhui), a divine being transmitted to him the scriptures of the immortals 
on the Golden Elixirs. It was the time of the disorders at the end of the Han
dynasty, and as Zuo had no opportunity to compound those elixirs, he es-
caped to the east of the [Changjiang] River with the intent of settling on a
famous mountain to devote himself to that Way. My granduncle, the Im-
mortal Lord (Xiangong, i.e., Ge Xuan), received from him those texts,
namely the Scripture of the Elixirs of Great Clarity in three scrolls, the
Scripture of the Elixirs of the Nine Tripods in one scroll, and the Scripture
of the Elixir of the Golden Liquor also in one scroll. My master, Zheng
[Yin], was a disciple of my granduncle, and in turn received those texts
from him. But his family was poor, and he lacked the means to buy the 
ingredients. I served him for a long time as a disciple. Then I built an altar
(tan) on the Maji mountains (in present-day Jiangxi) and, after swearing a
covenant, I received those texts with oral instructions that cannot be written
down. (Baopu zi, 4.71)

The three texts, adds Ge Hong, were unknown to most contemporary prac-
titioners (daoshi) in Jiangnan or elsewhere.

The Scripture of Great Clarity (Taiqing jing), the Scripture of the Nine

Elixirs (Jiudan jing), and the Scripture of the Golden Liquor (Jinye jing) form
the nucleus of the Taiqing doctrinal and textual legacy. Quotations, para-
phrases, and summaries of these texts in the Inner Chapters enable us to iden-
tify and authenticate their present versions in the Daoist Canon. The re-
ceived texts describe methods for making about a dozen different elixirs and
provide information—often supplemented by other sources, including the
Inner Chapters itself—on the doctrinal, technical, and ritual features of the
Taiqing tradition.7

zuo ci, ge xuan, and zheng yin

While there is no evidence to suggest that the Taiqing tradition of alchemy
was a creation of Ge Hong’s kin, his family certainly played an important
role in the preservation and the spreading of the Taiqing texts during the
third and the early fourth centuries. Virtually all we know about the early
transmission of the Taiqing corpus is what we gather from the passage of the
Inner Chapters quoted above, which is not contradicted by any historically
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reliable source. Based on Ge Hong’s account, the three scriptures originated
in the area of Mount Tianzhu at the end of the second century. The alleged
first recipient, Zuo Ci, gave them to Ge Xuan (164–244), then they were
transmitted to Zheng Yin (?–ca. 302), and finally they reached Ge Xuan’s
grandnephew, Ge Hong. As we shall see, different hagiographic lines of trans-
mission were devised about one century later, when waidan was partially in-
corporated into the corpus of one of the main Daoist schools of the Six Dy-
nasties; the Inner Chapters, however, is the main source to provide us with
historical details.8

In the same chapter containing the passage on transmission quoted
above, Ge Hong states that the Taiqing scriptures “did not exist east of the
[Changjiang] River” (i.e., the Yangzi River) before Zuo Ci took them there
at the end of the Han period.9 This statement raises the question of where
the scriptures, and the tradition that they represent, originated. Among sev-
eral mountains that have been called Tianzhu (Pillar of Heaven) in different
times and in different regions of China, one is part of the Taishan range in
the Shandong peninsula in the northeast, and some scholars have identified
this as the site in which the Taiqing revelations occurred.10 In Ge Hong’s
time, however, Tianzhu was also an alternative name of Mount Qian (Qian-
shan), which Emperor Wu of the Han had designated as the southernmost
of the five sacred peaks (wuyue) in 106 bce. Given the proximity of this
mountain to Zuo Ci’s reputed birthplace in Lujiang (present-day Anhui), it
is very likely that Mount Qian is the mountain referred to as Tianzhu in the
passage quoted above. This identification appears to be confirmed by Ge
Hong’s statement that the Taiqing scriptures “did not exist east of the
River,” a phrase that seems to imply that Zuo Ci took those scriptures with
him across the Changjiang when he left Mount Tianzhu.11

Other sources concerning the “master of the methods” Zuo Ci do not of-
fer significant historical details on the origins of the Taiqing tradition, for
Zuo is as shadowy a figure as most other early fangshi.12 Pseudo-historical
and hagiographic records depict him not only as an alchemist but also as
proficient in the divinatory arts, competent in summoning gods and con-
trolling demons, and gifted in undergoing metamorphosis. His hagiographic
account in the History of the Later Han Dynasty (Hou Hanshu) shares sev-
eral features with the one in the Biographies of the Divine Immortals (Shen-

xian zhuan) but does not include the passage on the transmission of the al-
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chemical scriptures found in the latter work. Here Zuo is portrayed as find-
ing the Taiqing texts in a cave of Mount Tianzhu:

Zuo Ci, whose cognomen was Yuanfang, came from Lujiang. He had a
deep knowledge of the Five Classics and was versed in astrology (xingqi).
As he realized that the prosperity of the Han dynasty was declining, and
that disorder would soon rise in the empire, . . . he devoted himself to the
study of the Dao. He became an expert in divination according to the
method of the Six Decades (liujia), and could command gods and demons;
while sitting in meditation, he could summon the Traveling Cuisine (xing-
chu). While he was devoting himself to meditation practices on Mount
Tianzhu, he found the scriptures on the Nine Elixirs and the Golden Liquor
in a cave.13 (Shenxian zhuan, in Taiping guangji, 11.76 –78)

Having heard of Zuo Ci, the Biographies continues, Cao Cao (155–220),
the King of Wei, summoned him to the capital, Luoyang, where he per-
formed the magical feats narrated in the Biographies, the History of the

Later Han Dynasty, and several other sources.14

Ge Hong’s granduncle, Ge Xuan, is another elusive figure despite the ma-
jor posthumous role that he plays in the history of Six Dynasties Daoism as
the putative first recipient of the Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) scriptures.
His depiction, found in different sources, as a practitioner of several disci-
plines associated with the milieu of the “masters of the methods”—who are
represented, in Ge Hong’s account, by Zuo Ci—suggests that the three
Taiqing scriptures may indeed have become part of the treasures of the Ge
family through him.15 As for Zheng Yin, while there is no reason to doubt
that he took part in the early transmission of the Taiqing scriptures, his role
is not entirely clear. Although Ge Hong calls him a “disciple” (dizi) of Ge
Xuan, presumably he did not literally receive the Taiqing texts from Ge Xuan
only to pass them down to Ge Hong, since those texts were already in the
possession of the Ge family. More likely, Zheng Yin was the master who pro-
vided Ge Hong with the required “oral instructions” (koujue) on the Taiqing
and other texts, and who formally transmitted the three alchemical scrip-
tures mentioned above to his disciple—then aged about eighteen—around
the year 300, as Ge Hong relates in the passage quoted above.16

All we know about the beginnings of Taiqing tradition, therefore, is that
it originated in present-day eastern Anhui around 200 ce, and was soon
transmitted to the nearby region across the Changjiang River. Apparently
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the three main scriptures took form, or at least were initially transmitted,
within the milieu of the fangshi, the “masters of the methods.” If this indica-
tion is correct, waidan participated in the progressive eastward transmission
of elements of early religious culture from the Chu region to the coastal ar-
eas that culminated, in the fourth century, with the revelation of the Shang-
qing (Highest Clarity) scriptures.

alchemical texts in the shangqing corpus

The Taiqing texts present alchemy as superior to other practices such as cir-
culating breath (xingqi), ingesting herbal drugs, and abstaining from cereals;
they state that while these practices afford only the extension of one’s life
span, the alchemical teachings make it possible to rise to a higher spiritual
rank.17 The Inner Chapters of Ge Hong and other sources, as we shall see,
reiterate this claim, adding that meditation is, with alchemy, the only prac-
tice that gives access to transcendence and immortality.

Despite this claim, the Taiqing tradition represents, both doctrinally and
historically, an intermediate stage between the earlier and the later religious
legacies of Jiangnan. After the Taiqing scriptures began to circulate in Jiang-
nan, the first important development that affected the history of Chinese al-
chemy was the creation of the Shangqing corpus of revealed scriptures in the
second half of the fourth century, no more than fifty years after Ge Hong had
completed his Inner Chapters.18 Presenting itself as the result of a revelation
issued from a heaven higher than the Great Clarity, as its name also implies,
Shangqing brought forth a new hierarchical arrangement of the southeast-
ern religious practices and their historical or legendary representatives. Em-
phasizing inner meditation and visualization, it placed other techniques, in-
cluding alchemy, at a lower level in its ranking of doctrines and methods.
This phenomenon, as we shall see later in this Introduction, and in more de-
tail in the following chapters, was the point of departure for a series of
changes within the religious traditions of Jiangnan that provide clues to un-
derstand the relation of Taiqing alchemy to medieval Daoism.

At the same time, though, Shangqing also integrated several features of
the earlier southern traditions into its own doctrines and practices, and in-
corporated some of their texts into its own revealed literature. The best-
known instance of integration of earlier methods concerns the meditation
and visualization techniques described in the Scripture of the Yellow Court

(Huangting jing), a third-century work that represents the human being as
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home to a multitude of divinities. Shangqing took those techniques as a
model for some of its own meditation practices, and accepted the Yellow

Court into its own scriptural corpus.19 An analogous process occurred with
two alchemical works, the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

(Jiuzhuan huandan jing) and the Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan

(Langgan huadan jing). Although both texts appear to have been unknown
to Ge Hong, and no definite detail is available on their provenance, many of
their technical, ritual, linguistic, and stylistic peculiarities are shared with
the texts of the Taiqing tradition. The ease with which one can isolate within
them the portions exclusively concerned with waidan from those containing
typically Shangqing features—especially mentions of Shangqing deities and
descriptions of Shangqing meditation practices—suggests that their pres-
ent form results from a process of transmission and adaptation that is com-
mon in the history of Daoism: earlier writings were modified or expanded as
they were incorporated into the Shangqing corpus, leaving their original core
untouched.20

The analogies between the two waidan texts received in the Shangqing
corpus (more precisely, in the case of the Elixir Flower of Langgan, of the
waidan portion of this text) with the three main Taiqing scriptures men-
tioned by Ge Hong suggest that they originally were part of a single legacy.
For this reason, both the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles and the Elixir Flower

of Langgan count among the main sources of the present study. Besides
them, the survey of the Taiqing tradition presented in this book also includes
commentaries, anthologies, and other writings closely related to the original
scriptures that testify to the expansion of the Taiqing corpus through the
mid-eighth century, when this legacy declined, leaving its place to other bod-
ies of alchemical doctrine and practice.21

Main Features of Taiqing Alchemy

With few exceptions, the Taiqing texts follow a regular pattern in present-
ing their alchemical recipes. Using a terse language and a consistent termi-
nology, they first give details on the technical features of each method, fo-
cusing on the preliminary treatment of the ingredients, the preparation of the
crucible, the heating process, and the collection of the elixir. At the end of
the method, they describe the benefits gained from its performance. This pat-
tern allows one to observe how adepts conceived the results of compound-
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ing the elixirs and the effects of ingesting them. The Taiqing alchemical med-
icines were valued for two reasons. First, they granted transcendence and
immortality; second, they made it possible—even with no need of ingesting
them—to summon benevolent gods and expel demons and other causes of
various disturbances, including illness and death.

On the other hand, the Taiqing texts devote little or no space to doctrinal
statements and to illustrations of the principles on which they are based. 
In particular, although they occasionally contain methods designed to re-
produce basic cosmological patterns such as Yin-Yang and the Five Agents
(wuxing), they do not rely on the system of correlative cosmology to for-
mulate the import of the alchemical work. Various other cosmological em-
blems, notably the trigrams and hexagrams of the Book of Changes (Yijing),
that in later sources contribute to fashion the alchemical discourse in both
its doctrinal and practical aspects are entirely neglected here.

The emphasis accorded to the performance of methods places the Taiqing
scriptures among the waidan sources which, in the words of Nathan Sivin,
“consist only of instructions for laboratory operations, with no attempt to
provide a theoretical rationale.”22 But while the Taiqing texts are primarily
concerned with operational details, one should not conclude that the ab-
sence of cosmological theories reflects a “technological” tendency. Despite
their apparent silence, as we shall see, the Taiqing texts contain clear allu-
sions to their doctrinal foundations. Correlative cosmology, moreover, en-
tered waidan only from the early Tang period onward. Until then, ritual—
an hitherto largely neglected component of Chinese alchemy, especially in its
earlier stages—was the explicit counterpart of the techniques, and served the
function of framing doctrines and techniques into a practice.23

the elixir

In the later Chinese alchemical tradition, the emblems of correlative cosmol-
ogy play two main roles closely related to each other. First, they represent the
ontological states that intervene between the Dao and the cosmos, or between
unity, duality, and the various other stages of propagation of Original Pneuma
(yuanqi) into the multiplicity of the “ten thousand things.” Several patterns
of cosmological emblems are used in order to show how space, time, multi-
plicity, and change are related to the spacelessness, timelessness, non-duality,
and constancy of the Dao. The Five Agents, for instance, are described as
unfolding from the invisible Center, which runs through them “endowing
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them with its efficacy,” similar to a bellows that provides energy for the cos-
mic process to occur.24 In their second role, the emblems of correlative cos-
mology serve to formulate the relation of the alchemical practice to the doc-
trinal principles. For instance, the trigrams of the Book of Changes illustrate
how the alchemical process consists of extracting the pre-cosmic Real Yin
(zhenyin) and Real Yang (zhenyang) from Yang and Yin as they appear in
the cosmos, respectively, and in joining them to produce the elixir, which
represents their original oneness.25

Correlative cosmology, therefore, is the main tool used in the later al-
chemical texts to formulate the import of the elixir as symbolic both of the
original state of being that underlies multiplicity and change and of the at-
tainment of that state by the adept. The Taiqing texts, instead, do not avail
themselves of correlative cosmology either to express doctrinal points or to
explicate the meaning of their techniques. Their doctrinal foundations are
hinted at by the emphasis they give to certain aspects of the alchemical pro-
cess, however—in particular, by the endless statements on the necessity of
hermetically luting the crucible, by the painstaking instructions concerning
the mud to be used for this purpose, and by the technical terminology used
in these descriptions. These details show that, despite the difference in for-
mulations, the Taiqing notion of “elixir” is the same as the one underlying
the later sources.

This notion is discussed elsewhere in this book, but the main points de-
serve attention here. As we shall see in more detail in Chapter 4, the crucible
is the main tool of the Taiqing alchemist from a symbolic, ritual, and tech-
nical point of view. The Taiqing texts instruct their adepts to lute the vessel
with several layers of mud before it is placed in the furnace. These instruc-
tions recur, in similar forms, in all Taiqing works; they are sometimes reit-
erated within a single text, to the point of taking up altogether more than
half of the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles. Besides serving
the practical purpose of preventing the vessel from breaking when it is heated,
the two main muds used for luting the crucible also play important symbolic
functions. The first is called Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang), a name
that is emblematic of Heaven (the “mysterious”) and Earth (the “yellow”),
or Yin and Yang. It is made of lead and mercury, and sometimes is also placed
inside the crucible above and below the main ingredients. Through the Mys-
terious and Yellow, the crucible and the elixir incorporate the essences of Yin
and Yang joined together. The second mud is called the Mud of the Six-and-
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One (liuyi ni). It is typically made of seven ingredients, but is said to have
this name even when it is obtained from a different number of substances.
The function played by this mud is even more important than that played by
the Mysterious and Yellow. Symbolically, the Mud of Six-and-One closes the
seven openings in the “body” of original Chaos that, in an account that will
be examined later in this book, are said to be caused by the emergence of Yin
and Yang and, thus, to result in the emergence of the cosmos.

The Mysterious and Yellow and the Mud of the Six-and-One, therefore,
re-create within the crucible the state in which Yin and Yang are still joined
to each other, and in which differentiation and multiplicity have not yet
emerged. In that medium, under the action of fire, the ingredients of the elixir
are transmuted, or “reverted” (huan), into their “essence” ( jing), which co-
agulates itself under the upper part of the crucible. One of the Taiqing texts
calls this essence the “precious treasure” (chongbao) of the ingredients. The
commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs describes it as being equiva-
lent to the “essence” ( jing) that the Dao spontaneously issues to give origin
to existence.26

the role of ritual

The notions summarized above are part of the doctrinal foundations of
Taiqing alchemy, and constitute the aspect that distinguishes it from all other
ritual or self-cultivation practices. To understand how the Taiqing legacy be-
came part of the religious traditions of Jiangnan, developed in close relation
to them, and finally was demoted when new doctrinal and textual corpora
gained prominence in that region, instead we have to look at the ritual na-
ture of the arts of the elixirs, and at their promise of granting transcendence
and immortality.

Consideration of two points helps us to find initial orientation in ap-
proaching these issues. First, the decisive element that enabled Taiqing al-
chemy to develop in the Jiangnan region was the belief that compounding
and ingesting the alchemical medicines—or merely using them as ritual ob-
jects and apotropaic talismans—provide the same benefits attributed to
other methods: the elixirs afford the power of summoning gods, expelling
demons, healing illnesses, and prolonging life. Second, at the same time but
apparently in contradiction to the previous feature, the Taiqing texts de-
fine their own doctrines and practices as superior to any other teaching or
method. Taiqing alchemy, in other words, credited itself with a twofold sta-
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tus: the elixirs granted all the advantages offered by other practices, but also
promised something beyond their reach. The heaven of Great Clarity repre-
sented, for the followers of the Taiqing teachings, the highest celestial do-
main, and the elixirs were the keys to obtain access to it; other practices
(those which Ge Hong qualifies as “minor arts,” xiaoshu), were largely or
even entirely irrelevant, because the elixirs also dispensed their benefits. The
only method of self-cultivation as exalted as alchemy was meditation, for 
visualizing the inner gods provided the same benefits as compounding the
elixirs.27

Before we examine how the two seemingly contradictory claims men-
tioned above are related to each other, we should briefly look at how the Tai-
qing texts frame the alchemical process into a sequence of ritual actions, and
how they formulate their promise of immortality. As I show in Chapter 5,
compounding an elixir is part of a larger process that consists of several
stages, each of which is marked by the performance of rites and ceremonies.
It is this process, and not merely heating the ingredients in the crucible, that
constitutes the alchemical practice. Receiving the scriptures and the oral in-
structions, building the laboratory, kindling the fire, and ingesting the elixirs
all require offering pledges to one’s master and to the gods, observing rules
on seclusion and purification, performing ceremonies to establish and pro-
tect the ritual area, and making invocations to the highest deities. Instead of
being seen as mere appendages to the alchemical work, these ritual acts are
deemed to be as essential to achieving an elixir as are the ingredients:

If the ingredients are utterly pure, and if you duly perform the purification
practices, observe the precepts, and cultivate yourself dwelling in deep re-
tirement and attaining to a state of clarity and tranquility, this divine and
wondrous method will never fail. (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, 5a)

The performance of rites was actually part of alchemy’s secrecy: ordinary
people, says Ge Hong, are not allowed to hear anything about the elixirs pre-
cisely because their compounding involves making ceremonies in honor of
the highest deities.28

The transmission ceremony of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs repro-
duces the rite celebrated at the beginning of human history by the Yellow
Emperor, when he transmitted the text to the Mysterious Master (Xuanzi).
After the disciple makes an oath, the master receives tokens from him, and
asks the Mysterious Woman (Xuannü, the deity who gave the scripture to
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the Yellow Emperor) permission to hand down the alchemical methods. If
the goddess gives a sign of consent—a clear sky and the absence of wind—
the master may pass on the text and the oral instructions. Then the adept re-
tires to a mountain or a secluded place with one or more attendants. He per-
forms the purification practices (zhai) with his helpers, making ablutions
and observing the precepts. After he demarcates the space of his work, puri-
fies it from noxious influences, and protects it with talismans (fu) and seals
(yin), he builds a laboratory (the Chamber of the Elixirs, danshi) at the cen-
ter of the consecrated area. Only he and his attendants may enter the al-
chemical sanctum.

Then, using traditional systems of calendrical computation, the adept
chooses a suitable time to begin the compounding. When the purification
practices are accomplished, and when all spatial and temporal conditions
are fulfilled, the fire may be started. In the Nine Elixirs, this stage also is
marked by a request for assistance addressed to the gods. The adept offers
food and drink to them, asking that they watch over the practice and ensure
its success. Now the alchemist’s attention focuses on the crucible, and he
compounds the elixir following the directions found in the texts and the in-
structions received from his master. At the end, according to a passage of the
Scripture of Great Clarity quoted by Ge Hong, he performs another rite of-
fering different quantities of the elixir to several deities. Finally, he ingests the
elixir at dawn, after paying homage again to the gods.

the promise of immortality

Having ingested the medicine that he has prepared, the adept “becomes a di-
vine immortal and transcends the generations [of mortals],” “rises into the
Void,” “roams in the Great Clarity, and in one instant tours the eight poles,”
“ascends riding the clouds, and rises to heaven.”29 This attainment is often
stated simply by saying that ingesting a certain amount of an elixir turns an
adept into an immortal. In the Nine Elixirs, for instance, “by swallowing
one pill a day for one hundred days you will become a divine immortal,” and
“ingesting one pill a day after your meal, you will become an immortal in
ten days.”30 In the Flower of Langgan, “one ounce forms a dose to become
an immortal.”31 In other instances, the descriptions are more embroidered
and detailed. By ingesting the alchemical medicines, as is said in the received
text of the Scripture of the Golden Liquor, an adept not only gains immor-
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tality but also receives an appointment in the celestial bureaucracy, becom-
ing an assistant to the highest deities:

If you take one ounce each of Gold Water (jinshui, i.e., the Golden Liquor)
and Mercury Water (hongshui), and drink them facing the sun, you imme-
diately will become a Golden Man (jinren). Your body will be radiant and
will grow feathers and wings. On high you will put in motion the Original
Essence (yuanjing) on behalf of [the god of] the Central Yellow (Zhong-
huang) and of the Great One (Taiyi). If you drink half an ounce each of
Gold Water [and Mercury Water], you will live a long life without end.32

(Shenxian jinzhuo jing, 1.7a–b)

Another elaborate account is found in the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles.
Here the accomplishment of the alchemical work is preliminary to the
adept’s attainment of transcendence. Having ingested the elixir that he has
compounded, the adept rises to heaven, and only then is he presented with
the authentic alchemical medicine, namely the Golden Elixir (jindan):

Two ounces forms one dose. Ingest it at dawn with pure water, facing the
sun. You will be able to dissolve your form becoming invisible and to fly
soaring to the Great Void. An envoy of the Great Ultimate (taiji) will wel-
come you with the Golden Elixir and the Winged-Wheel [Chariot]. You will
multiply your form and transform your shadow, making them into thou-
sands of white cranes. You will rise to the heaven of Great Tenuity (Taiwei)
and will receive the rank of a Perfected Immortal (zhenxian). Your longevity
will equal that of the Three Luminaries (sanguang); you will revert to youth
and move away from old age. Your complexion will shine like jade, and in
one instant you will obtain a radiant spiritual force (yaoling). Such indeed is
the power of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles.33 (Jiuzhuan huandan jing
yaojue, 3b)

Whether attaining transcendence is imagined as becoming a “divine im-
mortal” or as entering the ranks of the gods, all Taiqing texts include it
among the benefits of the elixir. The promise of immortality played an im-
portant role in enhancing the prestige of alchemy among the other traditions
of Jiangnan.

alchemy, ritual, and local traditions

In his summary of the Taiqing texts, Ge Hong quotes a passage from the
Scripture of Great Clarity not found in any extant source of the Taiqing cor-
pus, which asserts that “the Way of long life does not consist in making cer-
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emonies or carrying out services to gods and demons.”34 If this sentence
came from one of the later waidan texts, which emphasize the symbolic as-
pects of the alchemical process, we might interpret it as meaning that one’s
attention should focus not on the rites themselves, but on how the com-
pounding of the elixirs makes it possible to reproduce the impersonal prin-
ciples that govern the cosmos, with no need of performing “services to gods
and demons.”35 Being quoted as coming from the central Taiqing scripture,
however, these words distinctly conflict with the multitude of major and mi-
nor ritual acts that all Taiqing texts enjoin adepts to perform.

This conflict is another aspect of the twofold status of alchemy, and
reflects the two levels at which the alchemical process is understood in the
Taiqing tradition. On the one hand, making and ingesting an elixir allow
one to approach the gods, communicate with them, and even be admitted
into their ranks. Achieving this goal requires an adept to perform the meth-
ods in conditions of ritual purity and with the deities’ consent and protec-
tion. The stages of the alchemical process that precede and follow the heat-
ing of the ingredients in the crucible are all performed for this purpose. 
On the other hand, the alchemical process reveals the original state of 
the cosmos, and the purified matter of the elixir is the visible token of the
“essence” issued from the Dao, from which the entire existence evolves. The
sentence quoted by Ge Hong from the Scripture of Great Clarity shows that
this was the aspect of their work that the Taiqing adepts deemed to be most
important.

In a tradition like the one we study here, nonetheless, ritual is needed to
frame doctrines and techniques into a practice. Without the mediation of rit-
ual, the methods would be experiments, and the doctrines would not offer a
way of approach to themselves, a praxis that allows to attain to them. As the
patterns of emblems of correlative cosmology do in the later tradition of wai-

dan, so does ritual in the Taiqing tradition dictate the times of the alchemi-
cal work and regulate its progression. From the transmission of the methods
to the ingestion of the elixir, all the major stages of the practice are marked
by the performance of rites addressed to the deities who revealed the al-
chemical scriptures, those who should protect and favor the compounding
of the elixir, and those who are offered the elixir when it is achieved.

For virtually all ritual forms documented in its texts, the Taiqing legacy
draws from the local religious traditions of Jiangnan. To give a few exam-
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ples, the ritual of transmission requires the offering of gifts and performance
of actions that are also mentioned in contemporary and later texts from the
same region. The talismans used to protect the furnace and the crucible are
identical or analogous to those reproduced in texts attached to the southern
Daoist traditions. The deities addressed in the invocations are also men-
tioned in contemporary sources that were transmitted in the same area. In
particular, both gods mentioned in the passage quoted above from the Scrip-

ture of the Golden Liquor, namely the Great One and the god of the Central
Yellow, are part of the pantheon of the Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi

zhongjing), one of the main texts on meditation practices that circulated at
the same time and in the same area as the Taiqing scriptures.36 Before kin-
dling the fire, the adept invokes the Great Lord of the Dao (Da Daojun),
Lord Lao (Laojun), and the Lord of the Great Harmony (Taihe jun); these
three gods also appear as a single group of deities in the Central Scripture of

Laozi. Two of them—the Lords of the Great Dao and of the Great Har-
mony—are also named in the Scripture of the Yellow Court, another text on
those practices.37

The close relation between alchemy and local traditions, however, ex-
tends beyond the sphere of ritual. As will be shown in Chapter 7, the Taiqing
texts fully partake in the belief that other local legacies have in the beneficial
action of the divine beings, and share their consideration for the noxious
influences that demonic and other malevolent forces play in human life. Re-
lations with the roots of the local southern heritage are also documented by
some textual peculiarities in the Taiqing sources. An example is found in a
passage of the Nine Elixirs whose early date is authenticated by a quotation
in Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters. Here the adept

becomes a divine immortal and transcends the generations [of mortals]. He
will be coeternal with Heaven and Earth, and as luminous as the sun and
the moon. . . . He will rise into the Void with his whole family, and will fly
even though he has no wings. Mounting the clouds and steering a chariot
pulled by dragons, he will roam in the Great Clarity and in one instant will
tour the eight poles. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.1a; see also Baopu zi, 4.74)

This passage is almost entirely made of phrases and images shared with—
and probably culled from—different poems of the Elegies of Chu (Chuci),
one of the main documents of the early southern traditions: “transcending
the generations,” “being coeternal with Heaven and Earth, and as luminous
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as the sun and the moon,” “rising into the Void,” “mounting the clouds,”
“steering a chariot pulled by dragons,” and “eight poles.” As shown by these
borrowings, the Taiqing tradition draws from the same legacy that, about
one and a half centuries later, will also provide inspiration to the Shangqing
tradition of Daoism.38

The close connections of Taiqing alchemy with earlier and contemporary
local traditions are also meaningful for another reason, which concerns a
larger segment of the arts of the elixirs and not only those with which we are
concerned here. Alchemy, as a rule, does not reject in a radical way tradi-
tions, methods, and notions that differ from its own; actually the theologi-
cal, ritual, technical, and lexical forms borrowed from other traditions pro-
vide the elements on which alchemy builds a large part of its discourse and
its practice, as the Taiqing texts also show.39 At the same time, however, its
own unique way of seeing allows alchemy to graft portions of those tradi-
tions, with little or no concern for their original background, into its own
body of rites and techniques.

alchemists and helpers

The incorporation of elements from earlier or contemporary traditions into
Taiqing alchemy is, therefore, an essential feature to consider in order to ap-
preciate the nature of this tradition. But understanding how Taiqing alchemy
was associated with the contemporary religious traditions of Jiangnan also
requires that we ask to whom the Taiqing scriptures addressed themselves,
and to whom the alchemical process was accessible as a path to transcen-
dence. Examining this point throws some light on discordant (but, as we shall
see, not necessarily incompatible) statements in scholarly literature about al-
chemy as a doctrine addressed to the social elite or as a technique performed
by specialists, often referred to under the general label of fangshi, or “mas-
ters of the methods.”

The issue is complex, for the identity of the fangshi—a heterogeneous
group of practitioners of techniques ranging from divination to healing—
and their relation to the higher social strata, including the milieu of the
literati both within and outside the imperial court, are not yet entirely clear.
It seems sure, though, that while a certain amount of transmission occurred
in both directions between the fangshi and the literati, their tasks within a
partially shared intellectual domain were distinct.40 Part of the notions at the
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basis of the fangshi practices, in other words, also provided literati and court
officials, from the Han period onward, with support for political theories
and government policies, but the actual performance of the esoteric arts was
the prerogative of the fangshi alone.41

The main feature that concerns us here is more limited in scope, and con-
sists in the relation between those who performed certain techniques and
those for whose benefit such techniques were performed. The differences be-
tween these roles reflect, or even create, social distinctions. Trying to look at
early fourth-century alchemy in Jiangnan with this model in mind reveals
something about little-known aspects of waidan. Albeit limited, the avail-
able evidence shows that a “host” (zhuren, i.e., the person whom we usually
call the “alchemist”) who intended to compound an elixir hired helpers,
who are mentioned in one of the received texts as “the person who grinds
the ingredients” (daoyao ren) and “the person who watches the fire” (shi-

huo ren).42 These allusions to the helpers’ tasks suggest that they were the
ones who knew the needed techniques—in other words, that they were the
ones who actually made the elixir. The “host” was the one on whose initia-
tive and for whose benefit the whole alchemical process was performed; he
funded the whole undertaking and knew the significance and purpose of the
process through the written and oral instructions received from his master.
To compound the elixir, however, he relied on someone who held the needed
technical skills: grinding the ingredients “ten thousand times,” spreading
mud on the crucible, feeding the fire with charcoal or horse manure day and
night—sometimes doing all this for months, as the heating process of some
Taiqing elixirs required up to one hundred days. Both the host and the help-
ers, as is stated in several Taiqing texts, had to undergo ritual purifications
and to share the same pure intent of achieving the elixir.

Although there are no definite indications in this concern, the two figures
outlined above may sometimes have merged into a single figure of an adept
who was both a “master” and a “technician.” This indeed seems to have oc-
curred in later times in the broader context of Daoism, when the term dao-

shi, which often occurs in the Inner Chapters and other early texts in the
sense of “practitioner” and “master of the methods” (i.e., as a virtual 
synonym of fangshi), shifted its meaning to “master of the Dao,” or of “the
Way,” where “way” (dao) also means “way of doing something,” that is,
“method.” The later definition of daoshi includes both the doctrines and the
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various techniques—primarily, but not only, those of ritual—held by the
Daoist initiate or the Daoist priest, who in this sense is the heir of the fang-

shi rather that the “shaman” (wu), of the diviner (and the alchemist) rather
than the medium.43 In our present context, we should note that although the
term fangshi does not appear in the early Taiqing sources, the tasks of the
helpers were comparable in principle to those of the fangshi, especially in
their role as “possessors of techniques” or, in Anna Seidel’s felicitous word-
ing, as the people who had the “know-how.”44 One can, moreover, suppose
that the host’s helpers based themselves not only on specific alchemical tech-
niques, but also on practical knowledge accumulated in related fields, espe-
cially pharmacology. If this is true, the helpers’ contribution to the com-
pounding of the elixirs provides a further example of the integration and use
of earlier practices into alchemy.

The Great Clarity in Daoist Cosmography

The status of the heaven of Great Clarity, and of alchemy itself, within the
traditions of Jiangnan underwent significant changes after revelations of new
bodies of doctrines, texts, and practices occurred in the second half of the
fourth century, promoted and supported by families (including Ge Hong’s
descendants and kin) belonging to the same milieu to which waidan had ear-
lier addressed itself. The compilation of the Shangqing (Highest Clarity) and
Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) corpora—between 364 and 370, and around
395 to 405, respectively—resulted in a new arrangement of the southeast-
ern religious customs and their historical or legendary representatives. The
new hierarchy was codified during the fifth century in the system of the Three
Caverns (sandong), the earliest traces of which are found in the Shangqing
scriptures.45

Within this system, which formally defined the identity of Six Dynasties
and later Daoism, the heaven of Great Clarity, with the associated scriptures,
doctrines, and methods, was ranked below those related to the Shangqing
and the Lingbao corpora, bringing about a decline in the prestige of waidan.
In this new arrangement, which we shall examine with several related inci-
dents and events in Chapters 2 and 8, lies one of the keys to understand the
relation of the Daoist traditions of the Six Dynasties to alchemy. The system
of the Three Caverns was devised as part of an attempt to incorporate the
various religious practices of Jiangnan into a unitary system after the cre-
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ation of the Shangqing and Lingbao corpora. One of the main points at is-
sue in this striving for integration, which at the same time was a striving to
settle issues of doctrinal prominence, was how to deal with the doctrinal and
textual legacies that existed in Jiangnan before the rise of the new schools;
these legacies included the Taiqing tradition. Besides this, a different but re-
lated problem facing the creators of the medieval religious taxonomy was
how to account for the Way of the Celestial Masters, whose cults had not
originated in Jiangnan but had come to claim a major place among the reli-
gious practices of that region.46

The effort toward integration resulted in the ranking of the various types
of religious practices prevalent in Jiangnan within a unified and coherent
system. While the two higher tiers in the schema of the Three Caverns were
assigned to Shangqing and Lingbao, there is evidence—shown elsewhere in
this book—that both the earlier and the non-native corpora of teachings,
practices, and texts (including those of the Way of the Celestial Masters and
the Great Clarity) were at first consolidated in the third tier. This lower tier
was formally associated with the Sanhuang (Three Sovereigns) and with one
of the main scriptures of the pre-Shangqing and pre-Lingbao traditions of
Jiangnan, the Sanhuang wen, or Script of the Three Sovereigns. This detail
not only explains why medieval alchemy, despite the lack of textual connec-
tions of its sources to the Script of the Three Sovereigns, is often related to
the Sanhuang corpus; it also helps us to understand why the Way of the Ce-
lestial Masters is often associated with the heaven of Great Clarity, and why
Zhang Daoling, the originator of the Way of the Celestial Masters, is cred-
ited with alchemical knowledge by medieval and later sources. An attempt
to solve this confusing issue in the formal schema of the Three Caverns was
made around 500 ce with the addition of four “supplements” (fu) to the ear-
lier classification, two of which were devoted to alchemy and the Celestial
Masters, respectively. The lower ranking of the Heaven of Great Clarity,
though, was now an established fact that no school or movement would
question—with the only exception, as we shall see, of the Celestial Masters
themselves.

In parallel to the events summarized above, and probably also in reac-
tion to them, new forms of doctrines and practices developed from around
500 ce that relinquished virtually any form of support by ritual and relied,
instead, on correlative cosmology. The text that reflected and supported these
developments within the alchemical tradition, the Token for the Agreement
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of the Three According to the Book of Changes (Zhouyi cantong qi), not
only became the main scriptural source of new forms of waidan, but also
paved the way for the emergence of neidan as we know it today. The final
chapter of this book looks at the process that marked the rise and growth of
these new forms of alchemy, and the concurrent decline and final disappear-
ance of the Taiqing tradition.
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Part One
The Heaven of Great Clarity 

and Its Revelations





The origins of alchemy is a fascinating subject that has engaged the attention
of several generations of scholars. In a survey of sources and studies of the
Western tradition, Robert Halleux has pointed out the wide diversity of opin-
ions that exist in this respect. As he shows, the debate among scholars has
concerned not only the dating of the sources, but especially what constitutes
alchemy, how it differs from metallurgy and proto-chemistry, and whether
the earliest extant sources provide definite evidence on their origins and
background. Due to the remarkable variety of views concerning these issues,
there is no agreement on when and where the arts of the elixirs first took
shape, and on what role was played in this context by the speculative and
ritual features that have characterized alchemy wherever it has developed.1

In other words, part of the issue lies exactly with the definition of al-
chemy. The characterization of the arts of the elixirs suggested by Halleux—
“an aggregate of practices and speculations related to the transmutation of
metals”—is straightforward but points to the complexity of the questions
that require attention.2 On the one hand, the techniques for refining and
transmuting minerals and metals do not constitute alchemy per se, as they
do not necessarily imply the existence of a doctrinal and soteriological back-
ground. More precisely, this background exists in the first place, but for a
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variety of reasons the techniques may come to be transmitted separately from
it. Within the Chinese tradition, this is true not only of the proto-chemical
techniques of waidan, but also of the physiological techniques of neidan; to
give one example that pertains to the latter form of alchemy, one of its great-
est representatives, Chen Zhixu (1289–after 1335), emphatically rejects the
understanding of alchemy as consisting only of its practices when he writes:
“It has been said that the way of cultivation and refinement consists of the
techniques (shu) of the Yellow Emperor and Laozi. No more of this non-
sense! This is the Great Way of the Golden Elixir, and it cannot be called a
technique.”3

On the other hand, the doctrinal principles at the basis of the compound-
ing of the elixirs are shared by alchemy with other traditions and disciplines,
and the compounding of the elixirs is not the only means of access to them.
In Chinese alchemy, this is clearly visible in the fact that the alchemical pro-
cess, either waidan or neidan, is rooted in doctrinal notions that originate
elsewhere—specifically, within Daoism—and of which alchemy represents
one of the applications. Alchemy, in other words, cannot be defined either
by its techniques or by its doctrinal foundations alone but rather, using the
formulation suggested by Halleux, by the unique relationship it establishes
between “practices and speculations,” or between techniques and doctrines.
This relationship can take several forms, including some in which the com-
pounding of the elixir is meant in an entirely metaphoric way.

The issues referred to above are especially relevant in relation to the ear-
liest stages of the history of alchemy in China, those with which we are con-
cerned here. The limited amount of evidence is not the only impediment to
research in this area, for the available documents share the ambiguity of the
Western sources and the resulting variety of possible interpretations. Sources
ranging from historical and archaeological documents to mythological and
hagiographic accounts yield some information on the quest for immortality
and the knowledge of proto-chemical techniques in pre-imperial and early
imperial times. At a closer inspection, however, very few of them are found
to be directly relevant to alchemy proper; most consist of legendary accounts
such as those on medicines of immortality that spontaneously grow in re-
mote places, or refer to artisanal techniques for refining metals and miner-
als. Some of these legends and tales are likely to descend, in the first place,
from the same background that also gave rise to alchemy; no early document,
however, makes the link explicit. We do not know, moreover, how secret
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transmissions and founding myths of the early guilds of metallurgical ar-
tisans may have influenced the rise of the arts of the elixirs.4 We should be
ready, finally, to accept the possibility that although alchemy is always char-
acterized by a practice based on doctrinal principles, the earliest extant
sources focus only on the former aspect and provide no more than a few
hints on the second aspect, which was the subject of oral transmission.

The Issue of the Origins

While the scarcity and ambiguity of the available data suggest caution, the
attempt to fix dates, identify beginners, and distinguish evolutionary stages
has often resulted in the blurring of distinctions between the compounding
of the elixirs and other ideas or techniques. Two examples are particularly
relevant in this concern.

the case of zou yan

A major instance of ambiguity in the historical data and their interpretation
concerns Zou Yan (ca. 350–270 bce), who is traditionally considered to be
the founder of the School of Yin and Yang (yinyang jia). Although some
scholars in the past have speculated on his role in the origins of waidan, Zou
Yan’s biography does not contain any allusion to alchemy, and no text on the
elixirs has ever been attributed to him.5 The short comments that follow the
catalogue of Yin and Yang writings in the History of the Former Han Dy-

nasty (Hanshu; ca. 90 ce) state that those texts dealt with astrological and
calendrical predictions. Consistently with this indication, the received frag-
ments of works attributed to Zou are mainly concerned with an early vari-
ety of the system of the Five Agents (wuxing) and its application to the the-
ory of dynastic succession, known as the “Cycle of the Five Virtues” (wude

zhi yun) or the “Master Cycle of Yin and Yang” (yinyang zhuyun).6

Zou Yan’s alleged relation to alchemy is largely based on an often quoted
passage of Sima Qian’s Records of the Historian (Shiji; ca. 90 bce). This pas-
sage describes Zou as the inspirer of some fangshi (masters of the methods)
who advised various rulers to search for the medicines of immortality 
on Penglai and the other mythical islands in the eastern seas off the coast of
Shandong:

From the time of Kings Wei (Weiwang, r. 334–320 bce) and Xuan (Xuan-
wang, r. 319–301 bce) of Qi, the followers of Master Zou discussed and
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wrote about the cycle of the Five Virtues. When the Prince of Qin became
emperor, people from Qi submitted [that theory] to the throne, and the First
Emperor adopted it. However, Song Wuji, Zhengbo Qiao, Chong Shang,
and most recently Xianmen Gao, all of whom came from the state of Yan,
practiced methods of immortality (xiandao) and for the release from the
form through dissolution and transformation (xingjie xiaohua) by means 
of services offered to spirits and divinities. While Zou Yan had been famous
among feudal lords for [his theory of] the Master Cycle of Yin and Yang,
the fangshi from the coasts of Yan and Qi transmitted his arts without 
understanding them. Since that time, those who perform flattering and 
deceptive practices have been countless. (Shiji, 28.1368–69)

Some modern scholars have seen in the term “dissolution and transforma-
tion” (or “decomposition and transformation”) an allusion to alchemical
methods. Even if this indication is correct, Sima Qian neither states nor im-
plies that Zou Yan was an alchemist; his words make clear that, in his opin-
ion, the fangshi had misinterpreted Zou Yan’s teaching. The term “dissolu-
tion and transformation,” however, is not attested in relation to the arts of
the elixirs. Fu Qian, the second-century commentator of the Records of the

Historian, states that it refers to shijie, or “release from the corpse,” one 
of the Daoist practices for leaving the world as an immortal.7 This gloss 
deserves attention, for the mention of “dissolution and transformation” to-
gether with “release from the form” (xingjie), and with “services offered to
gods and demons,” suggests that this term refers to thaumaturgic methods
for decomposing and transforming one’s form (xing). Methods for achiev-
ing “release from the form” by breaking it up and multiplying it, or by 
dissolving it and hiding it, are known from several sources as part of the 
extremely wide and varied notion of “metamorphosis” (bianhua), of which
“release from the corpse” is an instance.8 Fu Qian’s gloss thus supports the
conclusion that the passage of the Records of the Historian quoted above has
no relation to waidan.

As evidence of historical connections between Zou Yan and alchemy,
some scholars have also referred to a passage in the History of the Former

Han Dynasty that mentions techniques ascribed to him. The following is Jo-
seph Needham’s translation of the passage:

[Liu An, the Prince of] Huainan, had in his pillow (for safe-keeping) certain
writings entitled Arts from the Garden of Secrets of the Great Treasure
(Hongbao yuanbi shu). These writings told about the holy immortals and
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their arts of conjuring spirits (shi guiwu) and making gold, together with
Zou Yan’s technique for prolonging life by a method of repeated (transmu-
tation) (chongdao).9 (Hanshu, 36.1928)

While this passage shows that Zou Yan, in the hundred and fifty years or so
after his death, had been ascribed with methods for obtaining longevity—
possibly by the same fangshi who, according to Sima Qian, had misunder-
stood his teaching—the key expression for his supposed relation to alchemy
is the phrase rendered as “a method of repeated (transmutation)” by Need-
ham, and as “a repeated method (of transmutation)” by Homer Dubs three
decades earlier.10 Needham suggests that this expression “is extremely sig-
nificant because of the later obsession of the Taoist alchemists for repeat-
edly separating and combining mercury and sulphur in cyclical transfor-
mations.”11 However, the phrase chongdao does not occur in the alchemi-
cal literature, where the canonical terms for processes of cyclical refining are
zhuan (“cycling”), huan (“reverting”), or fan (“returning”). If the phrase of
the History of the Former Han Dynasty is read zhongdao instead of chong-

dao (both readings are possible), the relevant portion of the sentence can
more accurately be translated as “important methods by Zou Yan for pro-
longing life,” again with no hint to his involvement in alchemy.

Besides the above, there has been another—and possibly more conse-
quential—reason for ascribing Zou Yan with an active role in relation to al-
chemy, namely his traditional image as the creator of the system of correla-
tive cosmology. Whether this image has any historical foundation or reflects
even partially the truth is not the main issue, and does not need to be dis-
cussed here. The main fact is that, for approximately eight centuries after
Zou Yan, no Chinese alchemical text is based on that system.

jingdi’s anti-coining edict

Another example of questionable evidence provided by early sources is the
edict issued in 144 bce by Han Jingdi (r. 156 –141) forbidding the counter-
feiting of gold. Some scholars in the past have seen in this document one of
the first clear allusions to alchemy in any civilization. It has also been sug-
gested that “after 144 [bce], alchemy could only be practiced openly under
imperial or royal patronage,” and that the edict had a lasting effect on the
arts of the elixirs, as shown by the Huainan zi (Book of the Master of Huai-
nan; ca. 139 bce), a work that “does not contain any explicit alchemy, which
fact is understandable since this pursuit had become illegal.” According to
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this view, the silence of the historical sources from the beginning of the first
century to the second or third century also would be “explained by the Han
law against this practice.”12

The passage of the History of the Former Han Dynasty on the anti-coin-
ing edict is terse but unambiguous:

[In 144 bce, Emperor Jing] established a statute fixing public execution for
[privately] coining cash or counterfeiting gold.13 (Hanshu, 5.148)

The edict does not refer to the practice of alchemy and does not mention the
compounding of elixirs. According to Ying Shao’s (ca. 140–ca. 206) com-
mentary, Jingdi merely intended to abrogate a decree of the previous emperor,
who, in 175 bce, had allowed people to cast coins without authorization.14

This particular instance of confusion in the historiography of Chinese al-
chemy is also worthy of attention. The interpretation of the edict as relevant
to alchemy results from the blurring of distinctions between waidan and
metallurgy. Chemical artisans and alchemists certainly were acquainted with
each others’ methods, and it is virtually certain that alchemy, in China as
elsewhere, has one of its roots in the technical knowledge of the metallur-
gists. But interpreting Jingdi’s edict as directed against alchemy involves ne-
glecting to take into account the alchemists’ quest of transcendence or their
attempt to communicate with divine beings—in other words, the doctrinal
and ritual components of alchemy. As suggested above, it is only the explicit
combination of metallurgical or proto-chemical techniques with these com-
ponents that defines alchemy. If the doctrinal and ritual background is ig-
nored, the work of transmuting minerals and metals loses its soteriological
features, and alchemy becomes proto-chemistry.

The “Masters of the Methods”

Not much is left to write a history of pre-Han and Han alchemy if the two
pieces of evidence—if one may call them such—discussed above are dis-
missed. Despite their importance in other respects, the anecdotal and hagio-
graphic accounts found in literary or Daoist sources are of little or no his-
torical import: not only is there regularly a remarkable gap between the date
of these sources and the time of the events they purport to record, but their
accounts often concern the search for longevity or immortality or the belief
in a medicine of long life instead of alchemy proper.15
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The little we do know about the early history of waidan, however, de-
serves attention, not only for its own sake but also for its continuity with the
later history of alchemy in China, and specifically with the Taiqing tradition.
As shown by the passage of the Records of the Historian quoted above,
among those who shared the belief in a medicine of immortality growing in
remote lands were the fangshi, or “masters of the methods,” specialists in
cosmological and esoteric arts whom several rulers employed from the fourth
century bce on, and whose presence at court became prominent during the
reigns of Qin Shi Huangdi (r. 221–210) and Han Wudi (r. 141–88).16 The
main areas of expertise of the fangshi were numerology, astronomy, astrol-
ogy, calendrical computation, divination, and the interpretation of portents;
others among them specialized in magic, exorcism, healing, diets, and sex-
ual practices. The function of this sizable and by no means homogeneous
group of practitioners in the early history of alchemy is unclear for at least
two reasons. First, we know virtually nothing about the forms of transmis-
sion among the fangshi. Second, their role in relation to the transmission of
alchemy is unclear owing to the different biases of the relevant sources. On
the one hand, the historical records suggest that few fangshi were skilled in
waidan; in fact, only one reference to the medicines of immortality—not to
making elixirs—is found among the thirty-five biographies of fangshi in the
History of the Later Han Dynasty (Hou Hanshu).17 On the other hand, 
hagiographic traditions of a later date associate some well-known fangshi

to the transmission of alchemical methods. Four or five centuries after the
above-mentioned Xianmen Gao’s supposed existence on earth, for instance,
Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters mentions his name in conjunction with an al-
chemical compound.18 An additional two centuries later, another source
states that he had ingested the Flower of Langgan (langgan hua), one of the
elixirs related to the Taiqing tradition.19

li shaojun and the earliest alchemical texts

Apparently the only fangshi whose role in the early history of waidan is ac-
knowledged by both historical and alchemical sources is Li Shaojun. Around
133 bce, Li suggested to Emperor Wu that he perform a complex practice.
The method began with a ceremony to the stove (zao) intended to ask some
deities (or spirits, wu) to assist the emperor in making an elixir. In their pres-
ence, cinnabar would transmute itself into a gold fit to cast vessels for eat-
ing and drinking. Taking food and drinks from those vessels would extend
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the emperor’s life, and enable him to meet the transcendent beings. After
meeting them, and after performing the major feng and shan ceremonies to
Heaven and Earth, the emperor would obtain immortality. Thus, told Li
Shaojun to Emperor Wu, did the Yellow Emperor in illo tempore. This event
is narrated in the Records of the Historian as part of a lengthy debate on
whether and how Emperor Wu should perform the feng and shan state cer-
emonies. The views of the fangshi and the court officials differed on this is-
sue, with the officials suggesting that the emperor should only express grat-
itude to Heaven and Earth for the restored unity of the Nine Regions, and
the fangshi maintaining that he should emulate the Yellow Emperor, their
main deity, who had celebrated those rituals at the beginning of human time.
The Records of the Historian relates the event as follows:

Li Shaojun told the Emperor: “By making offerings to the stove, one can
summon the supernatural beings (wu). If one summons them, cinnabar can
be transmuted into gold. When gold has been produced and made into ves-
sels for eating and drinking, one can prolong one’s life. If one’s life is pro-
longed, one will be able to meet the immortals of the Penglai island in the
midst of the sea. When one has seen them and has performed the feng and
shan ceremonies, one will never die. The Yellow Emperor did just so. Your
subject formerly, when sailing on the sea, encountered Master Anqi (Anqi
sheng), who feeds on jujube-dates as large as melons. Master Anqi is an im-
mortal who roams about Penglai; when it pleases him to appear to humans,
he does so, otherwise he remains invisible.”

Thereupon the Emperor for the first time personally made offerings to
the stove. He sent some fangshi to the sea to search for Penglai and for those
like Master Anqi, and also occupied himself with the transmutation of cin-
nabar and other substances into gold.20 (Shiji, 28.1385)

We shall presently look in more detail at some features of Li Shaojun’s
speech to the emperor. Let us first remark here that Li’s method did not in-
volve ingesting the elixir, and that his alchemical gold did not grant immor-
tality, but only longevity: the emperor would become an immortal after per-
forming the feng and shan ceremonies. The earliest evidence on ingesting
elixirs in order to “last as long as Heaven and Earth” dates from several de-
cades after Li; it is found in the Treatise on Salt and Iron (Yantie lun), a work
based on court debates held in 81 bce but compiled about two decades later.
In a Confucian rebuke of Qin Shi Huangdi’s patronage of the fangshi, this
work says about events that supposedly had occurred one and a half centu-
ries earlier:
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At that time, the masters (shi) of Yan and Qi set aside their hoes and digging
sticks and competed to make themselves heard on the subject of immortals
and magicians. Consequently the fangshi who headed for [the Qin capital]
Xianyang numbered in the thousands. They asserted that the immortals had
eaten of gold and drunk of pearl; after this had been done, their lives would
last as long as Heaven and Earth.21 (Yantie lun, 29.35)

Around the time the Yantie lun was being written, the first details about al-
chemical texts emerge in connection with Liu Xiang’s (79–8 bce) notorious
attempt at making alchemical gold, which ended in failure.22 Liu reportedly
was inspired by a work now lost, the Arts from the Garden of Secrets of the

Great Treasure (Hongbao yuanbi shu), already mentioned above in connec-
tion with Zou Yan. The extant fragments of this work include a few passages
that may be related to waidan, but no clue is available about their context;
an isolated sentence stating that “cinnabar can be turned into mercury,” in
particular, may come from a discussion of pharmacology instead of alchemy,
as the refining of mercury from cinnabar is also mentioned in the earliest
Chinese pharmacopoeia.23 Bibliographic sources, nonetheless, claim that the
Garden of Secrets and other texts compiled under the patronage of Prince
Liu An of Huainan (180–122 bce) did contain sections devoted to alchemy.24

Continuity with the Great Clarity

A hardly negligible feature of the sources examined above is that none of them
gives directions on the compounding of any elixir. The earliest document
that appears to be historically reliable—the passage of the Records of the

Historian on Han Wudi and Li Shaojun—is nevertheless surprisingly dense,
relating as it does waidan to mythology, hagiography, ritual, and even state
ceremonies. It is unclear whether Li Shaojun’s elaborate method results from
a long but undocumented tradition before him or simply reflects his attempt
at picking as many features as possible that would capture the emperor’s in-
terest and mixing them into an “alchemical recipe.” But despite the silence
on what exactly happened within the crucibles, some features in the stories
of Li Shaojun and Liu Xiang allow us to relate the records that concern them
to the later history of waidan, and particularly to the Taiqing tradition.

alchemical rites

First of all, Li Shaojun’s method shows that the performance of rites is part
of the alchemical practices since their earliest recorded mention. We do not
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know precisely which divinities were involved in the process—possibly the
Stove God (zaoshen) was among them25—but summoning gods and other
supernatural beings while making elixirs is far from being an isolated in-
stance: the same feature, as we shall see, lies at the core of the Taiqing tra-
dition. Similarly of interest is the statement, made in one of the passages
quoted above, that the Arts from the Garden of Secrets described alchemi-
cal methods in conjunction not only with longevity techniques, but also with
rites for “conjuring spirits.”

In this connection, a later echo of Li Shaojun’s method deserves mention.
The seventh-century commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (one of
the main Taiqing texts) refers to Li’s method, saying that the gold of vessels
used for eating and drinking affords longevity as it slowly saturates one’s
stomach, permeating the system of transmutation of food into nutritional
essences. The commentary, however, does not hold Li in high esteem; it ac-
tually blames him because his method, instead of being based on the “cor-
rect instructions for making the Elixir-Gold” (danjin zhengjue), gave impor-
tance to offerings to the stove (sizao) and to incorrect practices (zuodao, a
term that usually denotes magic). After Li left the court of Emperor Wu, the
commentary continues, the emperor understood that the superior methods
are those of the Taiqing tradition, namely the Nine Tripods of the Yellow
Emperor (Huangdi jiuding) and the Elixir-Gold of the Great One (Taiyi dan-

jin, i.e., the Golden Liquor). The point of this criticism of Li Shaojun, thus,
is not that he advocated the performance of rites, but that his method did not
address the highest deities.26

making vessels of alchemical gold

Continuity with the later history of waidan is also shown by the use of gold
for casting vessels. Both Taiqing and other waidan sources record this use 
of alchemical gold. The received version of the Scripture of the Golden Li-

quor says:

If you cast plates and bowls with the Elixir-Gold (danjin), and take food
and drinks from them, you will live a long life free from death, and will be
coeternal with Heaven and Earth. By collecting [the essences of] the sun
and the moon with these plates, you obtain a Nectar of Divine Radiance
(shenguang li). Men and women should take their food from different ves-
sels, and they will immediately rise to heaven.27 (Shenxian jinzhuo jing,
1.6b–7a)
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The Nine Elixirs also refers to the malleability of alchemical gold, showing
that casting tools was one of its uses:

Be careful not to use excessive amounts [of the ingredients], or the gold will
be hard; but if there is not enough, the gold will be soft. Neither would be
malleable. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.5b).

These examples are not isolated in the extant waidan literature.28 The im-
plication is a point frequently overlooked in the study of Chinese alchemy,
namely that ingesting an elixir is not the only purpose of compounding it. As
we shall see, besides their use in casting vessels, the elixirs have other ritual
functions that do not require their ingestion: for example, one can keep off
demons and other dangers and obtain the protection of the gods by smear-
ing them on one’s eyes, rubbing them on house doors and city walls, or keep-
ing them in one’s hand or at one’s belt.29

methods for the aqueous solutions

A third element of continuity between waidan in the early Han period 
and in later times is contained in the account concerning Liu Xiang. The 
text that Liu reportedly used for his alchemical experiments, the Arts from

the Garden of Secrets, is traditionally attributed to the Eight Masters
(Bagong). This core group of advisers at the court of Liu An is also cred-
ited with an extant work giving methods for making aqueous solutions of
minerals. The received version of this work bears the title Methods of the

Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions (Sanshiliu shuifa), but references in early
sources, including those of the Taiqing tradition, show that initially it en-
joyed the status of a “scripture” (jing). Nothing counters the traditional
claim that parts of this text date from the Han period. The simple techniques
that it describes, of which the following one for the solution of cinnabar is
an example, were used as intermediate stages during the compounding of
elixirs:

Place one pound of cinnabar (dansha) in a cylinder of fresh bamboo, and
add two ounces of chalcanthite (shidan) and four ounces of saltpeter (xi-
aoshi). Seal the openings of the bamboo tube with lacquer, and leave the
tube in an acetic bath. The solution is ready in thirty days. (Sanshiliu shuifa,
2b)

As the Taiqing scriptures often mention the Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions

and refer to its methods, this work appears to constitute a textual link—the
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only one to have come down to us—between the earliest stages of waidan

and the Way of Great Clarity.30

As shown above, the few reliable records available on the origins of alchemy
in China are concerned with the second and the first centuries bce. The evi-
dence that they provide can be summarized as follows. Alchemy was prac-
ticed within the imperial court from the mid-second century bce and, in that
milieu, was placed under the Yellow Emperor’s patronage. Its practice in-
volved ceremonies to the stove performed in order to summon supernatural
beings, and the elixirs were either ingested or used to cast tools for eating
and drinking. The first known text that described the compounding of elix-
irs is the now-lost Arts from the Garden of Secrets of the Great Treasure

(Hongbao yuanbi shu), which dated from the mid-second century bce and
was used for waidan practices at court about one hundred years later. This
text may be related to the extant Methods of the Thirty-six Aqueous Solu-

tions (Sanshiliu shuifa).
After the fragmentary documentation surveyed in this chapter, the history

of Chinese alchemy confronts us with the Taiqing scriptures. The shift is a
major one, for these scriptures claim to derive their teachings and methods
from divine beings, describe actual methods, give details on ritual practices,
and frequently refer to each other. In other words, the proper history of Chi-
nese alchemy begins with these texts. The next chapter introduces the heaven
from which they descended and the deities who revealed them.
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The Taiqing scriptures provide no indications about the historical origins of
their tradition. Like most other waidan sources, they are not concerned with
this question, and state that their methods derive from revelations granted
by deities, immortals, and other divine or semi-divine beings. This silence is
significant. The alchemical doctrines and practices are deemed not to have
their origin in the human world; instead, they enter the world through a di-
vine revelation, or through the transcription of scriptures originally kept in
heaven.

The history of this heaven—of what has been written about it in different
times and in different contexts—reveals many details on the nature of the
Taiqing tradition. This chapter examines some aspects of this history: the use
of the word taiqing to denote an inner spiritual state, the features of the heaven
of Great Clarity mentioned in several Taiqing and Daoist sources, and the des-
tiny that this heaven faced when it lost its status as the highest celestial realm.

The Term Taiqing

Before the term taiqing, or Great Clarity, came to designate one of the sev-
eral heavens distinguished in Daoist cosmography, it denoted an inner

the heaven of great clarity
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spiritual state. The term appears in this meaning in several texts, the earliest
of which may be the Zhuangzi (fourth century bce):

The accomplished man (zhiren) turns his essence and spirit back to what
has no beginning, and pleasantly rests in the territory of what has no exis-
tence. Like water running into the formless, he overflows into the Great
Clarity.1 (Zhuangzi, 89/32/20–22)

The term taiqing also appears elsewhere in the Zhuangzi. In one of its dia-
logues among fictional characters that personify impersonal principles or
states of being, this work reports a conversation between a master called
Without Beginning (Wushi) and his disciple called Great Clarity (Taiqing).
In his search for the Dao, Great Clarity first receives contradictory answers
from two other personages, namely No-Limit (Wuqiong) and Non-Action
(Wuwei). Then he seeks the advice of Without Beginning, who teaches him
how to achieve authentic knowledge:

Great Clarity asked No-Limit: “Sir, do you know the Dao?” and No-Limit
replied: “No, I don’t know it.” Then again he asked Non-Action, and Non-
Action replied: “Yes, I know the Dao.” Great Clarity asked: “Sir, as far as
you know, does the Dao have any measures (shu)?”2 He replied: “Yes.”
“And what are those measures?” “I know that the Dao can be honored and
can be vilified, that one can join with it and can part from it. These are the
measures through which I know the Dao.”

Great Clarity asked Without Beginning the meaning of this: “If this is 
the case, who is right and who is wrong between No-Limit who does not
know the Dao and Non-Action who knows it?” Without Beginning replied:
“Not knowing is deep, and knowing is shallow; not knowing is inward, and
knowing is outward.” At these words, Great Clarity sighed within himself
and said: “Then not knowing means to know, and knowing means not to
know! But who knows the knowledge of unknowing?” Without Beginning
replied: “The Dao cannot be heard: if you hear it, it is not that. The Dao
cannot be seen: if you see it, it is not that. The Dao cannot be spoken: if
you speak it, it is not that. Know the Formless that gives form to the forms!
The Dao cannot be given any name.”

Then Without Beginning said: “Those who respond to questions about
the Dao are those who do not know the Dao. And although one may ask
about the Dao, one never hears about it. There is no asking about the Dao,
and there is no response to that asking. Asking about what cannot be asked
is to reach the limit of asking; responding to what cannot be responded is 
to lack the inward. One who lacks the inward and attends to questions that
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have a limit will not contemplate space and time outside, and will not 
know the Great Beginning (taichu) inside. Therefore that person will not
reach beyond Mount Kunlun and will not roam in the Great Void (taixu).”3

(Zhuangzi, 59/22/57–60/22/65)

After the Zhuangzi, other early texts mention the numinous state of Great
Clarity. According to the Huainan zi (Book of the Master of Huainan; ca.
139 bce), the saintly man (shengren)

has forgotten his five viscera (wuzang) and has abandoned his bodily form
(xinghai). He knows without apprehending, sees without looking, accom-
plishes without doing, and discerns without applying himself. He sponta-
neously responds to the outer stimuli (gan er ying) and acts only if he can-
not do without it. He moves without wanting it, like beams of light and
particles of brilliance. As his rule he follows the Dao and attains to it. He
embraces his foundation in the Great Clarity (bao qi taiqing zhi ben) and
nothing can enthrall him or trouble him. Vast and deep, he maintains him-
self empty; pure and serene, he is without thoughts and worries. A great
marsh can burn, and he is not scorched; the Yellow and the Han rivers can
frost, and he is not cold; a great thunder can shake a mountain, and he is
not frightened; a great wind can obscure the sun, and he is not distressed.4

Therefore he looks upon precious stones, pearls, and jade as stones and
gravel; he looks upon the most venerable and esteemed ones as passing
guests; and he looks upon Mao Qiang and Xi Shi as deformed and un-
comely.5 He takes life and death as a single transformation, and the ten
thousand things as a single extension (fang). He communicates through his
essence with his foundation in the Great Clarity (tong jing yu taiqing zhi
ben) and roams in the indistinct space. He does not stir his essence and does
not budge his spirit. Keeping up his tally with the simplicity of the Great In-
choate (dahun), he establishes himself at the center of Culminant Clarity
(zhijing).6 (Huainan zi, 7.7b–8a)

Elsewhere in the Huainan zi, the inner condition of Great Clarity is pro-
jected into the indefinite past, so that the original state of being is repre-
sented as the way of life enjoyed by human beings in primordial times:

At the commencement of Great Clarity, in harmony and conformity people
were silent and boundless, and in the perfection of their constitution (zhi-
zhen) they were pure and simple. Being at leisure and quiet they had no
haste, drifting along with things they had no purpose. Within themselves
they joined with the Dao, and outside they adjusted to righteousness. Their
movements were achieved with elegance, and in acting fast they were of ad-
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vantage to all creatures. Their words were few and complied with their
principles, their actions were pleased and followed their feelings (qing).
Their hearts were content and without artifice, their doings were pure and
unadorned. Therefore they had not to choose [proper] days and times [to
act], and did not need to divine through trigrams and omens. They made no
schemes at the beginning and no discussions at the end. In tranquility they
halted, and under stimulation they moved. Their body communicated with
Heaven and Earth, and their essence was equal to Yin and Yang. Joined in
oneness with the four seasons, their own light was reflected by the sun and
the moon. They were one with the generation and transformation of things
(zaohua zhe). (Huainan zi, 8.1a–b)

The spiritual state of Great Clarity is described in analogous terms in the
“Neiye” (Inner Training; 350/300 bce) chapter of the Guanzi, whose date
approximates that of the Zhuangzi:

If a man achieves correct quiescence (zhengjing), his skin will be healthy
and fresh, his ears and eyes will perceive clearly, his sinews will stretch, and
his bones will be strong. Then he will be able to carry the great circle [of
Heaven] and tread over the great square [of Earth], to mirror the Great
Clarity (daqing) and see through to the Great Light (daming). Attentive and
mindful without error, he daily renews his virtue; utterly knowing all under
Heaven, he reaches to the four poles. To distribute this plenitude in a care-
ful way is called inner virtue (neide). To be like this and never go back is to
have an overabundance of life.7 (Guanzi, 16.271)

As shown by some of the passages quoted above, the inner state of Great
Clarity corresponds externally to a pure space where the saintly man wan-
ders unrestrained. Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters also mentions the Great Clar-
ity as a heaven in which one roams freely after achieving transcendence:

Surely you would rise to the Void and tread upon the Light, use the clouds
as your floor and the rainbow as your roof. You would taste the Drifting
Flow (hangxie) of the Dawn Aurora (zhaoxia) and inhale the pure essences
of the Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang). Your drinks would be nectar of
jade and juice of gold; your foods, azure mushrooms and vermilion blos-
soms; your dwellings, halls of precious stones and rooms of valuable gems;
your journeys, freely roaming in the Great Clarity.8 (Baopu zi, 3.52)

Those who become immortals rise to the Great Clarity, soar in the Purple
Empyrean (zixiao), travel to the Mysterious Continent (xuanzhou), or nest
on Mount Bantong.9 (Baopu zi, 10.189)
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Ge Hong even goes so far as to suggest a precise location for the heaven of
Great Clarity, situating it forty miles above the earth.10 Yet, in one of the pas-
sages he quotes from texts that describe meditation practices, he also men-
tions the Great Clarity as an inner heaven. The passage concerns those who
attain the Dao through those practices:

They chew and inhale their Precious Flower (baohua),
and bathe their spirit in the Great Clarity (taiqing);
outside they radiate the Five Lights (wuyao),
inside they guard the Nine Essences (jiujing). (Baopu zi, 5.111)

Daoist texts later imagined this inner or outer space as a heaven inhabited
by deities, to which the elixirs grant access.

Goddesses and Gods of the Great Clarity

The deities of the heaven of Great Clarity generated and handed down the
alchemical scriptures to each other before they were written in a form com-
prehensible to mankind. The versions of those scriptures transmitted to the
world are inferior and partial counterparts of those divine prototypes. Ac-
cording to Ge Hong, the Scripture of Great Clarity that circulated at his time
was the last part of a longer text to which human beings have no access:

The Scripture of the Contemplation of the Heaven of Great Clarity (Tai-
qing guantian jing) is in nine sections (pian). However, it is said that the
first set of three sections cannot be transmitted for teaching. The central set
of three sections is permanently submerged beneath the Three Sources (san-
quan), because no one in our generation is worthy enough to receive their
transmission. The last set of three sections is the scripture on the elixirs
proper, in three scrolls: top, middle, and bottom (shang, zhong, xia).
(Baopu zi, 4.76)

One of the early texts containing a method for making the Golden Liquor,
received as the Scripture of the Divine Elixir of the Golden Liquor of Great

Clarity (Taiqing jinye shendan jing), was originally written in the unintel-
ligible graphs formed by the spontaneous condensation of pneuma (qi) in
primordial times. It became comprehensible to human beings only when the
immortal Yin Changsheng transcribed it into a suitable form, namely “into
Chinese characters” (hanzi).11

The Scripture of Nine Elixirs also is the earthly version of a text that was
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originally kept in heaven, and was transmitted from deity to deity before it
took its current shape. It was first “announced” (gao, the customary term
for revelations granted by deities to humans) by the Mysterious Woman
(Xuannü) to the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi), who later transmitted it to the
Mysterious Master (Xuanzi):

The Yellow Emperor received the Culminant Way of the Reverted Elixirs
(huandan zhidao) from the Mysterious Woman, who is a celestial woman.
The Yellow Emperor compounded and ingested them, and thereby rose to
heaven as an immortal. . . . The Yellow Emperor transmitted this Way to
the Mysterious Master. . . . (Jiudan jingjue, 1.1a)

The transmission from the Mysterious Woman to the Yellow Emperor marks
the moment when the Nine Elixirs leaves the heavens and enters the human
world, while the transmission from the Yellow Emperor to the Mysterious
Master is the first instance of its transmission on earth. The ceremony cele-
brated at that time, described in the Nine Elixirs, is the model of the rite of
transmission performed between master and disciple after the text became
accessible to human beings.

two divine couples

Before its revelation, the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs was called “Superior
Scripture of the Nine Methods of the Princess of the Primordial Dao of the
Nine Heavens” (“Jiutian Yuandao jun jiufang zhi shangjing”).12 As this title
shows, the text was originally revealed by the Princess of Primordial Dao
(Yuandao jun), who is called Primordial Princess (Yuanjun) in several pas-
sages of the commentary to the Nine Elixirs. Ge Hong mentions her in con-
nection with the Great Clarity and the Golden Liquor, the two other texts
that form the main early Taiqing corpus. In both instances, the Primordial
Princess transmits these scriptures to her son, Laozi.13

The revelation of the Nine Elixirs is due therefore to two divine cou-
ples, each of which consists of a female and a male figure: the Primordial
Princess and Laozi on the one hand (transmission in heaven), and the Mys-
terious Woman and the Yellow Emperor on the other (transmission on
earth). The relation between the components of the two couples is similar:
the Primordial Princess is the mother and teacher of Laozi, while the Myste-
rious Woman, as we shall presently see, is one of several deities who granted
teachings to the Yellow Emperor. Also similar is the relation between the two
male and the two female figures. Laozi—or his divine counterpart, Laojun
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or Lord Lao—and the Yellow Emperor are in several ways two aspects 
of the same divine being: the former is on the non-temporal level what the
latter is in the human time, where he rules at the beginning of history.14

Analogously, the Primordial Princess is associated with the celestial version
of the Nine Elixirs, not addressed to human beings and therefore differently
titled, while the Mysterious Woman is related to its transmission to the Yel-
low Emperor, in its current form and with its current title. The association
between the Primordial Princess and the Mysterious Woman is emphasized
by sources that call the latter goddess Mysterious Woman of the Nine Heav-
ens (Jiutian Xuannü), an appellation reminiscent of the title Princess of the
Primordial Dao of the Nine Heavens mentioned in the commentary to the
Nine Elixirs.15

the role of the yellow emperor

As in later Daoist traditions, therefore, the main role in the revelation of the
Nine Elixirs and the other Taiqing scriptures is played by female deities.16

Although the Yellow Emperor is mentioned in the title of the Nine Elixirs,
he is only an agent in the transmission of the text from heaven to the human
world. The Nine Elixirs shares this feature with several other works. The
Yellow Emperor reigns at the beginning of human history and is associated
with the origins of several traditions and techniques, but he is not a master;
several sources represent him as a disciple of various divine or semi-divine
beings, including the Mysterious Woman, the Pure Woman (Sunü), Guang-
cheng zi, and Qi Bo.17

The Yellow Emperor’s association with the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs

is, nonetheless, significant. Not only is he a link in the descent of the text
from heaven to earth, but the compounding of an alchemical medicine is of-
ten mentioned, especially in non-alchemical sources, as the culmination of
his quest for teachings that enabled him to establish a perfect system of gov-
ernment. A Tang work, for instance, describes his pilgrimage to various sa-
cred places, where he meets divine beings who bestow teachings and scrip-
tures upon him. Along his way he finds the “Scripture of the Nine Elixirs of
the Golden Tripods” (“Jinding jiudan zhi jing”) in a jade casket, and receives
the “Instructions on the [Elixir in] Nine Cycles” (“Jiuzhuan zhi jue”) from
the Mysterious Woman.18 The commentary to the Nine Elixirs also refers to
the Yellow Emperor’s initiatory journey, at the end of which he compounded
two elixirs that enabled him to rise to heaven:
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In ancient times, the Yellow Emperor ascended Mount Wangwu (Wangwu
shan, in present-day Henan) and received scriptures on the elixirs; he climbed
Mount Kongtong (Kongtong shan, Gansu) and questioned Guangcheng zi;
to search for the Dao and the doctrines of Nourishing Life (yangsheng) he
listened to the teachings of the Mysterious Woman and the Pure Woman;
and to scrutinize the divine and the supernatural he wrote down the words
of the Baize. Thus he obtained a thorough knowledge of the Dao and the
real, and a deep discernment of the mysterious and the secret. Then he sub-
limated and fixed the Elixir in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan) at the foot of Mount
Jing (Jingshan, Henan), and transmuted the Liquid Pearl (liuzhu) on the
Lake of the Tripod (Dinghu, also in Henan).19 (Jiudan jingjue, 5.2a)

The final sentence of the passage quoted above elaborates on the myth
that established the connection between the Yellow Emperor and alchemy—
his casting of a tripod on Mount Jing, and his subsequent ascension to heaven.
Wang Chong’s (ca. 27–97) Discussions Weighed in the Balance (Lunheng)
is among the early sources that report this famous episode:

The Yellow Emperor extracted copper from Mount Shou (Shoushan, Henan)
and cast a tripod at the foot of Mount Jing (Jingshan, Henan). When the
tripod was ready, a dragon with a long beard appeared and welcomed the
Yellow Emperor. The Emperor mounted on the dragon, followed by more
than seventy ministers and concubines. The dragon rose up and left. The re-
maining officers could not mount on the dragon; they held on to its beard,
pulling it and causing the Yellow Emperor’s bow to fall down. They looked
on high; when the Yellow Emperor had risen to heaven, they collected his
bow and the dragon’s beard, and wailed. Therefore the later generations
called that place Dinghu (Lake of the Tripod) and his bow wuhao (“bow 
of wailing”).20 (Lunheng, 7.305)

The reference to the tripod, an emblem of the divine origins of political
power in ancient China, is likely to have played a role in the choice of the
Nine Elixirs as textual support for providing alchemical instructions to Em-
peror Gaozong (r. 649–83), the first recipient of the commentary to the
Scripture of the Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods.21 Nine tripods, accord-
ing to another early legend, were inscribed by the mythical Emperor Yu with
the images of demons and spirits in order to obtain control of them; the 
elixirs of the Nine Tripods, as we shall see, possess analogous apotropaic
powers.22 A scripture mentioning the Nine Tripods in its title, moreover, was
suited to exalt the state of peace and unity in the ancestral Nine Provinces of
China, which had been restored only a few decades before Gaozong’s acces-
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sion to the throne after the long period of disunion of the Three Kingdoms
and the Southern and Northern Dynasties.

The Three Clarities and the Three Caverns

Not only the Taiqing texts, but other sources also show that the heaven of
Great Clarity was the most exalted celestial domain—an external counter-
part to the inner spiritual state described in the Zhuangzi and the other
works quoted above in the present chapter—before the Daoist cosmographic
model was reshaped by the revelations of the late fourth century. Among
these sources is the Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi zhongjing), one of the
main early texts on Daoist meditation practices that describes the human be-
ing as the seat of a host of deities, the most important of which also have a
celestial counterpart. The highest god in the Central Scripture, the Supreme
Great One (Shangshang Taiyi), as well as the Lord of the Dao (Daojun, who
is described as one of the multiple facets taken by the Great One), resides in
the Great Clarity:

The Supreme Great One is the Father of the Dao and exists before Heaven
and Earth. He resides above the Nine Heavens (jiutian), within the Great
Clarity, outside the Eight Obscurities, inside the Subtle Tenuity. (Laozi
zhongjing, sec. 1)

The Lord of the Dao is the One. . . . He resides above the Nine Heavens at
an altitude of ten thousand zhang, within the Palace of the Purple Chamber
in the Great Abyss (taiyuan zifang gong). . . . Above him is the five-colored
glow of the cloud pneuma of Great Clarity. Under a nine-layered flowery
canopy, Laozi and Great Harmony attend upon him on his left and his
right. (Laozi zhongjing, sec. 5)

Two other deities mentioned in the Central Scripture, the Queen Mother of
the West (Xiwang mu) and her spouse, the King Father of the East (Dong-
wang fu), also dwell “in the hamlet of the Great Clarity” (Taiqing xiang),
and in one of the meditation exercises described in the text, the adept is 
instructed to circulate the breaths of Great Clarity within his own body.23

These references show that the Great Clarity is not only the heaven from
which the alchemical revelations have descended; it is the highest celestial
realm, where the highest gods reside and to which not only the elixirs but
also meditation practices grant access.

The status of the Great Clarity, however, declined after the Shangqing
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(Highest Clarity) and the Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) revelations occurred
in the latter half of the fourth century. Dating from the late Six Dynasties 
onward, many sources in the Daoist Canon refer to the Great Clarity as one
of the Three Clarities (sanqing). With a remarkable shift from the earlier 
descriptions, the word qing, or “clarity,” takes on a new meaning in these
texts, denoting not only a celestial domain (jing) but also the corresponding
ruling deity, known as Celestial Worthy (tianzun). In this arrangement, the
earlier gods find no more place, and the Great Clarity itself is placed at the
lower end, below the heavens of the Jade Clarity (Yuqing) and the Highest
Clarity (Shangqing). The Three Clarities, moreover, occupy an intermediate
place in an even larger cosmographic model. Above them lies the supreme
celestial sphere, namely the Great Canopy heaven (Daluo tian); below them
are the Four Brahmā heavens (si fantian) and farther below the Three
Realms (sanjie), that is, the realms of formlessness (wuse jie, containing four
heavens), form (sejie, containing eighteen heavens), and desire (yujie, con-
taining six heavens).24

Another feature of this classificatory scheme, and the most important one
for the discussion that follows, is the notion of the Three Caverns (sandong).
Originally denoting the breaths (qi) of each of the original Three Sovereigns
(sanhuang, i.e., the rulers of Heaven, Earth, and Humanity), the “caverns”
also represent the three main doctrinal and textual corpora of Daoism dur-
ing the Six Dynasties. The Jade Clarity is associated with the Cavern of Re-
ality and the Shangqing corpus; the Highest Clarity (in spite of its name)
with the Cavern of Mystery and the Lingbao corpus; and the Great Clarity
with the Cavern of Spirit and the Sanhuang (Three Sovereigns) corpus. The
name Sanhuang was derived from the Script of the Three Sovereigns, or San-

huang wen, deemed to be the most representative text of the southern tradi-
tions before the creations of the Shangqing and Lingbao corpora.25

This outline of the Three Caverns merely takes into account the outer fea-
tures of an elaborate system in which each item in a series matches the cor-
responding items in all other series. The consequences that this development
had on the history of alchemy will be examined later in the present book (see
Chapters 8 and 12). For the moment, it is sufficient to note that the result-
ing fabric of related categories (shown in Table 1) underlies many medieval
Daoist doctrines, beliefs, and practices, and continued to define for several
centuries major aspects of Daoist doctrine and practice, from the arrange-
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ment of scriptural collections in the Daoist Canon to the ordination stages
of the masters of ritual. It is as part of this system that the heaven of Great
Clarity, and its alchemical revelations, were assigned a place within medieval
and later Daoism.

the seven heavens of tao hongjing

The status assigned to the Great Clarity among the Three Caverns, thus, re-
sulted from the revelations of new bodies of teachings and practices—those
attached to the Shangqing and the Lingbao corpora—that claimed the higher
ranks in the doctrinal and religious hierarchy of medieval Daoism. In the
next section of this chapter, we shall look at an impressive work of synthe-
sis and classification dating from the late sixth century that builds on the sys-
tem outlined above. Not much earlier, a smaller-scale, but nonetheless com-
prehensive, essay of systematization had been made by Tao Hongjing (456 –
536), the ninth patriarch of the Shangqing lineage. In his Chart of the Ranks

and Functions of the Perfected Numinous Beings (Zhenling weiye tu), Tao
divided the cosmos into seven domains, listed below in a descending order
together with the names of the respective ruling deities:26
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ta b l e  1
The Three Clarities (sanqing) and related categories.

three clarities (sanqing)
Jade Clarity (Yuqing) Highest Clarity Great Clarity 

(Shangqing) (Taiqing)

three heavens (santian)
Pure Tenuity Leftovers of Yu’s Food Great Scarlet 

(Qingwei tian) (Yuyu tian) (Dachi tian)

three celestial worthies (san tianzun)
Original Commencement Numinous Treasure Way and Virtue
(Yuanshi tianzun) (Lingbao tianzun) (Daode tianzun)

three pneumas (sanqi)
Inaugural, Green Original, Yellow Mysterious, 

(shiqing) (yuanhuang) White (xuanbai)

three caverns (sandong)
Reality (Dongzhen) Mystery (Dongxuan) Spirit (Dongshen)

three treasure lords (san baojun)
Celestial Treasure Numinous Treasure Divine Treasure
(Tianbao jun) (Lingbao jun) (Shenbao jun)

textual corpora
Shangqing Lingbao Sanhuang

transcendent beings
saints (shengren) perfected (zhenren) immortals (xianren)



Jade Clarity (Yuqing)
Celestial Worthy of Original Commencement (Yuanshi tianzun)

Highest Clarity (Shangqing)
Most High Great Lord of the Dao, Mysterious Sovereign of the Jade

Luminary (Taishang yuchen xuanhuang Da Daojun)

Great Ultimate (Taiji)
Imperial Lord of the Golden Portal (Jinque dijun, i.e., Li Hong)

Great Clarity (Taiqing)
Most High Lord Lao (Taishang Laojun) and Highest Sovereign, Most

High, Supreme Great Lord of the Dao (Shanghuang taishang wushang
Da Daojun)

Nine Palaces (Jiugong)
Secretary of the Nine Palaces (Jiugong shangshu, i.e., Zhang Feng,

cognomen Gongxian)

Cavern-Heavens (Dongtian)
Middle Lord Mao (Zhong Maojun, i.e., Mao Gu)

Fengdu
Great Emperor of Northern Yin (Beiyin dadi)

The seven domains of Tao Hongjing actually decrease to four if one con-
siders that all, except for the first one, are arranged in pairs: the Highest
Clarity and Great Ultimate are both located in the north, while the Great
Clarity and the Nine Palaces are in the east and the west, respectively, above
Kunlun, the mountain at the center of the cosmos. Hidden under Tao Hong-
jing’s description, therefore, is a reiteration of the three-tier Daoist cosmog-
raphy that we have outlined above, with the addition of a fourth double-
layered component made of the Cavern-Heavens, located underneath the
main sacred mountains, and Mount Fengdu, the headquarters of the realm
of the dead. In other words, Tao merely added a terrestrial complement to
the scheme of the Three Clarities. Reiterating the close association between
the Great Clarity and the Nine Palaces, a passage of Tao’s Declarations of

the Perfected (Zhen’gao) states that those who hold the virtue of the highest
saints “roam throughout the Great Clarity and become median immortals
(zhongxian) of the Nine Palaces.”27 In the same work, as well as twice in his
Concealed Instructions for the Ascent to Perfection (Dengzhen yinjue), more-
over, Tao identifies the Great Clarity as a “lineage” (jia), acknowledging its
status not only as a heaven, but also as a body of doctrines and methods that
were transmitted among its adepts.28
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The list of Tao Hongjing’s seven domains also shows that, in his system,
the Great Clarity is the only heaven governed by two gods, both of whom
are aspects of Laojun, or Lord Lao, the divine aspect of Laozi whose role in
the revelations of the Taiqing scriptures has been noted above. Tao Hongjing
remarks in his Chart that Lord Lao is the Ruler of the Way of Great Clarity
(Taiqing daozhu).29 In the classical scheme of the Three Clarities, Lord Lao
performs the same office of supreme deity of the Great Clarity under the
name of Daode tianzun, the Celestial Worthy of the Way and Its Virtue, an
appellation derived from the title of the text that is attributed to him, the
Scripture of the Way and Its Virtue (Daode jing). He reappears in the Great
Ultimate, the heaven above the Great Clarity, as Li Hong, Lord Lao’s name
as the forthcoming messiah or Saint of the Later Times (housheng).30 Laozi,
or Lord Lao, therefore, continues to play the same role as a god associated
with the Great Clarity both in the system of the Three Caverns and in Tao
Hongjing’s amplification.

For each heaven, besides the main god, Tao Hongjing names other related
divine beings, immortals, and historical figures divided into two classes,
marked as “left rank” and “right rank” (zuowei and youwei). In addition,
he includes in some instances, but not for the Great Clarity, two further
groups, namely the female perfected (nüzhen) and the “vagrants” (sanren)
who have not yet received an office in the otherworldly bureaucracy. Almost
all names listed in the Great Clarity section of Tao Hongjing’s Chart are also
found in the larger work of synthesis and systematization referred to above,
to which we shall now turn.

Daoist Heavens and Elixirs in the Supreme Secret Essentials

Through its vast design and its remarkable dimensions, the Supreme Secret

Essentials (Wushang biyao) proposes to offer its readers a comprehensive
view of Daoist doctrines and practices. The authors of this encyclopedia,
completed on imperial order in 588 ce, aimed to describe in one hundred
chapters—about one-third of which have been lost—Daoist teachings on
cosmogony, cosmography, cosmic cycles, deities, sacred writings, the human
being, morals, communal and individual practices, and stages of spiritual re-
alization. These subjects are illustrated through quotations from more than
one hundred texts, most of which are extant in the current Daoist Canon.31

Among the many notable features of this work is its arrangement into two
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main parts. The first is concerned with the genesis and the ordering of the
cosmos, and the second with several types of practices. While the subjects
dealt with in the first part are arranged in a descending order to reflect the
course that leads from the Dao to the human world, those treated in the sec-
ond part are arranged in an ascending order to illustrate the corresponding
gradual process that leads from the human world to the Dao.32 Accordingly,
the opening chapters of the Supreme Essentials deal with the Dao, the One
Pneuma (yiqi), and the highest heavens; then comes the world in which we
live, with focus on the Sun, the Moon, and the planets, and on mountains,
caverns, and woods; and finally the human being with its inner gods. The
later chapters describe about thirty states of transcendence, arranged from
the lower to the higher ones. These chapters are concerned, in particular,
with “release from the corpse” (shijie), “changing one’s form” (yixing), and
obtaining longevity; with the ranking of the Immortals of Earth (dixian) and
of Heaven (tianxian); with rising to the Court of the Moon (yueting) and 
the Gate of the Sun (rimen); and with ascent to the heavens distinguished 
in Daoist cosmography, including the Nine Palaces (Jiugong), the Great
Clarity (Taiqing), the Great Ultimate (Taiji), the Great Tenuity (Taiwei), the
Highest Clarity (Shangqing), the Purple Tenuity (Ziwei), the Jade Clarity
(Yuqing), the Nine Heavens (jiutian), and the Jade Capital (Yujing). The
highest states are “entering What Is So by Itself” (ru ziran) and the return to
the Dao by “compenetrating obscure silence” (dong mingji).33

Throughout the Secret Essentials, one finds mentions of otherworldly
heavens and celestial palaces often arranged in a hierarchical order, and de-
scriptions of the deities who inhabit them. In one of these passages, the Great
Clarity appears as one of seven “palaces” (gong) located not below, but
within the Three Realms themselves. Above the Great Clarity are the palaces
of the Highest Clarity and the Great Ultimate, and below are those of the
officers of Heaven, Earth, the Caverns, and Water.34 The Palace of the Great
Clarity, moreover, is said to consist of a Palace of Great Purity (Taisu gong),
which is the residence of the Lord of Great Purity (Taisu jun), a Palace of Great
Harmony (Taihe gong), which is the residence of the Lord of the Great Har-
mony (Taihe jun), and a Tower of the Golden Flower (Jinhua lou), which
houses the Jade Registers of the Immortals and the Perfected (xianzhen

yulu).35 The ranking of the Great Clarity here is similar to the one in Tao
Hongjing’s system, namely as one of several intermediate domains passed
through in the ascent to the Dao.
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The names of these and other palaces are said to be nothing but appella-
tions (hao) of the deities who rule them. Those associated with the Three
Clarities, in particular, are designations taken by the respective deities in the
first year of each of the three major pre-cosmic eras, known as Dragon Mag-
nificence (Longhan), Scarlet Light (Chiming), and Highest Sovereign (Shang-
huang).36 In those years, each deity gave birth to one of three main Daoist
textual corpora, namely the scripts of the heaven of Jade Clarity (the Shang-
qing corpus), the scriptures of the heaven of Highest Clarity (the Lingbao
corpus), and the writs of the Three Sovereigns (the Sanhuang corpus).37 In
another, more elaborate classification, the scriptures are arranged into three
categories according to their relation to spiritual domains and their duration
in kalpas (jie), or cosmic cycles. The superior scriptures are those issued
from the Celestial Worthy of Original Commencement himself; they belong
to the world above form and are never destroyed. The median ones consist
of “the various transmutations (i.e., the alchemical methods) and the tal-
ismanic charts (futu) of the Great Clarity, and the scriptures of the Way of
Great Peace (taiping daojing)”; they all belong to the world of form and are
destroyed at the end of a great kalpa. The inferior ones are related to the
practices of “nourishing life” (yangsheng); they pertain to the world of de-
sire and are destroyed at the end of a small kalpa.38

Deities, immortals, and historical persons associated with the Great Clar-
ity in the Secret Essentials include almost all names listed by Tao Hongjing
in the corresponding section of his Ranks and Functions of the Perfected Nu-

minous Beings, with the addition of many others. While they are arranged
into two groups as in Tao Hongjing’s scheme, they are distinguished accord-
ing to their higher or lower rank. The first, superior group includes beings
who are qualified as deities (shen). None of them has ever lived a historical
existence on earth: they consist of divine emperors, lords, envoys (shizhe),
jade women (including the Jade Women of the Divine Elixirs, shendan

yunü), and various officers. Only their ranks and appellations are known,
while their surnames and names, as well as the “virtuous training” (deye)
that they underwent, are unknown.39 Some of them attained their divine sta-
tus through study, but others are said to be divine by their own nature. The
highest deities in this group include, once again, Lord Lao and two avatars
of the Great Lord of the Dao (Da Daojun), respectively living in the North-
ern and the Southern Palaces of Great Clarity.

The second group consists of beings qualified as “perfected and immor-
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tals” (zhenxian). Some of them are said to be on the way to rising to the next
degree in the spiritual hierarchy, namely to the heaven of the Great Ultimate.
Among those who are directly related to Taiqing scriptures or methods, sev-
eral have received the Elixir of Great Clarity, including Ma Mingsheng, Yin
Changsheng, and Ge Hong himself. In the even more varied list of those
deemed to have been related to alchemy, but not specifically to the Taiqing
scriptures or methods, we find the Eight Masters (Bagong) of Liu An, some
famous fangshi (masters of the methods), as well as Zhang Daoling, the be-
ginner of the Way of the Celestial Masters (Tianshi dao), whose relation to
the heaven of Great Clarity we shall examine later.40

Just as some beings can advance from the Great Clarity to the Great Ul-
timate, others have reached the degree of the Great Ultimate, but still dwell
in the Great Clarity. This is the case of Li Boyang (one of the names of Laozi),
who is called “the Laojun of the Great Clarity” in the Secret Essentials; of
Yin Xi, the Guardian of the Pass, who was the first to receive Laozi’s teach-
ings; of Zuo Ci, the first recipient of the Taiqing scriptures;41 of Juanzi and
his disciple Su Lin, both of whom are important saints of the Shangqing
school but are also endowed with alchemical knowledge;42 and of Chunyu
Taixuan, better known as Chunyu Shutong, who is said to have received 
the Token for the Agreement of the Three (Zhouyi cantong qi) from Wei
Boyang. Another eminent and well-known “perfected immortal” related to
the Great Ultimate is Zhuangzi, who rose to that heaven after compounding
an elixir, and now dwells there with his master.43

The Secret Essentials also contains lists of drugs (yao) arranged into six
degrees according to the rank granted by their ingestion: the drugs of the
Jade Clarity, of the Highest Clarity, of the Great Ultimate, of the Great Clar-
ity, and of the Immortals of Heaven and of Earth.44 They include single sub-
stances (especially plants), elixirs, as well as the numinous zhi—supernatu-
ral plants and excrescences that confer immortality and that only adepts are
able to recognize as such, while they are unnoticed by ordinary people.45

These drugs grant varying degrees of transcendence, from a longevity of
three or four hundred years to permanence beyond the duration of Heaven
itself. Their rise in the hierarchy is parallel to changes in their features: plant
products are especially mentioned among the drugs of the Immortals of
Earth, while the nomenclature of the elixirs has no literal connotations from
the drugs associated with the Great Ultimate upward, and no formula at all
exists for those related to the two highest heavens. The implication is that
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the human beings do not know the methods for making these drugs, as only
the supreme deities have access to them.

The extensive description of Daoist teaching, mythical history, cosmogra-
phy, pantheon, and literature in the Supreme Secret Principles shows how
tightly the Great Clarity and its teachings were integrated into the doctrinal
foundations of Six Dynasties Daoism. For the authors of the Principles, and
even more so for those of the works quoted in it, the Taiqing legacy consti-
tuted a definite entity among the different forms that the Daoist teaching
took during the Six Dynasties. Accordingly, as we have seen, Tao Hongjing
uses the phrase Way of Great Clarity (taiqing dao) in his Ranks and Func-

tions of the Perfected Numinous Beings. In both his Declarations of the Per-

fected and his Concealed Instructions, moreover, Tao refers to the Great
Clarity as a “lineage” (jia), a term that in this, as in similar instances, denotes
not a “school” but a legacy centered on doctrines, practices, and texts, and
transmitted by masters and disciples.

The status assigned to the Great Clarity in medieval and later Daoism re-
sulted from the revelations of new bodies of teachings and practices that
claimed the higher ranks in the hierarchy of the various forms of teaching.
Earlier, in texts like the Zhuangzi and the Huainan zi, the Great Clarity had
denoted in the first place the highest inner spiritual state, while in the Taiqing
texts it is portrayed as the most exalted celestial realm, whose deities grant
the revelation of the alchemical scriptures. The next chapter is devoted to an
overview of these texts and their received versions in the Daoist Canon.
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The Taiqing tradition was not based on a body of doctrinal tenets explicitly
stated in its texts, and even less so was it provided with a formal organiza-
tion of masters and disciples. Far from being a “school” in the sense of an
established movement, it was originally centered on a set of key scriptures
and practices, and developed through the addition of subsidiary texts and
methods. Possibly for these reasons, there is no trace in any extant source of
a catalogue or a list of Taiqing canonical scriptures. In time, however, the
original corpus of writings was expanded with the enlargement of the older
texts, such as the Scripture of Great Clarity, the addition of new ones, such
as the writings related to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, and the com-
pilation of commentaries, such as the one on the Scripture of the Golden

Liquor.
Table 2 enumerates the fourteen extant sources that belong, or may be

deemed to be very closely related, to the Taiqing corpus in its expanded ver-
sion. These sources are divided into six groups, consisting of the three main
original scriptures, the two early waidan texts found in the Shangqing cor-
pus, other works on the Nine Elixirs, early related texts, Tang anthologies,
and the nineteen-chapter commentary to the Nine Elixirs. For the reasons
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mentioned above, these works should not be regarded as the “canon” of
Taiqing scriptures; their enumeration is only meant to provide an overview
of the written legacy of this tradition.

Moreover, the table includes only sources known to have existed around
the seventh or the eighth century that are entirely or partly preserved in the
present-day Daoist Canon. Besides them, the bibliographies of the Stan-
dard Histories list twenty-eight texts bearing the Taiqing prefix in their ti-
tles, and unofficial library catalogues compiled during the Song period 
add about a dozen. Based on what can be gathered from their titles, about
half of these texts are likely to have dealt with alchemy. As most of them 
are lost, however, it is unclear whether the prefix indicates an actual asso-
ciation with the Taiqing tradition, or merely their inclusion into the identi-
cally named section of the Daoist Canon, which was initially devoted to the
Taiqing tradition but whose connections with it became increasingly blurred
in time.1

The present chapter introduces most of the texts listed in Table 2. Notes
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ta b l e  2
The Taiqing corpus in its expanded version.

main scriptures of the early taiqing corpus
Scripture of Great Clarity (Taiqing jing)
Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (Jiudan jing)
Scripture of the Golden Liquor (Jinye jing)

WAIDAN texts in the shangqing corpus
Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles (Jiuzhuan huandan jing)
Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan (Langgan huadan jing)

other works on the nine elixirs
Scripture of the Liquid Pearl in Nine Cycles and of the Nine Elixirs of the Divine

Immortals (Jiuzhuan liuzhu shenxian jiudan jing)
“Secret Written Instructions on the Elixirs of the Nine Tripods” (“Jiuding dan yin wenjue”)
“Songs” (“Ge”)
“Explanations” (“Jie”)

early related sources
Methods of the Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions (Sanshiliu shuifa)
Scripture of the Divine Elixir of the Golden Liquor of Great Clarity (Taiqing jinye 

shendan jing)

taiqing anthologies
Essential Instructions from the Scripture of the Elixirs of Great Clarity (Taiqing danjing

yaojue)
Records from the Stone Wall of Great Clarity (Taiqing shibi ji)

commentary to the SCRIPTURE OF THE NINE ELIXIRS

Instructions on the Scripture of the Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods of the Yellow
Emperor (Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue)



on the other texts, and additional details on some of those mentioned here,
are found below in Appendixes B and C.

The Scripture of Great Clarity and Its Commentary

The main Taiqing text was the Scripture of Great Clarity (Taiqing jing). This
work contained methods for making several elixirs, two of which are sum-
marized by Ge Hong in his Inner Chapters: the Elixir of Great Clarity (tai-

qing dan) and the Elixirs of the Nine Radiances (jiuguang dan).2 The text
has not come down to us, but the Daoist Canon contains two works that
claim, through their titles, to have close ties to it. The first, entitled “Preface
to the Scripture of the Divine Elixirs of Great Clarity” (“Taiqing shendan
jingxu”), purports to quote teachings of the Primordial Princess (Yuanjun)
on the types and ranks of spiritual beings.3 In her speech, the goddess em-
phasizes that the elixirs lead to transcendence but pertain to the domain of
human beings; alchemy, therefore, reflects the human limitations compared
to the condition of beings of pure spirit (shen), who do not need to devote
themselves to its practice. But despite the importance of this text—even 
a neidan author, Chen Zhixu, quotes some sentences of it in one of his
works4—and despite its attribution to the deity who, as we have seen, first
revealed the three main Taiqing scriptures, there is no evidence that the
“Preface” was part of the Scripture of Great Clarity as it existed in Ge
Hong’s time. More likely, it is excerpted from one of the expanded versions
of this scripture that we shall presently mention.

The extant work that is closest to the original Scripture of Great Clarity

is the Oral Instructions of the Celestial Master on the Scripture of Great

Clarity (Taiqing jing tianshi koujue). After an introductory section on the
ceremony of transmission, this work contains two writings devoted to meth-
ods unrelated to each other. The first, entitled “Instructions on the Scripture

of the Divine Elixirs of Great Clarity” (“Taiqing shendan jingjue”), contains
quotations of, and notes on, parts of the original Scripture of Great Clarity.
The second, entitled “Instructions on Medicines by Chisong zi to Keep at
Hand” (“Chisong zi zhouhou yaojue”), is a dialogue between two immor-
tals, Chisong zi and Yunyang zi, during which the former transmits the
methods of the Three Powders and the Five Salves (sansan wugao) to the lat-
ter.5 Like the “Preface” mentioned above, the three sections probably derive
from one of the enlarged versions of the Scripture of Great Clarity that cir-
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culated during the Six Dynasties, and were separated from it before the mid-
dle of the seventh century to form the present work. This date is suggested
by the commentary to the Nine Elixirs that quotes the passage on the cere-
mony of transmission from the introduction, the method of the Flowery
Pond (huachi) from the first section, and the method of an apotropaic com-
pound from the second section. As all quotations are attributed to the Oral

Instructions, the introduction and the two texts must have formed an inde-
pendent work before 650 ce.6

The Celestial Master mentioned in the title of the Oral Instructions is 
certainly Zhang Daoling himself, the beginner of the Way of the Celestial
Masters (Tianshi dao), who in medieval times was said to have received a
Scripture of Great Clarity in forty-six scrolls when Laojun granted him the
revelations of 142 ce.7 This is only one of the indications pointing to the high
status of this text both within and outside the alchemical tradition. Around
500 ce, the Scripture of Great Clarity gave its name to one of the supple-
mentary sections in the Daoist Canon.8 In later times, it became the source
of a sizable textual legacy: the original text, listed in some bibliographies as
a work in one scroll and mentioned by Ge Hong as made of three scrolls,
was expanded to twelve scrolls by the late tenth century, and to sixty-two
scrolls by the twelfth century.9 Chen Guofu has plausibly suggested that
these enlargements resulted from the incorporation not only of other al-
chemical methods, but especially of miscellaneous writings on the practices
of Nourishing Life (yangsheng).10 Chen Guofu’s suggestion is confirmed by
the reflection of the contents of the extended Taiqing jing seen in the Ishinpō

(Methods from the Heart of Medicine; 984), a tenth-century Japanese work
that quotes several dozen passages and methods from a Daqing jing un-
der various headings. Some of them, including breathing techniques, daoyin

(gymnastics), abstention from cereals, and related disciplines, match the
contents of texts bearing the Taiqing prefix in the present-day Daoist Canon,
showing that after the decline of the Taiqing tradition, the Taiqing section of
the Daoist Canon was used to accommodate texts on the practices of Nour-
ishing Life.11

The Scripture of the Nine Elixirs and Early Related Writings

The primary received version of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (Jiudan

jing) is found in the first chapter of the Instructions on the Scripture of the
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Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi jiuding

shendan jingjue). It is followed by a commentary in nineteen chapters, com-
piled between 649 and 683 and written for Emperor Gaozong, who reigned
in those years. A slightly variant version is included in the Scripture of the

Liquid Pearl in Nine Cycles and of the Nine Elixirs of the Divine Immortals

(Jiuzhuan liuzhu shenxian jiudan jing), dating from the early Tang period or
shortly before.12

The Nine Elixirs, which is translated below in Chapter 9, is one of the few
extant sources to give details on the entire ritual sequence of the alchemical
practice, from the ceremony of transmission to the ingestion of the elixirs. It
consists of three main parts, respectively concerned with: (1) an introduction
about the revelation of the scripture, the benefits of the alchemical medi-
cines, and various ritual rules; (2) the methods for making two preliminary
compounds, called Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang) and Mud of the Six-
and-One (liuyi ni); and (3) the methods and properties of the Nine Elixirs,
which are nine separate preparations—an adept is not required to make and
ingest all of them, but only one—related to each other by the main phases
of their compounding and by the benefits that they grant.13

In the Inner Chapters, Ge Hong provides an extended summary of the in-
troduction, followed by descriptions of the properties of each elixir. Both
correspond to the received version of the Scripture.14 Ge Hong’s synopsis is
quoted in four works in the Daoist Canon, testifying to the prestige that the
Nine Elixirs enjoyed also beyond the waidan adepts.15 This prestige is also
attested by the existence of other texts based on the Nine Elixirs, which in-
clude two works in poetry, a short piece entitled “Explanations” (“Jue,”
possibly derived from a lost third recension of the scripture) concerned with
the first of the Nine Elixirs, and especially the “Secret Written Instructions
on the Elixirs of the Nine Tripods” (“Jiuding dan yin wenjue”), which pro-
vides valuable details on all nine methods.16

The Scripture of the Golden Liquor and Its Namesake

Ge Hong’s summary of the Scripture of the Golden Liquor (Jinye jing) omits
important details of the method.17 Some scholars have examined its chemi-
cal features, but not enough attention has yet been paid to the Scripture of

the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immortals, by the Master Who Embraces

Spontaneous Nature (Baopu zi shenxian jinzhuo jing), which describes the
same procedure in full.18
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In the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immortals, which is translated below
in Chapter 10, the recipe of the Golden Liquor—called Golden Liquid, or
jinzhuo, in the title and in the introductory sentences, and Gold Water, or
jinshui, throughout the rest of the text—is divided into thirty short passages,
each of which is followed by the notes of an anonymous commentator. Two
references to the change of the weight system between the Han and the Jin
dynasties, found in the commentary, suggest that the original text does indeed
date from the Han.19 The place names used in the commentary show that it
was written between the late fifth and the late sixth centuries, a dating con-
firmed by quotations from both the main text and the commentary in the Es-

says for Ridiculing the Dao (Xiaodao lun), a Buddhist work written in 570.20

In later times, Golden Liquor came to designate within Chinese alchemy
a type of elixir rather than a particular preparation, and many sources, in-
cluding non-alchemical ones, use this term to refer to the “elixir” in a gen-
eral way. Remarkably different methods for preparations called Golden Li-
quor are found in several texts, whose relation to the original Scripture of

the Golden Liquor, if any, is unclear.21 One of the earliest of these methods
is found the Scripture of the Divine Elixir of the Golden Liquor of Great

Clarity (Taiqing jinye shendan jing), which includes writings of different
dates probably edited together before the Tang. Centered on two short sec-
tions that describe an alchemical method in heptasyllabic verse, this work
contains a preface attributed to Zhang Daoling dating from before 500 ce,
followed by annotations ascribed to his famous disciples Zhao Sheng and
Wang Chang, and by several other methods.22 The third and final chapter,
dating from the early sixth century, contains an imaginary description of
Western countries that produce minerals and other drugs.23 Despite the early
date of the materials contained in the first chapter, and despite the presence
of the Taiqing prefix in the title, there is no indication that this work was part
of the original Taiqing corpus. Ge Hong’s summary in his Inner Chapters

shows beyond doubt that the received text containing the original Taiqing
method of the Golden Liquor is the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immortals.24

The Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

The first of the two early waidan works included in the Shangqing (Highest
Clarity) corpus is the Essential Instructions on the Scripture of the Reverted

Elixir in Nine Cycles of the Perfected of the Great Ultimate (Taiji zhenren

jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue). As we know it today, this work consists of
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three main parts. The first, which is translated in Chapter 11 below, contains
the method of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan huandan).25 The
second part gives the recipes for two minor drugs, called Powder of the Four
Fans of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi sishan san) and Powder of the Four
Lads of the Queen Mother (Wangmu sitong san).26 The third part consists of
an account of five zhi plants grown by Mao Ying and his brothers on Mount
Mao (Maoshan), the early seat of the Shangqing school.27 Mao Ying’s char-
ismatic figure as one of the main Shangqing saints was crucial for the con-
tinued transmission of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles, which entered the
Shangqing corpus as part of his revealed biography and later was separated
from it—apparently before the middle of the seventh century—to form the
present text.28

The received version of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles is presented as
a revelation granted by Lord Wang of the Western Citadel (Xicheng Wang-
jun), one of the main Shangqing deities. He is mentioned in the opening sen-
tence of the text and appears again at the end, where the method of the Nine
Cycles is described as “Lord Wang’s oral instructions.”29 This is the only
feature in the entire text that points to its relation to the Shangqing school.
The techniques used to compound the elixir, and the language used to de-
scribe them, correspond to those found in the three main Taiqing sources—
especially the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs—suggesting that an earlier text
was incorporated into the Shangqing corpus with the mere addition, or al-
teration, of two sentences containing Lord Wang’s name.

The Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan

The second main early waidan text incorporated into the Shangqing corpus
is now entitled Divine, Authentic, and Superior Scripture of the Elixir Flower

of Langgan, from the Numinous Writ in Purple Characters of the Great Te-

nuity (Taiwei lingshu ziwen langgan huadan shenzhen shangjing). As the ti-
tle demonstrates, the text was once part of the Numinous Writ in Purple

Characters (Lingshu ziwen), one of the central Shangqing scriptures which
is extant as four separate works in the present Daoist Canon.30

As we have it today, the Flower of Langgan describes an alchemical method
performed in four stages. The product of the first stage—which is the Flower
of Langgan proper—undergoes further refinement in three later stages, and
is finally buried under the earth. After three years, it generates a tree whose
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properties equal those of the langgan plant that grows on Mount Kunlun,
the Chinese axis mundi: its fruits, like those of that plant, confer immortal-
ity when eaten. While the language of the latter three parts closely reflects
the Shangqing language and imagery, the first section again is close in con-
tents, terminology, and style to the Taiqing texts, and describes a method
similar to those of the Nine Elixirs and the other texts mentioned above. The
heating process, in particular, is virtually identical to the one used for com-
pounding the Nine Elixirs.

Earlier study of the Flower of Langgan has resulted in the suggestion of 
a possible “external influence” and an origin antedating the Shangqing 
revelations for this text, based on the deities that it mentions: the gods of 
the mountains and the earth (shanshen and diqi), the constellation of the
Weaver (zhinü), and the Count of the Waters (Shuibo).31 When the text is
read together with the Taiqing sources, the identity of the earlier, external
influence becomes clear.32

Tang Anthologies

The culminating point of a religious legacy is often marked by the compila-
tion of anthologies and commentaries intended to make available a selection
of materials wider than those found in the early, original sources. At the
same time, collections and large exegetical works often signal the end of the
creative stage of that legacy. The Taiqing sources dating from the Tang pe-
riod illustrate both phenomena. These sources, consisting in two anthologies
and in the nineteen-chapter commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elix-

irs, provide a wealth of materials for the study of waidan to the mid-eighth
century. They were, however, all compiled at a time when the alchemical
tradition in China had already taken other forms. These new trends in al-
chemical doctrines and practices, whose main features are examined in Chap-
ter 12, finally led to the demise not only of the Taiqing legacy, but of waidan

itself.
Besides the several dozen methods that they include, the two Taiqing an-

thologies contain another element of interest, as both of them are likely to
derive from one of the enlarged versions of the Scripture of Great Clarity.
The first anthology is the Essential Instructions from the Scripture of the

Elixirs of Great Clarity (Taiqing danjing yaojue), attributed to Sun Simiao
(fl. 673, traditional dates 581–682). Sun states in a preface that he selected
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recipes that gave clear directions and that he had tested.33 His work de-
scribes more than thirty methods. Among them is a method for luting the
crucible similar to the one described in the Nine Elixirs, followed by detailed
descriptions of each ingredient of the mud.34 Moreover, the Essential In-

structions is one of three Taiqing texts that teach how to prepare a pellet
used to ward off noxious spirits while one compounds an elixir.35

The second anthology is the Records from the Stone Wall of Great Clar-

ity (Taiqing shibi ji), a collection in three chapters attributed to an Elder of
the Moorlands of Chu (Chuze xiansheng). The five or six dozen recipes in
this work are often followed by details on their healing properties, and the
third chapter is mainly concerned with rules for ingesting the elixirs and
with descriptions of their effects.36 The text was edited during the Qianyuan
period (758–59) of the Tang by an anonymous officer of Jianzhou (Sichuan),
based on an earlier version attributed to Su Yuanming.37 The legendary Su
Yuanming, also known as Su Yuanlang, is said elsewhere to have retired on
Mount Luofu (Luofu shan, Guangdong) at the end of the sixth century, and
his name is also associated with one of the earliest allusions to neidan (inner
alchemy).38 This association rests only on tradition, but interestingly the
present Records includes a Method for Making the Inner Elixir (“Zao nei-
dan fa”) which, in spite of its name, clearly refers to a laboratory process.39

The Records reproduces from the Nine Elixirs a list of favorable and unfa-
vorable days to begin the compounding, and shares with the commentary to
the Nine Elixirs one of its methods for refining stalactites. Significantly, the
latter method is quoted in the Records as coming from the Scripture of Great

Clarity itself.40

Besides their formal similarities, other details show that Sun Simiao’s Es-

sential Instructions and the Records from the Stone Wall are closely related
to each other and draw on a common source. Many alternative names of the
elixirs, usually listed in the Records with their recipes, are the same as those
found in Sun Simiao’s Essential Instructions.41 Moreover, the Records gives
the methods of four elixirs mentioned, but not described, in the Essential In-

structions.42 Further evidence on the relation between the two texts is pro-
vided by a short Tang treatise devoted to the alchemical materia medica, en-
titled Instructions on an Inventory of Forty-five Metals and Minerals (Jinshi

bu wujiu shu jue). With only one exception, the fourteen short descriptions
of minerals found in the third chapter of the Records correspond to those
given in the Inventory, and four of them are also in the Essential Instruc-
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tions. It is obvious that the Inventory, the Records, and the Essential In-

structions drew their descriptions from the same source. The affiliations of
the latter two texts with the Taiqing tradition make it very likely that this
source is one of the expanded versions of the Scripture of the Elixirs of the

Great Clarity.43

The Commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs

For its rich content, its clear design, and its plain language, the Instructions

on the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue) is one
of the main sources for the study of Chinese alchemy. The chief criterion that
inspired its anonymous compiler is an amplification of the major themes of
the Nine Elixirs through extensive quotations from other works. This en-
abled him to produce a text in twenty chapters which, besides the portions
focused on the Nine Elixirs itself (see Table 3), also includes large amounts
of materials not directly related to it, making the commentary a summa of
the Chinese alchemical tradition through the seventh century.

The phrases “Your subject remarks . . .” and “Your subject has heard . . .”
(chen an, chen wen), which introduce several dozen paragraphs, suggest that
the Instructions was compiled for an emperor. Other details support this as-
sumption. The sovereign’s quest for the Dao is a major topic of the first chap-
ter of the commentary, and the contemporary emperor’s beneficial influence
on the world is also repeatedly mentioned.44 In a passage stating that the
commentary uses a plain language to make its understanding easier, the au-
thor says that he intends to “respectfully submit” (gongfeng) his work when
it is completed; the phrase he uses implies that he would offer it to his ruler.45

A further indication about the identity of the first recipient of the text is found
in a passage quoted from Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters, where the terms “em-
peror and king” (diwang) and “empire” (tianxia) are replaced, out of respect
for the emperor, with “duke and marquis” (gonghou) and “fief” (fengji):

If it is quality that you would discuss, then even the rank of emperor or
king (replaced with “duke and marquis”) is not comparable with the
method for attaining life in all its fullness. If it is quantity that you would
discuss, then all the riches in the empire (replaced with “in a fief”) are not
to be exchanged for this art.46 (Jiudan jingjue, 6.1a)

Quotations of texts, mentions of personal and place names, use of measures
of weight and volume, and respect of tabooed characters consistently show
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that the commentary dates from between 649 and 683, and was written for
Emperor Gaozong of the Tang, who reigned in those years.47

The anonymous author of the commentary to the Nine Elixirs displays a
remarkable mastery of the alchemical tradition. He has firsthand knowl-
edge of the waidan practice, as he provides evidence of experience in com-
pounding the elixirs. For instance, he had personally tested the methods for
making the crucible and the luting mud, and had found them to be “perfect
and sublime” (zhimiao). On the other hand, he notes that the methods for
making aqueous solutions that replace unavailable ingredients with others
do not give satisfying results. He also reports the different spans of time re-
quired in the methods for making solutions of alum given in the Thirty-six

Aqueous Solutions (Sanshiliu shuifa) but points out that, upon testing, he
had found all of them to require fifty days.48

The commentary can be divided into two main parts. The first part (chap-
ters 2–6, 10, and portions of chapters 19 and 20) deals with the principles
of alchemy and with the ritual aspects of its practice, such as the transmis-
sion of the texts, the entrance into sacred space and time, and various pre-
cepts and rules. The second part (chapters 7–9, 11–18, and the remain-
ing portions of chapters 19 and 20) is concerned with the compounding of
elixirs and with descriptions of their ingredients. The main sources are Ge
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ta b l e  3
Passages of the Jiudan jingjue concerning the Nine Elixirs. (References to passages
directly quoted from the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs are marked with asterisks.)

2.1a, 2.5a revelation of the scripture
7.2b (*), 10.6b purifications and precepts
7.5a (*) Mud of the Six-and-One
8.2b–3b refining of mercury
8.4a aqueous solution of realgar (method of the Mysterious and Yellow)
8.4a–b aqueous solution of cinnabar (method of the Mysterious and Yellow)
8.9b–10a, 17.6a–b Flowery Pond
10.6a, 10.6b ceremony of transmission
10.6b–7a purchase of the ingredients
12.1b (*) synonyms of the Second Elixir
17.1a preliminary methods
17.2a–b (*) Mysterious and Yellow (quoted with variants)
17.3a–b substitution of the Mysterious and White for the Mysterious and 

Yellow (method of the Eighth Elixir)
18.3b– 4a use of red hematite
18.4a use of lake salt and Turkestan salt
18.5a–b use of white lead in the method of the Mud of the Six-and-One
20.16b–17a transmutation into gold
20.2a–b (*) ceremony for starting the fire
20.3a–b ritual
20.7a–15b “Secret Written Instructions on the Elixirs of the Nine Tripods”



Hong’s Inner Chapters for the background of the alchemical practice; the
lost works attributed to Hugang zi for the methods; and Tao Hongjing’s Col-

lected Commentaries to the Canonical Pharmacopoeia (Bencao jing jizhu;
ca. 500) for the descriptions of the elixir ingredients.49

The three main Taiqing scriptures and the two waidan texts preserved in the
Shangqing corpus describe methods for compounding about a dozen elixirs,
and provide details on the doctrinal foundations of the Taiqing tradition and
on the ritual sequence of the alchemical process. The related sources men-
tioned in this chapter—especially the commentary to the Nine Elixirs—add
a wealth of additional information. Together, these texts make it possible to
reconstruct the main doctrinal, ritual, and technical aspects of the Taiqing
legacy. These three aspects are examined in the following three chapters of
this book.
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Part Two
The Elixirs of the Great Clarity





This and the next two chapters of the present book are respectively devoted
to the doctrinal, ritual, and technical features of Taiqing alchemy. The dis-
tinction among these features is in many ways artificial, as in several cases
the single stages of the alchemical process—in particular, the heating of the
elixir ingredients in the crucible—pertain at the same time to all three of
them. However, only by distinguishing these aspects from each other is it
possible to account for the multiple levels at which the alchemical process
takes place.

While the ritual features of the alchemical process and the apotropaic and
healing properties of the elixirs enabled waidan to develop in close associa-
tion with other legacies and traditions of Jiangnan, the distinguishing trait
of alchemy lies in the doctrines underlying the compounding of the elixirs.
The central act of the alchemical process consists in causing matter to revert
to its state of “essence” (jing), or prima materia. When the elixir ingredients
are heated in the crucible, they go through the stages of development of the
cosmos in a reverse order. The elixir is achieved when the ingredients reach
a state deemed to be equivalent to the “essence” that spontaneously issues
from the Dao and originates the world as we know it. The elixir, therefore,
is not only a ritual object used for approaching the gods and expelling the
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demons, or a “medicine” ingested for healing illnesses and prolonging life.
It is, first of all, a symbolic token of the essence from which the formless Dao
generates the world of form.

The crucial role in this achievement is played by the crucible. As we have
remarked in the Introduction to this book, the early Taiqing texts do not cor-
relate the ingredients to cosmological principles, and do not combine them
in ways that represent the patterns of emblems commonly used to illustrate
the relationship of the Dao to the cosmos (Yin-Yang, the Five Agents, the tri-
grams and hexagrams of the Book of Changes, and so forth). From a sym-
bolic, ritual, and technical point of view, the entire alchemical process in the
Taiqing tradition is supported by the crucible. Accordingly, the Taiqing texts
point out that failure in the compounding of the elixirs is owed to mistakes
made when preparing the vessel. In particular, they repeatedly emphasize
that the crucible must be hermetically sealed, for even the most minute open-
ing would cause the “precious treasure” (zhongbao, i.e., the essence) of the
ingredients to volatilize and be lost. The “precious treasure” is the essence
that forms the elixir.

The Word Dan (Elixir)

To look at the doctrines underlying the alchemical process as it is described
in the Taiqing texts, we must first take a step back and examine some gen-
eral features of the notion of elixir in early Chinese alchemy. Xu Shen’s Shuo-

wen jiezi (Elucidations of the Signs and Explications of the Graphs; 100 ce)
defines the graph dan (written or ) as formed by two parts, one meaning
“cavity” or “well” (jing), and another consisting in a dot (zhu) that repre-
sents its center or something contained or hidden within it.1 While Xu Shen
merely explains dan as “a scarlet stone found in Ba and Yue” (Ba Yue zhi

chishi, with reference to regions corresponding to parts of present-day Si-
chuan and Zhejiang, respectively), the legacy of the later philologists is gath-
ered in the main Chinese and Japanese lexical repertoires. These list four
generally accepted meanings of dan:2

1. The color cinnabar (Jp. ni), scarlet (chi, Jp. akai iro), or light scarlet (Jp.
usu-akai iro).

2. The mineral cinnabar, also called zhusha “vermilion powder,” defined as
“a red stone formed by the combination of quicksilver and sulphur.”3

3. Sincerity (chixin; Jp. magokoro, corresponding to Ch. zhenxin).
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4. “An essence obtained by the refining of a medicinal substance”; “a re-
fined medicinal substance (seiren yakubutsu), the so-called medicine of
the seekers of immortality for avoiding aging and death; a term often
used for matters concerning the immortals.”4

Tracing a common origin for the four meanings requires that we examine the
respective contexts.

In its first meaning (the designation of a color), dan is part of a range of
words that denote different shades of red. The five main terms are hong

(red), dan (cinnabar), zhu (vermilion), chi (scarlet), and jiang (crimson).
In the second meaning (the mineral cinnabar), dan commonly appears in

the compound dansha, literally meaning “cinnabar sand.” Besides this stan-
dard term, cinnabar is also denoted by several synonyms and secret names,
among which we can mention here, in view of the discussion that follows, Ver-
milion Powder (zhusha), Real Vermilion (zhenzhu), Lustrous Powder (guang-

ming sha), Essence of Fire (huojing), Essence of the Sun (rijing), Great Yang
(taiyang), and Powder of the Accomplishment of the Yang (yangcheng sha).5

For the third meaning (sincerity, fidelity, loyalty), several dictionaries quote
Zhang Zilie’s Compendium of Correct Characters (Zhengzi tong; 1627),
which defines dan as denoting “a heart that is sincere (lit., scarlet) and de-
void of artifices” (chixin wuwei). The expression “cinnabar heart” (danxin)
in the sense of “sincerity” is attested at least from the third century ce, while
the synonym “scarlet heart” (chixin) appears about five centuries earlier.6

Other expressions of identical or close meaning are “treasure of cinnabar”
(danbao), “true like cinnabar” (dankuan), “sincere like cinnabar” (dan-

cheng), and “essence of cinnabar” (danjing).7

According to the traditional philologists, the meaning of “elixir” origi-
nated later, based on the other acceptations of the word dan. Zhu Junsheng
(1788–1858) states that “in later times the essence (jing) of the medicinal
stones was also called dan.”8 Duan Yucai (1735–1815) is somewhat more
explicit on the shift of meaning from “essence” to “elixir”: according to his
glosses, “dan is the essence of the stone, therefore the essence of all medici-
nal substances is called dan.”9

These definitions, synonyms, and related terms show that the semantic
field of the word dan evolves from a root-meaning of “essence.” Its conno-
tations include the reality, principle, or true nature of an entity or its essen-
tial part, and by extension the cognate notions of oneness, authenticity, sin-
cerity, lack of artifice, simplicity, and concentration. This semantic field is
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also represented by other words belonging to three phonetic series associ-
ated with the one that contains dan.10 The first series includes dan (single,
alone, simple) and dan (a simple garment). The second includes dan (sincere,
real, true), tan (simple man), and dan (bare). The third includes tan (level,
smooth), dan (only, merely, simply), and tan (bare). These additional terms
also pertain to the meaning of dan as “essence,” in the sense of the single
most basic, significant, and indispensable element, attribute, quality, prop-
erty, or aspect of a thing.

The Notion of Elixir and Its Associations

Considering the root-meaning and the multiple connotations of the word
dan helps us to better appreciate how Chinese alchemists understood the
meaning of their work. Lexical analysis, however, can only point to, but can-
not account for, the symbolic associations that exist among the different no-
tions and entities that we have mentioned above.

These associations play a cardinal role in framing the notion of elixir. The
symbolism of the color red builds in part on the importance of blood, whose
circulation is a sign of life. In addition to this, and more important, red is the
color of the heart, the symbolic center of the human being. This center, im-
material and intangible, has multiple locations that correspond to each
other; besides the heart, it also resides above and below it, in the regions of
the brain and the abdomen. These three loci are named Cinnabar Fields
(dantian), with reference not to the mineral cinnabar, but to the color red:
the earliest text to provide a lengthy description of the lower Field, the Cen-

tral Scripture of Laozi (Laozi zhongjing), represents it as red (chi) in the cen-
ter, green on the left, yellow on the right, white above, and black below.11

Significantly, the Central Scripture defines this red locus within the body as
the storing place of essence, whose primary material aspects in human be-
ings are semen in men and menstrual blood in women.

These and similar associations based on the color red, in turn, are part of
a larger and more complex background that is worthy of attention. A suit-
able starting point to examine this background is the association of the word
dan with red entities such as the sun, fire, and cinnabar itself. As we have
seen, some synonyms and secret names of cinnabar—including Lustrous
Powder, Essence of Fire, Essence of the Sun, Great Yang, and Powder of the
Accomplishment of the Yang—allude to the relation of cinnabar to the Yang
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principle, light, and the sun. Alchemical texts that use the language of cor-
relative cosmology define this association according to the system of the Five
Agents (wuxing), where cinnabar corresponds to the agent Fire. Ancient
Chinese religious ideas and practices related to the color red, however, show
that additional explanations are possible.

light

Several decades ago, Max Kaltenmark showed the relation that occurs be-
tween the earliest known traditions of immortality and a pattern of equally
ancient beliefs documented by literary and iconographic sources. These
sources have transmitted descriptions and images of the immortals as tran-
scendent beings provided with feathers and wings that enable them to fly and
rise to heaven.12 As is well known, this feature is also indicated by the pho-
netic element in the original graph for the word xian (“immortal, transcen-
dent”), which denotes “rising in flight by moving the arms as wings.” The
first traditions about the immortals show analogies to the myths of the
Feathered Men (yuren), whose lands lay along the coastal regions of China
and who were the progenitors of the Yi clan. The Yi are sometimes called
Wuyi or Zhuiyi (Yi Birds), and their ancestor was a bird—a pheasant or per-
haps a pelican. At the same time, the names of their mythical forefathers re-
veal their solar character: Great Light (Taihao), Small Light (Shaohao), Yang-
in-High (Gaoyang), and Light of the East (Dongming).

Like the divine ancestors of these peoples, the Daoist immortal was a
“feathered man.” Moreover, as Kaltenmark remarks, “becoming similar 
to the gods meant not only going back to their winged essence, but also 
becoming a glowing being: the ancient kings had birds as their emblems, 
but they were also Suns.” The solar and luminous character of the immortal
was emphasized when he attained his transcendent state by ingesting an
elixir: according to some texts, taking an elixir makes one’s body as radiant
as the sun.13

Of an even greater interest and relevance in our context are the south-
ern traditions of the Chu region, which associate immortality with the sun
and the light. In the Far-off Journey (Yuanyou) poem of the Elegies of Chu

(Chuci) “the poet-magician feeds on solar effluvia . . . he visits the Feathered
Men (the immortals) on the Cinnabar Mound (Danqiu), the country of the
people who do not die; he washes his hair in the Tanggu, the valley where
the sun rises at dawn; at night he exposes his body to the brilliance of the
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Nine Yang (the Nine Suns). . . .”14 The second-century commentator on the
Elegies Wang Yi writes that the Cinnabar Mound is a place “eternally lumi-
nous, both by day and night.”15 This brings to notice a little-studied theme
in Chinese religion, namely, the idea of objects, places, or mythical beings of
perpetual light—a light that is inherent to them and therefore goes beyond
the opposition of light and darkness, or of day and night.16 Cosmologically,
this notion is expressed by the term Pure Yang (chunyang), which refers to
the state beyond, and before, the separation of the One into Yin and Yang.
The elixir, dan, represents this state, as does the Cinnabar Mound, Danqiu.
Kaltenmark also notes the parallel between the Cinnabar Mound and
Mount Cheng (Chengshan, Shandong), on which was a City Without-Night
(Buye cheng) inhabited by the Feathered Men (i.e., the immortals).17 We may
add that a daughter of the mythical Emperor Shun was called Shines-in-the-
Night (Xiaoming), which is also the name of a plant; and that one of the 
two animals that led Emperor Yu to Fu Xi carried a pearl called Light-of-
the-Night (yeming).18 Moreover, as is the case with the Cinnabar Mound
and the city on Mount Cheng, continuous light by day and night character-
izes the Cavern-Heavens (dongtian) believed to exist hidden within some of
the major mountains. Tao Hongjing writes about them that “inside there is
brightness in the dark, and radiance during the night.”19

The plant Shines-in-the-Night and the pearl Light-of-the-Night also re-
mind one of the zhi, mushroom-like excrescences of a transcendent nature
that only adepts recognize as such, while they are not even noticed by com-
mon people. A permanent light characterizes some of them. For instance, the
zhi called Elephant of Stone (shixiang) emanates a light that is “visible at one
hundred feet by night.” The zhi of the Seven Brilliancies and the Nine Radi-
ances (qiming jiuguang) issues a brightness that “resembles that of the stars;
by night those lights are visible at a distance of one hundred feet, and each
beam can be clearly distinguished from the others, spreading out without
merging with the others.” Upon ingesting these two zhi, “one’s body be-
comes so bright that the place where one lives becomes similar to the moon,
and like the moon is visible at night.”20 According to Ge Hong, these and
other zhi were similar to natural elixirs, and adepts could search and ingest
them to obtain immortality. One of the elixirs mentioned in his work, the
Elixirs of the Nine Radiances (jiuguang dan), shares its name with the zhi of
the Seven Brilliancies and the Nine Radiances.21 A synonym of cinnabar
mentioned above, Lustrous Powder (guangming sha, or more literally, Bril-
liant and Radiant Power), refers exactly to the same qualities.
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auspicious signs, apotropaic powers

Other sources provide further details on the symbolism of the color red. Its
uses in clothing, architecture, and war implements show that red was the
color associated with political authority and its celestial origins before yellow
took its place.22 At least until the Han period, important documents were
written in red, including oracular bones, which have yielded traces of cinna-
bar.23 The same was true of the talismans and the scriptures that Heaven be-
stowed upon virtuous sovereigns. One of the best-known examples of these
writings, often collectively referred to as “cinnabar writs,” or danshu, is the
Writ of the Luo River (Luoshu), which contained diagrams written in red.24

Another famous “cinnabar writ” was brought by a red bird to the King of
Wu (Wuwang): this was the Scripture of the Five Talismans (Wufu jing), one
of the major texts of early Daoism.25 Several other auspicious signs sent by
Heaven are also qualified by the word dan; for instance, danshi (cinnabar
stone) is another talisman, and a “cinnabar bird” (danniao) also appeared
to King Wen (Wenwang) when he became the ruler of the Zhou.26

Red objects were also used in exorcistic rites. A custom practiced on the
day of the summer solstice, when the power of Yang is at its peak, consisted
in hanging a piece of red silk on the doors to prevent demons from entering.
This rite may be compared to a passage found in the Scripture of the Nine

Elixirs: “Marking the doors with the Fixed Elixir (fudan), the hundred ca-
lamities, the myriad sprites, and the chimei and wangliang demons will dare
not come before you.”27 For analogous reasons, corpses were painted with
cinnabar or other red pigments, especially iron oxide and minium.28 The
protective and auspicious powers of the color red are also referred to on a
jar, found in a tomb dated 133 bce, bearing an image of the sun painted in
red and an inscription also written in red (Fig. 1):

The essence of Great Yang obtains its power from the sun.
From cinnabar (dansha) one acquires benefit and obtains one hundred

blessings.
According to the statutes and the ordinances!29

The jar is almost exactly contemporary to the alchemical method that Li
Shaojun suggested to Emperor Wu.30

red and the yang principle

Other aspects the association between the color red, the mineral cinnabar,
and the Yang principle are also of importance for our subject. Several sources
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document early cults and rites addressed to the sun, which is red and is an
emblem of light.31 One of the names of the sun is dansha wan, literally mean-
ing “cinnabar pill.”32 Dan “elixir” is a homophone of dan “dawn,” a detail
that may be relevant not only for the phonetic identity of the two words, but
also because the elixirs were typically ingested at dawn, facing the rising
sun.33 Liu An (179–122 bce) writes that “the essence of the fire’s breath (qi)
is the sun,” and Wang Chong (27–97 ce) similarly states that “the sun is the
essence of fire.”34

Related symbolism is found in several alchemical texts. Chen Shaowei 
(fl. early eighth century) echoes both Liu An and Wang Chong when he 
says: “Cinnabar is the perfect essence of the Great Yang” (taiyang, i.e.,
among the celestial bodies, of the sun), and “the root-origin of spiritual
brightness (shenming).”35 His work concerns the preparation of an elixir in
seven cycles, the qualities of which are deemed to be increasingly Yang, that
is, luminous and solar. Also, according to the Scripture of the Liquid Pearl,
“the essence of fire becomes the planet Mars above, and cinnabar below.”
The same text states that “the Great Yang is cinnabar, which is born from
the sun, which in turn is born from fire; cinnabar therefore is the son of fire
and the sun.”36 In works that describe elixirs obtained from lead and mer-
cury, the elixir is usually called “gold” (jin), but its attributes are the same
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as those of cinnabar. According to Zhang Jiugai (fl. mid-eighth century), for
instance, “gold is the essence of the sun.”37

The “Precious Treasure”

As we have seen, the word dan has a root-meaning of “essence” and denotes
the authentic nature of a thing or its essential quality or aspect. This root-
meaning is illustrated by the multiple associations of the color red. First, red
is associated with light and the sun, both of which in turn are related to the
Yang principle. Second, red is the color of auspicious objects sent by Heaven,
and especially of revealed (i.e., authentic) scriptures and of talismans. Third,
the color red is provided with protective and apotropaic properties. While
some of these notions are expressly associated with cinnabar, they are trans-
ferred to the elixir via the term dan, which denotes both.

This understanding of the notion of “elixir” and its associations clarifies
some central features of Taiqing alchemy that are only alluded to in its scrip-
tures. Besides being provided with protective and apotropaic properties, the
elixir incorporates and represents the authentic essence that is hidden in and
animates matter. This essence represents the timeless, eternal instant in which
the Dao generates existence; it represents, in other words, the notion of “ori-
gin” in all of its possible aspects, and within it are included all the possible
states of manifestation generated by the Dao. Cosmologically, it is a Yang
substance, but not in the sense that it represents the principle complemen-
tary to Yin: as the Radiant Light goes beyond the opposition between light
and darkness, so too the essence that forms the elixir incorporates both Yin
and Yang and therefore represents Pure Yang, the state prior to the division
of the One into the two.

In the Taiqing texts, as we have said, the role of supporting these doc-
trinal notions is not performed by the base ingredients, but by the crucible
itself. The two compounds used for luting the vessel before it is heated play
a crucial role in this regard. The first is the Mysterious and Yellow (xuan-

huang), a compound made of refined mercury and refined lead, which is also
often added to the elixir ingredients as the upper and lower layers within the
crucible. The locus classicus of the term Mysterious and Yellow is a sentence
found in one of the appendixes to the Book of Changes, which states: “Mys-
terious and Yellow means the mingling (za) of Heaven and Earth: Heaven is
Mysterious (xuan) and Earth is Yellow (huang).”38 Through this compound,
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therefore, the crucible and the elixir embody and merge the essences of
Heaven and Earth. The importance of the Mysterious and Yellow in the
methods of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs is also shown by the relation of
its name to those of the three deities who first transmitted the scripture—the
Mysterious Woman (Xuannü), the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi), and the Mys-
terious Master (Xuanzi).39

An even more important function is performed by the second luting com-
pound, the Mud of the Six-and-One (liuyi ni), which is typically obtained
from seven ingredients. Revealing that this compound plays another role be-
sides the one of preventing the crucible from breaking upon contact with
fire, the commentary to the Nine Elixirs glosses its name by saying: “Six and
one is seven: the sages keep this secret, and therefore call it Six-and-One.”
Significantly, the commentary adds that the mud is so called even when the
number of ingredients is different from seven.40 “Six and one,” therefore,
does not refer only to the number of the ingredients. The prominent role
played by this compound in the alchemical process is also illustrated by one
of its synonyms, Divine Mud (shenni).41

The name and the function of the Mud of the Six-and-One become clearer
in the light of the notions that we surveyed in the first part of this chapter.
Using different images and idioms, some early texts describe or allude to the
generation of the cosmos from the Dao as a process that happens in seven
stages. Directly pointing to the intent of these descriptions, the Zhuangzi

outlines the process in reverse, starting from the phase preceding manifesta-
tion and receding to its most remote inception:

[7] There is a beginning. [6] There is a time before the beginning. [5] There
is a time before the time before the beginning. [4] There is being. [3] There is
non-being. [2] There is a time before non-being. [1] There is a time before
the time before non-being. (Zhuangzi, 5/2/49–51)

This passage forms the basis of a more elaborate description in the Huainan

zi that may be summarized as follows:

[7] At the stage of the beginning, things are still in an embryonic state and
are not yet formed, but there is an impulse to life.

[6] At the stage of the time before the beginning, the pneuma (qi) of Heaven
begins to descend and the pneuma of Earth begins to rise, and Yin and
Yang join.

[5] At the stage of the time before the time before the beginning, Heaven
and Earth are not yet separated, and things are in an indistinct state.
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[4] At the stage of being, the germs of the ten thousand things (wanwu) 
appear for the first time.

[3] At the stage of non-being, there are no forms and sounds, no matter
and limits, and there “is” only pure Light (guangyao).

[2] At the stage of the time before non-being, the only describable condi-
tion is that of “great pervasiveness” (datong), nothing existing outside 
it and nothing inside it.

[1] At the stage of the time before the time before non-being, there is abso-
lute undifferentiation, a condition in which even Light would “retreat
and evade from itself” (tui er zishi).42

The seven stages of the Zhuangzi and the Huainan zi all precede manifes-
tation, and are transmutative phases happening within the inchoate state of-
ten denoted as hundun (original or primordial chaos). Another famous pas-
sage in the Zhuangzi uses different imagery to represent the same notions. The
seven stages of cosmogony are portrayed there as seven openings pierced in
the body of Emperor Hundun (“Chaos”) by the Emperor of the North and
the Emperor of the South. The emergence of duality, symbolized by the two
emperors, causes the death of Hundun and the shift from chaos to cosmos:

The Emperor of the South was called Shu. The Emperor of the North was
called Hu. And the Emperor of the Center was called Hundun. Shu and Hu
at times mutually came together and met in Hundun’s territory. Hundun
treated them very generously. Shu and Hu, then, discussed how they could
reciprocate Hundun’s virtue saying: “Men all have seven openings in order
to see, hear, eat and breathe. He alone doesn’t have any. Let’s try boring
him some.” Each day they bored one hole, and on the seventh day Hundun
died.43 (Zhuangzi, 21/7/33–35)

The practices described in the Taiqing texts are based on the reversal of
the process alluded to in the passages quoted above. The Mysterious and
Yellow and the Mud of the Six-and-One allow an alchemist to re-create the
primordial inchoate state within the crucible. The Mysterious and Yellow
represents the state before the emergence of duality, while the ingredients of
the Mud of the Six-and-One, using the metaphor of the Zhuangzi, serve to
close the seven openings that caused the death of Emperor Hundun—whose
“body” is the crucible itself. Re-creating the primordial inchoate state within
the crucible makes it possible for essences of the ingredients to be released
through the action of fire, rise, and coagulate themselves in the elixir under
the upper half of the vessel. The very shape of the crucible reminds one of
the condition of primeval chaos, often portrayed by the image of a gourd that
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holds within a world apart comparable to that of primordial times: the shape
of a round vessel closed by another round vessel is the shape of a gourd.44

Only in a perfectly sealed vessel is it possible to reproduce the state prior
to the “ten thousand things,” causing matter to reveal its original, authentic
state. As stated in one of the Taiqing texts, even leaving an opening “as big
as the nose of an ant” on the crucible would result in the failure of the whole
alchemical undertaking:

Carefully examine the crucible, and do not let any crack or opening remain.
If there is a single breach even as thick as a hair, or as big as the nose of an
ant, the Medicine volatilizes and entirely disappears. If the Medicine loses
its subtle and divine components (jingshen), if it loses its heavenly and
earthly essences, all you would obtain is a stone. Once its precious treasure
(zhongbao) is lost, it would be of no efficacy, and its ingestion would have
no benefit. (Jiuzhuan liuzhu shenxian jiudan jing, 1.6b)

In the commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, the “precious trea-
sure” mentioned in the passage quoted above is equated to the “essence”
which, as is said in the Laozi, is at the center of the Dao and is the seed of
existence.45

Released from all corrupted aspects owed to the action of time, the purified
matter that constitutes the elixir is an analogue of the essence that gives birth
to the “ten thousand things,” or the world of multiplicity. Instead of estab-
lishing correlations between the ingredients and cosmological principles, as
done in the later alchemical tradition in China, the Taiqing texts assign a
crucial symbolic role in the task of reverting matter to prima materia to the
crucible and in particular to the luting mud. The elixir and the crucible, thus,
are at the center of the entire doctrinal import of the alchemical process.
These notions constitute the foundation of the two other main aspects of the
alchemical process, namely those concerned with ritual and with technical
procedures, to which the following two chapters are devoted.
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As we have seen in the previous chapter, compounding an elixir restores the
state prior to the emergence of time. When the ingredients are placed in the
crucible, matter reverts to its state of essence, which is equivalent to the
essence (jing) spontaneously issued from the Dao, the seed of existence. The
Taiqing texts share this understanding of the purport of the alchemical pro-
cess with all Chinese waidan sources. What distinguishes them from other
works is the parallel emphasis that they give to the rites and the ceremonies
performed at the single stages of the practice. Together with the underlying
doctrines, these rites and ceremonies distinguish alchemy from a mere set of
technical procedures. The adept is instructed to comply with several ritual
prescriptions, such as those for receiving texts from his master, for choosing
a proper time and place to perform his practice, for building and protecting
the laboratory, for kindling the fire, and even for purchasing the ingredients.
The compounding of the elixirs is preceded by invocations to the highest di-
vinities, and their ingestion also requires the observance of ritual rules. This
chapter provides an outline of the ritual sequence of the alchemical process,
reconstructed on the basis of several Taiqing sources.

the ritual sequence
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Ceremony of Transmission

The alchemical process begins with the ceremony of transmission, performed
in order to receive texts and oral instructions (koujue). As stated in the com-
mentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, without the written instructions
(wenjue) one would be unable to remove the toxicity of the ingredients, but
the oral instructions are necessary to understand the meaning of the written
instructions. More important, states the commentary, one should not as-
sume that the alchemical practice simply consists in following the recipes
found in the texts: the compounding of the elixirs is often unsuccessful pre-
cisely because the more important aspects of the practice are not delivered
in writing, and this indeed is why Liu Xiang and Tao Hongjing failed in their
alchemical endeavors.1

The ceremony of transmission described in the Taiqing sources is similar
to rites documented in early Daoist texts. The adept must swear a covenant
(meng) and establish a bond (yue, a word that in other contexts denotes a
legal contract) with his master, and provide tokens (xin) that prove his com-
mitment to receiving the texts and instructions and to keeping them secret.
At the end of the rite, he and his master ratify their reciprocal obligation by
smearing their mouths with blood, which is sometimes replaced by cinna-
bar (a further example of the symbolic association between the color red 
and the notions of sincerity and loyalty that we have discussed in the previ-
ous chapter).2

To receive the methods of the Nine Elixirs, the disciple throws golden
figurines of a man and a fish into an east-flowing stream as tokens of his 
oath (shi).3 The same rite is performed to receive the method of the Golden
Liquor:

The Scripture of the Golden Liquor says: “Throw a golden figurine of a man
weighing eight ounces into an east-flowing stream, and utter an oath after
drinking some blood. Only then you may receive the oral instructions.”
(Baopu zi, 4.83)

The tokens offered to receive the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles are a golden
figurine of a fish and a jade ring shaped like a dragon. Both are said to re-
place the rites of smearing one’s mouth with blood and of having one’s hair
cut. If the golden figurine and the jade ring are not available, they may be re-
placed with hemp fabric and silk:4
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To receive this divine scripture and the instructions on the elixir, make a
bond [with your master] and undertake the purification practices. Sanction
the covenant with an oath, using a golden figurine of a fish weighing eight
ounces and a dragon-shaped jade ring. These replace the oath made by hav-
ing your hair cut and smearing your mouth with blood. But these sacred
arts (lingshu) cannot be kept forever secret. Therefore, if you are unable to
find those objects, you may replace the token of the golden fish with forty
feet of fine azure hemp fabric, and the token of the dragon-shaped jade ring
with forty feet of heavy silk. Give both of them as offerings. (Jiuzhuan huan-
dan jing yaojue, 5a)

Hemp fabric and silk are also offered to receive the Scripture of Great Clar-

ity. Its commentary says:

Following the Writs of Codes and Covenants (kemeng shu) one uses eight
ounces of yellow gold, forty feet of yellow hemp fabric, eight ounces of
white silver, and forty feet of white silk as tokens. The transmission cannot
take place more than once in one hundred years. The covenant is sealed
smearing one’s mouth with blood, and should be kept secret.5 (Taiqing jing
tianshi koujue, 1a)

The Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles enjoins the master who transmits the
scriptures to donate part of the received tokens to his own master, give an-
other part as alms, and use the rest as ritual objects, never taking advantage
of them for personal benefit.6

The ceremony of transmission also marks the disciple’s commitment to
not revealing the teachings and texts he has received. The passage quoted
above from the commentary to the Scripture of Great Clarity continues by
describing the penalties administered for improper transmission:

If you disregard the Codes without a reason, or transmit these instructions
to one who is not fit to receive them, or do not comply with them and dis-
close them, the Celestial Sovereign (Tianhuang) will banish you from im-
mortality, and you eternally will have to confess your faults on the Dark
Road (xuanlu). The City of the Immortals of the Great Mystery (taixuan 
xiandu) will muddle your mind and confuse your thoughts, and all your 
endeavors will end in failure. The Nine Old Lords of the Immortals (Jiulao
xianjun) will upset your essence and spirit (jingshen), and whatever you 
devote yourself to will not bear fruit. The Director of the Registers of 
the Great One (Taiyi silu) will not enter your name in the registers of life
(shenglu), and the Director of Destinies of the Three Heavens (Santian sim-
ing) will decrease your span of life. Your faults will be extended to your an-
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cestors to the seventh degree, and they will receive punishment in the City
of the Great Mystery.7 (Taiqing jing tianshi koujue, 1a–b)

After the disciple has made his offerings, the transmission rite of the Nine

Elixirs continues with directions to arrange a seat for the Mysterious Woman
near the east-flowing stream, so that the goddess may descend and look
upon the ceremony. Details on a presumably similar device are found in the
commentary, which describes the construction of a seat for the Great One
(Taiyi) used for the same purpose. Each side of the seat is three feet and six
inches long, and two feet and eight inches high. The seat is covered with a
mat, on which one places a three-foot-long piece of silk.8 Then, according to
the Nine Elixirs, the master burns incense and announces to Heaven that he
intends to transmit the alchemical teachings and texts to his disciple. Before
handing down the scripture and the oral instructions, he waits for a sign of
consent from the Mysterious Woman. If the sky is clear and there is no wind,
master and disciple seal their covenant by drinking together the blood of a
white chicken.9

Retirement and Purifications

Having received the texts and the oral instructions, the adept retires to a
mountain or an isolated place. He is accompanied by two or three atten-
dants, whose main tasks are pounding the ingredients and tending the fire:

The compounding can be performed by three persons who share the same
heart and love the Way, are devout and trustworthy, are not vulgar or lewd,
and are firm in their intentions. If it is difficult to find three such persons,
two may be enough. They should all undertake the purification practices,
observe the precepts, and perform the ablutions.10 (Jiuzhuan huandan jing
yaojue, 4b)

No more than three people, states another Taiqing text, can help the adept:
if there are more, “their hearts would not be unanimous.”11

As shown by the passage quoted above, all those involved in the com-
pounding of the elixir should first perform the preliminary purification prac-
tices (zhai). The consecrated place is built on a mountain slope near an east-
flowing stream, and is designated as a “pure chamber” (jingshe), a term that
also denotes the room where a Daoist adept performs meditation practices.12

When one compounds the Nine Elixirs, the purification practices are per-
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formed three times: before receiving the methods for an unspecified number
of days, before purchasing the ingredients for seven days, and before com-
pounding the elixirs again for seven days.13 According to other texts, it is
completed in one hundred days, or in two stages of forty and one hundred
days, respectively.14

At the beginning of the purification practices, as is said in a passage of the
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles also found in the Thirty-six Aqueous Solu-

tions, the adept should purify the ritual area:

On the day on which you undertake the purification practices, first toss five
bushels of pure liquor (qingjiu) into a stream that flows near your dwelling.
If there is no stream, you can toss the liquor into a well. This is done to
pacify the pneuma of the earth (diqi). Regularly drink some of that water
during the purification practices. (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, 5a; San-
shiliu shuifa, 11a)

The Flower of Langgan describes a similar ceremony performed at the end
of the purification practices. At that time, the alchemist utters an invocation:

When you have finished your purification, take three bushels of pure liquor
and toss them into an east-flowing stream. Gazing down at the water, incant,
saying:

Azure flow of Great Mystery,
Eight Seas and Nine Rivers,
Gods of the Mountains, Spirits of the Earth,
Protect from above the essence of the elixir!
Now with fine liquor, three full bushels,
I respectfully sacrifice to the River Spirits (heling).

When you have finished incanting, return without looking back and, on that
day, place the drugs in the crucible.15 (Langgan huadan shangjing, 2a–b)

No further details are available on the purification practices, except that they
involve burning incense (the “five fragrances,” wuxiang) and making ablu-
tions (muyu).16

choice of time

Much attention is devoted in the Taiqing texts to the rules that determine the
choice of time to start the retirement. All these rules are based on calendri-
cal taboos, and many of them specifically on the auspicious and inauspicious
relations that occur among the Five Agents (wuxing), the Celestial Stems
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(tiangan), and the Earthly Branches (dizhi). In spring, for instance, Wood
“rules” (wang), Fire “assists” (xiang), Water “rests” (xiu), Metal is “impris-
oned” (qiu), and Earth “dies” (si). The best relation among the Agents is the
one between “ruler and assistant” (wangxiang). In spring, accordingly, the
most auspicious days are those whose first and second cyclical markers are
associated with Wood (jia or yi) and Fire (wu or si), respectively.17 It should
be noted that these basic emblems of correlative cosmology are used in the
Taiqing texts only to determine the time for starting the retirement and, as
we shall see below, for kindling the fire; they are not used to define the rela-
tion of the ingredients of the elixirs, or of the elixir itself, to cosmological
principles.

Other favorable days are those defined as “protective” (bao, whose cycli-
cal markers correspond to two Agents, the first of which generates the sec-
ond, e.g., Wood-Fire), “righteous” (yi, whose cyclical markers correspond
to two Agents, the second of which generates the first, e.g., Water-Metal), or
“responsible” (zhuan, on which no details are given). The adverse days are
those said to be “controlled” (zhi, whose cyclical markers correspond to two
Agents, the first of which conquers the second, e.g., Earth-Water) or “sub-
dued” (fa, whose cyclical markers correspond to two Agents, the second of
which conquers the first, e.g., Wood-Metal).18

The days marked by the characters jiazi, jiawu, jiayin, yihai, yimao, yisi,
bingxu, bingwu, and bingchen are also said to be auspicious.19 Retiring on
one of the Five Peaks to compound the elixirs or perform other practices, on
the other hand, is contraindicated in the season associated with the direction
of that mountain during the years marked by a cyclical character corre-
sponding to the same direction. For instance, one should not enter the East-
ern Peak in the spring of a year marked by jia, yi, yin, or mao, because these
characters are associated with the east.20 Moreover, in the months of thirty
days, one should not enter a mountain on the third, eleventh, fifteenth, eigh-
teenth, twenty-fourth, twenty-sixth, and thirtieth days; and in the months 
of twenty-nine days, one should not enter a mountain on the first, fifth, thir-
teenth, sixteenth, twenty-sixth, and twenty-eighth days.21 Finally, in the
twelve months of the year, the days marked by the following cyclical char-
acters are tabooed: first month, wu; second month, hai; third month, jia;
fourth month, wu; fifth month, xu; sixth month, shen and mao; seventh
month, jia and zi; eighth month, jia and wu; ninth month, yin; tenth month,
chen; eleventh month, yi; twelfth month, chou.22
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Precepts and Taboos

The ritual nature of the alchemical work is also emphasized by a large num-
ber of precepts and taboos. The Nine Elixirs states that before compound-
ing the elixir one should not approach filth and dirt, and should not enter
houses inhabited by young women or where mourning is being observed.
Moreover, one should not disclose one’s intentions to “the envious, those
who talk too much, and those who do not have faith in this Way.”23 The Re-

verted Elixir in Nine Cycles gives similar rules:

From the day on which you undertake the purification practices, you should
discontinue the common human activities, so that you may devote yourself
entirely to making the elixir. . . . [You and your companions] should not ap-
proach sickness and filth or see corpses. Domestic animals also must be
carefully avoided. (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, 4b)

Several other rules, dictated by the Mysterious Master (Xuanzi) who first
received the Nine Elixirs from the Yellow Emperor, are listed in the com-
mentary to this text under four headings: the Five Interdictions (wuji), the
Three Taboos (sanhui), the Four Calamities (sibai), and the Six Adversities
(liuwei). The Five Interdictions concern days on which the compounding of
the elixir and related actions should not take place. These are

1. The Days of the Death of the Five Stones (wushi siri), i.e., renchen in
spring, guiwei in summer, bingxu in autumn, and dingchou in winter.
On these days, the essences of the minerals are “submitted and con-
gealed” (fujie), and they do not release their efflorescence (hua).

2. The Days of the Life of the Five Evils (wuxie shengri), i.e., renyin in
spring, guisi in summer, renshen in autumn, and guihai in winter. On
these days, one should not buy the elixir ingredients, expound the teach-
ings, or enter a mountain.

3. The Days of the Extinction of the Five Peaks (wuyue shangjue ri), i.e.,
gengyin in spring, guiwei in summer, bingshen in autumn, and dingchou
in winter. On these days, spirits inspect the hun (earthly soul) and the po
(celestial soul) of the human beings, and compounding the elixirs and
searching for the ingredients are both forbidden.

4. The Days of the Opening of Heaven and the Cracking of Earth (tiankai
dipo ri), i.e., bingxu and bingshen in spring, xinwei and xinchou in sum-
mer, renchen and renxu in autumn, and guiwei and guichou in winter.
On these days, making the crucible and compounding the elixirs are
forbidden.
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5. The third day and the jiayin day of the seventh month for men, and the
seventh day and the gengshen day of the first month for women. On these
days, the essences of the minerals fight against each other, and no one
should compound an elixir.24

According to the Three Taboos, one should

1. Stay away from those who are enduring suffering or adversity.

2. Not forget to utter the name and the cognomen of the Killer Bandit
(shazei), who is a demon detrimental to the elixir. His name is Shicong zi
and his cognomen is Hun Nixi.

3. Stay away from ill or dying people, and from newborn children.25

The Four Calamities are

1. Frequent tremors in the area where the elixir is compounded, even if
they are only caused by the passing of chariots.

2. Seeing envious people.

3. Thunderclaps that shake the crucible.

4. Sour and hot flavors, and the smell of burned skin of chicken or dog.
Moreover, if one hears a thunderclap, one should immediately cover the
crucible with a wet cloth to prevent the essences of the elixir from being
dispersed.26

The Six Adversities are

1. Wind, rain, and thunder.

2. Hearing the “summoning sounds of the hun and the po” (huan hunpo
sheng).

3. [No details given.]

4. [No details given.]

5. Hearing lamentations and weeping.

6. Seeing rotten or bleeding things.27

purchase of the ingredients

Rules and taboos also govern the purchase of the elixir ingredients. Accord-
ing to the Nine Elixirs, after seven days of purification, one should buy the
medicines “on an appointed day and in a place governed by the Virtue of the
Month (yuede),” without bargaining over the price.28 The commentary ex-
plains that there should be a correct correspondence between space and time,
determined by the relation between the Earthly Branches associated with the
place and with the month in which the ingredients are bought. For instance,
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in the first month one should choose a wei day, in the second month a shen

day, and so forth for the other months and Branches. As for places, on a jia
day one should select a shen place, on a yi day a geng (likely to be an error
for you) place, and so forth. In addition, one should not buy the ingredients
from someone who is observing a mourning period.29

Delimitation and Protection of Space

The practices concerning the establishment of the ritual area focus on its de-
limitation, purification, and protection. Space should be purified and pro-
tected to guard oneself from the dangerous demons who inhabit the moun-
tains. This can be achieved by the mere possession of major scriptures like
the Script of the Three Sovereigns (Sanhuang wen), the Charts of the Real

Forms of the Five Peaks (Wuyue zhenxing tu), or the Prajñāpāramitā-sūtra,
which enable one to summon the gods and obtain their protection.30 To
drive away spirits and demons, one should also be able to identify them and
shout their names, or to recognize those that, in days marked by certain
cyclical characters, appear under the guise of human beings or wild ani-
mals.31 According to the Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang biyao), the
suqi (Nocturnal Invocation) rite for the protection of ritual space can also
be performed when one compounds the elixirs.32

However, as is stated in the commentary to the Nine Elixirs, the most 
effective way to protect the compounding of the elixirs is to use talismans
(fu) and seals (yin).33 These are worn on one’s body, affixed at the four 
directions, placed along the path that leads to one’s dwelling, thrown in the
stove, or made into ashes and drunk with water before one compounds the
elixirs.

driving away the demons

Two examples show how the Taiqing adepts used talismans. Referring to the
rules for the establishment of the ritual area, three Taiqing sources mention
a compound called Medicine for Expelling the Demons (quegui yao) or Pel-
let for Expelling the Demons (quegui wan). Several ingredients of this com-
pound are poisonous vegetable substances whose apotropaic properties are
also mentioned in the pharmacopoeias. One of the recipes is found in the
commentary to the Scripture of Great Clarity, which mentions the Pellet to-
gether with the identically named Talisman for Expelling the Demons (que-

gui fu):
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When you compound the great medicines, you should always stay in a quiet
place in the mountain forests. Build the Chamber of the Great Medicines
(dayao shi) and hang four swords at its four sides. Then make the Pellet 
for Expelling the Demons and the Talisman for Expelling the Demons. You
should affix and hang them [inside the Chamber]; if you do not do so, when
the time comes to compound the great medicines their essence and pneuma
(jingqi) would be inhaled by the demons. This is why you should protect
the medicines by driving away noxious demons and spirits.

Method for making the Pellet for Expelling the Demons: Take equal
quantities of cinnabar (zhusha), realgar (xionghuang), orpiment (cihuang),
tortoise shell (guijia), black veratrum root (lilu), peach pits (taoren), aconite
tuber collected in spring (wutou), aconite tuber collected in autumn (fuzi),
great bulb of pinellia tuberifera (da banxia), poison ivy (yege), sulphur (shi
liuhuang), croton seed (badou), fresh rhinoceros horn (sheng xijiao), um-
brella leaf (guijiu), musk (shexiang), spindle tree wings (guijian), and dried
centipedes (wugong). Pound these seventeen ingredients and sieve them, mix
them with the juice of anise follicles, and make pellets the size of the yolk 
of a hen’s egg. When you compound the medicines of immortality, hang 
one pellet within the four walls [of the Chamber]. If you burn one pellet,
the hundred demons will run away. If you burn one more pellet, you will
kill all of them. Keep this method secret, as it is very effective! (Taiqing jing
tianshi koujue, 14a)

A similar recipe for the Pellet for Expelling the Demons is found in Sun
Simiao’s anthology of Taiqing methods, the Essential Instructions from the

Scripture of the Elixirs of Great Clarity. The corresponding talisman is not
reproduced either in the commentary to the Scripture of Great Clarity or in
Sun Simiao’s work, but is found in the commentary to the Nine Elixirs (see
Fig. 2) together with a third similar recipe for the Pellet.34

the talismans of the jade terrace

The second example concerns the five talismans of the “Yellow Emperor’s
Writ of the Jade Terrace” (“Huangdi yutai pian”). Their reproductions in the
commentary to the Nine Elixirs (see Fig. 3) are introduced by a rite taught
by the August Man (Huangren) to the Yellow Emperor. In this rite, after 
an adept has performed the purification practices for one hundred and fifty
days, he makes the Decoction of the Five Fragrances (wuxiang tang) with
spring water, powdered white millet, cinnabar, honey, and ashes of a mul-
berry tree. The decoction is placed at the center of a “pure chamber.” Then
the adept draws the five talismans, arranging those of the four directions
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around the vessel containing the decoction, and hanging the talisman of the
center three feet above the vessel. He leaves the chamber and then enters
again, walking the Pace of Yu (yubu) and holding his breath. After he exhales
his breath over the decoction and pays homage to the five talismans, he pours
the decoction over his own body to purify himself. Then he wears clean
clothes, places the talismans of the four directions on his body, and ingests
the talisman of the center.

After seven days of further purifications and ablutions, the text continues,
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a supernatural light fills the chamber. The adept should not be afraid of it,
continuing to guard the One (shouyi) until a divine being (shenren) appears
and grants teachings. The adept also should wear the Five Talismans on his
own body when he searches for the elixir’s ingredients, and should bury
them at the four sides and underneath the furnace when he compounds the
elixirs.35

other sets of talismans and seals

Besides the Talisman for Expelling the Demons and the five talismans of the
Jade Terrace, the commentary to the Nine Elixirs reproduces five other sets
of talismans and seals and provides explanations on their materials, sizes,
colors, and uses. Several of them also appear in Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters,
but both the illustrations and the accompanying texts contain variants, some-
times substantial, compared to Ge Hong’s work.

1. Talismans for Summoning the Lords of the High Mountains during the Re-
tirement on a Mountain (ru mingshan jizhao gaoshan jun fu; Fig. 4).36

This set includes seven talismans:

i. Talisman for Summoning the Lords of the High Mountains and protect-
ing oneself against wild animals.

ii. Talisman for Ascending the Mountains (dengshan fu), which wards off
noxious essences, demons, and wild and dangerous animals. In an-
cient times this talisman was used by the immortal Chen Anshi.37

iii. Variant of the previous talisman.

iv. Talisman to be worn on one’s body (men on the left, women on the
right side), to be affixed in one’s dwelling in the four directions, or to
be taken along when traveling.38

v. Secret Talisman of the Thirty-nine Perfected of the Yellow Court of
Lord hao (Laojun huangting sanshijiu zhen bifu), to be affixed in the
place where one compounds an elixir.39 The appended text says that
the elixirs should be compounded inside a cavern in the depths of a
mountain, away from people and domestic animals, and near an east-
flowing stream. If it is not possible to compound them in a cavern, one
may dwell in the depths of a mountain; if it is not possible to stay in
an uninhabited place, one may retire to a “pure chamber”; if an east-
flowing stream is not available, one flowing to the west is permitted.

vi. Talisman to be affixed at the four sides and the four corners of one’s
dwelling, and at fifty steps away from it along the paths that one
threads when one retires on a mountain.40
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vii. Talisman for keeping away wild animals.

2. Seals for Warding Off the Hundred Snakes and Talismans for Driving 
Away the Wild Animals (pi baishe yin ji neng que hulang bu fan fu;
Fig. 5).41

This set includes six seals and talismans:

i. Two Divine Seals (shenyin) to be worn on one’s body.

ii. Seal for keeping away wild animals, which can also be used as a talis-
man and ingested.
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iii. Talisman for expelling demons, to be affixed at the four directions dur-
ing the compounding of an elixir (see Fig. 2).42

iv. Variant of the inner part of the previous talisman.

v. Talisman for Dwelling on the Mountains (shanju fu), to be affixed to
the four corners of a door in order to keep away the wild animals.

vi. Illustrations (including a variant of the lower part) and instructions for
making the Talisman for Opening the Mountain (kaishan fu). This
talisman not only enables one to control spirits and demons but also
causes the “gates of the mountain” (shanmen) to open and yield scrip-
tures and elixir ingredients.43

3. Methods for averting evil influences during the compounding (hehe fangpi
fa; Fig. 6).44
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i. Talisman used for asking the Lord of the Central Peak (Zhongyue jun)
whether one can start compounding an elixir.

ii. Eight-Inch Silk Talisman of the Great One (Taiyi bacun sufu), used by
Laozi when he compounded the elixirs.45

iii. Talisman that, if ingested, “opens the heart” (ling xin kai) of the adept.46

iv. Talisman for Warding Off Harm (quehai fu), which one should throw
in the furnace in order to submit it (fu).

v. Talismans of the Five Gods (wushen fu, i.e., the Emperors, di, of the
Five Directions), which ensure success in the compounding of the elix-
irs. These talismans are received by paying one’s respects to the High-
est Sovereign Lord of the Dao (Shanghuang Daojun). They can be
ingested or worn on one’s head and should be prepared ten days be-
fore making the elixirs. Ge Xuan (Ge Hong’s granduncle) received
both these and the previous four talismans.47
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4. Jade Contract of the Nine Old Lords (Jiulao yuquan; Fig. 7).48

When one compounds an elixir, one should pour some liquor into a
stream to avert the evil influences of the earth’s pneuma, and should cele-
brate a ceremony for the deities. However, if one obtains the Jade Con-
tract of the Nine Old Lords, all such ceremonies become unnecessary.
According to the appended text, this talisman is also called Authentic 
Register of the Eight Simplicities (basu zhenlu), or Superior Talisman of
the Great Clarity (taiqing shangfu). When an adept begins his purification
practices, he draws two of these talismans on a piece of green silk, and 
utters an invocation to ask that the compounding be successful. Then he
takes one of the talismans and places it in a bag of green silk, which he
hangs on his own body so that the talisman is over his heart. The other
talisman is cut into two halves. One is thrown into a stream near one’s
dwelling, the other is buried underneath the furnace.

5. Precious Talisman for Warding Off Evil (baozhen fu; Fig. 8).49

This talisman, also called Great One’s Credentials of the Count of the Im-
mortals (Xianbo Taiyi jian) or Eight-Inch Talisman (bacun fu),50 is drawn in
green on the crucible on the day on which one starts the purification prac-
tices, or on a jiazi or a jiayin day, while standing toward the east. An iden-
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tical talisman is drawn on a piece of white silk. At the end, one utters an
invocation.51

Building the Laboratory

Directions for building the alchemical laboratory, which is typically called
Chamber of the Elixirs (danshi, or danwu), are found in both the Reverted

Elixir in Nine Cycles and the Flower of Langgan. According to the Reverted

Elixir in Nine Cycles, an adept retires to a mountain after he has received
the method and has performed the purification practices. He builds the lab-
oratory (here called Chamber of the Divine Stove, shenzao wu) and places
the furnace (lu) inside it, with an iron stand to hold the crucible. The adept
should make sure that the Chamber does not touch the ground and is not
built over an old well or a tomb:

Build the Chamber of the Divine Stove near an east-flowing stream. The
Chamber should be forty feet long, twenty feet wide, and its foundation
should be four feet from the ground. First dig the earth for a few feet; if you
do not find an old well or a tomb, you can raise the foundation there. The
Chamber should have three doors, facing south, east, and west. Place the
stove in the center, with the mouth facing west. Arrange an iron stand in-
side the stove and set the crucible on it, so that it is nine inches from the
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walls of the stove. Cover the stove with bricks plastered with fine clay. (Jiu-
zhuan huandan jing yaojue, 1b–2a)

The Flower of Langgan gives a similar method:

For building the foundation of the furnace ground, you should first dig to 
a depth of three feet, removing the contaminated soil and replacing it with
clean loam, ramming it to make it firm. The foundation to be built on this
level surface should be two feet five inches in height. Do not build your fur-
nace on the site of an old grave mound or residence. The furnace chamber
should be thirty feet long, sixteen feet wide, and sixteen feet tall. It must be
pure, clean, and well constructed. Roof it with fragrant grasses, and plas-
ter the walls both inside and out so that they are sturdy and secure. There
should be two doors, four feet wide, covered with curtains, that face east
and south. Only the head alchemist and the person who watches on the fire
are to stay in this chamber.

The furnace is to be placed in the center of the room. The mouth of the
furnace should face east. The furnace is to be constructed of fine bricks,
mortared together. Then pound white clay and the hair of oxen, horse, and
river deer into vinegar and east-flowing stream water to make plaster for
the furnace. Set the crucible of the medicines on an iron stand that has been
placed inside the furnace. The crucible should be set in the center of the fur-
nace, with all four sides three and a half inches from the sides of the fur-
nace. The furnace should rise two feet above the top of the crucible, with
the bottom of the crucible one and eight-tenths feet off the floor.52 (Langgan
huadan shangjing, 3b– 4a)

Both methods quoted above are also found in the commentary to the Nine

Elixirs, which calls them Method for Making the Chamber to Sublimate the
Elixirs (“Feidan zuowu fa”) and Method for Making the Stove (“Zuozao
fa”), respectively. The author of the commentary, however, adds that these
were “old methods.” By his time, he says, it was enough to eliminate the con-
taminated soil, build a mound of clean loam, and bury a talisman under the
crucible.53

According to another method found in the commentary to the Nine Elix-

irs, the Chamber of the Talismans (fushi) should be built near an east-
flowing stream. Its length is twelve paces and its height is twenty-four feet,
and it has one door facing south. The walls are plastered with “fragrant
mud” (xiangni), and talismans are affixed at the four sides. At the center one
arranges the layered alchemical altar (here called Three Terraces, santai,
from the name of a constellation formed by six stars below the Northern
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Dipper) and the supports for the crucible (here called the Five Peaks, wuyue,
the designation of the five sacred mountains). On the western side, one
places the ingredients of the elixirs and the scriptures.54

Kindling the Fire

When all the preliminary requirements have been fulfilled, the adept selects
the proper time for compounding the elixir. The entire preliminary process
for making the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles should be timed so that one
kindles the fire at dawn on the ninth day of the ninth month.55 The Nine

Elixirs and three other early texts give a list of auspicious and inauspicious
days to begin the compounding; despite variants in the indication of inaus-
picious days among them, the common origin of the passage is apparent.56

Among the days indicated as unfavorable are those of Establishment (jian),
of Receiving (shou), and of the Killer of the Month (yuesha).57 The most fa-
vorable days are the fifth of the fifth month and the seventh of the seventh
month,58 followed by the days of Opening (kai) and of Removal (chu).59 The
compounding can also begin in the days whose cyclical signs are in a rela-
tionship of “ruler and assistant” and do not “subdue” each other; moreover,
the sky should be clear, and the sun and the moon should be bright.60

Now the fire may finally be started. In the Nine Elixirs, this stage is also
marked by a ceremony. The alchemist invokes the Great Lord of the Dao (Da
Daojun), Lord Lao (Laojun), and the Lord of the Great Harmony (Taihe
jun). He offers them food and drinks, and asks them to watch over the pro-
cess, let the practice be successful, and let him become an accomplished man
(zhiren) and have audience at the Purple Palace (Zigong), in the constellation
of the Northern Dipper.61

The commentary to the Nine Elixirs describes a more complex rite, called
Ceremony of the Nine Elixirs (jiudan ji), which is performed before kindling
the fire. The adept first sets up an altar, nine feet wide in the lower part and
four feet wide in the upper part, and places the stove six feet west of the al-
tar. On the altar he arranges five pieces of silk, placing one piece of dried
meat and one cup of liquor on each of them. On a seat to the east of the 
altar he arranges nine pieces of silk, placing two pieces of dried meat and 
two cups of liquor on each of them. He also offers millet, dried meat of ox
and sheep, boiled carp, cooked eggs, jujubes, pears, and oranges or other red
fruits. Burning some incense, he pours liquor into the cups. Then he kneels
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in front of the seat, and after this he may start the fire. The offerings are
moved near the crucible, and more dried meat and liquor are placed on three
tables. The meat should be replaced once every three days, and the liquor
three times a day.62

Consecration and Ingestion of the Elixir

After all the preliminary rites are performed, the compounding of the elixir
may begin. The alchemist’s attention now focuses on the crucible and the
fire, and he performs the method according to the texts and the oral instruc-
tions he has received from his master, helped by his assistants. When the
elixir is achieved, according to the commentary to the Nine Elixirs, he per-
forms again the ceremony made before the kindling of the fire, adding more
pork meat on the altar, and cooked rice, a cooked chicken, and a dried carp
in the seat to the east of the altar. Finally, having asked permission to do so
with an invocation, he opens the crucible.63

Ge Hong quotes a ceremony performed before ingesting the Elixir of Great
Clarity. In this rite, different quantities of the elixir are offered to Heaven, ce-
lestial bodies, and deities, and another portion is left in the marketplace for
the benefit of those who cannot devote themselves to its compounding:

After you achieve gold, take one hundred pounds of it and arrange a major
ceremony. For the procedure there is a separate scroll, but this is not the
same ceremony as the one performed for compounding [the elixirs of] the
Nine Tripods. For this ceremony you separately weigh and arrange different
quantities of gold.

You offer twenty pounds to Heaven, five pounds to the Sun and the
Moon, eight pounds to the Northern Dipper (beidou), eight pounds to the
Great One (Taiyi), five pounds to the god of the well, five pounds to the god
of the stove, twelve pounds to the Count of the River (Hebo), five pounds to
the god of the soil (she), and five pounds each to the spirits and the divini-
ties of the doors, of the house, of the village, and to the Lord of Clarity
(Qingjun). This makes eighty-eight pounds altogether. With the remaining
twelve pounds, fill a beautiful leather bag, and on an auspicious day silently
leave it in a very crowded spot of the city market, in the peak hour. Then
leave without turning back. (Baopu zi, 4.76 –77)

No other source besides the Inner Chapters has preserved a description of
this rite; the very large amounts mentioned by Ge Hong raise doubts about
the accuracy of his report.
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The final act of the alchemical process is also marked by ceremonies. The
Nine Elixirs repeatedly recommends that one should ingest the elixir after
undertaking further purification practices, observing the precepts, and per-
forming ablutions for five weeks. The elixir is typically ingested at the dawn
of a jiazi day, the first of a sexagesimal cycle: the adept burns some incense,
pays obeisance to the gods, and bows down facing east. According to the
commentary, he should not ingest the elixir on cold, windy, or rainy days, if
the sky is dark, or if there is an overabundance of dew. Moreover, he should
dwell in a pure and quiet place and abstain from sour foods, sexual inter-
course, and the rites of mourning.64 The Flower of Langgan gives simpler
rules: at the dawn of a day of the new moon in the eleventh, the fourth, or
the eighth month, the adept should ingest an ounce of elixir with water taken
from an east-flowing stream.65

The ritual sequence described above is reconstructed based on details found
in different Taiqing texts. While the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs is the source
that provides the most complete account, the other texts mention only some
of the ritual steps that should be performed. The single texts, however, give
coherent details, and the differences that exist among them are less substan-
tial than the details of the techniques that they describe. These techniques,
which represent the central part of the process performed by the Taiqing
adept, are examined in the next chapter.
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At the core of the early Taiqing tradition are about a dozen elixirs (dan) or
“medicines” (yao). The Taiqing texts also refer to them as huandan, a term
sometimes translated as “cyclically transformed elixir” but more literally
meaning “reverted elixir.” The use of this term reveals the underlying pur-
pose of the alchemical process in the Taiqing tradition, which we have dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 above. Huandan has two main senses in waidan, where
it denotes an elixir obtained either by refining mercury from cinnabar, or by
joining refined mercury and refined lead. In the first instance, mercury (Yin)
is refined from cinnabar (Yang), added to sulphur (Yang), and refined again.
This process, typically repeated nine times, yields an essence deemed to be
entirely devoid of Yin and thus to incorporate the qualities of Pure Yang
(chunyang), the state of oneness before Yin and Yang arise. In the second in-
stance, refined mercury (Real Yin, zhenyin) is refined from cinnabar (Yang),
and refined lead (Real Yang, zhenyang) is refined from native lead (Yin). The
elixir produced by joining refined mercury and refined lead to each other is
also equated to Pure Yang. None of the Taiqing compounds—including the
fourth of the Nine Elixirs, even though its name is Reverted Elixir—is based
on either of these processes. In the Taiqing texts, the term huandan indicates
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that the elixir has been obtained by causing its ingredients to revert (huan)
to their original condition of “essence” (jing).

This chapter examines some aspects of the methods for making elixirs in
the Taiqing scriptures. The purpose of this survey is not to account for all the
technical details involved in compounding the Taiqing elixirs—in particular,
their chemical aspects—but only to illustrate their nature and their main
features, within the limits and the perspectives of the present book. After a
presentation of the major techniques shared by different texts, the rest of the
chapter deals with the methods found in the three main Taiqing scriptures
and in the two early waidan texts received as part of the Shangqing corpus.

Shared Methods Among the Taiqing Texts

Compounding an elixir requires an alchemist and his helpers to apply tech-
niques for making, filling, luting, heating, and finally opening the crucible.
Many of these techniques are shared by different Taiqing texts, contribut-
ing to their unity and coherence, and the texts frequently refer to each other
for directions on a particular method. For instance, the commentary to the
Scripture of Great Clarity gives instructions for making the crucible, saying
that the luting mud should be prepared according to the method found in the
Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, and that the crucible should also be used for
compounding all the other major Taiqing elixirs. The ingredients of the lut-
ing mud of the Nine Elixirs in turn are the same as those given in the Golden

Liquor, except for a single ingredient, which is omitted in the latter text. The
heating process described in the Flower of Langgan is similar in many re-
spects to those used for the first, third, fourth, and sixth of the Nine Elixirs.
The commentary to the Golden Liquor states that the final transmutation of
the elixir into gold should be accomplished following the directions given in
the Nine Elixirs. Similar examples of shared methods could be multiplied,
and are pointed out in the present chapter.

the crucible

In the Taiqing methods, the crucible is typically formed by two superposed
vessels made of red clay (chishi zhi) and joined by their mouths. Owing 
to this feature, the texts often mention a “double crucible” (liangfu) or an
“upper and lower earthenware crucible” (shangxia tufu). According to the
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method given in the commentary to the Scripture of Great Clarity, red clay
is pounded, sieved, steamed for one day, and added to vinegar, forming a
mud used for making three pairs of double crucibles. Then thirty pounds of
oak bark are boiled for one day; the dregs are removed, and by frying the re-
maining portion a reddish-black lacquer is obtained, called “oak lacquer”
(huqi), which is used for luting the mouths of the two crucibles and their in-
ner parts. The commentary states that this vessel can be used for com-
pounding not only the Elixir of Great Clarity but also the Nine Elixirs, the
Golden Liquor, the Reverted Elixir, and the Flower of Langgan—in other
words, all the elixirs whose methods are found in the three main Taiqing
sources and in the two early waidan texts included in the Shangqing corpus.1

No other early Taiqing text describes the preparation of the crucible in
such detail as does the commentary to the Scripture of Great Clarity; in
other instances, as we shall presently see, the main focus is on the luting pro-
cess. The Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles merely states that one should use a
crucible holding three and a half pecks made in Xingyang, Changsha, or Yu-
zhang (in present-day Henan, Hunan, and Jiangxi, respectively), four-tenths
of an inch thick.2

mysterious and yellow

In several methods of the Nine Elixirs, the crucible is sealed first with a lead-
mercury compound called Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang), then with 
a mud typically obtained from seven ingredients called Mud of the Six-
and-One (liuyi ni). Besides preventing the crucible from breaking when it is
heated, both muds, as we have seen in Chapter 4, play an important sym-
bolic role. The Mysterious and Yellow represents the merging of the princi-
ples of Yin and Yang and their incorporation into the crucible and the elixir.
The Mud of the Six-and-One represents the stages of the cosmogonic pro-
cess, which the alchemical process symbolically brings back to its origin by
causing the ingredients of the elixir to return to the state of prima materia.

In the Mysterious and Yellow, the Yin and Yang principles in their pure
state are represented by the essences of lead and mercury, which are liber-
ated by the adept when he heats the native substances. Then lead and mer-
cury are repeatedly steamed in a bamboo cylinder, and finally are sublimated
with aqueous solutions of realgar and cinnabar.3 Details on the last stage 
of the process, called the “hundred steamings” (baizheng), are found in the
“Secret Instructions” on the Nine Elixirs. The Mysterious and Yellow is first
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placed in a bamboo cylinder and steamed, forming an aqueous solution.
Then the cylinder is turned upside down, and the steaming is repeated. Af-
ter this is done “one hundred times,” the compound is soaked in solutions
of realgar and cinnabar, placed in a sealed crucible, and sublimated nine
times.4 The same function that the lead-mercury compound plays in the
Nine Elixirs is performed in other Taiqing texts by refined lead alone, called
Lead Elixir (qiandan) or Yellow Elixir (huangdan).5

According to the commentary to the Nine Elixirs, the crucible used for
making the Eighth Elixir can alternatively be luted with the Mysterious and
White (xuanbai), a compound also known as White of Lead (qianbai, or lead
acetate).6 Two methods for making the Mysterious and White are found in
the commentary. In the first one, lead and gold are liquefied, added to mer-
cury, and soaked in an acetic bath called Flowery Pond (huachi) for seven
days. Then the solution is placed in a sealed bamboo cylinder and soaked
again in the Flowery Pond for thirty-six days. Only lead and gold are used
in the second method, and they are left in vinegar for thirty-six days.7 The
White of Lead is also used in one of the methods found in the commentary
to the Scripture of Great Clarity, where it is used for coating the crucible,
together with a layer of Mud of the Six-and-One prepared “according to the
method in the Nine Elixirs,” and a mixture of earth, vinegar, and salt.8

Besides being used for luting the crucible, the Mysterious and Yellow is
sometimes placed inside the vessel with the other ingredients of the Nine
Elixirs. Another demonstration of this use is seen in the method for making
the Liquid Pearl in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan liuzhu), which is described in the
commentary to the Nine Elixirs. Native lead and cinnabar are first refined
to obtain their essences. After the addition of the “two waters” (ershui, i.e.,
the aqueous solutions of realgar and cinnabar), they are steamed one hun-
dred times.9 To this stage, the procedure is the same as the one used for mak-
ing the Mysterious and Yellow. In the “Secret Instructions” on the Nine Elix-

irs, the method continues by dividing the compound into nine parts, each of
which is used in turn as the upper and lower layers in a crucible that con-
tains mercury. The crucible is heated in nine stages until the whole lead-mer-
cury compound is consumed.10

mud of the six-and-one, or divine mud

The outer and inner surfaces and the two mouths of the crucible are also
covered with the Mud of the Six-and-One (liuyi ni), which is also known as
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Divine Mud (shenni). In the methods of the Nine Elixirs, this mud is made
of alum (fanshi), Turkestan salt (rongyan), lake salt (luxian), arsenolite (yu-

shi), oyster shells (muli), red clay (chishi zhi), and talc (huashi). The seven
ingredients are pounded, heated for nine days and nights in an iron vessel,
pounded again, sieved, and then soaked in a Flowery Pond (huachi). The
crucible is luted first with this mud, then with the mud of Mysterious and
Yellow, and finally is left to dry in the sun for ten days.11

The crucible used for making the Elixir of Great Clarity is coated with a
layer of mud prepared “according to the method described in the Scripture

of the Nine Elixirs.” Directions for the luting mud that are virtually identi-
cal to those of the Nine Elixirs are also given in the Golden Liquor, although
here talc is omitted from the list of ingredients.12 The most elaborate and
lengthy description of the luting technique, however, is the one found in the
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles, which devotes more than half of the entire
text to it. After the adept performs the purification practices, he makes 
a mud with oyster shells, white clay (baishi zhi), powdered mica (yunmu),
earthworm excreta (yinlou fen), talc, and white alum (bai fanshi). He
pounds and sieves these six substances and places them in vinegar, forming
a mud that is used for luting the outer and inner parts of two crucibles. Af-
ter the vessel has dried, he lutes it again, repeating the process three times al-
together. Then he adds lead and vinegar to the ingredients, forming another
mud, which is also spread on the inner side of the vessel. Finally, he closes
the two halves of the crucible, and lutes their mouths and their outer sides
with three layers of the same mud and a layer of Mud of the Six-and-One.13

In the Flower of Langgan, the ingredients of the mud are different but are
again seven: oyster shells, earthworm excreta, horse hair, talc, red clay, goat
hair, and salt. They are sifted, added to vinegar, and pounded “thirty thou-
sand times.” The adept then lutes the crucible both inside and outside, ap-
plying the mud gradually and letting it dry after each layer is added. Then
some Yellow Elixir (huangdan) is added to vinegar, is again pounded “thirty
thousand times,” and is spread on the inner part of the crucible. After the in-
gredients are placed in the crucible, the mud is applied first to the joints, then
to the outer part of the crucible. As the Flower of Langgan remarks, this
method is easier than the one used for making the crucibles of the Golden
Liquor and the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles, but the pounding and the lut-
ing require more attention: “Be cautious so that the floreate essence (hua-

jing) does not leak away. If it leaks away, there will be no benefit.”14
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flowery pond

According to the commentary to the Nine Elixirs, the Flowery Pond that is
used for soaking the ingredients before they are heated is obtained from
boiled wheat, yeast, the unidentified “white-azure stone” (qingbai shi), pow-
dered lead, powdered cinnabar, and steamed red glutinous millet, which are
placed in a closed vessel together with vinegar. The acetic bath should be
prepared at the center of the laboratory, in a position of good auspice, and
away from women and domestic animals. It is ready in seventy days in sum-
mer and one hundred and forty days in winter.15

In another method, found in the commentary to the Scripture of Great

Clarity, the Flowery Pond is prepared by first pouring one pound of honey
into five bushels of pure vinegar (chun zuowei). Then one soaks five pecks
of millet in rainwater. When the sprouts appear, they are collected and left
to dry in the sun; then they are pounded, filtered, and placed in the vinegar
together with rice cakes containing alum (fanshi). After the vessel is her-
metically closed, the Flowery Pond is ready in three days. At the end, one adds
ten pounds of saltpeter (xiaoshi).16 As a quotation in the commentary to the
Nine Elixirs shows, this method is the same as the one found in the original,
and now lost, Scripture of Great Clarity.17

the heating method

As it is under the action of fire that the elixir coagulates inside the vessel,
heating the crucible is a crucial aspect of the work performed by an alche-
mist. Several waidan texts dating from the Tang period onward give instruc-
tions on the “fire times” (huohou), a complex system that regulates the in-
tensity of fire according to the cycles of cosmic time. This system is based on
several sets of cosmological emblems, such as the twelve “primary hexa-
grams” (bigua) of the Book of Changes, the Earthly Branches (dizhi), and
other duodecimal devices, which represent the rise and descent of the “par-
ticle” (dian) of the Original Pneuma (yuanqi) issued from the Dao through
the time cycles of the cosmos. The association of the time cycles to the heat-
ing cycle is shown by using the same emblems to describe the twelve main
stages of heating. The purpose is not only to mirror the accomplishment of
an entire cosmic cycle in the relatively short time required to compound an
elixir but also to embody the “particle” of Original Pneuma into the elixir.18

The Taiqing heating method is much simpler, and no cosmological em-
blems enter its description. Kim Daeyeol, however, has shown that an anal-
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ogy exists between the four-stage cycles of heating described in some early
waidan sources—including the Scriptures of the Nine Elixirs—and the cy-
cle of the four seasons. The heating method of the Taiqing texts represents,
therefore, a precursor of the Tang and later system of “fire times.”19 As de-
scribed in the Nine Elixirs, the process takes places in cycles—usually four
or nine—of nine days each. The directions given for the First Elixir are typi-
cal of the whole text:

First keep the crucible five inches above a fire of horse manure or chaff, 
and warm it for nine days and nine nights. Then increase the fire so that it
touches the crucible, for nine more days and nights. [Then put the crucible
over the fire, for nine more days and nights.] Finally let the fire cover the
lower crucible for nine more days and nights. After thirty-six days alto-
gether, you can extinguish the fire and let the crucible cool for one day.20

(Jiudan jingjue, 1.4b)

Similar directions are found in the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles, where the
heating process requires altogether one hundred days. Heating is initially
phased in six stages of nine days each, then is discontinued for ten days, and
finally is started again for thirty-six days. The following passage also shows
how close the technical terminology and the style of this text are to those of
the Nine Elixirs:

First light a fire of chaff under the stand so that it is at up to six inches from
the base of the crucible, for nine days and nine nights. Then increase the fire
so that it is at three inches from the base of the crucible, for nine days and
nine nights. Then increase it again so that it covers the base of the crucible
for three inches, for nine days and nine nights. Then increase it again so
that it covers the belly of the crucible for three inches, for nine days and
nine nights. Then increase it again so that it covers the belly of the crucible
for two more inches—making five inches altogether—for nine days and
nine nights. Then increase it again so that it is at one inch under the seal of
the crucible, for nine days and nine nights. Extinguish the fire and let the
crucible cool for ten days. Then increase the fire again so that it is at half an
inch from the juncture, for thirty-six days from dawn to night. This makes
altogether ninety days and ninety nights [of heating]. You will obtain the
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles. (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, 3a)

In the Flower of Langgan, the heating process also requires one hundred
days, but it involves only six stages. As in the previous instances, the method
consists in progressively bringing the fire closer to the crucible.21
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When the heating process is concluded, the layer of mud around the
mouths of the two crucibles is removed with a notched blade or with sand-
stone. Then the vessel is opened with an iron tool. The elixir is collected us-
ing a feather of a two-year-old white chicken, one born from a rooster and
a hen also white, that is bred separately from other chickens. After the elixir
is collected, it is placed in a tightly sealed golden cylinder and kept in a silk
bag, never to be left alone.22

transmutation into gold

The Scripture of the Nine Elixirs describes the transmutation of the elixir
into gold, or—in one case—into silver, as the final act of the alchemical pro-
cess. The First and the Fourth Elixirs are transmuted into gold with mercury;
the Second Elixir is transmuted into gold with an aqueous solution of mag-
netite; the Sixth Elixir is transmuted into gold with mercury or lead; and the
Seventh Elixir is transmuted into gold or into silver with lead. This trans-
mutation is referred to with the word dian, which denotes, as “projection”
does in Western alchemy, the process by which a small quantity of elixir con-
fers its properties to other substances that are added to it.23 The stated pur-
pose of this transmutation is to verify that the elixir has been correctly pre-
pared, but the Nine Elixirs also hints at the use of alchemical gold for making
vessels when it says that the gold obtained in this way should be malleable.24

In the following instance, gold is used for making a cylinder in which the
elixir itself should be stored:

Sublimate the Medicine again as in the previous method. To test it, add 
to it some Grease of Dragons (longgao ze), and make it into pills the size 
of small beans.25 Place them over an intense fire and blow the fire with a
bellows. Gold will form in the time it takes to have a meal.

Gold also will form by projecting twenty-four scruples of Flower of Cin-
nabar (danhua) onto one pound of powdered mercury. When gold has
formed, make it into a cylinder and store the Medicine in it. Similarly, if
you pour one scruple of Flower of Cinnabar onto one pound of mercury or
lead, put it over a fierce flame, and blow to make the fire increasingly in-
tense, the whole will form gold. Be careful not to use excessive amounts [of
the ingredients], or the gold will be hard; but if there is not enough, the
gold will be soft. Neither would be malleable. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.5a–b)

The Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles also describes a method for obtaining
gold and silver from the elixir:
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Take ten pounds of lead and place it in an iron vessel. Heat it on an intense
fire and bring it to a boil. Pour one scruple of Flower of the Nine Cycles (ji-
uzhuan zhi hua) onto the liquid lead and stir. In one instant it will form
nine pounds of gold.

Take one pound of quicksilver and seven pounds of tin,26 and place them
in a pot (guo). Heat them, and bring them to a boil three times. Pour one
scruple of Flower of the Nine Cycles onto the liquid tin, and stir. In one in-
stant it will become silver. If the elixir can produce these transmutations, its
compounding has been successful. If the test fails, repeat the heating accord-
ing to the previous method for ninety days and ninety nights, and you will
not fail in obtaining the elixir.27 (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, 3b– 4a)

Transmutation into gold is also mentioned in the received text of the Scrip-

ture of the Golden Liquor, which states that “if you add yellow clay to the
Golden Water and the Mercury [Water], and calcine them (duan) over an in-
tense fire for one day, they will entirely transmute themselves into gold.”28

Elixir of Great Clarity

The main Taiqing elixir was the Elixir of Great Clarity (taiqing dan). The
method is lost with the scripture that contained it; what we know about it
comes from the summary given by Ge Hong in his Inner Chapters, and from
fragmentary details found in the Oral Instructions to the Scripture of Great

Clarity. Ge Hong states that “the Elixir of Great Clarity is slightly more
difficult to compound than the Nine Tripods (i.e., the Nine Elixirs), but is a
superior method for rising to heaven in broad daylight.”29 He summarizes
the method as follows:

When you compound it, you should first prepare the Flowery Pond (hua-
chi), the Red Salt (chiyan), the Hard Snow (genxue),30 the Mysterious and
White (xuanbai), the Flying Talisman (feifu), and the Divine Water of the
Three-and-Five (sanwu shenshui). Only then can the fire be lit. The elixir 
of the first cycle confers immortality after it is ingested for three years; that
of the second, after two years; that of the third, after one year; that of the
fourth, after half a year; that of the fifth, after one hundred days; that of 
the sixth, after forty days; that of the seventh, after thirty days; that of the
eighth, after ten days; and that of the ninth, after three days.

Place the elixir of the ninth cycle in a Divine Tripod (shending) and ex-
pose it to the sun after the summer solstice. When the tripod becomes hot,
add one pound of Vermilion Child (zhu’er, cinnabar) beneath the lid and
then retire, watching and waiting that the essence of the sun shines upon it.
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Suddenly the five colors of divine radiance (shenguang) will appear to-
gether, glowing and sparkling, and the elixir of the ninth cycle will trans-
mute itself into a Reverted Elixir (huandan). Ingest a speck of it, and you
will rise to heaven in broad daylight. The elixir in nine cycles should be
compounded in a sealed earthenware crucible and heated by a chaff fire,
first gentle and then intense. (Baopu zi, 4.77)

Ge Hong also describes a ceremony to be performed before ingesting this
elixir, saying that the directions to perform it were found in a “separate
scroll.”31

Details on some aspects of the procedure summarized by Ge Hong are
found in the Oral Instructions of the Celestial Master. The commentary de-
scribes seven methods:

1. Preparation of the Flowery Pond

2. Aqueous solution of the Real Pearl (zhenzhu, i.e., refined mercury)

3. Aqueous solution of an amalgam of lead and tin, the product of which is
defined as “quicksilver” (shuiyin)

4. Compounding of the Silver Snow (yinxue)

5. Preparation of the crucible

6. Compounding of the Hard Snow (genxue)

7. Compounding of the Male Snow (xiongxue)32

The names of three of these methods—those for the Flowery Pond, the Red
Salt, and the Hard Snow—correspond to those of the preliminary prepara-
tions mentioned by Ge Hong. As the original Scripture is not extant, how-
ever, there are no clues to identify what role these and the other methods
listed above played in compounding the Elixir of Great Clarity. The Oral In-

structions, moreover, does not reveal the identity of the Flying Talisman and
the Divine Water of the Three-and-Five; nor does it refer either to the nine
cycles of heating or to the final transmutation of the elixir with cinnabar.

Nevertheless, the Oral Instructions hints at an important role played by
mercury in the method for compounding the Elixir of Great Clarity. Mer-
cury is mentioned in several sections of the commentary. The Real Pearl is
obtained by placing mercury and saltpeter inside the quill of a bird’s feather
(niaoge), which is sealed with wood and lacquer and is soaked in a Flow-
ery Pond for seven days or longer. If it is ingested for one hundred days, 
it confers immortality.33 Mercury also appears as the name of the lead-tin
compound (which is described as “quicksilver,” shuiyin, possibly implying a
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change of properties from Yin to Yang) and as an ingredient of the three
other methods given in the Oral Instructions: those for making the Silver
Snow, the Hard Snow, and the Male Snow. To compound the Silver Snow,
mercury is boiled in vinegar for nine days and nine nights; it is then added
to the unidentified “flowery stone” (huashi) and is made into a powder.34

This powder is placed in the crucible and is covered with Red Salt, a com-
pound obtained by refining alum and salt that is also mentioned by Ge Hong
in his summary.35 The Hard Snow is obtained by placing mercury in a ves-
sel with plaques of copper (tongban) and vinegar. The amalgam is made
again into plaques and soaked in a Flowery Pond; if it is placed in a crucible
with Red Salt, one obtains the Male Snow.36

Nine Elixirs

In his Inner Chapters, Ge Hong points out the difficulties that one faces in
making Nine Elixirs (jiudan):

The Nine Elixirs certainly are superior methods for making the medicines of
immortality, but the ingredients used to compound them are extremely var-
ied. If communication among the four directions [of the empire] was possi-
ble, one could purchase the ingredients, but [at present] they cannot be pro-
cured because the Nine Regions are isolated from each other. Moreover,
one must keep the fire going for several dozen days and nights, and watch
over its intensity so that it does not lose the proper strength. This is pains-
taking and extremely difficult. For these reasons, [the Nine Elixirs] are not
as easy to prepare as the Golden Liquor. (Baopu zi, 4.84)

The final sentence of this passage alludes to the fact that making the Golden
Liquor does not require any heating.

Ge Hong also gives details on the relation of the Nine Elixirs to some “mi-
nor elixirs” (xiaodan) whose methods were found in texts not belonging to
the Taiqing tradition. In the Method of the Elixir of the Great One for Sum-
moning the Celestial Souls and the Earthly Souls (Taiyi zhao hunpo dan-

fang), “the Five Minerals (wushi) are hermetically closed with the Mud of
the Six-and-One (liuyi ni), in a way similar to the method of the Nine Elix-
irs.”37 The Instantly Achieved Elixirs (licheng dan) are also nine, “similar [in
number] but inferior to the Nine Elixirs.”38 The same is true for the Five Nu-
minous Elixirs (wuling dan), which according to tradition were transmitted
by the Eight Masters (Bagong) to Liu An:39
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There is then the Scripture of the Five Numinous Elixirs (Wu lingdan jing)
in one scroll, containing five methods. One uses cinnabar (dansha), realgar
(xionghuang), orpiment (cihuang), laminar malachite (cengqing), alum 
(fanshi), magnetite (cishi), Turkestan salt (rongyan), and hematite (Taiyi Yu
yuliang). One also uses the Mud of the Six-and-One and a Divine Chamber
(shenshi, a secret name of the crucible). The elixirs are compounded after
one performs an offering ceremony (jiao). They will be ready in thirty-six
days. The Talismans of the Five Emperors (Wudi fu), which are written with
the five colors of these elixirs, make one free from death. However, [the Five
Numinous Elixirs] are inferior to the Elixir of Great Clarity and the Elixirs
of the Nine Tripods. (Baopu zi, 4.78)

According to the received text of the Nine Elixirs, the main steps of each
method are the following. The ingredients (see Table 4) are placed in an
earthenware crucible, which is closed with another overturned crucible.40

The vessel is luted with the Mud of the Six-and-One and a mud of Mysteri-
ous and Yellow; after it has dried, it is placed on the fire. At the end of the
required number of days it is left to cool and is then opened. The elixir is col-
lected with a chicken feather and is added to other substances. In some in-
stances, it is said to be ready; in other instances, it must be placed in the cru-
cible and heated again. If the essence of the ingredients does not coagulate
under the upper part of the crucible, the entire process should be repeated.

The following descriptions of each method are based on the directions
given in the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, the “Secret Instructions,” and the
Scripture of the Liquid Pearl.41

First Elixir: Flower of Cinnabar (danhua). The First Elixir is obtained
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ta b l e  4
Ingredients of the Nine Elixirs.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

cinnabar • •
quicksilver • • • • •
lead •
realgar • • • • •
orpiment • • •
malachite • • •
alum • •
sulphur •
lake salt •
hematite • •
arsenolite • • •
chalcanthite •
magnetite • • •



from cinnabar, called Real Powder (zhensha) in the Nine Elixirs and Vermil-
ion Child (zhu’er) in the Liquid Pearl. The crucible is luted with the Mud of
the Six-and-One and with a mud of Mysterious and Yellow. Heating requires
four cycles of nine days. If the elixir has not formed, an aqueous solution of
magnetite and some Grease of Dragons (longgao ze) should be added to it,
and it should be heated again for thirty-six days. The “Secret Instructions”
gives the method for the solution of magnetite, and explains that Grease of
Dragons may be understood either as a secret name of “worm juice” (chong-

zhi) obtained by leaving seven worms under salt, or of dew collected on mul-
berries (sang shang lu). To ascertain whether the elixir has been correctly
prepared, it is transmuted into gold. If gold does not form, the elixir is not
ready; “this is because you have not luted the crucible hermetically, or be-
cause you have transgressed against the precepts.”

Second Elixir: Divine Tally (shenfu). The section on the Second Elixir is
divided into three parts that describe methods for making the Divine Tally
and two other elixirs. All three methods are based on mercury, which ac-
cording to the “Secret Instructions” initially should be refined nine times in
order to expel its toxicity. In the first part of the method, the crucible is luted
first with the Mud of the Six-and-One, then with a mud of oyster shells and
red clay. Mercury is heated in nine cycles of one day each, and the crucible
turned upside down at every cycle. The product of the sublimation is col-
lected, added to carp’s gall, and sublimated nine more times; then it is added
to Grease of Dragons to obtain the Divine Tally. This elixir can be heated in
nine further cycles with the Mysterious and Yellow to obtain the Yellow of
the Elixir Flower (danhua zhi huang), or can be added to mercury to obtain
a Reverted Elixir (huandan).42

The second part describes a method for making another lead-mercury
compound, called Yellow Essence (huangjing), which can be added to an
aqueous solution of magnetite and transmuted into gold. The third part de-
scribes a method based on mercury and the Mysterious and Yellow. After
nine days of heating, the product of the sublimation is added to dog’s or
carp’s gall, and then is kept on the fire for nine more days. With this method,
one obtains the Reverted Elixir of the Divine Tally (shenfu huandan).

Third Elixir: Divine Elixir (shendan). The ingredients of the Third Elixir
are orpiment and realgar, two minerals respectively associated with Yin and
Yang. They are first soaked in a Flowery Pond containing oyster shells, red
clay, and magnetite, and then are placed in a crucible and covered with pow-
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dered Mysterious and Yellow. The crucible is luted with a mud of Mysteri-
ous and Yellow and with the Mud of the Six-and-One, and is heated in four
cycles of nine days each. The product is collected, added to Grease of Drag-
ons, and heated again for thirty-six days, according to the Nine Elixirs, or
twenty-seven days, according to the Liquid Pearl.

Fourth Elixir: Reverted Elixir (huandan). The Fourth Elixir is obtained
from eight ingredients: mercury, realgar, laminar malachite, alum, sulphur
(tingzhi), lake salt, hematite, and arsenolite. The crucible is luted first with
a mud made of alum, arsenolite, red hematite, Turkestan salt, oyster shells,
red clay, worm excreta, mica, and talc. Then it is luted again with the Mud
of the Six-and-One, and is heated in nine cycles of nine days each. Accord-
ing to the “Secret Instructions” the mud prepared with the nine ingredients
mentioned above is placed inside the crucible; a layer of Mysterious and Yel-
low is placed over it, followed by the eight ingredients of the elixir.

Fifth Elixir: Elixir in Pellets (erdan). The ingredients of the Fifth Elixir
are mercury, realgar, and hematite. The crucible is luted with the Mud of the
Six-and-One and a mud of Mysterious and Yellow, and is heated in two cy-
cles of nine days each.

Sixth Elixir: Refined Elixir (liandan). The Sixth Elixir is obtained from
eight minerals, which according to the Nine Elixirs are cinnabar from Ba or
Yue (present-day Sichuan and Zhejiang, respectively), realgar, orpiment,
laminar malachite, alum, arsenolite, chalcanthite (shidan), and magnetite.
(The Liquid Pearl lists cinnabar from Ba and Yue as two different ingredi-
ents, and does not mention arsenolite.) The ingredients are powdered and
added to Grease of Dragons. A layer of Mysterious and Yellow is also placed
at the bottom of the crucible. The crucible is luted first with a mud made of
oyster shells and red clay, then with the Mud of the Six-and-One. (The Nine

Elixirs gives two slightly different versions of the luting method; the second
one corresponds to the method of the Liquid Pearl.) The crucible is heated
for thirty-six days (or thirty days according to the Liquid Pearl). If this elixir
is added to either mercury or lead, it forms gold.

Seventh Elixir: Soft Elixir (roudan). The single ingredient of the Seventh
Elixir is mercury, which is heated in four cycles of nine days each according
to the Nine Elixirs, or for twenty days according to the Liquid Pearl. The
crucible is luted with a mud of Mysterious and Yellow and with the Mud of
the Six-and-One. If lead is added to the Soft Elixir, it forms gold.

Eighth Elixir: Fixed Elixir (fudan). The Eighth Elixir is obtained from
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mercury, laminar malachite, and magnetite, which are covered with a layer
of Mysterious and Yellow. The crucible is luted with a layer of Mysterious
and Yellow (which may be replaced with the Mysterious and White, xuan-

bai), a layer of powdered laminar malachite and magnetite, and a layer of
Mud of the Six-and-One.43 The crucible is heated in nine cycles of nine days
each. Finally the elixir is added to Grease of Dragons and is heated for ten
more days. The Liquid Pearl gives two versions of the method for making
the Eighth Elixir, which differ in some details.

Ninth Elixir: Cold Elixir (handan). The Ninth Elixir is made with real-
gar, orpiment, laminar malachite, arsenolite, and magnetite. The crucible is
luted with a layer of Mysterious and Yellow, a layer of Mud of the Six-and-
One, and a layer of worm excreta and “yellow soil” (huangtu). The ingredi-
ents are placed in the crucible with the Liquid Pearl (liuzhu, i.e., the Myste-
rious and Yellow) and are heated for nine days.

Golden Liquor

Ge Hong reports that the properties of the Golden Liquor (jinye) are com-
parable to those of the Nine Elixirs, but says that the Golden Liquor is eas-
ier to prepare because its ingredients, except for gold, are more common and
there is no fire to tend.44 His summary of the method begins with a passage
quoted from the Scripture of the Golden Liquor not found in its received
text; it concerns the divine origins of the scripture and the ritual context of
its practice:

It was by ingesting the Golden Liquor that the Great One (Taiyi) became 
an immortal. The Golden Liquor is not inferior to the Nine Elixirs. . . . This
scripture says that when one ingests the Golden Liquor, one’s whole body
takes on a golden hue. Laozi obtained this scripture from the Primordial
Princess (Yuanjun), who said: “This Way is extremely important. It appears
only once every hundred years, and is stored in a stone chamber (shishi).” All
those who compound this elixir should perform the purification practices
and observe the interdictions for one hundred days, abstaining from contacts
with ordinary people. [To do this,] build a pure chamber (jingshe) on a slope
of a famous mountain, where a stream flows east. (Baopu zi, 4.82–83)

Ge Hong describes the method of the Golden Liquor and the benefits of its
ingestion as follows:

To compound it, take one pound of gold by the old scales. Also use Grease
of Dragons of the Mysterious Light (xuanming longgao), Stone within the
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Head of the Great One’s Decade [?] (taiyi xunshou zhong shi), Icy Stone
(bingshi), Purple Roaming Woman (ziyou nü), Liquor of the Mysterious
Water (xuanshui ye), Stone That Transmutes the Metals (jinhua shi), and
cinnabar. Seal them together until they liquefy. . . .

The elixir will be ready in one hundred days. If you ingest one ounce of
it, you will become an immortal. If you do not yet wish to leave the world,
and want to become an Immortal of Earth (dixian) or an Immortal of Water
(shuixian), merely perform the purification practices and observe the inter-
dictions for one hundred days. If [instead] you intend to rise to heaven, in-
gest it after you abstain from cereals for one year. If you ingest half an ounce,
you will live a long life free from death. The ten thousand injuries and the
hundred poisons will not harm you. You will be able to support your family
and hold an official position; all your wishes will become true, and nothing
will be interdicted. Later, if you wish to rise to heaven, you can accomplish
the purification practices and observe the interdictions, ingest an ounce, and
fly away as an immortal. (Baopu zi, 4.82–83)

This is followed by a short summary of the stages of compounding, which
omits important details.

The full method is described in the Scripture of the Golden Liquid of the

Divine Immortals (Shenxian jinzhuo jing), which can be divided into five
parts respectively concerned with the following subjects:

1. Compounding of the Golden Liquor

2. Compounding of a Reverted Elixir (huandan)

3. Uses of the Reverted Elixir

4. Properties of the Golden Liquor

5. Compounding of the Elixir for the Nomination to Immortal (bixian dan)45

Ge Hong’s summary mainly corresponds to the second, third, and fifth parts
of the received text.

Golden Liquor. According to the received text, to prepare the Golden
Liquor one first makes an amalgam of powdered gold and mercury. The
amalgam is placed in a bamboo cylinder with solutions of saltpeter and re-
algar. Saltpeter, it is stated in the text, dissolves realgar, which in turn neu-
tralizes the toxicity of gold.46 The cylinder is sealed with silk and lacquer and
is placed in vinegar. In one hundred days, gold and mercury liquefy and
form a Gold Water (jinshui, i.e., the Golden Liquor itself) and a Mercury
Water (hongshui).

As given in the received text, the ingredients of the Golden Liquor would
seem not to match those mentioned by Ge Hong, whose list, found in the
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passage quoted above, is longer and is complicated by the use of secret
names. However, comparison with the synonyms given in the Synonymic

Dictionary of the Materia Medica (Shiyao erya), an alchemical lexicon dated
806 ce, and in the commentary to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, suggests
the following equivalences:47

Grease of Dragons of the Mysterious Light � mercury

Stone within the Head of the Great One’s Decade [?] � realgar

Icy Stone � calcareous spar

Purple Roaming Woman � Turkestan salt

Liquor of the Mysterious Water � magnetite in
aqueous solution

Stone That Transmutes the Metals � saltpeter

The two main ingredients of the received text, gold and mercury, are the first
ones listed by Ge Hong, who also mentions the solutions of realgar and salt-
peter. Wang Kuike suggests that the other ingredients were used to prepare
the Flowery Pond (i.e., the acetic bath) that the received text simply calls
“vinegar” (zuowei).48

The method for compounding the Golden Liquor is not reported in the
Inner Chapters, but Ge Hong says that “there is no fire to tend; the mixture
is simply placed in a Flowery Pond for a number of days sufficient to prepare
the elixir.”49 This matches the directions given in the received text.

Reverted Elixir. In the received Scripture of the Golden Liquor, the
method continues with the preparation of a Reverted Elixir (huandan). More
mercury is boiled in the Golden Liquor, while pouring vinegar onto it. After
thirty days of intense heating, the mercury takes on a purple color and is
placed in a yellow earthenware bowl, internally luted with the Mud of the Six-
and-One. The commentary explains that this bowl is a crucible, or fu, the
vessel commonly used for making the other Taiqing elixirs. As pointed out
in the commentary, moreover, the recipe for the mud also is identical to the
one found in the Nine Elixirs, except for the last ingredient, talc, which is
not mentioned in the received Scripture of the Golden Liquor. The Reverted
Elixir is ready in the time “from dawn to sunset,” which corresponds to six
so-called double hours (shi). A small quantity of it forms gold and silver, and
its ingestion confers immortality. For the transmutation into gold and silver,
the commentary again refers to the methods given in the Nine Elixirs.

In the Inner Chapters, the elixir obtained at this stage of the process is
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called Amber Pill (weixi jusheng).50 The only detail that differs between the
two versions is the time of the second heating; according to Ge Hong this re-
quires “sixty double hours,” which may be an error for “six double hours”:

According to the method for making Amber Pills from the Golden Liquor,
boil the Golden Liquor with quicksilver for thirty days. Fill an earthenware
bowl [with the quicksilver] and lute it with the Mud of the Six-and-One.
Place it over a raging fire and heat it. In sixty double hours its whole content
will transmute itself into an elixir. Ingest this elixir in pills the size of small
beans, and you will become an immortal. Take a speck of it with a spatula,
add one pound of quicksilver, and it will form silver. (Baopu zi, 4.83)

Uses of the Reverted Elixir. The third part of the Scripture of the Golden

Liquor concerns the uses of the Reverted Elixir. Placed on fire, it will form
the Elixir-Gold (or Cinnabar Gold, danjin). This can be used for smearing
the blades of swords that “keep the other weapons ten thousand miles away”
(a phrase that also appears in the Nine Elixirs) or for casting dishes and
cups. Those who eat and drink from these vessels can live as long as Heaven
and Earth, for these vessels, like the fangzhu mirrors, absorb the essences of
the sun and the moon.51

In his summary, Ge Hong mentions the transmutation into Elixir-Gold
and the casting of dishes and cups:

Further, take one pound of this elixir and place it over a fire. Fan it, and it
will transmute itself into a flowing scarlet gold, called Elixir-Gold. If you
smear daggers and swords with this Gold, they will keep the other weapons
ten thousand miles away. If you cast plates and bowls with the Elixir-Gold
and take food and drinks from them, you will live a long life. Just as you
can collect a liquid from the fangzhu mirrors, so from these plates and
bowls you can collect [the essences of] the sun and the moon, and obtain
their liquor. If you drink it, you will be free from death. (Baopu zi, 4.83)

Properties of the Golden Liquor. The fourth part describes the proper-
ties of the Golden Liquor. One should ingest the Gold Water and the Mer-
cury Water facing the sun, as the Nine Elixirs also often recommends one 
to do. Upon their ingestion, one’s body takes on a golden hue, and one is
transmuted into light and rises to heaven, becoming an assistant to the god
of the Central Yellow (Zhonghuang) and to the Great One (Taiyi). These two
deities, according to the commentary, exert control over all the immortals.
Those who ingest only half an ounce of Gold Water, instead, can enjoy a
long life. This portion of the received Scripture of the Golden Liquor has no
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correspondence in the Inner Chapters, but one of Ge Hong’s passages quoted
above mentions the ingestion of half a dose of the elixir in order to defer the
time of rising to heaven.

Elixir for the Nomination to Immortal. The fifth and final part of the
received Scripture of the Golden Liquor concerns another elixir. By add-
ing yellow clay to the Gold and Mercury Waters one obtains gold after one
day of heating, and the Elixir for the Nomination to Immortal after two
days. When one ingests this elixir, one will be able to retire to a mountain 
or a river and become an immortal. This is referred to in identical terms by
Ge Hong:

If you add yellow clay to the Golden Liquor, place them in a bowl luted
with the Mud of the Six-and-One, and heat the bowl over an intense fire, its
whole contents will form gold. This is the first half of the procedure. If you
heat this gold longer, it will transmute itself into an elixir. By ingesting this
elixir in pills of the size of small beans, you will be able to enter a famous
mountain or a great river and become an Immortal of Earth (dixian). If you
powder a speck of this elixir into quicksilver, it will immediately become sil-
ver; if you add one ounce of this silver to one pound of lead, it will all be-
come silver. (Baopu zi, 4.83)

Comparison of the Scripture of the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immortals

with Ge Hong’s summary shows beyond doubt that this text contains the
original Taiqing method for making the Golden Liquor.

Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

Although the method of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan huan-

dan) has been preserved in the Shangqing (Highest Clarity) textual corpus,
the techniques and the rites required to compound it correspond in virtually
all details to those described in the three main Taiqing sources. As I sug-
gested earlier in this book, this is one of two recipes that were incorporated
into the Shangqing corpus from earlier texts, either belonging to the Taiqing
tradition or closely associated with it.52

The recipe is found, with other materials that are not directly related 
to it, in the Essential Instructions on the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in

Nine Cycles (Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue). The section concerned with the
Elixir in Nine Cycles can be divided into seven parts, respectively concerned
with the following subjects:
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1. Preparation of the crucible

2. Preparation of the stove

3. Ingredients and closing of the crucible

4. Heating and ingestion of the elixir

5. Other uses of the elixir

6. Supplementary details on the crucible and the heating

7. Ritual rules53

After the adept has received the text and the oral instructions, he per-
forms the purification practices (zhai) for one hundred days. When the pre-
liminaries are accomplished, he retires to a secluded spot on a mountain.
There he builds the Chamber of the Divine Stove (shenzao wu) near an east-
flowing stream. At the center of the chamber he arranges the stove, placing
an iron stand inside it to hold the crucible. Then he prepares the Mud of the
Six-and-One and a mud made of Lead Elixir (qiandan, i.e., refined lead) and
vinegar. As in the Nine Elixirs, both muds are used for luting the crucible.54

The compounding of the elixir begins at the dawn of the ninth day of the
ninth month. Its ingredients are alum, nodular malachite (kongqing), quartz
(baishi ying), cinnabar, realgar, orpiment, and mercury. At the end of the
heating cycle, the crucible is left to cool for seven days. When it is opened,
the elixir that has coagulated under the upper part of the crucible is collected
using a feather of a three-year-old chicken. If the elixir has not formed after
the first hundred days of heating, it is because the fire was not strong enough;
the crucible should be closed again and heated for thirty-six more days. The
elixir is ingested at dawn, facing east. A small quantity of it transmutes lead
and mercury into gold and silver.55

Flower of Langgan

The second elixir described in a Shangqing source, but closely related to the
Taiqing tradition in both its technical and ritual features, is the Elixir Flower
of Langgan (langgan huadan). Its method is preserved in the Divine, Authen-

tic, and Superior Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan (Langgan hua-

dan shangjing). As remarked above, three sections describing processes that
do not take place in an alchemical laboratory, but as part of meditation prac-
tices, were added to this text after its inclusion into the Shangqing corpus.56

To prepare the Flower of Langgan, the adept first performs the purifi-
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cation practices for forty days, then prepares a mud (called Divine Mud,
shenni) pounding oyster shells, worm excreta, talc, red clay, sheep and horse
hair, and salt, and adding them to vinegar. The crucible is luted with several
layers of this mud and is left to dry. Then the inner part of the crucible is
coated with a mud of Yellow Elixir (huangdan, another term that denotes re-
fined lead). On an auspicious day the purification practices are started again.
At the end of the preliminaries, the deities of the mountains and the earth are
invoked and asked to guard the compounding of the elixir.57

The fire is started after thirty more days of purifications. The fourteen 
ingredients of the Flower of Langgan—cinnabar, realgar, quartz, nodular
malachite, amethyst, graphite, saltpeter, sulphur, actinolite, mica, pyrite,
white lead, Turkestan salt, and orpiment—are pounded and placed in the
crucible, and mercury added on top of them. The crucible is closed with an-
other overturned crucible, their mouths sealed with a mud of oyster shells,
and their outer parts with the mud of Yellow Elixir. Then the fire may be
started in the Chamber of the Stove (zaowu). The elixir is ready in one hun-
dred days. If it is ingested at dawn on the day of the new moon in the eleventh,
the fourth, or the eighth month, vapors of seven colors will emanate over
one’s head, and one’s complexion will take on an aspect similar to gold and
jade. Holding one’s breath will make chariots appear from the eight corners
of the cosmos (baxuan), and spitting on the ground will make a flying
dragon materialize. If one whistles to the right, divine immortals will come
to pay homage, and if one points to the left, the Three Pure Ones (Sansu) will
blow together.

The methods described above represent the central act of the alchemical pro-
cess. Several facets of the methods, as we have seen, are shared by different
texts, which often refer to each other for details on the procedures that should
be followed. Together with the methods, the technical terminology and the
literary style used in the different texts are a further indication of their affili-
ation to a single legacy.
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Part Three
A History of the Great Clarity





Having surveyed the main doctrinal, ritual, and technical features of the Tai-
qing tradition, we will now look more closely at its relation to the contem-
porary religious legacies of Jiangnan. For the reasons mentioned in the In-
troduction, this relationship changed in remarkable ways after the creation
of the Shangqing and Lingbao corpora in the second half of the fourth cen-
tury. I will therefore use different approaches to examine this topic in the two
following chapters. In the present chapter, I look at the relationship of wai-

dan to the fourth-century legacies of Jiangnan through the eyes of Ge Hong,
who has left a valuable account of those legacies in his Inner Chapters. In
the next chapter, I examine some events and phenomena that help us to bet-
ter appreciate the position of alchemy among the early medieval Daoist tra-
ditions in the same area.

Ge Hong and His Inner Chapters

Reflecting with more or less awareness the judgment of the Chinese literati,
who found in the Inner Chapters of the Book of the Master Who Embraces

Spontaneous Nature (Baopu zi neipian) an accessible introduction to the arts
of the elixirs, several scholars in the past have called this work the main Chi-
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nese alchemical text and its author, Ge Hong (283–343), the greatest Chi-
nese alchemist. Until some decades ago, many of those who shared this view
did not have access to the texts of the waidan corpus in the Daoist Canon,
and may even have been unaware of their existence. This point has a con-
siderable importance, for Ge Hong’s work fully reveals its peculiarities only
when it is compared to the sources in that corpus. Rather than being an
anonymous scripture revealed by a deity, centered on methods for com-
pounding the alchemical medicines, and rich in language addressed to ini-
tiates (either for its technical terminology or for its imagery), the Inner

Chapters is an eclectic work, written with few exceptions in an accessible
language, and in which a preponderant role is played by the views of its au-
thor, who often speaks in the first person and expounds his own thoughts
and beliefs.

Even more significant is the fact that, while hagiographic accounts depict
him as compounding elixirs late in life on Mount Luofu (Luofu shan, Guang-
dong), Ge Hong himself acknowledges that at the time he wrote his Inner

Chapters he had not performed any alchemical method.1 Ge Hong’s lack of
personal expertise in compounding the elixirs does affect his image as an al-
chemist—which anyway is to a considerable extent a creation of later ha-
giographers and modern scholars—and may be at the origin of some unclear
or inaccurate reports of alchemical processes found in his work.2 The docu-
mentation provided in the Inner Chapters, moreover, reflects the author’s at-
tempt to incorporate fragments of different bodies of doctrine and practice
into a comprehensive view. Of none of them, it should be remarked, was Ge
Hong a master or a teacher.

Yet, despite its many shortcomings, there are several reasons to appreci-
ate the evidence provided by the Inner Chapters on the early development of
alchemy and on its background. Ge Hong states that he originally collected
materials found in several sources to compile a handbook for his own refer-
ence, and that later he expanded those excerpts and notes into a book ad-
dressed to “those who are moved by the same aspirations as myself.”3 As a
compilation that makes large use of external sources, the Inner Chapters

contains a remarkable number of materials that are otherwise lost, many 
of which concern alchemy; in other cases, as we have seen with the Taiqing
sources, his quotations make it possible to identify and authenticate the re-
ceived versions of early texts in the Daoist Canon. Ge Hong’s remarks and
allusions to other traditions, moreover, provide insights into the relation of
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the arts of the elixirs to contemporary religious practices. This testimony,
finally, comes from a member of one of the families committed to the pres-
ervation of the traditional lore of southeastern China and the enhancement
of its prestige among the Jiangnan aristocracy: actually Ge Hong’s family
was—according to his own statement, which no source appears to contra-
dict—initially the only one to possess the Taiqing texts.4

The Inner Chapters, therefore, provides a view of alchemy as seen by a
member of the audience to which the Taiqing texts addressed themselves.
Needless to say, not all Taiqing adepts must have looked at alchemy as Ge
Hong did; many of them, however, are likely to have shared his views on
how alchemy related to other traditions, which is the point that interests us
here. As we shall see, Ge Hong often draws distinctions among the differ-
ent trends of doctrine and practice that he tries to accommodate into an all-
inclusive view, and his views in this concern are found to be fundamentally
consistent with statements found in the Taiqing sources.

The Golden Elixir and the “Minor Arts”

As we shall presently see in more detail, Ge Hong deemed meditation and
the compounding and ingestion of elixirs to be superior to self-cultivation
methods like daoyin (gymnastics), breathing, sexual techniques, and various
types of diets including, in particular, the abstention from cereals (duangu

or bigu). To him the use of herbal drugs also was subordinate to meditation
and alchemy: whereas medicines of herbs and plants (caomu zhi yao) only
afford longevity, Ge Hong states, guarding the One (shouyi) enables one to
approach the gods and repel demons, and ingesting the Taiqing elixirs con-
fers immortality. The distinction between the benefits of alchemy and medi-
tation, however, was not so clear-cut, for, as we shall see, Ge Hong also says
that “if one ingests the Great Medicine of the Golden Elixir (jindan dayao),
the hundred evils do not come close.” For Ge Hong, therefore, alchemy
grants one access to the sacred in both of its aspects: the absolute Dao, on
the one hand, and the intermediate world of gods and demons, on the other.

Through this appraisal, Ge Hong presents alchemy as a teaching that, by
the beginning of the fourth century, had positioned itself, together with med-
itation, at the higher end of the spectrum of religious and ritual traditions of
Jiangnan. At the lower end, Ge Hong places a broad group of followers of
other practices whom he singles out for criticism. The definition he uses to
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refer to them, “coarse and rustic practitioners” (zawei daoshi), implies a dis-
tinction between their practices and the pure and refined teachings that Ge
Hong upheld:

It is clear that if the present-day coarse and rustic practitioners do not ob-
tain the great methods of the Golden Elixir, they will not obtain a long life.
They may be able to heal illnesses and bring a dead person to life again, to
abstain from cereals and be free from hunger for many years, to summon
gods and demons, to be sitting at one moment and then rise up and disap-
pear, to see one thousand miles away, to reveal the rise and fall of what is
obscure and hidden, and to know the fortunes and calamities awaiting what
has not yet sprouted. All this, however, will be of no advantage to increase
the length of their life. (Baopu zi, 14.259)

This group of practitioners is associated by Ge Hong with the “minor arts”
(xiaoshu), which, as shown by the passage quoted above, include healing
practices, longevity techniques, divination, and magic. At best, says Ge Hong,
some of these arts may serve as preliminary to the compounding of elixirs. If
they are practiced along with the ingestion of the “minor medicines” (xi-

aoyao), they allow one to live longer. After that, “one can gradually climb
to the Subtle” (jianjie jingwei).5

What might appear to be a contradiction in Ge Hong’s views is the fact
that although he considers alchemy to be superior to the “minor arts,” as de-
fined above, he includes among the benefits afforded by the ingestion of the
elixirs virtually all those granted by the practices he deems to be inferior.
One should not suspect, however, that this is due to Ge Hong’s misunder-
standing or reflects his own way of seeing. The Scripture of the Nine Elixirs

and the other Taiqing texts repeatedly mention the elixirs’ gifts of summon-
ing gods and controlling demons together with their property of granting
immortality. The elixirs also afford powers usually associated with practices
no less different from alchemy than magic:

If you smear coins with the Reverted Elixir (huandan) and use them to buy
something, all those coins will return (huan) to you on that very day. (Jiu-
dan jingjue, 1.10b)

Similarly, according to the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles,
one can smear objects with the Divine Pills (shenwan) so that they would
“come back to you upon leaving your hands.”6 Even one of the terms used
by Ge Hong to refer to the methods of the “coarse and rustic practitioners,”
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namely “to be sitting at one moment and then rise up and disappear” (zuo-

zai liwang), is mentioned in the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs among the ben-
efits accorded by the ingestion of one of its compounds.7

Approaching the Gods, Averting Evil

Let us now observe more closely the picture of the religious traditions of
Jiangnan that emerges from the Inner Chapters, and compare it to state-
ments found in the Taiqing sources. For Ge Hong, three doctrinal and tex-
tual bodies incorporated the higher layer of those traditions: (1) the Script of

the Three Sovereigns (Sanhuang wen), the Charts of the Real Forms of the

Five Peaks (Wuyue zhenxing tu), and the associated writings; (2) the Taiqing
alchemical scriptures; and (3) the writings dealing with meditation. The
methods found in these three corpora were, in Ge Hong’s view, superior to
all other practices prevalent in his time, to which nevertheless he devotes
much space in his Inner Chapters.

Ge Hong’s statements, as well as evidence available elsewhere, show that
the Script of the Three Sovereigns and the Charts of the Real Forms of the

Five Peaks embodied essential features of the religious lore of Jiangnan be-
fore the Shangqing and Lingbao revelations. The two scriptures are not ex-
tant in their original form, and their state in Ge Hong’s time—especially in
the case of the Real Forms—is not exactly known to us.8 For our present
purposes, however, we should focus our attention on what Ge Hong reports
about their content and uses:

I heard my master Zheng [Yin] say that among the important writings on
the Dao none surpasses the Inner Script of the Three Sovereigns (Sanhuang
neiwen) and the Charts of the Real Forms of the Five Peaks. The immortal
officers (xianguan) and the accomplished men (zhiren) of antiquity vener-
ated the methods expounded in these writings, considered them to be secret,
and transmitted them only to those destined to become immortals. They
handed them down only once in forty years, after one made an oath by
smearing one’s mouth with blood and established a bond by offering gifts
[to one’s master]. . . .

The Three Sovereigns says that if a household possesses this scripture,
one can keep off evil and the noxious demons, quell the unhealthy pneumas
(qi), intercept calamities, and neutralize misfortunes. If someone is on the
point of death because of an illness, let him hold this text and, provided he
has full faith in its methods, he will not die. If a woman is having a difficult
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delivery and is in danger of exhausting her vital force, let her hold this 
text and her child will be born immediately. If a practitioner who wishes 
to search for long life enters a mountain holding this text, he will keep off
tigers, wolves, and mountain sprites. The five poisons (wudu) and the hun-
dred calamities (baixie) will dare not come near him, and when he crosses 
a river or a large expanse of water, he will avoid crocodiles and halt wind
and waves. If one obtains this book, one can carry out transformations 
and start any activity without inquiring about proper places or propitious
times. One’s household will not know calamity or adversity. (Baopu zi,
19.336)

The Three Sovereigns could also be used for summoning the deities of heaven,
the Director of Destinies (Siming), and the god of the Great Year (Taisui) as-
terism.9 These and other deities would appear in human form, “and one will
be able to question them on good and bad fortune, on safe and dangerous
things, and on the detrimental or harmless course of illnesses.”10 The same
powers are attributed to the Real Forms, which enables one to summon the
gods of the mountains and to protect oneself from outer perils.11 These pow-
ers derive from the mighty talismans on which the Three Sovereigns and the
Real Forms were based. The two scriptures were, in fact, talismans them-
selves: as we have seen, owning them, and even merely holding them in one’s
hands, offered protection against assaults of demons, dangers brought by
outer forces, and even death.

summoning gods and expelling spirits with the elixirs

The relation of beliefs and practices like those described above to alchemy
and meditation—the other two doctrinal and textual corpora that Ge Hong
endorsed—might at first seem unclear, for we are accustomed to think of
Chinese alchemy as rooted in the system of correlative cosmology, and to
Daoist meditation as exclusively concerned with the visualization of gods or
with inner contemplation. Instead, one of the reasons why alchemy and
meditation were valued in Ge Hong’s time is that the benefits they afforded
included those associated with the Three Sovereigns and the Real Forms:
protection by benevolent gods and expulsion of dangerous spirits.

Ge Hong’s statements on meditation will be examined later in the present
chapter. As for alchemy, the Taiqing sources emphasize the adept’s ability to
summon immortals and other divine beings, from the most exalted gods like
the Great One (Taiyi) to minor deities like the Ministers of the Mountains
(shanqing) and the Officers of the Moorlands (zewei), and from the Gods of
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Soil and Grain (Sheji) to the Count of the Wind (Fengbo) and the Master of
Rain (Yushi):

In two hundred days you will rise to heaven and enter the earth, and the 
immortals will become your attendants. In one year the Great One will 
welcome you in a chariot of clouds pulled by dragons and horses. (Jiudan
jingjue, 1.10b)

The ten thousand gods will become your attendants and offer protection,
and the Jade Women will be at your service. The divine immortals will wel-
come you, and you will rise to heaven. The hundred demons (baigui), the
Gods of Soil and Grain, the Count of the Wind, and the Master of Rain will
welcome you, and you will have them at your service. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.11a)

After you ingest [the Divine Elixir] for one hundred days, the divine im-
mortals will give you their welcome. Jade Men, Jade Women, Jade Lads, the
Ministers of the Mountains, and the Officers of the Moorlands will become
your attendants, appearing in human form. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.9b)

At the same time, as do the talismans of the Three Sovereigns and the Real

Forms, the Taiqing elixirs grant the power of expelling dangerous demons
and keeping away harmful entities. To do so, one does not necessarily need
to ingest the elixirs, and may merely keep them in one’s hand or carry them
at one’s belt—a revealing detail since scriptures and talismans could also be
used in the same way:

If you want to keep away the five sorts of weapons (wubing), you should
carry [the Divine Elixir] at your belt. Divine beings will offer their protec-
tion and keep the weapons away. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.9b)

If you walk keeping in your hand one pill [of the Fixed Elixir] of the size of
a date stone, the hundred demons will be exterminated. . . . This elixir will
also keep off thieves and robbers, and even tigers and wolves will run away.
If a woman who lives alone keeps one pill the size of a large bean in her
hand, the hundred demons, thieves, and robbers will flee and dare not 
come near her. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.13b)

The apotropaic properties of some elixirs also become active by rubbing
them on a person’s eyes, on the house doors, and even on the city walls:

If you smear the eyes of a person or the walls of a city with the Reverted
Elixir, the hundred demons will flee. (Jiudan jingjue, 1.10b)

Marking the doors with the Fixed Elixir, the hundred calamities (baixie),
the myriad sprites (zhongjing), and the chimei and wangliang demons will
dare not come before you.12 (Jiudan jingjue, 1.13b)
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These examples show that, as do the talismans of the Three Sovereigns and
the Real Forms, the elixirs cause gods and other divine beings to appear and
offer their protection to the adept. At the same time, however, the elixirs of-
fer one benefit that goes beyond the reach of those scriptures, as they make
it possible not only to summon the gods, but also to rise to heaven with them.

Herbal Medicines, Elixirs, and Healing

One point often made by Ge Hong in his Inner Chapters is that alchemy,
meditation, the use of talismans and charms (jin), and the observance of pre-
cepts (jie) should be distinguished from the ingestion of herbal drugs. These
drugs, says Ge Hong, are inadequate to circumvent the harms caused by de-
mons and spirits:

Those who do not obtain the Golden Elixir, and only ingest medicines of
herbs and plants and practice the minor arts, can extend the number of
one’s years and defer the time of death, but cannot obtain immortality.
Some only know how to ingest herbal medicines, but ignore the essential
arts for inverting the course of aging: they entirely lack the principle of long
life. Others do not understand how to wear the divine talismans at their
belt, how to make charms and observe the precepts, how to meditate on the
deities within themselves, and how to guard the Real One (zhenyi): they can
merely prevent internal ailments from arising and wind and humidity from
hurting them. If a noxious demon, a powerful evil, a mountain sprite, or a
poison in the water suddenly harms them, they are dead. Some do not ob-
tain the methods for entering the mountains (rushan), and let the mountain
deities bring calamities to them. Goblins and demons (yaogui) will put
them to test, wild animals will wound them, poisons from pools will hit
them, and snakes will bite them. There will be not one, but many prospects
of death. (Baopu zi, 13.243)

Here Ge Hong draws two sets of distinctions. The first is between the al-
chemical elixirs and the herbal drugs: the elixirs confer immortality, the
herbal drugs only prolong life. Of equal importance, for Ge Hong, is another
distinction, namely the one between practices that deal with the sacred at
various levels—alchemy, meditation, use of talismans and charms, and ob-
servance of precepts—and those that merely help one to heal from “internal
ailments” (neiji), but leave one subject to outer evil influences. The impor-
tance of the “calamities that come from outside” (wailai zhi huo), which in-
clude anything from wild animals to baneful demons, is often emphasized in
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the Inner Chapters. In one of the passages dealing with this topic, Ge Hong
quotes teachings he had received from his master, saying:

If one ingests the Great Medicine of the Golden Elixir, the hundred evils do
not come close even if one continues to dwell in the world. If one ingests
only herbs and plants and small pills of the eight minerals, one can only
heal from illnesses and increase one’s length of life. This is because such
preparations are not enough to avert the calamities that come from outside.
(Baopu zi, 18.327)

As a result, concludes Ge Hong, one would be molested by the deities 
of the mountains and fall victim to the assaults of sprites and demons 
(jingmei).

Ge Hong’s insistence on the limited benefits of the “medicines of herbs
and plants” does not result from an attempt to prove the inferiority of med-
icine compared to alchemy. His point is not the distinction between alchemy
and medicine as a learned system of theory and practice for the prevention
and the healing of ailments; his criticism, in particular, is not addressed to
the cosmological and medical system at the basis of the Inner Scripture 

of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi neijing) and the related writings. Ge Hong
is considering a different question: how to deal with the dangerous aspects
of the supernatural world. Herbal medicines, for him, are not the answer, 
for they have no power against demons and the “calamities that come from
outside.”

It is therefore not surprising that Ge Hong does not report methods for
making herbal medicines in his work. Substantial traces of methods close 
to those referred to by Ge Hong are preserved, however, in other works. An
extensive collection is found in the Prolegomena to the Five Talismans of 

the Numinous Treasure (Lingbao wufu xu), a text made of the received ver-
sions of writings related to different traditions of third- and fourth-century
Jiangnan.13 Besides materials on the Five Talismans, ritual, and meditation,
the Prolegomena includes a chapter almost entirely devoted to several dozen
recipes for herbal drugs. Enabling one to abstain from other foods and to
overcome hunger is often cited as the main benefit yielded by these drugs; 
in addition, they make it possible to be healed from ailments, recover en-
ergy, regain youth, and obtain long life. Despite occasional mentions of be-
coming a “divine immortal” (shenxian) and summoning supernatural be-
ings, these are not among the main benefits provided by these medicines as
a whole.14
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elixirs and healing

Just as they incorporate the apotropaic properties of the talismans, the al-
chemical medicines also integrate the healing properties of the herbal drugs.
Several elixirs are said to restore energy and cure diseases, including con-
vulsions (dian) and leprosy (lai).15 The Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles is said
to have therapeutic virtues and, like the Script of the Three Sovereigns, even
restores life after death:

Take the residue of the elixir from the crucible, mix it, and pound it fifty
thousand times. Add some sugar or honey to it, and make it into pills the
size of kola nuts. These are the Divine Pills of the Great Ultimate for Revert-
ing to Life (Taiji huanming shenwan). If you place two of these pills in the
mouth of those who have died no more than three days earlier, and make
them ingest those pills with freshly drawn water, they will come back to life.
If the Divine Pills are given to those who suffer loss or injury, or who have
become blind or deaf, they will revert to their previous condition. If you
have an internal ailment, ingest a couple of pills; if the ailment is an outer
one, pulverize two pills and apply the powder by rubbing. You will heal in 
a short time. One can easily heal any illness in this way. (Jiuzhuan huandan
jing yaojue, 4a)

The same healing and restorative powers are possessed by the Elixirs of the
Nine Radiances (jiuguang dan), whose methods were found, according to
Ge Hong, in the second scroll of the original and now-lost Scripture of Great

Clarity:

To prepare them, heat together and transmute the Five Minerals (wushi):
cinnabar (dansha), realgar (xionghuang), alum (fanshi), laminar malachite
(cengqing), and magnetite (cishi). Each mineral is submitted to five trans-
mutations, and each transmutation produces five colors. There are five min-
erals and therefore twenty-five colors.

Take one ounce of each color and place it in a separate vessel. To revive a
dead person, provided that no more than three days have passed since his or
her death, take a speck of the green elixir, mix it with water, and wash the
deceased with it, also placing a speck in his or her mouth; that person will
immediately return to life. If you want to summon the Traveling Cuisine
(xingchu), take a speck of the black elixir, mix it with water, and spread it
on your left hand.16 Just name what you wish and it will appear of itself;
thus you will be able to summon anything in the world. If you want to
make yourself invisible, or to know beforehand what has yet to happen, or
to stop the course of aging without becoming old, ingest a speck of the yel-
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low elixir and you will obtain a long life without death. You will see one
thousand miles away while sitting, and will know good and bad luck as if
everything is before your eyes; you will know the fate of other people with
their well-being or failures, their longevity or early death, their riches and
honors or their poverty and privation. The method for compounding [the
Elixirs of the Nine Radiances] is found in the second of the three scrolls of
the Scripture of Great Clarity. (Baopu zi, 4.78)

Again, one cannot fail to notice that the Elixirs of the Nine Radiances, in ad-
dition to their healing powers, afford several benefits associated by Ge Hong
with the “minor arts”: invisibility, divinatory powers, and feats of magic.

rationale for the elixirs’ superiority

Besides the partial similarities in the benefits that they grant, affinities be-
tween the herbal drugs and the alchemical elixirs also occur in their meth-
ods of preparation and in the fact that—with exceptions, as we have seen—
both need to be ingested to produce the desired effects. One aspect of the
alchemical methods, however, has no parallel in the methods for making
herbal drugs: the alchemical process, as we have seen earlier in this book,
brings matter back to its original state of “essence.” This point underlies 
the rationale that Ge Hong offers for the superiority of the elixirs over 
herbs:

Even the lowest of the minor elixirs is by far superior to the highest among
herbs and plants. If any herb or plant is placed on a fire it burns away. In-
stead, if cinnabar is placed on a fire it produces quicksilver, and after re-
peated transmutations it reverts to cinnabar. It is by far superior to any herb
or plant and therefore it can make one live long. Only the divine immortals
see this principle. (Baopu zi, 4.72)

Additionally, Ge Hong maintains that whereas herbs merely afford an “ex-
ternal support” (waifu), the beneficial effect of the elixirs permeates the en-
tire body of those who ingest them:

The property of gold and cinnabar is that the more they are heated, the more
wondrous are their transmutations. If gold is placed on a fire it does not
lose weight even after it is refined one hundred times, and if it is placed un-
der the earth it does not decay until Heaven abides. Ingesting these two sub-
stances refines the body of a human being, so that it does not grow old and
die. One can say that this borrowing from an outer substance to strengthen
oneself is similar to the fuel that nourishes a torch without letting it extin-
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guish, or is like the smearing of verdigris (tongqing) under one’s feet so that
they do not decay in water. In the latter instance, one borrows the strength
of copper to protect one’s flesh. But when gold and cinnabar enter one’s
body, they permeate the system of transformation of food into nutritional
essences: they are not simply an external support like verdigris. (Baopu zi,
4.71–72)

For these reasons, according to Ge Hong, one could live several hundred
years by ingesting herbs and plants, “but if one neglects the Divine Elixirs,
one will never be able to become an immortal.”17 Nevertheless, confirming
a pattern that has now become familiar, the Nine Elixirs suggests that one
compound the Divine Tally Elixir and “smear it on the soles of your feet.
When you walk on the water, you will not sink.”18

“Nourishing Life” and Longevity Techniques

The introductory section of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs sets apart al-
chemy, whose elixirs grant one ascension to heaven, from breathing, daoyin,
and the ingestion of herbal drugs, whose benefits do not go beyond extend-
ing the length of one’s life:

All those who want to live a long life, but do not obtain the Divine Elixirs
and the Golden Liquor, merely bring suffering upon themselves. Practicing
breathing and daoyin, exhaling the old and inhaling the new breath, and in-
gesting medicines of herbs and plants can extend the length of one’s life, but
do not allow one to escape death. When a man ingests the Divine Elixirs, he
becomes a divine immortal and transcends the generations [of mortals]. (Jiu-
dan jingjue, 1.1a)

Ge Hong was aware of the distinction drawn in the Nine Elixirs, as he quotes
this passage in his Inner Chapters.19 Consistently with this statement, he dis-
tinguishes breathing, daoyin, the ingestion of herbal drugs, as well as the sex-
ual practices, from the compounding of the elixirs, and places them into a
separate category. The latter he designates as yangsheng, or Nourishing Life,
a comprehensive rubric that has no specific definition but covers several tech-
niques that share a physiological foundation. The wide differences among
these techniques, and the existence of a large number of methods for each of
them, prompt Ge Hong to recommend discrimination in their practice:

In everything pertaining to Nourishing Life, one should listen much but in-
corporate the essential, look wide but choose the best. One cannot rely on
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one’s bias to a single practice. Moreover, the danger is that those who de-
vote themselves to one of these practices trust only their discipline of choice.
Those who know the arts of the Mysterious Woman and the Pure Woman
say that one can transcend the world only through the arts of the bedcham-
ber. Those who are expert in breathing (tuna) say that one can extend the
number of years only through circulation of breath (xingqi). Those who
know the methods for bending and stretching [their body] say that one can
avoid aging only through daoyin. Those who know the methods based on
herbs and plants say that one can surpass any limit only through medicines
and pills. When the study of the Dao does not bear fruit, it is because of bi-
ases like these. (Baopu zi, 6.124)

Ge Hong’s view of these disciplines is condensed in a significant question:
“Can the Dao really be nothing more than the pursuit of nourishing life?”20

Despite some inconsistences in his evaluation of these techniques, in the fol-
lowing passage he qualifies them as inferior or ancillary to alchemy, and
specifically as merely granting freedom from illnesses:

Those who fully understand the principles of Nourishing Life ingest the Di-
vine Medicines. Besides this, they circulate breath without negligence, and
practice daoyin from morning to evening so that their system of transmuta-
tion of food into nutritional essences operates without obstructions. In ad-
dition, they practice the arts of the bedchamber, moderate their food and
drinks, do not expose themselves to wind and humidity, and do not grieve
about what they cannot do. Thus they can be without illnesses. (Baopu zi,
15.271)

The object of Ge Hong’s criticism, therefore, is not whether these techniques
have value in themselves, but the belief that one can practice them as the sole
way to attain immortality. A clear example of this attitude is his evaluation
of the “arts of the bedchamber” (fangzhong shu). First, Ge Hong reminds
his readers that the effects of these techniques do not go beyond those of the
“minor arts” that he rejects:

Among the arts of Yin and Yang (i.e., the sexual practices), the best ones
can heal the lesser illnesses, and the next ones can prevent one from becom-
ing depleted. Since their principles have inherent bounds (qi li zi you ji),
how could they confer divine immortality, ward off calamities, and lead one
to happiness?

Then Ge Hong points out that the Yellow Emperor, who is associated with
both alchemy and the sexual techniques, became an immortal through the
practice of the former rather than the latter:
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The common people hear that the Yellow Emperor rose to heaven with
1,200 women, and say that he obtained longevity only thanks to this. They
do not know that the Yellow Emperor compounded the Nine Elixirs on
Lake Ding at the foot of Mount Jing, and then rose to heaven by riding a
dragon. He might have had 1,200 women, but it was not for this reason
that he was able to do it.21 (Baopu zi, 6.129)

Like the ingestion of herbal drugs, therefore, the techniques of Nourishing
Life afford benefits, but they are not the same as those that only alchemy and
meditation could grant.

Alchemy and Meditation

For Ge Hong, the superior practices that allow one not only to communicate
with the gods and expel the noxious spirits but also to obtain immortality
are alchemy and meditation. Referring to both as the culmination of an
adept’s search for transcendence, he states that “as for the immortals’ meth-
ods of longevity there is only the Golden Elixir, and as for guarding one’s
form (shouxing) and warding off evil there is only [the method of guarding]
the Real One (zhenyi).”22 The shared numinous origins of alchemy and med-
itation were asserted by an anonymous “scripture of the immortals” (xian-

jing) quoted by Ge Hong, which stated that the original celestial texts per-
taining to both were concealed together on Mount Kunlun, the mountain at
the center of the world:

The scriptures on the Elixir in Nine Cycles and on the Golden Liquor, and
the instructions on guarding the One, are all in the Five Citadels (wucheng)
of Mount Kunlun. They are stored in jade caskets, inscribed on golden tab-
lets, sealed with purple mud, and impressed with the badge of the Center
(zhongzhang). (Baopu zi, 18.324)

Another text known to Ge Hong, however, assigned meditation a standing
higher than that of the apotropaic methods of the Sanhuang wen and the al-
chemical elixirs. According to this anonymous text, which is quoted in both
the Inner Chapters and the Prolegomena to the Five Talismans of the Nu-

minous Treasure, the Yellow Emperor received the latter two bodies of teach-
ing, together with others, during his initiatory journey to the four directions
of the world. It was only at the end of his pilgrimage, in the Jade Hall (Yu-
tang, the residence of Laozi), that the August Man of Celestial Reality (Tian-
zhen huangren) granted him the method for guarding the One.23
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Guarding the One (shouyi) was reckoned to be the most important
among several methods of meditation that existed in Ge Hong’s time:24

I heard my master say that in the scriptures on the Arts of the Way (daoshu)
there are several thousand methods to meditate, to visualize, and to expel
evil in order to protect oneself. For instance, countless methods are avail-
able to eliminate one’s shadow and hide one’s form, to guard one’s form
and appear lifeless, and for the nine mutations (jiubian), the twelve trans-
formations (shi’er hua), the twenty-four generations (ershisi sheng), and so
forth, along with those for seeing the gods within oneself and for making
them visible. All these methods are effective. Sometimes, however, generat-
ing in meditation (sizuo) several thousand beings in order to protect oneself
is so complicated that it may confuse one’s mind. If one knows the Way of
guarding the One, one can do without all other methods. Therefore it is
said: “If you know the One, the ten thousand affairs are brought to comple-
tion.”25 (Baopu zi, 18.324)

Ge Hong distinguishes between two types of meditation on the One, which
he calls “guarding the Real One” (shou zhenyi) and “guarding the Mysteri-
ous One” (shou xuanyi). Guarding the Real One, or “guarding the One” for
short, consists of visualizing and meditating on the inner deities, seen as mul-
tiple forms taken by the One within the human being. These gods dwell in
the main loci of the inner body, especially the three Cinnabar Fields (dan-

tian). Another well-known passage of the Inner Chapters gives details on the
practice:

The One has surnames and names, as well as clothes and colors. In men it 
is nine-tenths of an inch tall, in women six-tenths of an inch. Sometimes 
it is in the lower Cinnabar Field, at two inches and four-tenths below the
navel. Sometimes it is in the middle Cinnabar Field, the Golden Portal of
the Crimson Palace (jianggong jinque) below the heart. Sometimes it is in
the space between the eyebrows: at one inch behind them is the Hall of
Light (mingtang), at two inches is the Cavern Chamber (dongfang), and at
three inches is the upper Cinnabar Field. This is deemed to be extremely im-
portant within the lineages of the Way (daojia). From generation to genera-
tion, they orally transmit the surnames and names [of the inner gods] after
smearing their mouths with blood. (Baopu zi, 18.323)

Some of the other methods mentioned by Ge Hong—especially those to
“eliminate one’s shadow and hide one’s form” and those to “guard one’s
form and appear lifeless”—are related to the second type of meditation
practices, collectively known as “guarding the Mysterious One.” According
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to Ge Hong, these practices are as effective as those for guarding the Real
One, but are easier to perform. He describes them as follows:

To guard the Mysterious One, meditate on yourself as dividing into three
persons. After you see these three persons, continue to increase them until
they become several dozen, all similar to yourself, hiding or showing them-
selves. About this there are oral instructions; it is the so-called “way of di-
viding one’s form” (fenxing zhi dao). . . . My master said that in order to
guard the [Mysterious] One, one should jointly cultivate the practice of 
the Bright Mirror (mingjing). When the “way of the mirror” (jingdao) is
achieved, one can divide one’s form into several dozen persons, all with the
same clothes and the same appearance. (Baopu zi, 18.325–26)

Ge Hong’s description suggests that while guarding the Real One consists of
seeing the features that the One takes within the human being, guarding the
Mysterious One makes it possible to multiply one’s form into “several dozen”
or even “one thousand” replicas of oneself (ubiquity), or hide it altogether
(invisibility).26

Beyond their differences, however, the two methods afford identical ben-
efits, and these benefits are equal to those gained through the ingestion of the
elixirs. On one hand, guarding the Real One enables one to access the divine
world: “If you guard the One and preserve the Real (cunzhen), you will be
able to communicate with the gods (tongshen).”27 On the other hand, guard-
ing the One confers protection against demons and other baleful entities:

On land, the One keeps off the evil animals; in water, it sends away the croc-
odiles. You will not fear the wangliang demons or the poisonous insects.
The demons will dare not come near you, and the blades will dare not
strike. . . . In the shrine of a demon, in a mountain’s forest, in a land in-
fested by a plague, within a tomb, in a marsh inhabited by tigers and wolves,
or in the dwelling of snakes, if you guard the One without distraction all
evils will be expelled. But if you forget to guard the One even for a single
instant, the demons will harm you. (Baopu zi, 18.324, 325)

Similarly, by guarding the Mysterious One, “you will be able to see all the
numina of heaven and the spirits of earth (tianling diqi), and to summon all
the deities of the mountains and the rivers.”28

Through its close relation to exorcistic and healing methods performed to
communicate with divinities, ward off dangerous spirits, and heal illnesses,
the alchemy of the Taiqing tradition found a fertile ground for growth among
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the traditions of Jiangnan. At the same time, defining itself as a higher form
of doctrine and practice, alchemy offered its adepts not only the benefits af-
forded by other practices, but beyond them, and most important, the knowl-
edge of the Dao and immortality. The frequency with which Ge Hong pre-
sents his thoughts on these matters shows that this was a point that called
for attention and clarification.

Seen in a broader perspective, this feature was required for the Taiqing
tradition to claim the highest rank among the religious and ritual legacies of
Jiangnan: to succeed in doing so, alchemy simultaneously needed to replace
the practices related to those traditions, incorporate the benefits that they af-
forded, and offer additional ones. As we have seen in the Introduction to this
book, any alchemical tradition does this with no effort, as incorporating el-
ements from other traditions while providing them with a different doctri-
nal basis is one of the essential features of alchemy.

Ge Hong’s views, therefore, illustrate the coexistence of the two aspects of
Taiqing alchemy observed earlier, namely as a way of transcendence that en-
ables one to obtain knowledge of the Dao and as a ritual practice performed
to address deities and other supernatural beings. For this reason, at the be-
ginning of the fourth century alchemy was still defined, with meditation, as
the highest form of doctrine and practice in Jiangnan. By the end of the cen-
tury, however, new Daoist revelations had taken place in the same region,
which caused the downgrading of the Taiqing tradition, and the heaven Great
Clarity, to a lower position. The next chapter examines some aspects of this
renewed context.
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In the previous chapter we looked at how Taiqing alchemy was related to the
traditions of Jiangnan in Ge Hong’s time. The religious history of that region
underwent deep changes after the spread of the Way of the Celestial Masters
(Tianshi dao) provided one of the prerequisites for the creation of the Shang-
qing (Highest Clarity) and Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) corpora of revealed
writings in the second half of the fourth century. In this renewed context, the
alchemy of the Taiqing tradition lost its prominent status among the tradi-
tions of Jiangnan. These developments also brought about changes within
the alchemical legacy itself, causing the rise of new forms of doctrines and
practices that resulted, ultimately, in the demise of waidan.1

Before we examine, in the present chapter, some aspects of the context in
which alchemy developed after the Daoist revelations occurred, the relation
of Shangqing and Lingbao Daoism to waidan requires some remarks. There
is little or no space for waidan in the Shangqing and Lingbao doctrines and
practices. Waidan, in fact, seems to have played no role at all in Lingbao,
whose main historical function has been to provide the doctrinal context for
the first major codification of Daoist ritual. Although some scholars have
tried (unsuccessfully until now) to distinguish a particular social group or
even a “syncretic community” behind Lingbao, the main task of this legacy
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has been to elaborate new forms of ritual based on the native traditions of
Jiangnan, integrating them with those imported by the Way of the Celestial
Masters (and those that Buddhism was also spreading at that time in the same
area). Both at the time of the creation of the Lingbao corpus and in later
times, the performance of those rituals was the task of priests attached to the
Way of the Celestial Masters. Lingbao, therefore, acted as one of the chan-
nels for the integration of the Way of the Celestial Masters into the traditions
of Jiangnan. Being mainly concerned with ritual, it is understandable that
the compounding of elixirs is not within the focus of this legacy; but given
the larger context in which it developed, it is significant that one of the ear-
liest explicit mentions of the “inner elixir” is found exactly in a Lingbao text.2

Shangqing, instead, despite focusing primarily on meditation, incorpo-
rated (as we have already seen, and as we shall see in more detail in this chap-
ter) waidan texts into its own literature, and some immortals and semi-
divine beings related to alchemy into its own pantheon. But although this
marked the first—and apparently the only—encounter of a major Daoist
tradition with waidan, the studied hierarchical arrangement of practices and
saints reflected in the Shangqing texts was intended precisely to show that
the Shangqing teachings and methods were superior to the earlier ones, in-
cluding those of the Taiqing tradition, and thus were ready to replace them.

Based on this, it could be but a small step to conclude that waidan has no
more than a marginal relation to Daoism as it evolved during the Six Dy-
nasties and in later times. This step, in fact, has been made in some studies
on Chinese alchemy. The existence of about one hundred waidan texts in the
Daoist Canon (one of the largest corpora in that collection, if considered as
a whole), in addition to the inclusion of the Great Clarity, of “the various
transmutations and the talismanic charts” descended from that heaven, and
of deities, saints, and immortals associated with alchemy into the system of
the Three Caverns, shows, instead, how closely waidan was integrated into
the construction that Daoists erected—with awareness and intention, as
shown by the very complexity of that system—during the Six Dynasties.

The image of the heaven of Great Clarity in the Supreme Secret Essentials

(Wushang biyao), surveyed in Chapter 2 of this book, is one of the testimo-
nies to this integration. The present chapter focuses on three other phenom-
ena that occurred as part of the same context: the encounter between the
Taiqing and Shangqing traditions; the attribution of alchemical knowledge
to Zhang Daoling (the beginner of the Way of the Celestial Masters); and the
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formation of a supplement to the Daoist Canon named after the Great Clar-
ity. Even though these events spanned more than one hundred years—from
the late fourth to the end of the fifth century—they are, as we shall see, all
closely related to each other.

Great Clarity and Highest Clarity

No more than fifty years after Ge Hong wrote his Inner Chapters, new de-
velopments occurred in Jiangnan that deeply affected the later history of al-
chemy. The first and most important of them was the creation of the Shang-
qing, or Highest Clarity, corpus of writings, based on revelations that took
place from 364 to 370. The rearrangement of the Jiangnan traditions that
resulted from the compilation of this corpus was a first step toward the
broader codification of the various legacies existent in Jiangnan in the sys-
tem of the Three Caverns (sandong), whose earliest intimations are found in
Shangqing texts.3

The Declarations of the Perfected (Zhen’gao), a comprehensive work that
Tao Hongjing (456 –536) wrote not only to systematize the Shangqing leg-
acy but also to clarify its relation to the earlier legacies, ranks practices in
the following hierarchy:

1. Shangqing meditation methods

2. alchemy (waidan)

3. sexual techniques, circulation of breath, and daoyin (i.e., the practices of
Nourishing Life)

4. ingestion of herbal drugs

Clearly this is the same ranking promoted by Ge Hong two centuries earlier
in his Inner Chapters, with the only important difference that whereas Ge
Hong deemed waidan and meditation to be the two superior forms of prac-
tice, here meditation—in the forms endorsed by the Shangqing scriptures—
is assigned the highest rank. One of the relevant passages in Tao Hongjing’s
work explicitly states that the meditation practices described in the main
Shangqing text, the Authentic Scripture of the Great Cavern (Dadong zhen-

jing), are superior to any other method, including the compounding of the
elixirs:

If one feeds on herbal drugs without knowing [the arts of] the bedchamber,
circulation of breath, and daoyin, then the ingestion of drugs is of no bene-
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fit, and one never attains to the Dao. If one fully concentrates on arousing
the spirits (ganling) and causes them to appear by meditating on them,
there is no need of the benefits afforded by the herbal drugs. If one only
knows how to practice [the arts of] the bedchamber, daoyin, or the circula-
tion of breath, and does not know the methods of the Divine Elixirs, one
does not become an immortal. If one obtains the Golden Liquor and the Di-
vine Elixirs, one becomes an immortal with no need of other practices. If
one obtains the Authentic Scripture of the Great Cavern, there is no need 
of the Way of the Golden Elixir (jindan zhi dao).4 (Zhen’gao, 5.11b)

However, as the Taiqing tradition did earlier, and for analogous reasons,
Shangqing acquired some portions of the bodies of doctrines and practices
it deemed to be inferior. This accounts for the complex relation of Shangqing
to waidan. The passage quoted above from the Declarations of the Perfected

shows that Shangqing does not entirely reject waidan; it considers it to be
superior to exorcistic and healing practices and to the methods of Nourish-
ing Life, and it acknowledges that the elixirs grant immortality. Tao Hong-
jing’s Declarations, in fact, describes waidan methods and, as we shall pres-
ently see, Tao himself performed waidan practices. Within Shangqing,
however, the compounding of elixirs is deemed to be subordinate to various
types of meditation practices such as the visualization of divinities that re-
side in the heavens or within the human being.5

Against this background, the partial integration of waidan occurred in the
only possible way that Shangqing could conceive. Instead of focusing on
making and ingesting elixirs, Shangqing primarily uses some features of the
alchemical process as a support for meditation practices. As we shall see in
Chapter 12, some Shangqing texts use alchemical terminology and imagery
to describe the celestial or inner pneumas that the adept “ingests”—an act
that is in itself alchemical—in order to “refine” (lian) himself, provide nour-
ishment to his inner deities and to the loci in which they reside, and even 
generate an immortal inner “embryo” or an “infant” that represents the
adept’s own authentic self. In these and other ways, Shangqing effectively
bends the nature and purposes of waidan to its own ends, turning it into a
metaphor used to describe inner processes, and anticipating in this way traits
that later characterize inner alchemy, of which this tradition is one of the
main forerunners.6

How incorporation and modification occurred from a purely textual point
of view is shown by the two waidan scriptures that were accepted into the
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Shangqing corpus. In one instance, with the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir

in Nine Cycles, a waidan recipe became part of the revealed biography of
Mao Ying and was presented as taught by Lord Wang (Wangjun), both of
whom were among the highest saints of the Shangqing school. In the other
instance, with the Scripture of the Elixir Flower of Langgan, another wai-

dan recipe was expanded with the addition of sections that integrate a purely
waidan method with processes that cannot happen in a laboratory, but only
in meditation.

Besides these two texts, Shangqing accepted some other waidan methods
into its literature throughout its history. Although none of these methods
appears to be directly related to the Taiqing tradition, they testify to the role
that alchemy played within Shangqing, and invite us to look more closely at
some facets of its encounter with waidan.7

reception and integration

The Authentic Scripture of the Great Cavern, the central Shangqing scrip-
ture, was alternatively called Inner Scripture of the Contemplation of the

Heaven of the Superior Way of Great Clarity (Taiqing shangdao guantian

neijing). One can recognize in this title an allusion to the complete, unre-
vealed version of the Scripture of Great Clarity, whose title, as reported by
Ge Hong, was Scripture of the Contemplation of the Heaven of Great Clar-

ity (Taiqing guantian jing).8 The main Shangqing scripture, therefore, was
presented as the superior, unabridged version of the main Taiqing scripture,
parts of which were still “not transmitted for teaching” in Ge Hong’s time
but had become available by way of the Shangqing revelations.9 Besides this,
other evidence attests to Shangqing awareness of this text. The Scripture of

Great Clarity is cited in the Numinous Writ in Purple Characters (Lingshu

ziwen), a major Shangqing revealed text of which the Elixir of Langgan orig-
inally constituted one section.10 References to it are also made in the Decla-

rations of the Perfected through mentions of the Elixir of the Nine Efflores-
cences (jiuhua dan), a synonym of the Elixir of Great Clarity that refers to
the nine intermediate elixirs prepared during its compounding.11

As for the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, its acceptance by Shangqing Dao-
ism is attested to by Tao Hongjing, whose Declarations of the Perfected

refers to the early compounding of the Nine Elixirs by “men of the recent an-
tiquity” on Mount Mao (Maoshan, Jiangsu), the original seat of the Shang-
qing school.12 Tao himself is known to have studied the scripture when, in
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the early sixth century, he experimented unsuccessfully with waidan. His bi-
ography reports that he finally chose to devote himself to a different waidan

practice only because he did not deem the text of the Nine Elixirs that he
possessed to be sufficiently clear.13 Tao therefore compounded the Reverted
Elixir in Nine Cycles, whose method, as we have seen, had been revealed to
Mao Ying. Fragments of Tao’s Concealed Instructions for the Ascent to Per-

fection (Dengzhen yinjue) contain details about this practice—concerning,
in particular, the ceremony of transmission, the construction of the labora-
tory, the places of origin of the crucibles, the ingredients of the luting mud
and of the elixir, and the auspicious days for kindling the fire—that match
its received version in the Daoist Canon.14

new lines of transmission

The partial integration of waidan into the Shangqing tradition was sup-
ported by the creation of new hagiographic lines of transmission. In this re-
gard, Shangqing followed two main routes, either by attributing the origin
of the Taiqing methods to divine beings and immortals different from those
mentioned in the Taiqing texts, or by representing the Taiqing immortals as
disciples of Shangqing immortals. Tao Hongjing’s biographer chooses the
former option, stating that the method of the Golden Liquor was first trans-
mitted not by Zuo Ci, but by Ma Mingsheng, Yin Changsheng, and Anqi
sheng, all of whom were supposed to have lived before Zuo Ci.15 The Dec-

larations of the Perfected exemplifies the second option: it admits Zuo Ci
into the Shangqing roster of immortals and semi-divine beings but claims
that he had received teachings and texts from Li Zhongfu, a disciple of the
major Shangqing saint, Lord Wang (the saint who also taught the Scripture

of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles).16

The biographies of Shangqing immortals—which, as Isabelle Robinet has
shown, acted as the main channel for admitting earlier traditions into the
Shangqing corpus of doctrines and methods17—mention other lines of trans-
mission. The biographies describe the practices through which their subjects
had achieved their spiritual status, and elixirs and alchemical texts often
figure among the treasures that they found, or received, during their initia-
tory quest. Mao Ying’s biography, as we have seen, contained the method of
the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles. An extant fragment of it, moreover, hints
at a method for transmuting the elixir into gold that corresponds to the pro-
cedure described in the Nine Elixirs.18 Another Shangqing biography placed
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all three main Taiqing scriptures under the patronage of Zhou Yishan, better
known as Ziyang zhenren (Perfected of Purple Yang), another major Shang-
qing saint. His biography records his pilgrimage to various sacred places,
stating that he first obtained the Central Scripture of Great Clarity (Taiqing

zhongjing) from Zhang Zifang. Then, continuing his journey, he “climbed
Mount Heming (Heming shan) and met Yang An, who transmitted to him
the Scripture of the Elixir of the Golden Liquor (Jinye danjing) and the Illus-

trations on the Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods (Jiuding shendan tu).”19

Further connections between the Nine Elixirs and Ziyang zhenren emerge
from narratives concerning Xuanzi, the Mysterious Master who received
this scripture from the Yellow Emperor. Xuanzi, who does not seem to be
mentioned in other waidan texts, appears only once in the commentary to
the Nine Elixirs, where he expounds a list of taboos to be observed while
compounding the elixirs.20 However, one of the texts that quote Ge Hong’s
synopsis of the Nine Elixirs changes Xuanzi’s name into Juanzi, and Ge
Hong’s Inner Chapters adds the significant detail that Juanzi was an adviser
to the Yellow Emperor during his initiatory pilgrimage.21 The Biographies of

the Immortals (Liexian zhuan) appears to confirm the identity of Xuanzi
and Juanzi when it states that Juanzi received from Boyang (one of the names
of Laozi) the “nine methods of immortality” (jiu xianfa), which might be the
Nine Elixirs themselves:

Juanzi came from the state of Qi (in present-day Shandong). He devoted him-
self to eating atractylis (zhu), of which he collected and ingested the essence.
When he reached the age of three hundred years, he appeared in the state 
of Qi. He wrote the Scripture of Heaven, Earth, and Humanity (Tiandiren
jing) in forty-eight scrolls. Later, while he was fishing in the He marshes
(Heze, Shandong), he caught a carp whose stomach contained a talisman,
and retired to Mount Dang (Dangshan, Jiangsu). He was able to summon
wind and rain. He received the nine methods of immortality from Boyang.
When the Prince of Huainan (i.e., Liu An) was young, he [also] received
that text, but was unable to understand its teachings. [ Juanzi’s] work, the
Spirit of the Lute (Qinxin) in three sections, has a pleasing pattern (tiaoli).22

The sequence of associations that led to merging the figures of Juanzi and
Xuanzi is not easy to establish, but the passage quoted above from the Bi-

ographies of the Immortals contains another detail of interest. Shangqing
sources make Juanzi the master of Su Lin, who in turn is the master of Zi-
yang zhenren.23 If the identification of the “nine methods of immortality” as
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the Nine Elixirs is correct, this would construct a line of transmission of
those methods that goes from Laozi to Juanzi, then to Su Lin, and finally to
Ziyang zhenren, entirely neglecting the role played by Zuo Ci.

The Nine Elixirs and Zhang Daoling

The new hierarchical arrangement of the Jiangnan traditions reflected in the
Shangqing texts provided a model that later was developed and codified into
the system of the Three Caverns (sandong). In this arrangement, Shangqing
is assigned the highest rank, followed by Lingbao and by a third tier that in-
corporates various traditions, including as it did texts with historical back-
grounds as different from each other as the Scripture of Great Peace (Taiping

jing) and the Sanhuang wen (Script of the Three Sovereigns), together with
“assorted methods, daoyin, and the Nourishment of Life,” and, of course,
the alchemy of the Great Clarity.24 The system of the Three Caverns provides
the background against which we shall look at another aspect of the history
of the Taiqing tradition during the Six Dynasties.

One of the best examples of the prestige enjoyed by the Scripture of the

Nine Elixirs outside the alchemical tradition is the early attempt made to
connect it with Zhang Daoling, the beginner of the Way of the Celestial Mas-
ters. The first source that documents this association—which, let it be men-
tioned once, is entirely fictional from a historical point of view—is the Bi-

ographies of the Divine Immortals (Shenxian zhuan). Although the date 
and authorship of the received versions of this source are still debated, its 
account of Zhang Daoling clearly reflects his image in the middle of the Six
Dynasties. Instead of featuring Zhang’s mastery of healing and exorcism, as
do other sources, the Biographies emphasizes his knowledge of the Nine
Elixirs:

Zhang Daoling came from the state of Pei (in present-day Jiangsu). First he
was a student of the National Academy (Taixue) and studied the Five Clas-
sics deeply, but when he was late in life he sighed and said: “This will be of
no avail to extend the length of my life.” Thereafter he devoted himself to
longevity practices, and received the methods of the Elixirs of the Nine Tri-
pods of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi jiuding dan). He intended to com-
pound them, but the ingredients were extremely costly. Since his family was
poor, he gave a thought to ploughing fields and raising cattle, but as he was
not practical in those matters, he did not have a chance to compound them.
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Later, the Biographies continues, Zhang moved to Sichuan and received the
revelation of the teaching of Correct Unity (Zhengyi) from Laozi. After that,
he finally had the means to purchase the ingredients needed to compound
the Nine Elixirs.

When he achieved them, he ingested only half a dose as he did not yet want
to rise to heaven. . . . He told all [his disciples]: “Many of you are not yet
free from the vulgar customs and are unable to turn your back to the world.
You may receive from me the methods of the circulation of breath (xingqi),
gymnastics (daoyin), and the bedchamber (fangzhong), and you may ingest
herbs and plants, but this would only allow you to live a few hundred years.
The great import of the Nine Tripods is only within the reach of Wang
Chang. Eventually, another man who comes from the east shall be able 
to obtain them.”25 (Shenxian zhuan, in Taiping guangji, 8.55–58)

The “other man who comes from the east” is Zhao Sheng, one of Zhang
Daoling’s two main disciples with Wang Chang. We have already met both
disciples in Chapter 3 of this book as the putative authors, with their master,
of the preface to the variant version of the Scripture of the Golden Liquor.

Two explanations, at first, would seem to be conceivable to account for
the attempt to place the Nine Elixirs under Zhang Daoling’s spiritual au-
thority. On the one hand, the Jiangnan alchemical practitioners might have
wished to legitimize themselves vis-à-vis the Celestial Masters by ascribing
to Zhang the transmission of one of the main waidan texts. Vice versa, the
account in the Biographies of the Divine Immortals might have been fabri-
cated by the Celestial Masters themselves to help spread their cult in Jiang-
nan, especially among the elite to which alchemy addressed itself. Looking
at the broader context of Daoism in the Six Dynasties, however, a third pos-
sibility also seems to be worthy of consideration.

the way of the celestial masters 

and the heaven of great clarity

Besides texts like the Biographies of the Divine Immortals, other sources as-
sociate Zhang Daoling with a tradition that is definitely alchemical. The sta-
tus of these sources is more doctrinal than hagiographic. As we saw in Chap-
ter 3, Zhang is said to have received the Scripture of Great Clarity from
Laozi and to have written a commentary to it. In addition, the preface to the
variant version of the Golden Liquor was ascribed to him, and he is even
credited with one of the waidan methods found in the Shangqing texts.26
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Michel Strickmann suggested that these forged attributions resulted from
the pledge of loyalty made by Jiangnan aristocratic families to the Celestial
Masters. As alchemy and pharmacology formed an important part of those
families’ heritage, Strickmann wrote, “synthesis was the inevitable answer”
to the question of how to deal with the local traditions facing the newly 
imported religion.27 Isabelle Robinet provided several examples of this syn-
thesis in her work on Shangqing Daoism. She showed, in particular, that Tao
Hongjing uses the expression “Correct Unity of the Mysterious Capital of
the Great Clarity” (Taiqing xuandu zhengyi), associating the Way of the Ce-
lestial Masters with the Great Clarity. Tao, moreover, states that “the Tai-
qing lineage (Taiqing jia) possesses the balanced pneuma (pingqi) of Correct
Unity,” that the Celestial Masters’ petitions (zhangshu) were addressed to
the heaven of Great Clarity, and that the Celestial Masters’ methods for ward-
ing off demons were equivalent to those practiced by the Taiqing adepts.28

Robinet, however, also pointed out evidence that contradicts Strickmann’s
hypothesis. She noticed, for instance, that Tao Hongjing defines the practices
of the Celestial Masters as “minor Taiqing methods” (taiqing xiaoshu);29

more important, she also remarked that the Shangqing sources do not at-
tribute any particular high status to Zhang Daoling, assigning him instead a
relatively low rank among other “saints of the past.”30 This rank is consis-
tent with the one seen above in the Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang bi-

yao), where Zhang Daoling is mentioned among the saints of the Great Clar-
ity, certainly deemed to be a lower heaven by the time the Secret Essentials

was compiled.31

The evidence pointed out by Robinet suggests, in other words, that Zhang
Daoling’s image in the Shangqing sources reflects the “pledge of loyalty” of
the Jiangnan aristocracy not to the Celestial Masters, but to their own tra-
ditions. Seen under this light, the creation of Zhang Daoling’s alchemical
personality appears to be the odd result of the competition for preeminence
among the different traditions of Jiangnan. One aspect of this pursuit of su-
premacy is particularly relevant to our topic, namely the attempts that the
various traditions made to show that their teaching derived from a celestial
realm higher than, or prior to, those of the other schools. Aptly defined by
Stephen Bokenkamp as a striving for “cosmological priority,” these attempts
were the other side of the struggle for integration apparent in the formal
schema of doctrines, practices, heavens, and deities related to the Three Cav-
erns.32 Cosmology, or rather cosmogony, played an important role in this
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competition for priority; and it is precisely in this regard that the Celestial
Masters made a subtle but effective move designed to assert their superior-
ity among the traditions that, by the mid-fifth century, had acquired a firm
footing in Jiangnan.

The original cosmogony of the Celestial Masters was rather straightfor-
ward compared to other formulations both within and outside the Daoist
tradition. It envisaged three pneumas, called Mysterious, Original, and In-
augural (xuanqi, yuanqi, and shiqi), that the Dao issues sequentially and
through which it generates the cosmos.33 This description undergoes remark-
able changes in the mid-fifth-century Scripture of the Inner Explanations of

the Three Heavens (Santian neijie jing), the source containing the most com-
prehensive account of the Celestial Masters’ “history of the Dao” both be-
fore and after the generation of the cosmos and the beginning of human his-
tory. The Inner Explanations associates the “illimitable Great Way” (wuji

dadao) of Great Clarity with the Elder of the Way and Its Virtue (Daode
zhangren), the first appearance of the cosmic Laozi (Laojun, here indeed still
pre-cosmic) even before the generation of the Primordial Princess (Yuanjun,
Laojun’s mother) and of Laojun himself. The Great Clarity then produces
the three pneumas mentioned above, which in turn generate the cosmos.34

The differences between these two accounts, and especially the mention
of the heaven of Great Clarity in the later one, reflect the integration of the
Way of the Celestial Masters into the religious traditions of Jiangnan. As Tao
Hongjing also stated, the exorcistic and healing practices of the Celestial
Masters represented an obvious counterpart to the lore of the earlier native
traditions, which in the system of the Three Caverns were assigned the third,
and lowest, rank, associated with the Great Clarity. The Celestial Masters’
association with that rank and that heaven was, therefore, a natural out-
come. Relating the Way of the Celestial Masters to the domain of the Great
Clarity in the system of the Three Caverns, moreover, solved at once two 
issues: acknowledging its presence in Jiangnan, and asserting that the local
traditions, in the form they took after the Shangqing and Lingbao revela-
tions, were superior to its cults and practices.

The Inner Explanations contains the response of the Celestial Masters.
On the one hand, they accepted their association with the heaven of Great
Clarity to the point of altering their views on cosmogony: the Mysterious,
Original, and Inaugural pneumas were represented in the Inner Explana-

tions as issuing from the domain of Great Clarity. Precisely by doing so,
however, the Celestial Masters ingeniously moved a step forward in the con-
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test for “cosmological priority.” As the Great Clarity is the primordial heaven
from which all other cosmogonic stages have issued, the Celestial Masters
assigned it a status higher than the one it enjoyed in the schema of the Three
Caverns.

Who exactly conceived the image of Zhang Daoling as an alchemist re-
mains unknown, but the circumstances described above show how that im-
age reflects the reciprocal relations among the different religious traditions
in fifth-century Jiangnan. It seems clear that the scheme of the Three Cav-
erns was the only framework through which the Celestial Masters could be
formally integrated in those traditions, and that the only way of access for
them into that framework—the two other tiers being assigned to Shangqing
and Lingbao—was through an association with the heaven of Great Clarity.
This confusing predicament changed within one century when, around
500 ce, four supplementary sections were added to the earlier canonical
classification of teaching and practices. As we shall see in the next section of
this chapter, the Way of the Celestial Masters and alchemy were assigned
two of them, releasing the Celestial Masters from their formal association
with the heaven of Great Clarity.

Zhang Daoling’s connections with alchemy, nevertheless, continued to be
affirmed, and the stories about his knowledge of the elixirs in time actually
became increasingly elaborate. If one reads the account of Zhang’s life in the
fourteenth-century Lineage of the Han Celestial Masters (Han tianshi shijia)
with no knowledge of the crucial role that he played in the history of Dao-
ism, one might indeed take that account to refer to an alchemist. It relates
that after studying astronomy, geography, cartography, and the apocryphal
texts in his youth, Zhang went to Mount Yunjin (Yunjin shan, Jiangxi) to
refine the Divine Elixirs of the Nine Heavens (jiutian shendan). Even the
name of the Longhu shan (Mount of the Dragon and Tiger), the seat of the
Celestial Masters from the Tang period onward, is related to Zhang’s al-
chemical prowess: “When the elixirs were achieved, a dragon and a tiger ap-
peared, and this is why the mountain has that name.” Later, Zhang received
the Script of the Three Sovereigns, the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs, and the
Scripture of Great Clarity on Mount Song (Songshan, Henan). After Laojun
granted him the teaching of Correct Unity, Zhang continued to transmit 
alchemical texts to his disciples, and while traveling to other mountains 
he compounded the Divine Elixir in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan shendan) and the
Great Medicine of the Nine Efflorescences (jiuhua dayao). The final act of
Zhang’s life in this account is also related to alchemy. He made an elixir on
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the Peak of the Cloud Terrace (Yuntai feng), shared it with his closest disci-
ples, and finally, riding a cloud, rose to heaven with his wife.35

The Great Clarity Supplement to the Daoist Canon

The so-called Four Supplements (sifu) were appended around 500 ce to the
Three Caverns, which earlier had served not only to define the relations
among the various traditions of Jiangnan, but also to arrange the contents
of the collections of Daoist scriptures that had begun to take shape during
the fifth century. The four additional sections were designated to hold writ-
ings that could not find a proper place in the earlier and primary subdivi-
sions—namely, those initially assigned to the lower Cavern, the heaven of
Great Clarity. To maintain a semblance of unity in the newly created arrange-
ment, three of the four supplements were formally associated with one of the
three Caverns, while the fourth one, devoted to the Correct Unity—that is,
the Way of the Celestial Masters—was, somewhat theoretically, associated
with all three Caverns. As shown in Table 5, the Scripture of Great Clarity

gave its name to one of the supplements; appropriately related to the San-
huang (Three Sovereigns) Cavern, this supplement is ranked below those as-
sociated with the Shangqing and Lingbao corpora.36

Earlier in this book, we saw how the Scripture of Great Clarity was pro-
gressively expanded from a work in three scrolls into one in sixty-two scrolls
during the Song period.37 With the creation of the Four Supplements, the
scripture became the core of an even larger textual corpus, known to have
included 576 scrolls in the Precious Canon of the Celestial Palace of the

Great Song (Da Song Tiangong baozang) of 1016. Doing so made it, at that
time, the second largest supplement after the one named Great Mystery
(Taixuan) and based on the Laozi.38 As we have already remarked, this am-
plitude was reached mainly through the addition of works on the disciplines
of Nourishing Life (yangsheng), which thus continued to be associated with
the heaven of Great Clarity.

The import of Great Clarity as both a celestial domain and the designa-
tion of a Daoist scriptural corpus is explained as follows around 700 ce in
the Pivot of Meaning of the Daoist Teaching (Daojiao yishu):

What coagulates from the pneuma of the Great Dao has a clear pneuma
and a great substance (qiqing titai); this is why it is called Great Clarity. The
fact that a celestial domain (jing) gives its name to [a corpus of] scriptures
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(jing) is now explained by the fact that these scriptures are called after the
domain that they support (fu, i.e., for which they act as a “supplement”).
Why is this so? Because these scriptures explicate the arts of the Golden
Elixir (jindan), and those who ingest [the Golden Elixir] rise away to the
Great Clarity. This is the meaning of the term Great Clarity. (Daojiao yishu,
2.7b–8a)

The texts in the Taiqing supplement, therefore, yield knowledge of the
heaven of Great Clarity because they are deemed to originate from that ce-
lestial domain, and to serve as a support for obtaining access to it.

A few pages later, the Pivot of Meaning of the Daoist Teaching gives de-
tails on the purport and contents of the Three Caverns and the Four Sup-
plements, showing how the Great Clarity and each of the other celestial do-
mains are associated with a class of transcendent beings, mentioned in the
following passage from the lower to the higher one. The texts of the Celes-
tial Masters, instead, are said to “revere all the Three Caverns.”

One should also know how the Three Caverns and the Four Supplements
support and complete each other. The Codes and Precepts from the Scrip-
tures and Charts of Correct Unity (Zhengyi jingtu kejie pin) says:

The scriptures of Great Clarity supplement the Cavern of Spirit. They are
concerned with the ranks (pin) of Immortals up to those who obtain their
status through the Golden Elixir.

The scriptures of Great Peace supplement the Cavern of Mystery. They
are concerned with the training (ye) of the Perfected up to those who obtain
their status through the [Scripture in] Ten Sections (jia, yi, [and so forth;
i.e., the Scripture of Great Peace, or Taiping jing]).

The scriptures of Great Mystery supplement the Cavern of Reality. They
are concerned with the training of the Saints up to those who obtain their
status through the Scripture in Five Thousand Characters (i.e., the Laozi).

The Normative Scripts of Correct Unity (Zhengyi fawen) honor the Dao
and its Virtue; they revere [all] the Three Caverns, and offer the Three Ve-
hicles (sansheng) to the view. (Daojiao yishu, 2.11b–12a)
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The Four Supplements (sifu) to the Daoist Canon.

Cavern Supplement Corpora

Reality (Dongzhen) Great Mystery (Taixuan) Shangqing: Daode jing
Mystery (Dongxuan) Great Peace (Taiping) Lingbao: Taiping jing
Spirit (Dongshen) Great Clarity (Taiqing) Sanhuang: Taiqing jing

Correct Unity (Zhengyi) Tianshi dao



Then the Pivot of Meaning of the Daoist Teaching describes the features of
each supplement. Concerning the Great Clarity, it states:

The Great Clarity supplements the Cavern of Spirit because the Cavern of
Spirit needs the Great Clarity to summon and control gods and demons.
Preserving (cun) and guarding (shou) the Great One, and ingesting the
Golden Elixir, help one to achieve this Way. Thus the function of spirit 
(or: one’s divine faculty, shenyong) is extended. (Daojiao yishu, 2.12a)

The Pivot of Meaning concludes by saying that “the Great Mystery is the
Great Vehicle, the Great Peace is the Middle Vehicle, the Great Clarity is the
Small Vehicle (dasheng, zhongsheng, xiaosheng), and the Correct Unity runs
through all three Vehicles.”39 Like the entire passage, and beyond its termi-
nology clearly borrowed from Buddhism, this sentence reflects the ranking of
teaching and texts after the Shangqing and Lingbao revelations had placed
the heaven of Great Clarity in a lower position. But the statement that the
scriptures in the Cavern of Spirit deal with methods for “guarding the One,”
whereas those in its Taiqing supplement are used to “summon and control
gods and demons” (zhaozhi guishen), is worthy of attention. Meditation and
alchemy are still associated with each other as they were in Ge Hong’s time;
the respective textual corpora, however, are now distinguished from each
other, with alchemy serving as a supplementary discipline to meditation.

By including the heaven of Great Clarity in the system of the Three Caverns,
and later by designating after it one of the Four Supplements to the col-
lections of Daoist texts, the creators of the religious taxonomy of Jiangnan
assigned the Taiqing tradition a permanent place within the system that for-
mally defined the identity of Daoism in medieval China. The low rank at-
tributed to the Great Clarity in that system reflects the priority accorded to
new revelations that served to frame two new, higher systems of practice:
Daoist meditation and Daoist ritual.

In later times, the original identity of the Great Clarity as a component of
this taxonomy became increasingly blurred. The alchemical tradition—
probably also in response to the events that we have surveyed in this chap-
ter—moved to a different direction, giving rise to new forms of doctrines
and practices whose main features will be examined in the final chapter of
this book. As for the Great Clarity supplement, nothing is known about its
contents in any of the Daoist Canons compiled before the current one, printed
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in 1445. With a noticeable decrease from the figure given above for the Song
Canon, the Great Clarity section of the current Canon contains twenty-five
works. Among them is the Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters, but no waidan text.
The decline and final disappearance of the Taiqing tradition, and the loss of
texts that were part of this section in the Canon of the late Six Dynasties, left
space for the inclusion of writings unrelated to the original alchemical reve-
lations of the heaven of Great Clarity.
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Part Four
Texts of the Great Clarity





The text translated below is found in the first chapter of the Huangdi jiuding

shendan jingjue (Instructions on the Scripture of the Divine Elixirs of the Nine
Tripods of the Yellow Emperor). This and other works on the Nine Elixirs
(see below, Appendix B) are referred to in my comments as follows:

Jiudan jingjue Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue
(CT 885), j. 2–20

“Secret Instructions” “Jiuding dan yin wenjue,” in Huangdi 
jiuding shendan jingjue, 20.7a–15b

Scripture of the Liquid Pearl Jiuzhuan liuzhu shenxian jiudan jing
(CT 952)

References to page numbers in the Daozang text are given in brackets within
the translation. Passages indented and within parentheses, introduced by
“note,” are editorial notes found in the Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue,
often without formal distinction from the main text. My comments are
printed in smaller type.

[1a] The Yellow Emperor (Huangdi) received the Culminant Way of the Re-
verted Elixirs (huandan zhidao) from the Mysterious Woman (Xuannü), who

scripture of the nine elixirs
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is a celestial woman. The Yellow Emperor compounded and ingested them,
and thereby rose to heaven as an immortal.

The Mysterious Woman announced to the Yellow Emperor:
All those who want to live a long life, but do not obtain the Divine Elix-

irs (shendan) and the Golden Liquor (jinye), merely bring suffering upon
themselves. Practicing breathing and daoyin, exhaling the old and inhaling
the new breath, and ingesting medicines of herbs and plants can extend the
length of one’s life, but do not allow one to escape death.

The Jiudan jingjue, 4.1a, 5.1a–b, and 7.1a–2a, elaborates on the rela-
tion of alchemy to various other practices, quoting passages from Baopu
zi, 6.124, 5.112–13, and 9.177 (trans. Ware, Alchemy, Medicine and
Religion in the China of A.D. 320, 113–14, 103, and 164). On this sub-
ject see also above, Chapter 7.

When a man ingests the Divine Elixirs, he becomes a divine immortal
(shenxian) and transcends the generations [of mortals]. He will be coeternal
with Heaven and Earth, and as luminous as the Sun and the Moon; seated,
he will see ten thousand miles away, and will have gods and demons (gui-

shen) at his service. He will rise into the Void (xu) with his whole family, and
will fly even though he has no wings. Mounting the clouds and steering a
chariot pulled by dragons, he will roam in the Great Clarity (Taiqing) and in
one instant will tour the eight poles (baji). He will not halt in front of a river,
and will not fear the hundred poisons (baidu).

The states of Eternal Man and Man of Light are mentioned together in
several works. Guangcheng zi, the master of the Yellow Emperor, states
for instance in the Zhuangzi: “I am as luminous as the Sun and the Moon,
and am coeternal with Heaven and Earth” (27/11/43). According to the
Huainan zi (Book of the Master of Huainan), 20.2b, “the Great Man
merges his virtue (de) with Heaven and Earth, and merges his light
(ming) with the Sun and the Moon.” For a similar phrase in the Chuci
(Elegies of Chu) see above, pp. 15–16. On the heaven of Great Clarity
see Chapter 2. The eight poles represent the totality of the world as well
as its farthest reaches. In the Zhuangzi, similarly to the Nine Elixirs, the
saintly man “rides the vapors of the clouds” and “journeys beyond the
Four Seas (sihai)” (2/1/29 and 6/2/72). In Daoism, as in other doctrines,
space is an image for the non-dual state; see Larre, Le Traité VII du
Houai Nan Tseu, 152–53.

The Yellow Emperor transmitted this Way to the Mysterious Master (Xu-
anzi), and admonished him saying:
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This Way is of supreme importance, and can be transmitted only to those
who are worthy of it. Let it not be disclosed to those who are not fit to re-
ceive it, even if [1b] they collect heaps of gold as high as mountains, or if they
own ten thousand miles of land. Obtaining just one of these elixirs is enough
to become an immortal: it is not required to obtain all nine of them.

Rules for the transmission. Throw a golden figurine of a man weighing
nine ounces and a golden figurine of a fish weighing three ounces into an east-
flowing stream, and utter an oath (shi). Both should be provided by the one
who receives this Way. Before this, undertake the purification practices (zhai)
and perform the ablutions (muyu). On the banks of the stream, in a place
unfrequented by other people, arrange a seat for the Mysterious Woman.
Burn some incense and announce to Heaven: “I wish to transmit the Way to
obtain a long life to (name of the recipient)!” Lay the Scripture of the Elix-

irs on a stand, and place the seat [for the Mysterious Woman] there.

The seat (zuo) is the place where the divinity comes to observe the cere-
mony. The Jiudan jingjue, 20.3a, gives directions for setting up a seat for
the Great One (Taiyi); see above, p. 82. After “Lay the Scripture of the
Elixirs,” the Liquid Pearl, 1.3b, adds: “and the tokens for the covenant”
(mengxin zhi wu). On the ceremony of transmission in other Taiqing
texts and on the preliminary purification practices see above, Chapter 5.

When you are ready to transmit the Way, face north and do not disclose it for
one [double] hour (yishi). If the sky is clear and there is no wind, the Way can
be transmitted. [Master and disciple] seal their covenant by drinking together
some blood of a white chicken. Transmit the oral instructions and the es-
sentials of the compounding of the elixirs, and throw the golden figurines of
the man and the fish into the stream. This is done so that the multitudes of
those who are not suited for becoming a divine immortal never see this Way.

The presence of wind is also the first of the Six Adversities that hinder the
compounding of elixirs; see above, p. 86. In the Huainan zi, 3.2a, wind
is said to be a sign of the anger of Heaven. “Those who are not suited 
for becoming a divine immortal” is literally “those who do not have the
bones of a divine immortal,” i.e., who do not have an inner constitution
fit to obtain immortality. On the marks of transcendence in Daoism see
Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 298.

[2a] The Yellow Emperor said:
When you want to compound the Divine Elixirs you should dwell in the

depths of a mountain, in a wide moorland, or in a place deserted and unin-
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habited for endless miles. If you compound them among other people you
should stay behind thick, high walls, so that nothing can be seen between the
inside and the outside. Your companions should not number more than two
or three.

The Liquid Pearl, 1.5b, adds: “When two men are joined in their hearts,
their strength can break metal.” This sentence comes from the Xici (Ap-
pended Commentaries) section of the Yijing (Book of Changes), 41/VI,
concerning the hexagram tongren, “People joined together.” On the al-
chemist’s helpers and their role in the compounding of the elixir helpers
see above, pp. 16 –18.

First undertake the purification practices for seven days, and increase your
purity with ablutions and the five fragrances (wuxiang). Do not pass by filth
and dirt, or by houses where mourning is being observed, or by houses in-
habited by women of the age of marriage.

On the “five fragrances” see above, p. 88; and Bokenkamp, Early Daoist
Scriptures, 358.

The Yellow Emperor said:
When you want to purchase the Divine Medicines for the elixirs, first un-

dertake the purification practices for seven days, and perform the ablutions
on a day marked by the character zi or chou. You should buy the ingredients
on an appointed day and in a place governed by the Virtue of the Month
(yuede). Do not bargain over their price.

Zi and chou are the first Earthly Branches (dizhi). On this and other
rules for the purchase of the ingredients see above, pp. 86 –87.

The Mysterious Woman said:
To prepare the Medicines, the fifth day of the fifth month is most auspi-

cious, followed by the seventh day of the seventh month. It is good to start
on a jiazi or a dingsi day, or on a day of Opening (kai) or Removal (chu).
The next best are the jiashen, yisi, or yimao days. The days on which the
preparation of the Medicines is forbidden are:

in spring, wuchen and jisi;
in summer, dingsi, wushen, renchen, and jiwei;
in autumn, wuxu [2b], xinhai, and gengzi;
in winter, wuyin, jiwei, guimao, and guiyou.

The day of the Killer of the Month (yuesha), the days in which the Branch
(zhi) and the Stem (gan) are in opposition, the day of Receiving (shou), as
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well as the renwu, bingxu, guihai, and xinsi days in the first, second, and third
months of each season, the day of Establishment (yuejian), and those of new
and full moon, are all inauspicious and cannot be used for starting the fire.1

On the auspicious and inauspicious days for kindling the fire see above,
p. 97.

When you compound the Divine Medicines, beware of intercourse with
common and dull people. Do not let the envious, those who talk too much,
and those who do not have faith in this Way hear or know about it. If they
do, the compounding of the Divine Medicines would not be successful.

On interdictions and taboos that govern the compounding of elixirs see
above, pp. 85–86. Seeing envious people, in particular, is the second of
the Four Calamities (sibai; see p. 86). After “beware of intercourse with
common and dull people,” the Liquid Pearl, 1.6a, and the Taiqing jinye
shendan jing, 1.7b, add: “and with women, children, houses where
mourning is being observed, and impure people.”

When you achieve success in making the Medicines you will become a
Perfected (zhenren). You will rise to heaven and enter the abyss, you will
transform yourself and be “vague and indistinct” (huanghu). You will be-
come an immortal with your family: how could you do that alone?

In other words, the adept will have the same qualities as the Dao itself,
which is “vague and indistinct” (Laozi 14 and 21). “Rising to heaven
and entering the abyss” (shangtian ruyuan) refers to the ability to move
freely along the axis that connects different states of being.

The common people are fond of wealth, and do not compound the al-
chemical Medicines. They believe in medicines obtained from herbs and
plants, but these putrefy when buried, decompose when boiled, and burn
when heated. If those medicines cannot keep themselves alive, how could
they do so for humans? They can heal illnesses and increase the pneuma (qi)
but cannot make one escape death. Only a few can hear the essentials of the
Culminant Way of the Reverted Elixirs.

Here the Nine Elixirs refers again to the superiority of elixirs compared
to herbal drugs, as it also does in one of the initial sentences. On elixirs
and herbal drugs see above, Chapter 7.

[3a] The Yellow Emperor said:
When you start the fire you should perform a ceremony (ji) beside the cru-

cible. Take five pints of good quality white liquor, three pounds of dried ox
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meat, the same amount of dried mutton, two pints of yellow millet and rice,
three pints of large dates, one peck of pears, thirty cooked chicken’s eggs,
and three carp, each weighing three pounds. Place them on three stands, and
on each stand burn incense in two cups.

The Liquid Pearl, 1.5b–6a, avoids the offering of animal products: it
does not mention eggs and carp, and replaces “dried ox meat” with
“several fragrant cakes.”

Pay obeisance twice and utter the following invocation:

This petty man, (name of the officiant), verily and entirely devotes his thoughts 
to the Great Lord of the Dao (Da Daojun), Lord Lao (Laojun), and the Lord
of the Great Harmony (Taihe jun). Alas, this petty man, (name of the offici-
ant), covets the Medicines of Life!2 Lead him so that the Medicines will not
volatilize and be lost, but rather be fixed by fire! Let the Medicines be good
and efficacious, let the transmutations take place without hesitation, and let
the Yellow and the White be entirely fixed! When he ingests the Medicines,
let him fly as an immortal, have audience at the Purple Palace (Zigong), live
an unending life, and become an accomplished man (zhiren)!

On the three deities mentioned in the invocation see above, p. 15, and
the passage quoted from the Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi zhong-
jing), p. 43. In the version of the “Secret Instructions,” 20.2a–b, and the
Liquid Pearl, 1.5b–6a, after the adept states that he “covets the Medi-
cines of Life,” he offers the liquor, rises, and pays obeisance nine times.
Moreover, according to both the “Secret Instructions” and the Liquid
Pearl, at the beginning of the invocation the adept should announce to
Heaven his intention of compounding the Nine Elixirs, and declare that
he also devotes his thoughts to several female deities: the Jade Women,
the Mysterious Woman, the Pure Woman, and the Jade Women with the
Azure Waistband (qingyao yunü). The Purple Palace is in the constella-
tion of the Northern Dipper, at the center of the cosmos.

Offer the liquor, rise, and pay obeisance two more times. Finally offer kaya
nuts, mandarins, and pomelos. After that, the fire may be started according
to the method.

A more elaborate rite for kindling the fire, called Ceremony of the Nine
Elixirs (jiudan ji), is described in the Jiudan jingjue, 20.3a–b; see above,
pp. 97–98.

The Yellow Emperor said:
When you want to make the Divine Elixirs, you should always first pre-

pare the Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang).
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method of the mysterious and yellow

[3b] Take ten pounds of quicksilver (shuiyin) and twenty pounds of lead
(qian). Place them in an iron vessel, making the fire underneath intense. The
lead and the quicksilver will breathe out their Essence and Flower (jinghua),
which will be purple or like gold in color. Gather and collect it with an iron
spoon.

On the Mysterious and Yellow and its role in the Taiqing methods see
above, Chapter 4. The method of the Nine Elixirs is also found in the 
Jiudan jingjue, 17.2a–b, and the Taiqing jinye shendan jing, 1.15a–b;
for another translation see Sivin, “The Theoretical Background of Elixir
Alchemy,” 256. According to the Jiudan jingjue, 17.2b, quicksilver should
first be boiled thirty-six times, or it can be used in a coagulated (ning)
state. Lead should be refined five times. The Taiqing jinye shendan jing,
1.15a, has “nine pounds of quicksilver and one pound of lead,” and
“earthenware crucible” for “iron vessel.” It also states that firing should
take place “from dawn to the second half of the ninth hour” (the ninth
double hour, shen, corresponding to 3–5 p.m., was divided into two
parts, shangbu and xiabu). Note that in the Nine Elixirs an iron vessel is
used only to prepare the Mysterious and Yellow and the Mud of the Six-
and-One; the other methods use an earthenware crucible.

This is the Mysterious and Yellow; some call it Yellow Essence (huang-

jing), others Yellow Sprouts (huangya), and others Yellow and Weightless
(huangqing).

The synonyms given in the Jiudan jingjue, 17.2b, are Yellow Sprouts 
and Dragon’s Weightlessness (longqing). Those given in the Taiqing jinye
shendan jing, 1.15b, are Weightless Sublimate (feiqing) and Sublimate
Liquid (feiliu).

Place this Medicine in a bamboo cylinder, steam it one hundred times, and
sublimate it with aqueous solutions of realgar (xionghuang) and cinnabar
(dansha).

(note: The solutions of realgar and cinnabar are part of the Thirty-six
Aqueous Solutions.)

As remarked in the note by the editor of the Nine Elixirs, the methods
for liquefying realgar and cinnabar are found in the Sanshiliu shuifa
(Methods of the Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions; CT 930, 1b–2a and 2b;
trans. Ts’ao, Ho, and Needham, “An Early Mediaeval Chinese Alchemi-
cal Text on Aqueous Solutions,” 125–26). Both are quoted in the Jiudan
jingjue, 8.4a–b. The “Secret Instructions,” 20.7b–9a, gives the method
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for sublimating the Mysterious and Yellow with the two solutions; see
above, pp. 102–3.

[The Yellow Emperor] said:
You should also prepare the Mud of the Six-and-One (liuyi ni).

method of the mud [of the six-and-one]

Use alum (fanshi), Turkestan salt (rongyan), lake salt (luxian), and arseno-
lite (yushi), heating them first for twenty days; also use left-oriented oyster
shells (zuogu muli) from Donghai, red clay (chishi zhi), and talc (huashi).
Take the desired amount of these seven substances in equal parts, and pound
them together ten thousand times until they become powder-like.

On the Mud of the Six-and-One see above, Chapter 4. Donghai is in
present-day Shandong. The Taiqing jinye shendan jing, 1.15a, explains:
“Observe the earthenware crucible and make the desired amount [of
mud], so that it will be enough for luting the crucible.”

Place them together in an iron vessel, and heat them for nine days and nine
nights, making the fire underneath intense. When the Medicines take on a
vivid scarlet color like fire, [4a] pound them again ten thousand times. Sift
them through a piece of thin silk, and add them to a hundred-day Flowery
Pond (huachi), forming a mud.

On the Flowery Pond see above, p. 105.

When you start [compounding the elixirs], use this mud to lute a red earth-
enware crucible (chitu fu) holding eight or nine pints, or at most one peck.

The “Explanations” (“Jie”) in the Liquid Pearl, 1.4b, has “one and a
half peck.” It adds that “in the districts of Xingyang, Henan, and Lu-
oyang, and in the commandery of Yingchuan, an earthenware crucible
costs at most fourteen or fifteen coins (qian).” The three districts are in
present-day Henan, while Yingchuan is in nearby northwestern Anhui.

Smear the crucible with the mud both inside and outside, making each layer
three-tenths of an inch thick, and let it dry in the sun for ten days. Then take
some white lead (hufen), and heat it until it becomes golden. Place it in a
hundred-day Flowery Pond with an equal amount of the Mysterious and Yel-
low prepared earlier.

The “Explanations,” 1.4a–b, adds: “Make it into a mud, and pound it
ten thousand times.” Also according to a similar passage in the Taiqing
jinye shendan jing, 1.15b, white lead should be “added to an equal
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quantity of Mysterious and Yellow in vinegar, pounded ten thousand
times, and made into a mud.”

Lute [again] the crucible with this compound, both inside and outside, mak-
ing each layer three-tenths of an inch thick. Leave the crucible in the sun for
ten days so that it becomes completely dry, whereupon you use it to subli-
mate the Flower of Cinnabar.

The Taiqing jinye shendan jing, 1.15b adds: “Do not let there be scorches
and cracks; if there are any, tend them immediately with the Mud.” The
Flower of Cinnabar is the first of the Nine Elixirs.

Another method. Prepare the Crucible of the Medicines (yaofu) and the
Mud of the Six-and-One. When both are ready, put the crucible in a closed
jar and let it dry in the shade. Keep the jar three or four feet from the ground,
and avoid humidity.

[first elixir: flower of cinnabar]

The First Divine Elixir is called Flower of Cinnabar (danhua).

The name of this elixir can also be rendered as Cinnabar Flower, where
“flower” denotes the sublimate and “cinnabar” is its color: as said be-
low, the elixir “sometimes will be of a vivid scarlet color like cinnabar.”
The Taiqing jinye shendan jing, 1.15b–16b, describes a similar method
where cinnabar is refined with realgar and orpiment; as the Mysterious
and Yellow does in the methods of the Nine Elixirs, these two minerals
incorporate Yin and Yang in the crucible. For another translation of this
section of the Nine Elixirs see Ware, Alchemy, Medicine and Religion in
the China of A.D. 320, 78–79.

To prepare it, use one, two, or ten pounds of Real Powder (zhensha, cinna-
bar), in the desired amount according to your wealth.

Real Powder is a secret name of cinnabar. In the Liquid Pearl, 1.4b, the
ingredient of this elixir is called Vermilion Child (zhu’er), an abbreviated
form of Vermilion Child Who Descends on the Mound (jiangling zhu’er),
which the Shiyao erya (Synonymic Dictionary of the Materia Medica;
CT 901), 1.1b, lists among the synonyms of cinnabar. The correspond-
ing method in the Taiqing jinye shendan jing designates cinnabar by its
common name, dansha (“cinnabar powder”).

Place it in a crucible

[4b] (note: Someone says that the Powder should be covered with pounded
lake salt.)
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and smear the mouths [of the two halves] with the Mud of the Six-and-One.
Make the joints tightly fit together so that there is no loss [of pneuma].

As is suggested by a sentence below, where the crucible is called “red
earthenware crucible of the Mysterious and Yellow,” the vessel should
also be luted with a layer of the quicksilver-lead compound. The same is
stated further on in a reference to the method of the First Elixir (1.14a).
The direction to cover the cinnabar with lake salt instead is not given in
the other texts on the Nine Elixirs.

Carefully examine the crucible, and make sure that there are no cracks, even
as thin as a hair. The Medicine would otherwise entirely volatilize and lose
its Essence and Flower, and the ingestion of the mere residue would be of no
benefit. You can use the crucible after you have smeared it and left it to dry
for ten days.

(note: If it is not dry it cannot be placed over the fire.)

First keep the crucible five inches above a fire of horse manure or chaff, and
heat it for nine days and nine nights. Then increase the fire so that it touches
the crucible, for nine more days and nights. [Then put the crucible over the
fire, for nine more days and nights.] Finally let the fire cover the lower [half
of the] crucible for nine more days and nights. After thirty-six days alto-
gether, you can extinguish the fire and let the crucible cool for one day.

The sentence in brackets, which is missing in the received version of the
Nine Elixirs, is found in the “Explanations” of the Liquid Pearl, 1.5a.
The omission in the Nine Elixirs is certainly due to a copying error: the
text says here that heating takes thirty-six days, and adds below that if
the whole process has to be repeated, it would require seventy-two days
altogether. The summary in the Baopu zi, 4.74, also has “thirty-six
days.” On the heating method in the Taiqing texts see pp. 105–7.

The Medicine will have entirely sublimated, and will adhere to the upper
crucible. It will be similar to the five-colored langgan, to shooting stars, or
to frost and snow. Sometimes it will be of a vivid scarlet color like cinnabar,
sometimes it will be azure and sometimes purple. Collect it by brushing it off
with a feather. One pound will have reduced to only four ounces.

On the langgan, a mythical tree that grows on Mount Kunlun, see 
above, p. 59. In the directions given by the Liquid Pearl, 1.2a–b, the
elixir should be collected with the feather of a three-year-old chicken. A
method for opening the crucible is found in the Jiudan jingjue, 20.16a–
b; see above, p. 107.
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If the Medicine has not been fixed by the fire, it must be sublimated again.
Add it to Liquor of the Mysterious Water (xuanshui ye) and to Grease of
Dragons (longgao ze). Mix to make the compound moist, and put it again
[5a] in the red earthenware crucible of the Mysterious and Yellow (xuan-

huang chitu fu). Seal the joints as in the initial method. Sublimate the com-
pound over an intense fire for thirty-six days, and the Medicine will form af-
ter altogether seventy-two days.

The “Secret Instructions,” 20.13a–b, explains that the Liquor of the
Mysterious Water is an aqueous solution of magnetite. According to the
same text, 20.9a–10a, the Grease of Dragons is usually obtained by leav-
ing seven worms under salt in a vessel. However, says the text, since kill-
ing small creatures for one’s own benefit goes against the principles of
benevolence (ren) and sympathy (ceyin), the term longgao can also be
understood as xilong gao (Fat of the Western Dragons), which is a secret
name of the dew collected on mulberry trees. The Grease of Dragons is
variously called longgao, longgao ze, longgao tong, or tulong gao in the
Nine Elixirs.

When you want to ingest the Medicine, undertake the purification prac-
tices, observe the precepts (jie), and perform the ablutions for five times over
seven days. At dawn, burning some incense, kneel down and pay obeisance
facing east. Ingest the Medicine in pills the size of large grains of millet, or
of small beans.

According to the “Secret Instructions,” 20.10a, this elixir should be in-
gested at the beginning of a sixty-day cycle.

A superior man will rise to heaven after he ingests it for seven days, an or-
dinary man will obtain immortality after he ingests it for seventy days, and
a dull man will obtain immortality after he ingests it for one year. After you
have prepared it, it will be good to use the crucible of the Flower of Cinna-

bar to sublimate the Second Elixir and all the Nine Divine Elixirs.
The Mysterious Woman said:
After you prepare the Flower of Cinnabar, you should test it by making

gold with it. If gold forms, the making of the Medicine has been successful.
If it does not form, it has not been successful: the Medicine has not been
fixed by fire, and cannot be ingested. This is because you have not luted the
crucible hermetically, or because you have transgressed against the precepts.

On transmuting the elixir into gold see above, pp. 107–8; on making
vessels with alchemical gold see pp. 32–33.
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She [also] said:
Sublimate the Medicine again as in the previous method. To test it, add

to it some Grease of Dragons, and make it into pills the size of small beans.
Place them [5b] over an intense fire and blow the fire with a bellows. Gold
will form in the time it takes to have a meal.

Gold also will form by projecting twenty-four scruples of Flower of Cin-

nabar onto one pound of powdered mercury (hong). When gold has formed,
make it into a cylinder and store the Medicine in it. Similarly, if you pour
one scruple of Flower of Cinnabar onto one pound of mercury or lead, put
it over a fierce flame, and blow to make the fire increasingly intense, the
whole will form gold. Be careful not to use excessive amounts [of the ingre-
dients], or the gold will be hard; but if there is not enough, the gold will be
soft. Neither would be malleable.

Twenty-four scruples (zhu) correspond to one ounce (jin).

The Mysterious Woman also said:

If you prepare gold, you can transcend the generations [of mortals]
If you do not prepare it, you can hardly secure your destiny.
Doing nothing but harm to yourself,
Where would you find repair?

[second elixir: divine tally]

The Second Elixir is called Divine Tally (shenfu).

As is made clear in the “Secret Instructions,” 20.11a–13b, the section 
on the Second Elixir consists of three parts that concern the Divine Tally,
the Yellow Essence, and the Reverted Elixir of the Divine Tally, respec-
tively. A “fourth method,” mentioned and very concisely described in 
the “Secret Instructions,” 20.13b–14a, does not correspond to any of
those found in the texts on the Nine Elixirs. The current text of the
Baopu zi, 4.75, states that this elixir is called “Divine Elixir (shendan) 
or Divine Tally.” Three texts that quote Ge Hong’s summary of the Nine
Elixirs, however, have only “Divine Tally”; see Jiudan jingjue, 2.2a, Shen-
xian jinzhuo jing (� Baopu zi shenxian jinzhuo jing; CT 917), 3.1a, and
Yunji qiqian (Seven Lots from the Bookcase of the Clouds; CT 1032),
67.7b.

Take quicksilver free from poison, in the desired amount. Place it in a cru-
cible smeared with the Mud of the Six-and-One, which you should seal and
let dry exactly as in the method for compounding the Flower of Cinnabar.
Sublimate it nine times above and nine times below.
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“Nine times above and nine times below” refers to turning the crucible
upside down at the end of each cycle. The “Secret Instructions,” 20.11b,
explains this process in more detail: “Place the crucible on three iron
pots (tieguo) nine inches over the ground, and keep it on a fire of chaff
for one day and one night. Then turn it upside down without opening it,
and [heat it] again for one day and one night. Turn it upside down in this
way nine times altogether.” The same method is used for heating the
Eighth Elixir.

Let the crucible cool, and open it. Collect the elixir by brushing it [with a
feather], and add to it some carp gall (liyu dan). [6a] Then smear and seal
the crucible once more as before, and sublimate the elixir again, nine times
above and nine times below. Let the crucible cool, and open it. Collect the
elixir by brushing it [with a feather], and add to it some Grease of Dragons.
This is the Divine Tally.

On the use of carp gall with mercury see below, p. 177. The “Secret In-
structions,” 20.11b, replaces “Grease of Dragons” with “Grease of
Western Dragons” and, as we have seen above, explains this term as
meaning dew collected on mulberry trees.

Take ten pounds of Yellow Flower of Lead (qian huanghua), put it in a
vessel, and heat it over a fire of charcoal. Pour seven pounds of quicksilver
onto the lead, make an intense fire, and in one instant their Essence and
Flower will arise together.

Except for the amounts of the ingredients, the method described here is
the same as the one given above for making the Mysterious and Yellow.
“Yellow Flower of Lead” usually denotes massicot or minium, but also
refers to refined lead (see Shiyao erya, 1.1a).

Their appearance will be similar to gold. They will also resemble shooting
stars, the purple and scarlet Liquid Pearl (liuzhu), and the five-colored Mys-
terious and Yellow. Gather and collect the Essence and Flower with an iron
spoon. You will obtain ten pounds, which you should transmute in nine cy-
cles [with the Divine Tally].

The method for the transmutation in nine cycles is found in the “Secret
Instructions,” 20.11b–12b. The Mysterious and Yellow is divided into
nine parts; each of them is further divided into two parts, which are used
as the lower and upper layer in a crucible containing the Divine Tally
(the “quicksilver nine times sublimated,” jiufei shuiyin). The sublimate is
collected, placed in the crucible with two more layers of Mysterious and
Yellow, and sublimated again. The process is repeated nine times alto-
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gether. This method is the same as the one for making the Liquid Pearl
(“Secret Instructions,” 20.8a–9a; see above, p. 103), which is also men-
tioned in the present paragraph of the Nine Elixirs.

This is the Yellow of the Elixir Flower (danhua zhi huang); some call it Li-
quor of the Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang zhi ye), and others Talisman
of Heaven and Earth (tiandi zhi fu).

The Liquid Pearl, 1.8a, has “Cinnabar-Yellow Flower” (danhuang zhi
hua) for “Yellow of the Elixir Flower.”

Pounded, it transmutes mercury into an elixir called Reverted Elixir (huan-

dan). The sages keep this method secret, and the common practitioners
(daoshi) cannot know or see it. Only those who are extremely penetrating
can know it.

The “Secret Instructions,” 20.12b, describes the method for this trans-
mutation, which consists of heating one pound of mercury and pouring a
small quantity of Divine Tally onto it. On the term “practitioners” see
above, pp. 17–18.

Fire is called Child-Light (ziming), and mercury too is called Child-Light.
The One (yi) is the Essence of Lead (qianjing); some call it Great Yin (taiyin),
others Duke Metal (jingong), others River Chariot (heche), others the Hand-
some Maiden (chanü), and others “quickly conquered stone” (lizhi shi).

Here begins the second part of the section concerning the Second Elixir.
The sense of this passage is that just as fire originates from the Sun
(light), so too mercury issues from cinnabar (which is also associated
with light; see above, Chapter 4). Because of their common association
with light, the offspring of the Sun and cinnabar (i.e., fire and mercury)
share the same name. The text in the Liquid Pearl, 1.8b, is different:
“The Essence of Cinnabar generates the Sun, which is light. The son of
the Sun is fire; therefore, fire is called Child-Light.” Here cinnabar repre-
sents the Yang principle from which both the Sun and fire are derived. As
for lead, it represents, in its native state, the Yin principle. In this pas-
sage, the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs lays out some notions that would
acquire primary importance in the later alchemical tradition, in which
the extraction of Real Yin from Yang (refined mercury from cinnabar)
and of Real Yang from Yin (refined lead from native lead) constitutes the
basic form of the alchemical process.

[6b] The inferior and foolish people who compound the elixirs only use the
“quickly conquered stone” found on the mountains. They are wrong, as the
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Perfected say that the Stone Gall (shidan) is always obtained from lead. The
common people who foolishly compound the Divine Medicines instead use
the Stone Gall that comes from the lands of the Qiang. This is mistaken, and
is ten thousand miles away from the Way; it is the reason why the Medicine
cannot be successfully compounded.

In other words, those who misunderstand the expression “quickly con-
quered stone” as a synonym of chalcanthite use chalcanthite instead of
lead to compound the elixirs. (“Quickly conquered stone” is a synonym
for both lead and chalcanthite; see Shiyao erya, 1.2a and 1.2b.) “Stone
Gall” is the common name of chalcanthite, but since “quickly conquered
stone” must be taken as a secret name of lead, the same is true for “Stone
Gall.” The Qiang inhabited a region included among present-day Qing-
hai, Gansu, and Sichuan.

The Perfected say that the Essence of Cinnabar (dansha jing) should be
transmuted into the Liquid Pearl (liuzhu) and into Frost and Snow (shuang-

xue), and that the Essence of Lead (qianjing) should be transmuted into a
Reverted Elixir and into the Yellow and White (huangbai).

“Liquid Pearl” here is a synonym for mercury obtained by refining cinna-
bar; see Shiyao erya, 1.1b. The terms “Frost” and “Snow” too are part of
several secret names for refined mercury. “Yellow and White” usually de-
notes gold and silver, and the reason for its mention in relation to the Es-
sence of Lead is unclear to me. In a description of the method for making
the Mysterious and Yellow, the Jiudan jingjue, 12.1b, has “White Snow”
(baixue) instead of “Yellow and White”; this reading may be preferable.

By obtaining and ingesting them, you become a divine immortal. If you do
not use these two substances to compound the Medicines, even though you
may obtain an elixir and ingest it, you would still be awaiting death.

Great Yin is lead, and Great Yang is cinnabar.

Cinnabar is mentioned in this sentence as the mineral that produces
refined mercury.

Take nine pounds of mercury and one pound of lead, and put them together
in a red earthenware crucible over an intense fire, from dawn until midday
or the first half of the ninth hour (shangbu).

(note: Someone says until sunset.)

On the shangbu hour see above, p. 165. The variant pointed out by the edi-
tor of the Nine Elixirs corresponds to the reading of the Liquid Pearl, 1.9b.
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The Essences of quicksilver and lead will arise together, and will be like gold
in color. This is the Yellow Essence (huangjing); some call it Yellow Sprouts,
others Yellow and Weightless, and others Yellow Flower (huanghua). If it is
heated with pure water from a well, its name is Yellow Flowery Pond (huang

huachi); [7a] some call it Yellow Dragon (huanglong), others Yellow Feed
(huangfu), and others “quickly conquered stone.”

The method described above is yet another variant of the one for mak-
ing the Mysterious and Yellow. The synonyms Yellow Essence, Yellow
Sprouts, and Yellow and Weightless have already appeared above in the
section on the Mysterious and Yellow.

Take the Mysterious and Yellow [just prepared], and add it to Liquor of the
Mysterious Water, making it similar to the sealing mud.

On the Liquor of the Mysterious Water see above, p. 169. The “Secret In-
structions,” 12b–13a, describes a preliminary step: “[After you prepare
the Mysterious and Yellow,] add to it some Water of the Mysterious and
Yellow in Nine Cycles of the Liquid Pearl (liuzhu jiuzhuan xuanhuang
shui) . . . and make it into a mud. Heat it in a vessel until it becomes
scarlet; then add to it some Liquor of the Mysterious Water.”

Shape it into pills, and place it in a red earthenware crucible. Smear the cru-
cible with the Mud of the Six-and-One to a thickness of three-tenths of an
inch both inside and outside.3 Let the crucible dry for ten days so that there
are no leaks [of pneuma]. Heat it for eighty days over a fire of horse manure
or chaff, and you will obtain a Golden Medicine (jinyao).

Instead of “eighty days,” the Liquid Pearl, 1.10b, has “eighty-one days,”
which is likely to be the correct reading.

Similarly, if you take a speck of Mysterious and Yellow, place it in a crucible
over an intense fire, and blow it with a bellows, it will melt and form gold
within the time it takes to have a meal.

Daogui, here translated as “speck,” denotes a minute quantity of pow-
dered medicinal substance. Tao Hongjing (456 –536) fixed its value 
in “one-tenth of an inch-square spatula”; see the quotation from his 
Bencao jing jizhu (Collected Commentaries to the Canonical Pharma-
copoeia) in Chongxiu Zhenghe jingshi zhenglei beiyong bencao (The
Newly Revised Practical Pharmacopoeia of the Zhenghe Period, with 
Examples and Classifications Based on the Classics and the Histories),
1.35.
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If gold does not form, the Medicine is still raw (sheng) and cannot be used.
You should place it again in the red earthenware crucible, seal it with the
mud as before, and heat it again for eighty days. Then you can ingest it.

Here, too, the Liquid Pearl, 1.7a, has “eighty-one days” for “eighty
days.” The method for transmuting the Mysterious and Yellow into gold
is the same as that given above for the transmutation of the Flower of
Cinnabar.

The Mysterious and Yellow is called by some Fixed Elixir (fudan), and by
others Purple Powder (zifen).

Fixed Elixir is also the name of the Eighth Elixir, but the method for its
compounding has no correspondance to the one described above.

When you want to ingest the elixir, at the dawn of a jiazi day, pay obei-
sance twice facing east. Ingest it in pills the size of small beans. By swallow-
ing one pill a day for one hundred days you will become a divine immortal.
It also will heal the ten thousand diseases, and cure convulsions and leprosy.
[7b] There is no illness it will not treat.

Then again add the Mysterious and Yellow to a hundred-day Flowery
Pond, so that it becomes like mud.4

Here begins the third and last part of the section concerning the Second
Elixir.

Coat a double red earthenware crucible with it, to a thickness of three-tenths
of an inch both inside and outside. Place one or even ten pounds of quick-
silver in the crucible, according to the amount of Medicine that you in-
tend to prepare. Three pounds can make one person into an immortal, 
and from them you can obtain ten ounces of Essence of the Mysterious and
Yellow. Therefore take three pounds of mercury and place it in the earthen-
ware crucible. Cover the mercury with more Mysterious and Yellow to a
thickness of about two inches. Close the crucible with its other half, and seal
both of them outside and inside with the Mud of the Six-and-One, making
the joints tightly fit together so that there are no leaks [of pneuma]. Leave
the crucible in the sun for ten days so that it becomes completely dry. Then
place it over the fire; if it is humid this is not possible, as it would break when
you heat it.

As in the method for compounding the Flower of Cinnabar, heat the cru-
cible for nine days and nine nights over a fire of horse manure or chaff.
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As seen above, the compounding of the Flower of Cinnabar requires, ac-
cording to the Nine Elixirs, four phases of nine days each. This contra-
diction can only be explained by assuming that here the text mentions
only one of the four heating cycles, and that the sentence translated
above should be read as meaning “heat the crucible for [four cycles of]
nine days and nine nights.”

Let the crucible cool for one day and open it. The Medicine will have entirely
sublimated, and will adhere to the upper half of the crucible. Its appearance
will be like frost and snow; it will be purple, red, vermilion, and green, like
a five-colored luminous efflorescence. It will have a thickness of two inches
or more. Brush it with a feather to collect it, and add to it the gall of a yel-
low dog (huanggou dadan), [8a] or the Leftover Fishes of the Count of the
River (hebo yuyu).

(note: The “Instructions” say that these are the carp gall. [Moreover] some-
one says that the Mysterious and Yellow should be made similar to the seal-
ing mud. According to a note, this substance to be made into a pellet is
what the “Instructions” call Water Spring [shuiquan].)

It is not clear which text is referred to as “Instructions” (jue); this 
gloss is not found either in the commentary to the Nine Elixirs or in the
other texts related to it. The text of the “note” (or, possibly, the “com-
mentary,” zhu) mentioned in the second sentence—my translation of
which is tentative—also does not appear in the other works on the Nine
Elixirs.

Make it into pills, and place it again in the earthenware crucible, covering it
with the Mysterious and Yellow to a thickness of one inch.

(note: Someone says that the crucible should be closed with another
crucible.)

This variant corresponds to the text of the Liquid Pearl, 1.11b.

Seal the crucible with the Mud of the Six-and-One, and, as in the initial
method, leave it in the sun for ten days so that it becomes completely dry.
Then place the crucible over the fire; if it is humid this is not possible, as it
would break when you heat it. Heat it again for nine days and nine nights.
Then you can extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one day, and open
it. Brushing with a feather, collect the sublimated essence (feijing) that ad-
heres to the upper crucible. If it is of an intense purple color, it is the Re-

verted Elixir of the Divine Tally (shenfu huandan).
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The “sublimated essence” is the elixir. The Nine Elixirs has, in this in-
stance alone, jingfei; the Liquid Pearl, 1.11b, gives the correct reading.

Add some Grease of Dragons to this elixir, and make it into pills the 
size of small beans. At the dawn of a jiazi day, kneel down and pay obei-
sance twice, and ingest it. In one hundred days Immortal Men will visit you,
and the Jade Women (yunü) will appear. Following these divine beings [8b]
you will rise and fly. If you want to cross a great river, add Grease of Drag-
ons, or Leftovers of the Count of the River (hebo yu), to the Divine Tally,
and smear it on the soles of your feet. When you walk on the water, you will
not sink.

The last two sentences are not found in the Liquid Pearl, which has in-
stead: “You will find the Dao and will transcend the generations [of mor-
tals], the hundred diseases will leave your body and you will obtain a life
free from death” (1.12a). “Leftovers of the Count of the River” is the
same as “Leftover Fishes of the Count of the River,” which according to
an earlier passage in this section of the Nine Elixirs is a name for carp gall.

If you want to pass through a fire, ingest one pill and you will not burn. In-
gesting this Medicine for one hundred days, the Three Corpses (sanshi) and
the Nine Worms (jiuchong) will be destroyed, and you will live a long life
free from death.

The Three Corpses and the Nine Worms are frequently mentioned in
Daoist texts as representations of the agents that cause death. The last
sentence translated above also is not found in the Liquid Pearl, which 
instead explicates the relation between mercury, worms, and carp gall,
saying: “Worms and the fish gall are Essences of Yin, and mercury is 
the Essence of Yang. Therefore Yin can control (zhi) Yang, and thus the
Medicine becomes fixed (fu) and does not dare to escape. The Perfected,
the Divine Men, and the immortals keep this method secret, and it can-
not be transmitted” (1.12a).

[third elixir: divine elixir]

The Third Divine Elixir is called Divine Elixir (shendan). First lute a double
red earthenware crucible with the Mud of the Six-and-One, making it three-
tenths of an inch thick both inside and outside. Then take oyster shells, red
clay, and magnetite (cishi).

(note: According to the rule, magnetite should not be used, but I follow the
text without altering it.)
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The editor’s note is likely to allude to the ingredients of the mud used for
making the Sixth and the Ninth Elixirs, which are only oyster shells and
red clay.

Pound together equal parts of these three substances ten thousand times, un-
til they become powder-like. Add them to a hundred-day Flowery Pond and
make the compound moist.

(note: Someone says to coat the inner part of the crucible with this com-
pound, smear the crucible with it both inside and outside,5 and then place
some Flower of Mysterious and Yellow over the coating, to a thickness of
about one inch.)

The directions given in the note correspond in part to those found in the
Liquid Pearl, 1.13b. “Flower of Mysterious and Yellow” is the same as
“Mysterious and Yellow”; see p. 185 below.

Then take two pounds of Imperial Man (dinan)

(note: That is, realgar, xionghuang.)

and one pound of Imperial Woman (dinü).

(note: That is, orpiment, cihuang.)

[9a] First slightly moisten the mixture in a hundred-day Flowery Pond, so
that it would not dare to volatilize when it is placed in the crucible. Then
pound it ten thousand times in an iron mortar, until it becomes powder-like.
Place it in the crucible, and cover it with Yellow Powder (huangfen) to a
thickness of about one inch. Close the crucible with another crucible, and
seal it with the Mud of the Six-and-One so that there are no leaks of pneuma.
Let it dry for ten days.

The Yellow Powder is a powder of Mysterious and Yellow; see Liquid
Pearl, 1.13a.

Heat the crucible over a fire of horse manure or chaff for nine days and
nine nights, keeping the crucible five inches above the fire. Then increase the
fire so that it comes near the crucible for nine more days and nights. Then
intensify the fire so that it reaches the crucible for nine more days and nights.
Finally, make it so strong as to cover the lower crucible, for nine more days
and nights. After thirty-six days altogether, extinguish the fire and let the
crucible cool for one day. Brush it with a feather to collect the sublimated
essence that adheres to the upper crucible. Add to it some Grease of Drag-
ons, and place it again in the crucible.
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Commenting on a line of the “Songs” on the Nine Elixirs, the Liquid
Pearl, 1.13b, says here: “If in compounding the Divine Medicines of the
Nine Elixirs the sublimated essence does not obtain the Grease of Drag-
ons, the Medicines will lack divine properties.”

Seal it again with the Mud, let it dry, and heat it for thirty-six more days.

(note: Someone says for twenty-seven days.)

The variant corresponds to the reading of the Liquid Pearl, 1.13a.

Extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one day, and open it. Brush it with
a feather to collect the product. This is the sublimated essence. [9b] When it
is made into a powder, it has the name of Divine Elixir.

A superior man will become a divine immortal after he ingests a speck of
this elixir per day for fifty days. An ordinary man and a dull man will be-
come divine immortals after they ingest it for one hundred days and for one
year, respectively.

The Liquid Pearl, 1.13b, adds: “It is not gods or demons, but the Medi-
cine that makes this possible.”

Men, women, children, servants, and the six domestic animals will also be-
come immortal and free from death if this elixir is given to them to ingest. If
you want to keep away the five sorts of weapons (wubing), you should carry
it at your belt. Divine beings will offer their protection and keep the weapons
away. After you ingest this elixir for one hundred days, the divine immortals
will give you their welcome. Jade Men (yunan), Jade Women (yunü), Jade
Lads (yutong), the Ministers of the Mountains (shanqing), and the Offi-
cers of the Moorlands (zewei) will become your attendants, appearing in hu-
man form.

Transcending the generations [of mortals] is not inherited,
Everything is in one’s own hands.

[fourth elixir: reverted elixir]

The Fourth Divine Elixir is called Reverted Elixir (huandan). Take alum, ar-
senolite, red hematite (daizhe), Turkestan salt, oyster shells, red clay, excreta
of Dragons of Earth (tulong shi, worms), mica (yunmu), and talc.

For Dragons of Earth as a secret name of worms see Shiyao erya, 1.4a.

Heat these nine substances together for one day and one night, making 
the fire intense. Pound them together until they become powder-like. Add
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them [10a] to vinegar (zuowei) making them like mud, and coat a crucible
with it.

According to the “Secret Instructions,” 20.14b, this mud should be placed
inside the crucible and covered with Mysterious and Yellow. Above the
Mysterious and Yellow one adds mercury and the other seven ingredients
of this elixir.

Place one pound of mercury in the crucible, then add, in this order: Imperial
Man (realgar), laminar malachite (cengqing), alum, Fat of the Pavilions (ting-

zhi, sulphur), lake salt, Leftovers of the Food of Yu the Great One (Taiyi Yu

yuliang, hematite), and arsenolite.6 Arsenolite is therefore on the top, while
quicksilver is on its own beneath.

Fat of the Pavilions and Leftovers of the Food of Yu the Great One are
common synonyms of sulphur and hematite, respectively.

You should pound these seven substances in separate vessels until they be-
come powder-like. Then, with the pound of quicksilver on its own beneath,
place them one on top of one other in the crucible. Close the crucible with
another, lute it hermetically with Mud of the Six-and-One added to vinegar,
and let it dry for ten days.

Place the crucible on a three-legged iron stand, so that it is nine inches
over the ground. Heat it over a fire of horse manure or chaff, which should
be kept five inches from the bottom of the crucible. Keep the fire low7 for
nine days and nine nights, then increase it8 so that it reaches the lower cru-
cible, for nine more days and nights. Constantly keep a damp cloth on the
crucible, so that the Medicine does not volatilize, and check the cloth, damp-
ening it again when it becomes dry. After eighty-one days altogether you can
extinguish the fire.

The reading “eighty-one days” appears to be correct even though one
would expect “eighteen days.” This is suggested by the Liquid Pearl,
1.15b, which has “nine times nine, that is, eighty-one days,” and speci-
fies “as in the method for compounding the Flower of Cinnabar.” Here
too, the text describes only one part of the heating process. If, on the
contrary, “eighteen days” is correct, the method described here would be
similar to the one for compounding the Second Elixir, in which heating
takes place in nine cycles of one day each, turning the crucible upside
down at the end of each cycle and repeating the whole process twice.

Let the crucible cool for one day and open it. [10b] The Medicine will have
entirely sublimated, and will adhere to the upper crucible. The crucible will
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emit [vapors of] the five colors. The method of sublimation is always the
foundation for compounding the Medicines.

Brush the crucible with a chicken’s feather to collect the elixir, and add to
it the Flower of Hundred Plants (baicao hua).

Flower of Hundred Plants is a synonym of honey; compare Flowery Nec-
tar of Hundred Plants (baihui huali) in the Shiyao erya, 1.5a.

Ingest it with pure water from a well. In one hundred days, vermilion birds
and male and female phoenixes will circle above you, and Divine Men and
Jade Women will appear. In two hundred days you will rise to heaven and
enter the earth, and the immortals will become your attendants. In one year
the Great One (Taiyi) will welcome you in a chariot of clouds pulled by drag-
ons and horses.

After “ingest it,” the Liquid Pearl, 1.15b, adds “lying inside a cave.”

When a man ingests this elixir, he will never be hungry or thirsty. Even if
he is one hundred years old, he will drink only water from a spring and will
feed himself only on two dozen dates and chestnuts, or on a five-inch piece
of dried meat of ox or mutton. Moreover, if you smear coins with the Re-

verted Elixir and use them to buy something, all those coins will return to
you on that very day.

This property of the Reverted Elixir is associated with the word huan (to
revert, to return) that forms its name.

And if you smear the eyes of a person or the walls of a city with the Reverted

Elixir, the hundred demons (baigui) will flee.
One speck of this Medicine and one pound of powdered quicksilver will

immediately form gold when they are heated.

(note: According to another method, if you add Grease of Dragons 
to this Medicine, and heat it for nine days and nine nights, it will form
real gold.)

The method referred to by the editor of the Nine Elixirs is described in
the Liquid Pearl, 1.16a.

[fifth elixir: elixir in pellets]

[11a] The Fifth Divine Elixir is called Elixir in Pellets (erdan). Take one
pound of mercury, and put it in a crucible of the Six-and-One (liuyi fu).

According to the “Secret Instructions,” 20.14b, the inner part of the cru-
cible must first be luted with a mud of Mysterious and Yellow.
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Then take one pound of Imperial Man (realgar), pound it until it becomes
powder-like, and cover the mercury with it. Then take one pound of Left-
overs of the Food of Yu (Yu yuliang, hematite), pound it until it becomes
powder-like, and cover the Imperial Man with it. Close the crucible with an-
other crucible of the Six-and-One, seal the joints luting them with the Mud
of the Six-and-One, and let it dry.

Place the crucible over a fire of horse manure or chaff for nine days and
nine nights. Extinguish the fire, and place the crucible over a fire of charcoal
for nine days and nine nights. Extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one
day and open it. The Medicine will have entirely sublimated, and will adhere
to the upper crucible. It will be similar to frost and snow. Brushing with a
feather, collect it, and add to it equal quantities of Grease of Dragons, and
of Celestial Male (tianxiong) from Mount Shaoshi (Shaoshi shan).

“Celestial Male” is a secret name of aconite. Mount Shaoshi is in
present-day Henan province.

After ingesting a speck of this elixir for thirty days, a chick will grow
wings and become a flying immortal.

(note: Someone says “blood of a chick.”)

The editor’s note seems to imply that, according to a version of the Nine
Elixirs available to him, the elixir should be ingested with the blood of a
chick. Instead, the Liquid Pearl, 2.1b, has “divine chick” for “chick,”
and renders this sentence as follows: “By ingesting a speck [of this elixir],
a divine chick will immediately fly ten thousand miles away as an immor-
tal, passing over rivers and seas. By ingesting it for thirty days, it will be
able to fly.” The growth of wings is a metaphor for the achievement of
immortality.

The ten thousand gods will become your attendants and offer protection,
and the Jade Women will be at your service. The divine immortals will wel-
come you, and you will rise to heaven. The hundred demons, the Gods of
Soil and Grain (Sheji), the Count of the Wind (Fengbo), and the Master of
Rain (Yushi) will welcome you, and you will have them at your service.

[sixth elixir: refined elixir]

[11b] The Sixth Elixir is called Refined Elixir (liandan). Eight minerals are
necessary to compound it. Take cinnabar from Ba or Yue, Imperial Man (re-
algar), and Imperial Woman (orpiment), and sublimate them; also take lam-
inar malachite, alum, arsenolite, chalcanthite (shidan), and magnetite.
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In the list of ingredients given in the Liquid Pearl, 2.2a, cinnabar from
Ba and cinnabar from Yue (present-day Sichuan and Zhejiang, respec-
tively) are considered as two different substances, and arsenolite is not
mentioned.

Pound separately equal parts of these eight substances in the desired amount
until they become powder-like, and add to them some Grease of Dragons of
Earth. Then take two pints of excreta of Dragons of Earth, compound them
with gall of a yellow dog9 and make the crucible [with this mixture]. Pound
three pounds each of oyster shells and red clay until they become powder-
like, and add them to vinegar making a mud. Smear the crucible with it,
making it three-tenths of an inch thick both inside and outside, and let it dry.

(note: According to another method, take the eight ingredients in the de-
sired amount, and [add to them] some Grease of Dragons of Earth.10 Add
one pint of excreta of Dragons of Earth to gall of a yellow dog [and make
the crucible].11 Pound together two pints of excreta of Dragons of Earth,
oyster shells, and red clay until they become powder-like, and make a mud.
Smear the crucible, making it three-tenths of an inch thick both inside and
outside, and let it dry.)

The variant method described by the editor of the Nine Elixirs corre-
sponds to the one found in the Liquid Pearl, 2.2a.

Having separately pounded the eight minerals until they have become
powder-like, place the cinnabar at the bottom, then the Imperial Man, [12a]
the Imperial Woman, the laminar malachite, the alum, the arsenolite, the
chalcanthite, and the magnetite.

According to the “Secret Instructions,” 20.15a, a half-inch layer of Mys-
terious and Yellow is also placed at the bottom of the crucible.

The magnetite is on its own on the top. Close the crucible with another cru-
cible of the Six-and-One. Lute the joints with the Mud of the Six-and-One,
and let the crucible dry as in the previous methods.

Heat it for thirty-six days over a fire of horse manure or chaff.

The Liquid Pearl, 2.2a and 2.3a, has “thirty days” (sanxun).

Extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one day and open it. The Medi-
cine will have entirely sublimated and will adhere to the upper crucible. It
will be like frost and snow. Brush it with a feather to collect it, and add to it
some Grease of Dragons, making pills the size of small beans.

Ingesting one pill a day of this elixir after your meal, you will become an
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immortal in ten days. Gods and demons will become your attendants and of-
fer protection, and you will have them at your service. You can also prepare
gold and ingest it. Not only a man, but also a woman will become a flying
immortal. If you want to abstain from cereals, and cease sexual relations,
[you will be able to] just drink water and not have intercourse.

The Liquid Pearl, 2.2b, adds: “If you have intercourse with women, the
practices will never be accomplished.”

The residue of this elixir can heal the hundred diseases.
According to one method, if you add lead to this elixir it will form gold.

And if you add a speck of Refined Elixir to one pound of quicksilver, and
heat it, gold will also form.

[12b] (note: Someone says that the Soft Elixir is similar to the 
Refined Elixir and the Elixir in Pellets, as all are soft and easy to 
ingest.)

The Soft Elixir and the Elixir in Pellets are the Seventh and the Fifth
Elixir, respectively.

[seventh elixir: soft elixir]

The Seventh Elixir is called Soft Elixir (roudan). Use three pounds of mer-
cury. Add vinegar to the Mysterious and Yellow, and make them into a mud.
Smear with it a crucible, making it three-tenths of an inch thick both inside
and outside. Place the mercury in the crucible. Close the crucible with an-
other crucible, smear the joints with the Mud of the Six-and-One, and let it
dry for ten days. Then heat it for thirty-six days, as in the method of the great
Flower of Cinnabar. Extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one day and
open it. Brush it with a feather to collect what adheres to the upper crucible,
and add to it some Grease of Dragons.

Ingesting this elixir three times a day in pills the size of small beans, it will
make a man into a divine immortal free from death. Ingesting it with juice
of wild raspberries,12 the white hair of a ninety-year-old man will turn black
in twenty days. The elixir will be beneficial for his Yang essence (jing) and
will strengthen his Yin pneuma (qi). Having intercourse with women he will
generate a multitude of children.13 A kola tree drawn with the Soft Elixir will
transform itself into a man. If servants are marked with this elixir, they will
never escape. An eighty-year-old woman who ingests it will bear children,
[13a] and an officer who ingests it will be promoted.
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The last sentence rests on a pun between qian (“to transfer”) and one of
the graphs for xian (“to rise [as an immortal]”; see the Glossary).

Compounding this elixir with lead and heating it, it will form gold and
silver (yin).

(note: Someone says gold.)

[eighth elixir: fixed elixir]

The Eighth Elixir is called Fixed Elixir (fudan).

The Liquid Pearl, 2.3b– 4b, gives this method twice, with some diverging
details.

Its color is partly black and partly purple, as though it has hues of the five
colors. Take one pound or more of mercury. Cover an earthenware crucible
with Flower of Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang hua), making it three-
tenths of an inch thick both inside and outside.

The corresponding passages in the Jiudan jingjue, 17.3a, and in the 
“Secret Instructions,” 20.15a, show that Flower of Mysterious and Yel-
low is a synonym of Mysterious and Yellow. According to the Jiudan
jingjue, the crucible used for compounding this elixir can also be covered
with the Mysterious and White (xuanbai), a compound analogous to the
Mysterious and Yellow but also containing gold; see above, p. 103.

Then pound laminar malachite and magnetite until they become powder-
like. Cover with them the Flower of Mysterious and Yellow, and also the
laminar malachite and the magnetite. Close the crucible with another, and
smear the joints with the Mud of the Six-and-One. Let the crucible dry for
ten days.

Heat the crucible for nine days over a fire of horse manure or chaff. Turn
it upside down, and heat it again for nine days and nine nights.

“Turn it upside down” is, literally, “turn it making the upper (half of
the) crucible into the lower (half).” See above, p. 171.

Then turn it upside down again, and heat it for nine more days and nine
more nights. Do this nine times altogether. Extinguish the fire, let the cru-
cible cool for one day and open it. Brush it with a feather to collect what has
sublimated and adheres to the upper crucible, and add to it some Grease of
Dragons. Place it again in the crucible and heat it [13b] for ten more days.
Extinguish the fire, let the crucible cool for one day, and open it. Brush it
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with a feather to collect what has sublimated and adheres to the upper cru-
cible. Pound it until it becomes powder-like, and store it in a cylinder made
of gold or silver, or of fresh bamboo.

At dawn, kneel down and pay obeisance twice facing the sun. Ingest a
speck with pure water from a well, and you will become a divine immortal.
If you walk keeping in your hand one pill of this elixir of the size of a date
pit, the hundred demons will be exterminated. Marking the doors with the
Fixed Elixir,14 the hundred calamities (baixie), the myriad sprites (zhong-

jing), and the chimei and wangliang demons will dare not come before you.
This elixir will also keep off thieves and robbers, and even tigers and wolves
will run away. If a woman who lives alone keeps one pill the size of a large
bean in her hand, the hundred demons, thieves, and robbers will flee and
dare not come near her.

On the chimei and wangliang demons see note 12 to Chapter 7.

[ninth elixir: cold elixir]

The Ninth Elixir is called Cold Elixir (handan). Regularly use a red earth-
enware crucible. As in the method for compounding the Flower of Cinna-

bar, lute it with the Mud of the Six-and-One. Make the crucible three-tenths
of an inch thick both inside and outside, and let it dry. Take one pound each
of Imperial Man (realgar), Imperial Woman (orpiment), laminar malachite,
arsenolite, and magnetite, and pound them separately until they become
powder-like. [14a] As in the method of the Flower of Cinnabar, first coat the
crucible of the Six-and-One with the Mysterious and Yellow. Then place in
it one pound of Liquid Pearl, and cover it with the Imperial Man, the Impe-
rial Woman, the laminar malachite, the arsenolite, and the magnetite.

The Liquid Pearl, 2.4b, has “quicksilver” for “Liquid Pearl,” but the sub-
stance meant here should be the Liquid Pearl obtained from the Mysteri-
ous and Yellow (see above, pp. 171–72). As we have seen, the Mysterious
and Yellow is often placed at the bottom of the crucible in the methods
of the Nine Elixirs.

The magnetite is therefore on the top. Close the crucible with another, and
smear the joints with the Mud of the Six-and-One to a thickness of three-
tenths of an inch. Then make a mud with half pound each of excreta of
Dragons of Earth and yellow soil (huangtu). Smear the crucible to a thick-
ness of three-tenths of an inch.
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(note: Someone says to smear the crucible [first] with oyster shells and red
clay to a thickness of three-tenths of an inch; then use the excreta of Drag-
ons of Earth.)

The variant reported in the note corresponds to the method in the Liquid
Pearl, 2.5a.

Let the crucible dry in the sun for ten days.
Heat the crucible over a tenuous fire, first keeping the heat gentle but then

making it fierce, for nine days and nine nights. Let the crucible cool for one
day and open it. Brush it with a feather to collect what adheres to the upper
crucible, and add to it some Grease of Dragons and gall of a yellow dog.
Make it into pills about the size of small beans.

The elixir is “entirely similar to stalactites,” says the Liquid Pearl, 2.5a.

At dawn pay obeisance twice toward the sun, and ingest one pill with pure
water from a well. It will make your body light, and in one hundred days the
hundred diseases will be healed. The Jade Women will become your atten-
dants. The Director of Destinies (Siming) will delete your name from the rec-
ords of the dead (siji) and enter it in the registers of immortality (xianlu).

The Director of Destinies is the deity charged with establishing the
length of each person’s life on behalf of the Great One (Taiyi). He per-
forms his task by entering the individual’s name in the “records of the
dead” or the “registers of immortality.”

You will travel through the air in any direction, and enter and exit the world
without interruption. Nobody will be able to hold or restrain you: one mo-
ment you will be sitting, and then you will rise up and disappear. Lightly you
will ascend riding the clouds, and rise to heaven.
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The text translated below is found in the first chapter of the Baopu zi shen-

xian jinzhuo jing (Scripture of the Golden Liquid of the Divine Immortals,
by the Master Who Embraces Spontaneous Nature; CT 917). The commen-
tary is not translated. References to page numbers in the Daozang text are
given in brackets within the translation. I divide the text into five parts, cor-
responding to the summary of the methods and the comparison with the
synopsis in Ge Hong’s Inner Chapters found above, pp. 114–18. My com-
ments are printed in smaller type (comments found in the translation of the
Scripture of the Nine Elixirs are not duplicated here).

[1a] It was by ingesting the Reverted Elixir of the Golden Liquid that the
Great One (Taiyi) became a divine immortal, and rose to heaven in broad
daylight. Those who search for immortality and do not obtain this Way
merely bring suffering upon themselves. Its method is described below.

method of the golden liquor

[Use] twelve ounces of gold (huangjin) of superior quality, and twelve ounces
of quicksilver (shuiyin). Take the gold, grind it to powder, and cast it into
the quicksilver so that they combine with each other. Wash them in pure wa-
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ter more than ten times, [1b] adding thereafter two ounces each of realgar
(xionghuang) and saltpeter (xiaoshi).

For the solution of realgar, the commentary refers to the Sanshiliu shuifa
(Methods of the Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions). Two methods appear in
the received version (CT 930) of this work, 1b–2a (trl. Ts’ao, Ho, and
Needham, “An Early Mediaeval Chinese Alchemical Text on Aqueous
Solutions,” 125–26). Both are quoted in the Jiudan jingjue (� Huangdi
jiuding shendan jingjue; CT 885), 8.4a. The commentary also gives in-
structions for testing the quality of saltpeter; a method for this is found
in the Jiudan jingjue, 8.12a (duplicated in 16.8a; trans. Needham, Sci-
ence and Civilisation in China, 5.IV: 186 –87).

[Put the amalgam in a bamboo cylinder, and] [2a] varnish with lacquer the
tablets that close its two openings. Tighten the tablets with silk, so that they
perfectly fit the cylinder. Put the cylinder in vinegar (zuowei) for one hun-
dred days, not a single day less. After the required amount of time, the Medi-
cine will form. If the number of days is not sufficient, the Medicine cannot
transmute itself; in that case, leave the cylinder [in vinegar] again as before
and let the Medicine form. The cylinder should not be turned upside down.
[2b] After one hundred days, the entire content will transmute itself into the
[Gold] Water.

The Gold Water is the Golden Liquor.

method of the reverted elixir

Boil two pounds of quicksilver in this Gold Water (jinshui), and quickly
pour some pure vinegar (chun kujiu) onto it. The vinegar will stay apart
from the quicksilver without mixing with it. [3a] Calcine (duan) them over
an intense fire for thirty days, until the quicksilver takes on a purple color.
Fill with it a yellow earthenware bowl (huangtu ou), [and lute it] [3b] with
the Mud of the Six-and-One.

The commentary explains that the yellow earthenware bowl is a normal
earthenware crucible (tufu).

Method for making the Mud of the Six-and-One. Take alum (fanshi),
Turkestan salt (rongyan), lake salt (luxian), and arsenolite (yushi), and first
heat these four substances for twenty days; [also] take left-oriented oyster
shells (zuogu muli) from Donghai and red clay (chishi zhi). Take the desired
amount of these substances in equal parts, and pound them together ten
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thousand times. Sift them through thin silk, and add them to hundred-day
vinegar, making them like mud.

Donghai is in present-day Shandong. This passage is an almost verbatim
quotation of the method for making the Mud of the Six-and-One in the
Scripture of the Nine Elixirs; see the translation above, p. 166. The omis-
sion of the seventh ingredient, talc (huashi), may be due to a copying 
error.

You can use [this mud] to lute the inner part of the yellow earthenware
bowl for a thickness of three-tenths of an inch, or up to half an inch. Leave
the bowl under the sun, and use it when it is perfectly dry. [4a] From dawn
to sunset its entire contents will transmute themselves into an elixir, called
Reverted Elixir (huandan). Take a speck of it with a spatula, and it will form
the Yellow and White (huangbai).

As it is said in the commentary, the Yellow is gold, and the White is sil-
ver; one should always prepare gold and silver as a test before ingesting
this elixir (the corresponding passage in the Inner Chapters mentions
only silver). For this transmutation the commentary says that one should
follow the same method used for the first of the Nine Elixirs; see the
translation above, p. 170.

[3b] The Reverted Elixir obtained by calcination in the yellow earthen-
ware bowl can be ingested. Swallow it in pills the size of a small bean, and
you will rise to heaven in broad daylight. Divine beings (shenming) will wel-
come you, and dragons and tigers will plea for your assistance.

According to the commentary, an adept who ingests this elixir enjoys a
status higher than that of the deities of the mountains, the rivers, and the
soil. These deities are flanked by an azure dragon on their left and a white
tiger on their right; hence the image given in the text. The commentary
also states that for ingesting this elixir it is not necessary to observe any
taboo concerning time.

[5b] The Gold Water and the Mercury Water (hongshui) should be used
entirely. Nothing should be wasted. Merely pour more vinegar onto them,
and you will be able to use these two Waters to boil ten thousand pounds [of
quicksilver].

To explain the apparent contradiction between this sentence (“use the
two Waters to boil ten thousand pounds [of quicksilver]”) and the sen-
tence found at the beginning of the present section (“boil two pounds of
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quicksilver in this Gold Water”), the commentary suggests that the Mer-
cury Water is only used for testing the quality of the Reverted Elixir be-
fore it is ingested.

The method of the Divine Elixir is thus completed.

uses of the reverted elixir

[6a] Take one pound of this elixir, and place it over an intense fire. Fan vig-
orously, and the Divine Elixir will melt and form a gold; [6b] this will have
a vivid scarlet color and is called Elixir-Gold (or: Cinnabar Gold, danjin). If
you smear the blade of a sword with it, that sword will keep the other
weapons ten thousand miles away.

If you cast plates and bowls with the Elixir-Gold, and take food and drinks
from them, you will live a long life free from death, and will be coeternal
with Heaven and Earth. [7a] By collecting [the essences of] the Sun and the
Moon with these plates, you obtain a Nectar of Divine Radiance (shenguang

li). Men and women should take their food from different vessels, and they
will immediately rise to heaven.

According to the commentary, these vessels are similar to the 
fangzhu mirrors that absorb the essences of the Sun. See above, 
p. 117.

properties of the golden liquor

Moreover, if you take one ounce each of Gold Water and Mercury Water,
[7b] and drink them facing the sun, you immediately will become a Golden
Man (jinren). Your body will be radiant and will grow feathers and wings.
On high you will put in motion the Original Essence (yuanjing) on behalf of
[the god of] the Central Yellow (Zhonghuang) and of the Great One (Taiyi).
[8a] If you drink half an ounce each of Gold Water [and Mercury Water],
you will live a long life without end.

The commentary explains that one becomes a “celestial spirit” (tianshen)
and helps the Central Yellow and the Great One smoothly to regulate the
celestial pneuma (tianqi) according to the sequence of the four seasons.
On these two gods see above, p. 13, and note 36 to the Introduction.
The commentary also remarks that “half an ounce of the ancient times
corresponds nowadays to one ounce.” In the last sentence, the adverb 
ge (“each”) suggests that one should restore the word jinshui, “Mercury
Water.”
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method of the elixir for the nomination to immortal

Moreover, if you add yellow clay to the Gold Water and the Mercury [Wa-
ter], and calcine them over an intense fire for one day, they will entirely
transmute themselves into gold. If you heat them for two days, they will
transmute themselves into an elixir, [8b] called Elixir for the Nomination to
Immortal (bixian dan). If you ingest this elixir in pills the size of a small
bean, you will be able to enter a famous mountain or a great river, and be-
come an immortal.
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The text translated below is found in the Taiji zhenren jiuzhuan huandan

jing yaojue (Essential Instructions on the Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in
Nine Cycles of the Perfected of the Great Ultimate; CT 889), 1a–5b. Refer-
ences to page numbers in the Daozang text are given in brackets within the
translation. I divide the text into seven parts, corresponding to the summary
of the methods found above, pp. 118–19. My comments are printed in
smaller type (comments found in the translation of the Scripture of the Nine

Elixirs are not duplicated here).

[1a] Lord Wang of the Western Citadel (Xicheng Wangjun) said:

As remarked above, pp. 57–58, the mention of this deity here and in the
last section of the text is the only detail that displays its affiliation to the
Shangqing corpus.

preparation of the crucible

If you want to compound the [Reverted Elixir in] Nine Cycles, first make a
Divine Crucible (shenfu) holding three and a half pecks. Use earthenware
crucibles from Xingyang, Changsha, or Yuzhang, four-tenths of an inch
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thick. Take equal quantities of left-oriented oyster shells (zuogu muli) from
Donghai, white clay (baishi zhi), powdered mica (yunmu), earthworm ex-
creta (yinlou fen), talc (huashi), and white alum (bai fanshi). Pound each of
these six ingredients twenty thousand times. Mix them, and after this is done
pound them again thirty thousand times. Then sieve them through a piece of
fine silk.

Xingyang, Changsha, and Yuzhang are in present-day Henan, Hunan,
and Jiangxi, respectively. Xingyang is also mentioned as a place of pro-
duction of crucibles in the “Explanations” found in the Scripture of the
Liquid Pearl, 1.4b. Donghai is in present-day Shandong.

When this is completed, mix the six ingredients with hundred-day vinegar
(kujiu), making them like mud. Pound this mud again ten thousand times.
When this is completed, lute with it a double earthenware crucible (shangxia

tufu) both inside and outside, for a thickness of three-tenths of an inch. Let
the crucible dry in the shade in a room.

A “double earthenware crucible” is made of two superimposed crucibles
joined by their mouths.

When this is completed, lute it again under a tenuous sunshine for a thick-
ness of three-tenths of an inch, and let it dry for ten days as before. Apply
the mud altogether three times, so that the inner and the outer parts are one
and three-tenths inches thick. Always examine the mud while it is drying.

Take [1b] some Lead Elixir (qiandan), and mix it to vinegar forming
a mud.

Qiandan is also the common name of minium. Here, however, this term
denotes a substance similar in properties and function to the Mysterious
and Yellow of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs.

Pound it thirty thousand times. When this is completed, lute with it the in-
ner parts of the double earthenware crucible for a thickness of three-tenths
of an inch, and let it dry again in the shade for five days and five nights. Add
two-tenths of an inch of mud, and let it dry [once more] in the shade. Do not
let there be a crack even as minute as a hair, or the crucible could not be
used. For this purpose, make a brush with mutton hair, and spread evenly
the mud with it so that the crucible is perfectly tight.

The preparation of the Divine Crucible for the Reverted Elixir in Nine
Cycles is completed.
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preparation of the stove

Afterward, you should dwell in a famous mountain, in a place where there
are no traces of other people. Build the Chamber of the Divine Stove (shen-

zao wu) near an east-flowing stream. The Chamber should be forty feet long,
twenty feet wide, and its foundation should be four feet from the ground.
First dig the earth for a few feet; if you do not find an old well or a tomb,
you can raise the foundation there. The Chamber should have three doors,
facing south, east, and west. Place the stove in the center, with the mouth
facing west. Arrange an iron stand inside the stove and set the crucible on it,
[2a] so that it is nine inches from the walls of the stove. Cover the stove with
bricks plastered with fine clay. Do not let there be any crack.

The method of the Divine Stove is completed.

On the methods for building the alchemical laboratory see above, Chap-
ter 5.

ingredients and closing of the crucible

Rules on the use of the ingredients.

Alum (fanshi), one pound.

Nodular malachite (kongqing), three pounds. If you have the laminar
variety (cengqing), then use laminar malachite.

Quartz (baishi ying), two pounds.

Cinnabar (dansha), ten pounds. Use the lustrous (guangming) variety that
does not tinge the paper. Cinnabar from Chenzhou or Jinzhou is
superior.

Realgar (xionghuang), four pounds. The luminous red realgar that does not
tinge the paper is the best.

Orpiment (cihuang), five pounds.

Mercury (shuiyin), six pounds.

Chenzhou and Jinzhou are in present-day Hunan. The mention of Jin-
zhou, a prefecture established in 686, shows that the present version of the
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles was re-edited after the late seventh century.

Of these seven ingredients, mercury alone should not be pounded. Each of
the other six ingredients must be pounded thirty thousand times. When this
is completed, first place the alum at the bottom of the crucible, then add nod-
ular malachite, quartz, cinnabar, realgar, and orpiment. Orpiment therefore
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is on its own on top of the other ingredients. Spread [the ingredients] evenly,
then pour the six pounds of mercury over the orpiment.

After this is done, [2b] cover the crucible with another Divine Crucible,
first luting the mouth of the lower crucible with the mud of Lead Elixir, and
then placing the upper crucible over it. Lute the joints with the mud, so that
the two crucibles perfectly fit together. Then lute the outer part of the joints
with the mud of Lead Elixir, for a thickness of about one and two-tenths
inches.

This is the method to follow if you use an earthenware crucible. If you use
a porcelain or a metallic crucible, lute it as necessary instead of one and two-
tenths inches.

The mud should be applied on the crucible altogether three times. Each
time, you must lute the joints and let the crucible dry, repeating this until the
lute reaches a thickness of one and two-tenths inches. Then cover the mud
of Lead Elixir with the Mud of the Six-and-One, for a thickness of one and
two-tenths inches. Follow the same method used for the mud of Lead Elixir,
letting it dry and gradually adding more mud. When it reaches a thickness
of altogether two and four-tenths inches, [the luting] is completed.

heating and ingestion of the elixir

Afterward, arrange the crucible over the iron stand. The stand [3a] has four
legs; it is similar to a plate for cooking cakes, but should be nine inches high.
First light a fire of chaff under the stand so that it is at up to six inches from
the base of the crucible, for nine days and nine nights. Then increase the fire
so that it is at three inches from the base of the crucible, for nine days and
nine nights. Then increase it again so that it covers the base of the crucible
for three inches, for nine days and nine nights. Then increase it again so that
it covers the belly of the crucible for three inches, for nine days and nine
nights. Then increase it again so that it covers the belly of the crucible for
two more inches—making five inches altogether—for nine days and nine
nights. Then increase it again so that it is at one inch under the seal of the
crucible, for nine days and nine nights. Extinguish the fire and let the cru-
cible cool for ten days. Then increase the fire again so that it is at half an inch
from the joints [of the lower and the upper parts of the crucible], for thirty-
six days from dawn to night. This makes altogether ninety days and ninety
nights [of heating]. You will obtain the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles.

At the end of the required number of days, let the crucible cool for seven
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days. Take the crucible out of the stove, and disjoin the upper half. The sub-
limated essence (feijing) will have nine colors. It will be glossy, brilliant, and
glistening, adhering to the upper crucible. Brush it off with a feather of a
three-year-old chicken, and store it [3b] in a tight container to be carried
with you.

“Sublimated essence” is the same term often used to denote the elixir in
the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs.

Two ounces form one dose. Ingest it at dawn with freshly drawn clear wa-
ter, facing the sun. You will be able to dissolve your form becoming invisi-
ble (yinlun sanxing) and to fly soaring to the Great Void (taixu). An envoy
of the Great Ultimate (taiji) will welcome you with the Golden Elixir (jindan)
and the Winged-Wheel [Chariot] (yulun). You will multiply your form and
transform your shadow (fenxing huaying), making them into thousands of
white cranes. You will rise to [the heaven] of Great Tenuity (Taiwei) and will
receive the rank of a Perfected Immortal (zhenxian). Your longevity will
equal that of the Three Luminaries (sanguang); you will revert to youth and
move away from old age. Your complexion will shine like jade, and in one
instant you will obtain a radiant spiritual force (yaoling). Such indeed is the
power of the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles.

The Three Luminaries are the Sun, the Moon, and the five planets; or the
Sun, the Moon, and the Northern Dipper. On the Winged-Wheel Char-
iot (yulun zhi che) see Wushang biyao (The Supreme Secret Essentials;
CT 1138), 19.8a. The Wushang biyao locates the Great Tenuity between
the heavens of Great Clarity (Taiqing) and Highest Clarity (Shangqing);
see above, p. 48.

other uses of the elixir

Take ten pounds of lead and place it in an iron vessel. Heat it on an intense
fire and bring it to a boil. Pour one scruple of Flower of the Nine Cycles (jiu-

zhuan zhi hua) onto the liquid lead and stir. In one instant it will form nine
pounds of gold.

The Flower of the Nine Cycles is the elixir obtained from the Reverted
Elixir in Nine Cycles, i.e., the previous method.

Take one pound of quicksilver and seven pounds of tin, and place them in
a pot (guo). Heat them, and bring them to a boil three times. Pour one scru-
ple of Flower of the Nine Cycles onto the liquid tin, and stir. In one instant
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it will become silver. [4a] If the elixir can produce these transmutations, its
compounding has been successful. If the test fails, repeat the heating ac-
cording to the previous method for ninety days and ninety nights, and you
will not fail in obtaining the elixir.

“Tin” (xi) is a frequent synonym of lead in waidan texts. The passage
translated above is quoted as Method for Testing the Medicines (“Shiyao
fa”) in the Jiudan jingjue (� Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue; CT 885),
20.16b–17a.

Take the residue of the elixir from the crucible, mix it, and pound it fifty
thousand times. Add some sugar or honey to it, and make it into pills the
size of kola nuts. These are the Divine Pills of the Great Ultimate for Re-
verting to Life (Taiji huanming shenwan). If you place two of these pills in
the mouth of those who have died no more than three days earlier, and make
them ingest those pills with freshly drawn water, they will come back to life.
If the Divine Pills are given to those who suffer loss or injury, or who have
become blind or deaf, they will revert to their previous condition. If you have
an internal ailment, ingest a couple of pills; if the ailment is an outer one,
pulverize two pills and apply the powder by rubbing. You will heal in a short
time. One can easily heal any illness in this way. If you ingest one pill at
dawn, your longevity will equal that of Heaven and Earth.

Dan “at dawn” is likely to be a mistake for ri “a day.”

If you smear an object with the Divine Pills, it will come back to you by it-
self upon leaving your hands.

Compare this passage of the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs: “If you smear
coins with the Reverted Elixir and use them to buy something, all those
coins will return to you on that very day” (see above, p. 181).

supplementary details on the crucible and the heating

Be careful not to break the old crucible, so that you can use it for compound-
ing another elixir with the same luting. [4b] You will only have to seal the
mouths of the upper and lower halves again. Do not let the crucible become
dirty, and do not handle it carelessly. When you are ready to use it again, lute
again the inner and the outer parts with the mud of Lead Elixir, for the same
thickness indicated before.

If the fire is inadequate, and at the end of the required number of days the
Flower of the Elixir (danhua) has not yet sublimated, this is because the heat-
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ing was insufficient. Seal the joints of the two crucibles once more according
to the [previous] method, and heat them again for thirty-six days. You will
not fail to obtain the Elixir, and it will not be necessary to wait for ninety
days and ninety nights.

ritual rules

Before [you compound the elixir], you should perform the purification prac-
tices (qingzhai) for one hundred days. After that, you may lute and prepare
the Divine Crucible, and then pound the ingredients. You should time the
whole process so that the fire can be started at the dawn of the ninth day of
the ninth month.

From the day on which you undertake the purification practices, you
should discontinue common human activities, so that you may devote your-
self entirely to making the elixir. The compounding can be performed by
three persons who share the same heart and love the Dao, are devout and
trustworthy, are not vulgar or lewd, and are firm in their intentions. If it 
is difficult to find three such persons, two may be enough. They should all
undertake the purification practices, observe the precepts, and perform the
ablutions. They should not approach sickness and filth or see corpses. Do-
mestic animals also must be carefully avoided.

Similar passages are found in the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (see above,
pp. 161–62 and 163), and in the Langgan huadan shangjing (� Taiwei
lingshu ziwen langgan huadan shenzhen shangjing; CT 255), 3a and 4a
(trl. Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 334 and 335).

[5a] Considering all this, is it not truly difficult to devote oneself to the prac-
tices of self-cultivation (xiuyang) among the common people?

This method of the Divine Elixir in Nine Cycles is the oral instructions
(koujue) of Lord Wang. It is clear and easy to perform. If the ingredients are
utterly pure (jinjing), and if you duly perform the purification practices, ob-
serve the precepts, and cultivate yourself dwelling in deep retirement and at-
taining to a state of clarity and tranquility (qingjing), this divine and won-
drous method will never fail.

On the day on which you undertake the purification practices, first toss
five bushels of pure liquor (qingjiu) into a stream that flows near your dwell-
ing. If there is no stream, you can toss the liquor into a well. This is done to
pacify the pneuma of the earth (diqi). Regularly drink some of that water
during the purification practices.
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The passage translated above is also found in Sanshiliu shuifa (Methods
of the Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions; CT 930), 11a. On a similar practice
performed before compounding the Elixir Flower of Langgan see above,
p. 83.

To receive this divine scripture and the instructions on the elixir, make 
a bond (yue) [with your master] and undertake the purification practices.
Sanction the covenant with an oath, using a golden figurine of a fish weigh-
ing eight ounces and a dragon-shaped jade ring. These replace the oath made
by having your hair cut and smearing your mouth with blood. But these sa-
cred arts (lingshu) cannot be kept forever secret. Therefore, if you are unable
to find those objects, you may replace the token (xin) of the golden fish with
forty feet of fine azure hemp fabric, and the bond of the dragon-shaped jade
ring with forty feet of heavy silk. Give both of them as offerings.

The master who has the scriptures should make arrangements in order to
distribute [the received tokens] [5b] by giving them to those who study in the
cold of a mountain hut. He should not bring harm to himself by using them
for his own advantage. Thus he demonstrates his own bond with Heaven,
and shows that he does not act for personal benefit.

Compare Wushang biyao (CT 1138), 34.8a: “The ritual tokens received
for transmitting a scripture should be divided into ten parts. Two of
them are sent to one’s ancestral master, and two more are distributed as
alms to the poor and to the masters of the Dao who live in mountain
huts. The remaining tokens should be arranged for ritual use.”

There are laws concerning the disclosure [of this scripture] to the four
corners of the world against the covenant of transmission. Keep it secret!
Beware!
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Part Five
The Legacy of the Great Clarity





The Taiqing scriptures are the first ones to be based on the view of the al-
chemical process described above in Chapter 4. This view is the main legacy
that they left to the later traditions in the history of Chinese alchemy; it sur-
vived beyond the decline of the Taiqing tradition, and even beyond the de-
mise of waidan when neidan embraced it and renovated it. This chapter out-
lines the main changes in the history of Chinese alchemy that resulted in the
eventual disappearance of the Taiqing tradition, and in the rise and growth
of neidan. As we shall see, these two phenomena are closely related to each
other, and actually occurred in parallel.

Alchemical Images in Meditation Practices

As we have seen, the attribution of alchemical knowledge to Zhang Daoling,
and the inclusion of alchemical texts in the Shangqing corpus, marked the
first encounters between waidan and established Daoist movements. Around
500 ce, the relation between waidan and Daoism was formally reaffirmed
when the Taiqing scriptures were classified as one of the Four Supplements
to the Three Caverns of the Daoist Canon. By that time, however, events had
occurred in Jiangnan that led to the decline of the Taiqing tradition during
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the Tang period, and eventually to the slow disappearance of waidan from
the Song period onward. The new models of doctrines and practices that
emerged in the late Six Dynasties did not influence waidan alone, but also
the whole development of alchemy in China, as it was through them that the
shift to neidan occurred.

Meditation is the discipline that most affected these developments. Both
Michel Strickmann and Isabelle Robinet have opened the way to the study
of this important juncture in the history of alchemy and Daoism, showing
that the Shangqing meditation practices interiorize the alchemical process
and thus were crucial for the rise and development of neidan.1 Their work
allows us to place in a wider perspective some hints to meditation practices
found in Chinese texts earlier than the Shangqing revelations of 364–70.

earliest intimations

The first known examples of the use of alchemical imagery in relation to
meditation practices date from exactly two centuries before the Shangqing
revelations. Referring to Laozi as a deity to be visualized within one’s inner
body, the Inscription for Laozi (Laozi ming) of 165 ce states that he “goes
in and out of the Cinnabar Hut (danlu), and rises from and descends into the
Yellow Court (huangting).”2 The Cinnabar Hut and the Yellow Court are
names of the upper and the lower Cinnabar Field, respectively, but one can
hardly read this sentence without also noticing the analogy between the Cin-
nabar Hut and another danlu, the “elixir furnace,” or alchemical stove.

Both the Inscription for Laozi and another epigraph also dating from 165
ce, the Stele to Wangzi Qiao (Wangzi Qiao bei), also contain the first men-
tion of a term that later became prominent in inner alchemy, namely dan-

tian, or Cinnabar Field. The Inscription for Laozi uses this term to mean the
lower Cinnabar Field and places it alongside Purple Chamber (zifang), a
name for the gallbladder. These verses of the Inscription also refer to Laozi
in his divine aspect:

He regulates the Three Luminaries (sanguang),
and the Four Numina (siling) are to his sides;
he maintains his thoughts on his Cinnabar Field
and on the Purple Chamber of the Great One (Taiyi).3

The Stele to Wang Ziqiao tells the story of a local magistrate who had a
shrine built in homage to this immortal after unusual events had occurred
near his tomb. At that time, says the Stele, “some strummed zithers and sang
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of the Great One; others practiced meditation by passing through their Cin-
nabar Fields.”4

From the late second century also comes the first mention of the “inner
embryo,” one of the most distinctive notions of neidan. Somewhat unexpect-
edly, it is found in the Xiang’er commentary to the Laozi, written around
200 ce and associated with the Way of the Celestial Masters. The Xiang’er

criticizes those who meditate believing that one can find the Dao within
one’s body, saying:

Those who regularly practice false arts in the mortal world have estab-
lished glib and deceptive arguments, basing themselves on this perfected
text (i.e., the Laozi). . . . They say that nurturing the embryo (peitai) and
refining the physical form (lianxing) should be like making clay into pot-
tery.5 (Xiang’er, 14)

Taken together, the two inscriptions and the Xiang’er show that alchemi-
cal imagery was used in relation to meditation practices by the turn of the
third century ce, and that the notion of an “inner embryo” already existed
by that time.

traces in the INNER CHAPTERS

The step is not a major one from the notion of an “embryo” dwelling within
one’s inner body to the idea of generating an “inner infant,” who is equated
with the inner elixir and represents one’s own real self. In fact, as early as the
fifth century a scripture belonging to the Lingbao (Numinous Treasure) cor-
pus states that “the Golden Elixir is within your body” (jindan zai zi xing).6

But the process that led to this statement was complex, and to follow it we
should look at other sources that develop the terminology seen in the two in-
scriptions quoted above.

Two of these sources, both of which are now lost, have left traces in Ge
Hong’s Inner Chapters. After mentioning that the scriptures on alchemy and
meditation are kept together on Mount Kunlun, Ge Hong quotes this pas-
sage from an anonymous text:

The One resides at the North Pole,
in the midst of the abyss.
In front is the Hall of Light (mingtang),
behind is the Crimson Palace (jianggong).
Imposing is the Flowery Canopy (huagai),
great is the Golden Pavilion (jinlou)! (Baopu zi, 18.324)
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Another passage, whose prosodic form is different and therefore is likely to
derive from a different text, refers to inner essences circulated and joined by
the adept in meditation:

Under Initial Green (shiqing)7 the Moon is with the Sun:
the two halves ascend together and combine to become one.
Exiting from the Jade Pond (yuchi), it enters the Golden Chambers 

(jinshi);
it is as large as a pellet, as yellow as an orange,
and has a delicious taste within, as sweet as honey.
If you are able to obtain it, be careful not to lose it:
once gone you cannot chase it, and it will be extinguished.
The pure and white pneuma, utterly subtle and rarefied,
ascends to the Obscure Barrier (youguan) by bending and twisting three

times,
and the middle Cinnabar [Field] (zhongdan) shines incomparably;
when it is established in the Gate of Life (mingmen), your bodily form will

know no end.
Profound! Wondrous! And difficult to investigate. (Baopu zi, 6.128)

These two poems contain several terms that appear in contemporary texts
related to meditation, and in later texts related to neidan: Hall of Light (the
upper Cinnabar Field, or one of its “chambers”), Crimson Palace (the mid-
dle Cinnabar Field), Flowery Canopy (the eyebrows and, again, the upper
Cinnabar Field), Jade Pond (the mouth), Golden Chambers (the lungs), Ob-
scure Barrier (the central space between the kidneys), and Gate of Life (the
lower Cinnabar Field, or a locus in its region). These analogies show that a
set of cognate meditation practices existed by the third century, and that a
common codified terminology was used to describe them.

the CENTRAL SCRIPTURE OF LAOZI

and the SCRIPTURE OF THE YELLOW COURT

Both the meditation practices and the relevant terminology continued to be
transmitted in the subsequent centuries, first within traditions related to med-
itation, and later within traditions related to neidan. The two main sources
that document the relation of these traditions to both waidan and neidan are
the Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi zhongjing) and the Scripture of the Yel-

low Court (Huangting jing), both of which circulated in Jiangnan during the
third century. One detail is sufficient to show the continuity between these
two texts and those quoted above. In its descriptions of the inner body, the
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Central Scripture mentions the Yellow Court, the Cinnabar Field, and the
Purple Chamber, i.e., three of the four terms found in the two epigraphs of
165 ce.8 The Scripture of the Yellow Court mentions the Hut, the Yellow
Court, and the Cinnabar Field in one of its two versions, and all four terms
in the other.9

Both the Central Scripture and the Yellow Court enjoin adepts to visualize
the deities who reside within themselves. These deities perform multiple re-
lated roles: they serve as administrators of the body, allow the human being to
communicate with the major (and in several cases corresponding) gods of the
outer pantheon, and personify the formless Dao or impersonal notions such
as Yin and Yang and the Five Agents. In both the Central Scripture and the Yel-

low Court, moreover, meditation on the inner gods is combined with the visu-
alization of essences and pneumas that adepts drive through the body and de-
liver to the gods in the five viscera, the three Cinnabar Fields, and other loci in
order to provide them with nourishment. Both Shangqing and neidan would
incorporate not only these practices, but also much of the attached imagery.

In particular, the Central Scripture often instructs adepts to visualize 
a “yellow essence” (huangjing) and a “red pneuma” (chiqi) that respectively
represent the Moon and the Sun. Adepts should merge them with each other
and circulate them within their body: 

Constantly think that below the nipples are the Sun and the Moon. Within
the Sun and the Moon are a yellow essence and a red pneuma that enter 
the Crimson Palace (jianggong); then again they enter the Yellow Court
(huangting) and the Purple Chamber (zifang). The yellow essence and the
red pneuma thoroughly fill the Great Granary (taicang). (Laozi zhongjing,
sec. 11)

In this practice, the yellow essence and the red pneuma are moved through
the Crimson Palace (heart), the Yellow Court (spleen), and the Purple Cham-
ber (gallbladder), and finally reach the Great Granary (stomach). The pur-
pose is to nourish the Red Child (chizi), an infant who resides in the Great
Granary and is said to represent the “real self” (zhenwu) of the human be-
ing. In another instance, the yellow essence and the red pneuma are joined
and then ingested:

The saintly man dissolves the pearls; the worthy man liquefies the jade. For
dissolving the pearls and liquefying the jade, the method is the same. Dis-
solving the pearls means ingesting the essence of the Sun: the left eye is the
Sun. Liquefying the jade means feeding on the essence of the Moon: the
right eye is the Moon. (Laozi zhongjing, sec. 39)
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The related practice consists in lying down and repeatedly visualizing the
yellow essence and the red pneuma that descend from one’s eyes and enter
one’s mouth, so that they may be swallowed.10

The Yellow Court mentions the same essences and pneumas, saying for
instance:

Circulate the purple (huizi) and embrace the yellow (baohuang) so that they
enter the Cinnabar Field;

an inner light in the Abyssal Chamber (youshi) illuminates the Yang Gate
(yangmen). (Huangting neijing jing, sec. 2)

Here the two pneumas are circulated and guided to the upper Cinnabar
Field, while the Gate of Life (or Yang Gate) in the lower Cinnabar Field is vi-
sualized as irradiated by a light issuing forth from the kidneys (the Abyssal
Chamber).

There are clear associations between the essences and pneumas of the Sun
and the Moon, delivered by the adept of the Central Scripture to his inner
gods, and the Yin and Yang essences and pneumas that a neidan adept cir-
culates in his body to compound the elixir or nourish the “inner embryo.”
These associations become explicit when the Central Scripture refers to vi-
sualizing the pneuma of the Sun descending from the heart and the pneuma
of the Moon arising from the kidneys; the adept should “join them making
them one, and distribute them to the four limbs.”11 An analogous practice
is performed by the neidan adept when he joins the Fire of the heart and the
Water of the kidneys to generate the first stage of the inner elixir.12

Analogies with the alchemical process are also apparent in relation to an-
other source of nourishment for the inner gods and their residences, namely
the adept’s own salivary juices. The main function of these juices is to aid 
the ingestion of essences and pneumas, but they are also used to “irrigate”
(guan) the inner organs and, as we shall see presently, to feed the inner
gods.13 The Central Scripture and the Yellow Court refer to these juices us-
ing terms derived from waidan or having alchemical connotations, such as
Mysterious Pearl (xuanzhu), Jade Sap (yujiang), Jade Blossom (yuying), Jade
Pond (yuchi), Jade Liquor (yuye), Golden Nectar (jinli), and even Golden
Liquor (jinye). Other sources refer to them as Divine Water (shenshui),
White Snow (baixue), and Golden Essence (jinjing), all of which are also
known as synonyms of ingredients of waidan elixirs. These terms suggest
that in providing superior nourishment to the adept and his inner gods, the
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salivary juices perform a function analogous to the one that the elixirs, or
their ingredients, do in waidan. The analogies of essences, pneumas, and sal-
ivary juices with waidan end where those with neidan begin: the adept nour-
ishes himself and his gods not through the ingestion of external substances,
but through components of his own inner body; he finds the vital ingredients
within himself, and their ingestion takes place internally.

Similar dual associations with both waidan and neidan are evident in 
another feature of the methods of the Central Scripture. Although offering
nourishment to the inner gods is the rule, in some cases it is the adept who
asks the gods to deliver nourishment to him. To do so, he addresses invoca-
tions to the gods that recall the one pronounced by the Taiqing alchemist be-
fore he kindles the fire under the crucible.14 Now, however, he does not ask
the gods to favor the compounding of the elixir; he asks, instead, that they
dispense an elixir to him:

The highest god is styled Lord Great One of Original Radiance (Yuanguang
Taiyi jun). . . . Below he resides within the heart of human beings. At dawn
and at midday, on the jiawu and the bingwu days, always call him and say:
“Old Man of the Southern Ultimate, Lord Great One of Original Radiance!
I want to obtain the Dao of long life of the Divine Elixir of the Great One!”
(Laozi zhongjing, sec. 25)

In an invocation addressed to Master Yellow Gown (Huangchang zi), the fa-
ther of the Red Child, the adept asks him to obtain “medicinal liquor” (yao-

jiu) and other nurture:

Master Yellow Gown! Master Yellow Gown! Real Man of the Yellow Court,
reside in myself! Summon for me medicinal liquor, dried pine-seeds, rice,
and broth of millet, so that I can eat and drink of them! Let them come
right now! (Laozi zhongjing, sec. 11)

Double Indigo, the god of the liver, who is none other than Lord Lao him-
self, is invoked for the same purpose:

Flesh Child (Rouzi), Double Indigo (Lanlan)! Be my friend, stay here and be
my envoy! I want to obtain the Divine Elixir of the Great One and ingest it!
Let me live a long life! Do not leave my body! Constantly reside within the
Palace of the Purple Chamber, joined with the Dao! (Laozi zhongjing, sec. 28)

If the term “inner elixir” was not already charged with other meanings
and associations, it could be an appropriate definition for the nourishment
that the inner gods are invited to provide. In fact, whether its elixir is “outer”
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or “inner,” the Central Scripture regards alchemy and meditation as equiv-
alent when it says: “If you cannot ingest the Divine Elixir and the Golden
Liquor, and do not labor to become skilled in meditation, you merely bring
suffering upon yourself.”15 In another passage, the Central Scripture states:
“If you constantly ingest breath, you will obtain a long life and be a divine
immortal. If you visualize the gods and ingest the elixir, you will become a
Real Man.”16

the red child and the inner embryo

As we have seen, leading the yellow essence and the red pneuma to the stom-
ach provides nourishment to the Red Child, the innermost deity residing
within the human being. The Central Scripture describes him as follows:17

The self is the son of the Dao; this is what he is. Human beings also have
him, not only me. He resides precisely in the ducts of the stomach, the Great
Granary. He sits facing due south on a couch of jade and pearls, and a flow-
ery canopy of yellow clouds covers him. He wears clothes with pearls of five
hues. His mother resides above on his right, embracing and nourishing him;
his father resides above on his left, instructing and defending him. (Laozi
zhongjing, sec. 12)

The Child’s mother is the Jade Woman of Mysterious Radiance (Xuan-
guang Yunü). Through the nourishment that she provides, the Child “feeds
on yellow gold and jade dumplings, and ingests the Divine Elixir and the zhi

plant.” But the Child should also be nourished by the adept: “He feeds on
the yellow essence and the red pneuma, drinking and ingesting the Fountain
of Nectar (liquan),” another name of the salivary juices produced during the
meditation practices. The Child’s father, whose task is “instructing and de-
fending” his son, is the Yellow Old Man of the Central Ultimate (Zhongji
Huanglao), god of the Yellow Court. The Central Scripture often calls him
Master Yellow Gown (Huangchang zi).18 Both the Red Child, under the
name of Child-Cinnabar (Zidan), and Yellow Gown are also mentioned in
the “Inner” version of the Yellow Court, whereas the “Outer” version grants
Child-Cinnabar the honor of being the only deity mentioned by name in the
entire text.19

The alchemical imagery associated with the nourishment of the Red
Child—gold, jade, the Divine Elixir itself—does not need to be emphasized
again. Another point, instead, requires attention, namely the relation of the
Red Child to the inner embryo of neidan. This relation is complex, for the
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image of the embryo changes according to the understanding of neidan it-
self: although some neidan texts emphasize the notion of “generating” and
“raising” the inner embryo through practices performed for this purpose,
others refer to the embryo, and to the elixir itself, as an image of one’s own
authentic self, and of one’s own awakened state, which is inherent and does
not need to be “generated.” Both ways of seeing have affinities with the im-
age of the “inner infant” as it appears in the Central Scripture. On the one
hand, nourishing the Red Child in meditation and generating and raising the
embryo in neidan are achieved through similar practices, namely by joining
essences and pneumas related to the Sun and the Moon, or to Yin and Yang.
On the other hand, the “inner infant” and the inner embryo are both rep-
resentations of the “real self,” which, just like the Red Child in the Central

Scripture, is innate and is raised by the same forces that sustain life—repre-
sented by the Child’s parents in the Central Scripture—but also requires one’s
continuous sustenance and nourishment.

alchemical images in shangqing meditation practices

The Central Scripture of Laozi and the Scripture of the Yellow Court merge
and develop several trends apparent in earlier or contemporary sources: the
visualization of inner gods, the practices for channeling the inner essences
and pneumas, and especially the use of alchemical images and terms to de-
fine loci of the inner body. Other stages of development, however, were nec-
essary before neidan could emerge as it is known from the Tang period on-
ward. Shangqing Daoism is associated with the first of these stages.

Methods of visualization of the deities of the inner pantheon, and chants
addressed to them, form the subject matter of the Authentic Scripture of the

Great Cavern (Dadong zhenjing), the main Shangqing text. Although this
pantheon differs from the ones of the Central Scripture and the Yellow Court,
the “inner infant” plays within it the same central role.20 The Scripture of

the Great Cavern ends by describing how an adept generates an inner “di-
vine being” (see Fig. 9) by coagulating and ingesting pneumas that descend
from the Muddy Pellet (niwan), the upper Cinnabar Field in the region of the
brain:

Visualize a five-colored purple cloud entering within yourself from your
Muddy Pellet. Then ingest that divine cloud with your saliva. It will coa-
lesce into a divine being (shenshen), surrounded by a five-colored, purple,
white, and roseate round luminous wheel. The god is inside the wheel. Be-
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low he spreads himself within your entire body, distributing his pneuma to
your nine openings and coagulating it over the tip of your tongue. (Shang-
qing dadong zhenjing, 6.13b–14a)

In other contexts, the image of the “inner infant” or the inner embryo re-
veals alchemical connotations even stronger than those seen in the pre-
Shangqing texts. One of the Shangqing revealed scriptures applies the term
Nine Elixirs (jiudan) to the pneumas of the Nine Heavens (jiutian zhi qi) re-
ceived by human beings during their embryonic development:

In the first month, one receives the pneuma; in the second, the numina (ling);
in the third, they are transformed together; in the fourth, one coagulates the
essence; in the fifth, the trunk and the head are established; in the sixth, one
alters oneself and takes form; in the seventh, the [inner] deities take their
positions; in the eighth, the nine orifices are luminous; and in the ninth, the
pneumas of the Nine Heavens are distributed and one obtains the voice. In
the tenth month, the Director of Destinies (Siming) inscribes the Registers:
one receives one’s destiny and is born. Therefore everyone is endowed with
the pneumas of the Nine Heavens and the essences of Yin and Yang. These
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are called the Nine Elixirs, and together they form the human being.21

(Shangqing jiudan shanghua taijing zhongji jing, 3a)

In the view of this and other Shangqing texts, however, the gestation process
also accounts for the creation of “knots and nodes” (jiejie); their function is
“holding together the five viscera,” but eventually they are responsible for
one’s death:

When one is generated, there are in the womb twelve knots and nodes that
hold the five viscera together. The five viscera are obstructed and squeezed,
the knots cannot be untied, and the nodes cannot be removed. Therefore
the illnesses of human beings depend on the obstructions caused by these
nodes, and the extinction of one’s allotted destiny (i.e., one’s death) depends
on the strengthening of these knots. (Shangqing jiudan shanghua taijing
zhongji jing, 3a–b)

To untie the “knots of death,” the adept is instructed to re-experience his
embryonic development in meditation, receiving again the Nine Elixirs,
which here denote the pneumas of the Nine Heavens. Then he visualizes 
the Original Father (yuanfu) in his upper Cinnabar Field and the Original
Mother (yuanmu) in his lower Cinnabar Field, who issue pneumas that the
adept joins in his middle Cinnabar Field to generate, this time, an inner im-
mortal body. The Original Father and the Original Mother play, in this prac-
tice, a role analogous to the one of the father and the mother of the Red
Child in the Central Scripture.22

Another set of Shangqing methods based on the image of the embryo con-
sists of the practices performed to ensure that the souls of one’s ancestors 
obtain release from the underworld. Through the meditation practices per-
formed by their descendants, ancestors may “return to the embryo” (fantai)
and become “immortals in the embryonic state” (taixian), obtaining, this
time, rebirth in heaven. The notion of purification underlying these practices
is also associated with alchemical imagery and terminology: the ancestors
rise to the Golden Gate (jinmen, a station in the heavenly circuit of the Sun)
where they “refine their matter” (lianzhi) by bathing themselves in the Wa-
ter of Smelting Refinement (yelian zhi shui).23

The role of the Sun as a purifying agent—analogous to the role of fire as
a refining agent in waidan—recurs in the Shangqing practices based on the
images of the Sun and the Moon. Here Shangqing clearly develops the legacy
of the earlier traditions represented by the Central Scripture of Laozi, where,
as we have seen, pneumas and essences associated with these two celestial
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bodies perform a major role. In the Shangqing practices, however, the es-
sences and pneumas are not those found within the adept’s own body, but
those of the Sun and the Moon themselves. In one method, whose analogies
with waidan are transparent, the adept collects the essences of the Sun and
the Moon in a vessel containing water and a talisman, then ingests some 
of that water and uses the other part to wash himself. In another method, 
he meditates on the circuits of the Sun and the Moon, then visualizes their
essences and joins and ingests them. These and similar methods end with the
adept visualizing himself as being ignited by the Sun and transformed into
pure light.24

The notions underlying these practices have an even deeper relation to al-
chemy than those seen before. As Isabelle Robinet has noted, the Shangqing
texts sometimes exchange the Yin and Yang qualities of the Sun and the
Moon, so that each of them is said to contain an essence of the opposite sign
(Yin for the Sun, Yang for the Moon).25 This anticipates an essential pattern
of neidan, where the alchemical work is based on gathering Yin within Yang
(i.e., Real Yin, zhenyin) and Yang within Yin (i.e., Real Yang, zhenyang) in
order to join them and compound the elixir.

The Token for the Agreement of the Three and Its Impact

After those reflected in the earliest sources and in the Shangqing texts, the
third historical stage of the encounter between meditation and alchemy was
the one that harbored the most durable consequences for the history of both
waidan and neidan. Whereas the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs and the other
Taiqing texts emphasize the performance of rites and techniques and devote
virtually no space to doctrinal statements, the doctrinal aspects of alchemy
are the main focus of many waidan sources dating from the Tang period on-
ward. These sources are not concerned with the ritual aspects of the al-
chemical practice; they explain the alchemical process by borrowing the lan-
guage and emblems of the Book of Changes (Yijing) and of the system of
correlative cosmology, and describe the compounding of an elixir made of
lead and mercury, which ingredients replace the much larger variety of in-
gredients typical of the earlier methods.

the TOKEN FOR THE AGREEMENT OF THE THREE in jiangnan

The textual source that played the greatest influence on these changes within
the alchemical tradition is the Token for the Agreement of the Three Ac-
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cording to the Book of Changes (Zhouyi cantong qi).26 This text is tra-
ditionally deemed to have been written in the second century ce by Wei
Boyang, a legendary immortal said to come from the Guiji area of present-
day northern Zhejiang. The original Han version of the Token, which is lost,
was related to the lore of the “studies of the Changes” (yixue), and may have
been one of the apocrypha (wei) to the Book of Changes. Although some
scholars in the past have suggested that the received text was fabricated in
the Tang period, evidence of a text entitled Token for the Agreement of the

Three during the Six Dynasties is not lacking. Tao Hongjing (456 –536), the
poet Jiang Yan (444–505), and the Confucian scholar Yan Zhitui (531–91)
mention this title in their writings. All of them were from Jiangnan or spent
a considerable part of their life there, showing that a Token for the Agree-

ment of the Three was transmitted in that region during the Six Dynasties.
Especially important is the testimony of Jiang Yan, who around 500 ce
refers to the use of this text in connection with the compounding of elixirs.27

A plausible background for the continued transmission of the Han-
dynasty Token in Jiangnan is provided by the development of the cosmo-
logical tradition. The last great representative of the Han “studies of the
Changes,” Yu Fan (164–233), is associated with both of the main cosmo-
logical patterns used in the received version of the Token, those of the Match-
ing Stem (najia) and of the Twelve-Stage Ebb and Flow (shier xiaoxi), and a
commentary to the scripture has even been ascribed to him.28 Yu Fan came
from Guiji, the reputed birthplace of Wei Boyang, and his lineage was one of
those that preserved the traditions of the “studies on the Changes” in Jiang-
nan after the end of the Han. It seems likely, therefore, that Yu Fan’s follow-
ers continued to transmit the original text of the Token in southeastern
China during the early Six Dynasties.

The received text of the Token is the result of the encounter of that origi-
nal text with the alchemical traditions of Jiangnan. We know very little
about the waidan lineages that were related to the scripture during the Six
Dynasties, but some materials in this regard are found in the fragmentary
corpus of texts attributed to Hugang zi. These writings are the first known
waidan texts to accord priority to metals—particularly lead and mercury,
the two emblematic ingredients of the elixir in the Token—over minerals.
The corpus attributed to Hugang zi developed during the late Six Dynasties
in Jiangnan. The first extant commentary to the Token, dating from ca. 700
ce and entirely concerned with waidan, demonstrates the continuity be-
tween the earlier and the later alchemical traditions of southeastern China:
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it contains references to the Nine Elixirs, and also quotes methods attributed
to Hugang zi.29

the TOKEN FOR THE AGREEMENT OF THE

THREE and the daoist meditation texts

From the beginning of the seventh century, no other scripture has had an
influence on the history of Chinese alchemy comparable to that of the Token

for the Agreement of the Three. Through this text, the whole array of 
emblems and patterns of correlative cosmology entered the language and 
imagery of alchemy. These emblems make it possible to describe and relate
to each other different cosmological configurations represented by Yin and
Yang, the Five Agents, the trigrams and hexagrams of the Book of Changes,
the Celestial Stems and the Earthly Branches, the twenty-eight lunar man-
sions, and so forth, in ways unknown to the earlier tradition represented by
the Taiqing and other waidan texts.

Alchemy consistently uses these patterns of emblems not only to repre-
sent stages or aspects of the alchemical process, but especially to explain
how existence, its multiplicity, and its continuous state of change are re-
lated to the unity and the constancy of the Dao. In the tradition based on 
the Token, therefore, alchemy becomes both a figurative language to explain
the principles that govern the relation between the Dao and the cosmos, 
the Absolute and the relative, Unity and multiplicity, or timelessness and
time, and a way to achieve the understanding of those principles through
practices designed to represent them. The waidan or neidan practices ap-
ply those principles to different domains (sometimes with remarkable varia-
tions among subtraditions or lineages, especially in the case of neidan). The
Token—which is neither a waidan nor a neidan text, although it contains 
allusions to both—provides an illustration of those principles; the task of
connecting them to waidan and neidan is left to a large number of commen-
taries and related texts that explicate them and apply them to the alchemi-
cal practice.

The meditation methods surveyed earlier in the present chapter were rel-
evant to these developments in the history of alchemy in two ways. First, the
Scripture of the Yellow Court provided the Token for the Agreement of the

Three with imagery and technical vocabulary. One of the most noticeable
examples is the description of the elixir in the Token, where it is said to be
“square and round and with a diameter of one inch” (fangyuan jingcun).
This corresponds to a description found in the Yellow Court, where the Gate
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of Life (mingmen, i.e., the lower Cinnabar Field and one of the multiple cen-
ters of the human body) is said to be “square and round and with a size of
one inch” (fangyuan yicun).30 Altogether, the Token shares with the Yellow

Court no less than five dozen terms and phrases that refer to doctrinal no-
tions, the view of the human being, and self-cultivation practices, as well as
several descriptive terms.31 Both texts, moreover, quote or allude to the same
sentences in the Laozi and the Book of Changes.32

Besides this, the Yellow Court also influenced the changes that occurred
in the alchemical tradition in an indirect way. Not all the shared terms and
expressions are used with the same or a similar purport in the Yellow Court

and the Token. The Token actually uses some terms and phrases derived
from the Yellow Court in order to criticize the practices at the basis of the
latter text. For instance, the adept of the Yellow Court should “perform ablu-
tions (muyu) to attain complete purity, and discard fat and fragrant foods.”
For the Token, “performing ablutions, fasting, or keeping the precepts [. . .]
is like using glue to repair a pot.” According to the Yellow Court, “if you ob-
serve internally (neishi) and gaze intimately, you see the Perfected every-
where.” The Token counters that “if you observe internally, your thoughts
will absorb your mind.” In the Yellow Court, “you open up the hundred
channels (baimai) and unblock the blood and the fluids.” This, for the To-

ken, means only that “your hundred channels stir like a cauldron.” In the
practices of the Yellow Court, one should “tightly close the Golden Pass (jin-

guan) and conceal the Pivotal Mechanism (shuji).” The Token says that
those practices result in “your actions turning against you, for you have con-
travened and lost the Pivotal Mechanism.”33 Finally, the Yellow Court rec-
ommends the steadfast practice of its methods, saying that “by being sleep-
less day and night, you will achieve perfection.” The Token replies that “by
being sleepless day and night, and never taking a pause month after month,
daily your body becomes tired and exhausted.”34

Some of the sentences referred to above are found in a section of the To-

ken that distinguishes alchemy from several other practices. The initial part
of this section deserves a full quotation:

This is not the method of passing through the viscera, contemplating within
and concentrating on something;

of treading the Dipper and pacing the asterisms, using the six jia as
chronograms (richen);

of sating yourself with the nine-and-one in the Way of Yin, fouling and
tampering with the original womb (yuanbao);
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of ingesting breath till it chirps in your stomach, exhaling the upright and
inhaling the external and evil.

By being sleepless day and night,
and never taking a pause month after month,
daily your body becomes tired and exhausted:
you are “vague and indistinct,” but look like a fool.

Your hundred channels stir like a cauldron,
unable to clear and to settle;
by piling soil you set up space for an altar,
and from morning to sunset reverently worship. (Zhouyi cantong qi fen-

zhang zhu, sec. 8)

All this, concludes the Token, will be pointless when “you leave your bodily
form to rot.”

Two different meditation practices are mentioned in the passage quoted
above, namely “passing through the viscera” (lizang) and “treading the Dip-
per and pacing the asterisms” (lüxing bu douxiu). The first term appears fre-
quently in meditation texts, including the Central Scripture of Laozi.35 The
second expression alludes to the Shangqing meditation methods of “pacing
the celestial net” (bugang).36 Other terms in this passage allude to other
practices. “Six jia” (liujia) refers to calendrical deities, in particular those of
the divination method of the “orphan-empty” (guxu), which in one of its ap-
plications allows adepts ritually to exit the cycle of time and the directions
of space.37 “Way of Yin” (yindao) denotes the sexual techniques, and “nine-
and-one” (jiuyi) refers to “nine shallow and one deep” penetrations in inter-
course. “Reverently worship” obviously alludes to rites performed in honor
of minor deities and spirits. The last sentence in the first paragraph, as well
as the first two lines in the second quatrain, refers to breathing techniques.

This section of the Token, in other words, mentions a sample of methods
that were current during the Six Dynasties and denounces them as inade-
quate. The Token is not content with criticizing these methods, but refers to
them with irony. “Exhaling the old and inhaling the new” (tugu naxin), a
common expression that denotes ingesting and circulating breath, is over-
turned into “exhaling the upright and inhaling the external and evil” (tu-

zheng xi waixie). Breath is ingested “till it chirps in your bowels.” The adept
who devotes himself to these practices is “vague and indistinct” (huanghu),
an expression employed in the Laozi and many other texts to refer to the
Dao itself, but deliberately used in the Token to describe a practitioner who
“looks like a fool.”
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For the authors of the alchemical version of the Token, borrowing terms
from Scripture of the Yellow Court was an effective way to assert the supe-
riority of alchemy over the earlier meditation practices. Similar borrowings,
although less frequent, also occur from the Central Scripture of Laozi. One
example may be enough as regards this text. On three occasions, the Central

Scripture instructs its adepts to visualize their inner essences and pneumas,
saying that they should “moisten and impregnate” (runze) several organs of
the body.38 The Cantong qi uses the same expression, but with a different in-
tent: it is not the viscera of the adept in meditation to be “moistened and im-
pregnated,” but the cosmos itself when the Sun and the Moon join with each
other at the end of a time cycle, and release their “nurturing fluids” (ziye, a
compound formed by two terms that in the Central Scripture and other texts
define the salivary juices). This event is related to one of the cardinal notions
in the Token, namely the periodic joining of the Sun and the Moon:

Between the last day of a month and the first day of the next,
they join their tallies and move to the Center.
In chaos, vaporous and opaque,
female and male follow each other:
their nurturing fluids moisten and impregnate,
emanating and transmuting, they flow and pervade. (Zhouyi cantong qi

fenzhang zhu, sec. 18)

This passage refers to the Sun and the Moon as respectively harboring Real
Yin and Real Yang. Their conjunction, which occurs at the end of each
month, when the Sun and the Moon “join their tallies and move to the Cen-
ter,” causes Real Yin and Real Yang, the dual aspects of the timeless Dao, to
join and generate the next time cycle. These continuous temporal sequences
are responsible for the occurrence of change, but in the view of the Token

they are also the means through which Real Yin and Real Yang “flow and
pervade” the cosmos, rising and descending through all its time cycles.

A New View of Alchemy

In this renewed context, the inner gods of the Daoist meditation practices
and the ritual framework of the Taiqing alchemical practices serve no more.
It is enough to look at some clusters of terms that recur in the Token to re-
alize how its adept is not asked to meditate on the deities that reside within
himself, or to address those who dwell in heaven. Instead, he surveys (can),
examines (cha), investigates (kao), explores (tan), inquires (ji), and inspects
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(shen); he gauges (cun) and measures (du); he reflects (si), ponders (lü), in-
fers (tui), and assesses (kui). This is not mere intellectual activity but takes
place, instead, through “contemplation” (guan).

The function of connecting what is above to what is below (where “what
is below” includes the adept who practices alchemy) is not performed by the
outer and the inner gods approached through ritual or meditation, but by a
wide set of cosmological and alchemical emblems, all of which correspond
to the others. Among them, the three most important ones are the following:

1. In terms of emblems of the Book of Changes, Unity or the One (the su-
preme aspect of the Dao in the cosmos) is represented by a single un-
broken line ( ) or by the trigram qian . Its Yin and Yang aspects are
represented by a single broken line ( ) or by the trigram kun , and
by a single unbroken line or by the trigram qian , respectively. Real
Yang contained within Yin and Real Yin contained within Yang are rep-
resented by the trigrams kan and li , respectively. When the al-
chemical process is described through these emblems, it consists in
drawing the inner line out of kan and placing it in li in order 
to restore qian and kun , which are then joined to reestablish
Unity, or the state of Pure Yang (chunyang).

2. In terms of the Five Agents, the alchemical process inverts the standard
“generative” (xiangsheng) sequence of the Agents (Wood-Fire-Earth-
Metal-Water), and produces Metal ( ) from Water ( ), and Wood
( ) from Fire ( ).

3. In terms of alchemical emblems, Real Yin and Real Yang are represented
by Real Mercury (zhenhong) and Real Lead (zhenqian), respectively. Real
Mercury is refined from native cinnabar (Yang containing Real Yin, or
the broken line within li ), and Real Lead is refined from native lead
(Yin containing Real Yang, or the unbroken line within kan ).39

All these emblems are intermediate between the Dao and the world, and
serve the purpose of expressing their “wondrous unity” and of framing a
practice that offers a way of access to it.

lead and mercury

As lead and mercury are the two main ingredients of the outer and the inner
elixir, their role in the traditions based on the Token for the Agreement of

the Three requires attention. Although the earliest known method based ex-
clusively on cinnabar is found in the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs,40 the early
texts of the Taiqing tradition, and even more so the waidan texts incorporated
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into the Shangqing corpus, give priority to methods based on a large variety
of ingredients. By the middle of the Tang period, however, the methods
based on refining mercury from cinnabar had grown in importance. The best
illustration of the enhanced role of cinnabar is found in the writings of Chen
Shaowei, who was active during the second decade of the eighth century. His
two works (originally part of a single treatise) describe the preparation of an
elixir obtained by refining cinnabar. In the first part of the process, each cy-
cle yields a “gold” that can be ingested or used as an ingredient in the next
cycle. In the second part of the process, the final product of the first part is
used as an ingredient of a Reverted Elixir (huandan). Without any explicit
mention of the Token for the Agreement of the Three, or any apparent ref-
erence to its system, Chen Shaowei describes his method using cosmological
emblems, especially in the portions devoted to the stages of heating.41

Some Tang sources related to the Token for the Agreement of the Three

explicitly criticize such methods as the one described by Chen Shaowei
through their rejection of cinnabar and their advocacy of lead and mercury.
Invariably, these sources present as their rationale the fact that a Yin or Yang
ingredient alone cannot produce the elixir. The waidan commentary to the
Token dating from about 700 ce, to which we referred above, says in this
regard:

Without male and female, how could there be fixation, transmutation, and
accomplishment of the elixir? The male is mercury, the female is the essence
of lead. Jiuyuan jun said: “Ingesting only the reddened mercury (i.e., refined
mercury) is called ‘orphan Yang’ (guyang), and ingesting only the flower of
lead (i.e., refined lead) is called ‘orphan Yin’ (guyin). Therefore lead and
mercury need each other to accomplish the elixir.” . . . If the elixir is accom-
plished without obtaining both Yin and Yang, it would not obtain its prin-
ciple. When the two ingredients accomplish the elixir and are ingested to-
gether, this is the Way of the correct conjunction of Yin and Yang. (Zhouyi
cantong qi zhu, 1.21b–22a)

Another passage of the commentary addresses its criticism to the Scripture

of the Nine Elixirs itself, showing that the denunciation was not limited to
methods based on cinnabar and mercury, but was extended to any method
that was seen as not accomplishing a proper conjunction of Yin and Yang:

According to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (Jiudan jing), one should
smear the crucible with the Flower of Metal (jinhua, i.e., refined lead) in or-
der to nourish mercury. But could one ever use the words “Yin and Yang”
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or “Dragon and Tiger” if [the elixir] is accomplished by placing only mer-
cury in an empty tripod? It is necessary to add to and subtract from what 
is different (bie). If [mercury] is used alone, this would amount to using the
word “sublime” (miao) to define the “orphan Yang.” Jiuyuan jun said: “An
elixir made of ‘orphan Yang’ cannot be ingested as it is: one should accom-
plish the elixir by also availing oneself of Yin. If one stops when lead is ac-
complished, could one use it alone without a Yin ingredient?” (Zhouyi can-
tong qi zhu, 2.45a–b)

The reference to the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs seems to allude to the
method for making the Seventh Elixir, where mercury is placed in a crucible
luted with the Mysterious and Yellow.42

One of the earliest waidan texts to emphasize the role of lead and mer-
cury as ingredients of the elixir, Zhang Jiugai’s Treatise of the Perfected

Zhang on Metals, Stones, and Cinnabar (Zhang zhenren jinshi lingsha lun)
dating from the mid-eighth century, provides a similar explanation of why
one should not use only cinnabar:

The common people who search for immortality by ingesting only lustrous
cinnabar (guangming sha) and purple cinnabar (zisha), without a process
for the conjunction [of Yin and Yang], go afar from the Way. . . . One can-
not transcend the generations [of mortals] by ingesting lustrous cinnabar 
or purple cinnabar. Why? Because the Reverted Elixir, taking the essences
of Yin and Yang, is patterned on the creative and transformative action of
Heaven and Earth. . . . If the Yin of mercury within cinnabar alone forms
the body [of the elixir] and does not couple with Yang to generate [the elixir],
it cannot join the Four Emblems (sixiang) to each other and cannot put the
Five Agents in motion (yun). Therefore an orphan Yin cannot nourish any-
thing, and a lone Yang cannot generate anything. It is the coupling of Yin
and Yang that accomplishes the Reverted Elixir. (Zhang zhenren jinshi 
lingsha lun, 4a–b)

Finally, two other Tang texts related to the Token for the Agreement of the

Three assert the superiority of lead and mercury over all other minerals:43

The arts of the Great Elixir derive from lead and mercury, and the princi-
ples of lead and mercury are the foundation of the Great Elixir. (Dadan
qianhong lun, 1a)

Therefore one knows that the sublimity of the Great Elixir is owed only to
the fact that lead and mercury are the perfect ingredients (zhiyao); it does
not consist in using the four yellows and the eight minerals (sihuang bashi).
If the pneuma of any mineral ingredient enters the two substances that
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make the Great Elixir, this will be extremely poisonous. (Danlun jue zhixin
jian, 1a)

With its mention of the “four yellows” (realgar, orpiment, arsenic, and sul-
phur) and the “eight minerals” (cinnabar, realgar, mica, malachite, sulphur,
salt, saltpeter, and orpiment), the last passage quoted above echoes the ad-
monishment of the Token for the Agreement of the Three: “Dispose of real-
gar, get rid of the eight minerals!”44

These changes in the understanding of the alchemical process affected not
only the history of waidan, but also the rise and development of neidan.
From the beginning of the Tang period, some authors began to describe the
alchemical process as happening entirely within the human being, with no
dependence on minerals, metals, instruments, or fire, as other alchemists had
used earlier, and employing the same terminology, imagery, and symbolism
as those found in the Token for the Agreement of the Three. The earliest ex-
tant text that can be labeled as neidan in this sense is a short treatise written
by Liu Zhigu in the first half of the eighth century, which emphatically crit-
icizes the waidan interpretations of the Token and offers its first neidan read-
ing.45 The development of neidan in the form it took from the Tang period
onward would not have been possible without the earlier traditions of Dao-
ist meditation, and occurred in parallel with two shifts, related to each other,
in waidan—from a ritual framework to a cosmological framework, and
from methods based on cinnabar or other ingredients to methods based on
lead and mercury.

Due to the series of developments that I have outlined in this chapter, the al-
chemy of the Great Clarity lost its reason to exist. Adepts began to look at
alchemy as a way to express and to understand the principles that govern the
cosmos, but no longer as a means of getting closer to the gods and warding
off demons and spirits. The classic system of Daoist cosmography, as ex-
pressed in the scheme of the Three Caverns (sandong), had no place in these
new traditions, for the compounding of the elixirs was no longer seen as a
means of rising to a higher heaven. Complex cosmological notions and pat-
terns of abstract emblems now played a role unknown in the earlier tradi-
tion. The older ways of compounding the elixirs did not fit into this new
view of the import of alchemy, and no author after the mid-Tang period felt
the need to write about the simple methods, rites, and ceremonies of the
Great Clarity.
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Ablutions (muyu), 12, 82f, 89, 99,
161f, 169, 199, 217

Abstention from cereals (duangu, bigu),
6, 55, 115, 125f, 184

Abyssal Chamber (youshi), 208
Acetic bath, 33. See also Flowery Pond;

Vinegar
Aconite, 182n; tuber (wutou, fuzi), 88
Actinolite, 120
Alchemy: definition of, 23–25, 219–

20; as figurative language, 216; dual
status in the Taiqing tradition, 13–
15, 126; and the Jiangnan local tra-
ditions, 10–20 passim, 123–39,
140– 47; and aristocracy, 125, 148f;
and the fangshi, 6, 16 –18, 28–31;
and hagiography, 28, 124, 144– 45,
260n15; and metallurgy, 23, 28,
257n23; and the “minor arts,” 11,
125–27; and “nourishing life,”
134–36, 142– 43, 147; and herbal
drugs, see Herbal drugs; and sexual
practices, see Sexual practices; and
meditation, 136 –39, 142– 44, 154,
203–19; and Daoism, 18–20, 24,
140–55; and Lingbao, 140– 41,
205; and Shangqing, 140– 47, 211–
14; in the Daoist Canon, 2, 141,
152–55; see also Elixirs; Neidan;
Waidan

Altar, 96 –98 passim, 236
Alum (fanshi), 60, 105, 110, 231, 245,

Table 6; ingredient of alchemical
compounds, 111, 113, 119, 132,
179–83 passim, 195, Table 4; 
ingredient of the luting mud, 104,
113, 166, 189. See also White alum

Amber Pill (weixi jusheng), 117
Amethyst (zishi ying), 120, 246, Table 6
Ancestors, 81, 213
Anqi sheng, 30, 145
Apocrypha (wei), 214–15
Aqueous solutions, 62, 103, 243, 246
Aristocracy, and alchemy, 125, 148f
Arsenic, 223, 247
Arsenolite (yushi), 239f, 245, Table 6;

ingredient of alchemical compounds,
113f, 180–86 passim, Table 4; in-
gredient of the luting mud, 104, 113,
166, 179, 189

Arts from the Garden of Secrets of the
Great Treasure (Hongbao yuanbi
shu), 26 –27, 31–34 passim

August Man (Huangren), 88; of Celes-
tial Reality (Tianzhen huangren),
136

Auspicious and inauspicious days, see
Time

Authentic Register of the Eight Sim-
plicities (basu zhenlu), 94
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Authentic Scripture of the Great 
Cavern (Dadong zhenjing), 142ff,
211–12

bacun fu (Eight-Inch Talisman), 94
Badou (croton seed), 88
Bagong (Eight Masters), 33, 50, 110
Bai fanshi (White alum), 104, 194. See

also Alum
Baicao hua (Flower of Hundred Plants,

honey), 181
Baidu (hundred poisons), 115, 160
Baigui, see “Hundred demons”
Baila (pewter), 246
Baishi ying (quartz), 119f, 195, 238f
Baishi zhi (white clay), see under Clay
Baixue (White Snow), 173, 208
Baize, 42
Baizheng (“hundred steamings”), 

102–3
Baji (eight poles), 12, 15f, 160
Bamboo cylinder, 33, 102f, 115, 165,

189
Baopu zi neipian (Inner Chapters 

of the Book of the Master Who 
Embraces Spontaneous Nature), see 
Inner Chapters

Baopu zi shenxian jinzhuo jing (Scrip-
ture of the Golden Liquid of the 
Divine Immortals, by the Master
Who Embraces Spontaneous Na-
ture), see Scripture of the Golden
Liquor

Baozhen fu (Precious Talisman for
Warding Off Evil), 94–95, Fig. 8

Bashi (eight minerals), 131, 222–23
Basu zhenlu (Authentic Register of the

Eight Simplicities), 94
Beidou, see Northern Dipper
Beiyin dadi (Great Emperor of North-

ern Yin), 46
Bellows, 9, 107, 170, 174
Bencao jing jizhu (Collected Commen-

taries to the Canonical Pharmaco-
poeia), 63, 248

Bigu, see Abstention from cereals
Bingshi (Icy Stone, calcareous spar),

115f
Biographies of the Divine Immortals

(Shenxian zhuan): on Zhang 
Daoling, 147– 48; on Zuo Ci, 4–5

Biographies of the Immortals (Liexian
zhuan): on Juanzi, 146 – 47

Bixian dan (Elixir for the Nomination
to Immortal), 115, 118, 192

Black veratrum root (lilu), 88
Blood, 70; in transmission rituals, 80–

82 passim, 127, 137, 161, 200
Bokenkamp, Stephen, 149
Bond (yue), between master and 

disciple, 80f, 127, 200
Book of Changes (Yijing), 8f, 68, 75,

105, 214–20 passim, 291n29
Boyang (name of Laozi), 146 – 47. See

also Li Boyang
Brass (yushi), 246
Breathing techniques (tuna, xingqi), 6,

55, 125, 134f, 142– 43, 148, 160,
218

Buddhism, 57, 141, 154
Bugang (“pacing the celestial net”),

218
Buye cheng (City Without-Night), 72

Calcareous spar, 116
Calcination (duan), 108, 189ff
Cao Yuanyu, 249
Carp, 146; in the alchemical ritual,

97f, 164; gall (liyu dan), 112, 171,
176, 177n

Cat-tail (puhuang), 239
Cavern Chamber (dongfang), 137
Cavern-Heavens (dongtian), 46, 72
Celestial Male (tianxiong), 182
Celestial Masters, see Way of the Ce-

lestial Masters
Celestial Sovereign (Tianhuang), 81
Celestial Stems (tiangan) and Earthly

Branches (dizhi), 83–87 passim,
105, 216
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Celestial Worthy of Original Com-
mencement (Yuanshi tianzun), 46,
49

Celestial Worthy of the Way and its
Virtue (Daode tianzun), 47

Cengqing (laminar malachite), see 
under Malachite

Centipedes (wugong), 88
Central Scripture of Great Clarity

(Taiqing zhongjing), 146
Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi

zhongjing), 15, 43, 70, 206 –13 
passim, 218f

Central Yellow (Zhonghuang), god of
the, 13, 15, 117, 191

Ceremony of the Nine Elixirs (jiudan
ji), 97–98

Ceremony of transmission, 11–12, 80–
82, 161, 247

Chaff, 106, 108, 168–85 passim, 
196

Chalcanthite (shidan), 33, 113, 173n,
182f, Table 4

Chamber of the Divine Stove (shenzao
wu), 95–96, 119, 195

Chamber of the Elixirs (danshi,
danwu), 12, 95

Chamber of the Great Medicines
(dayao shi), 88

Chamber of the Stove (zaowu), 120
Chamber of the Talismans (fushi), 96
Changjiang River, 3f
Changsha (Hunan), 102, 193f
Chanü (Handsome Maiden, lead), 172
Chaos (hundun, inchoate state), 10,

77–78
Charcoal, 171, 182
Charms (jin), 130
Chart of the Ranks and Functions of

the Perfected Numinous Beings
(Zhenling weiye tu), 45–51 passim

Charts of the Real Forms of the Five
Peaks (Wuyue zhenxing tu), 87,
127–30 passim

Chen Anshi, 90

Chen Guofu, 2, 55, 237, 249f
Chen Shaowei, 74, 221
Chen Zhixu, 24, 54
Cheng, Mount (Chengshan, Shan-

dong), 72
Chenzhou (Hunan), 195, 239
Chicken: in the alchemical ritual, 98;

eggs, in the alchemical ritual, 97,
164; blood, drunk during the 
ceremony of transmission, 82, 101;
feathers, used to collect the elixir,
107, 111, 119, 168, 171, 176 –97
passim

Child-Cinnabar (Zidan), 210. See also
Red Child

Child-Light (ziming, mercury), 172
Chimei demons, 73, 129, 186
Chiming (Scarlet Light) pre-cosmic era,

49
Chiqi (“red pneuma”), in meditation

practices, 207–10 passim
Chishi zhi (red clay), see under Clay
Chisong zi, 54
“Chisong zi zhouhou yaojue” 

(“Instructions on Medicines by
Chisong zi to Keep at Hand”), 
54–55

Chiyan (Red Salt), 108ff
Chizi (Red Child), 207–13 passim
Chong Shang, 26
Chongbao (“precious treasure”), 10,

68, 75–78
Chongwen zongmu (Complete List [of

the Institute] for Venerating Texts),
237, 250f

Chongzhi (“worm juice”), 112
Chu (Removal), days of, 97, 162
Chu jinkuang tulu (Illustrated Records

on the Extraction of Gold from its
Ores), 243, 247

Chu region, 6, 71. See also Jiangnan
Chuci (Elegies of Chu), 15–16, 71–72,

160n
Chunyang, see Pure Yang
Chunyu Shutong, 50
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Chunyu Taixuan, 50
Chuze xiansheng (Elder of the Moor-

lands of Chu), 60, 270n41
Cihuang, see Orpiment
Cinnabar (dansha, zhusha), 29ff, 88,

105, 133–34, 220–23, 238f, 243ff,
Table 6; ingredient of alchemical
compounds, 108–15 passim, 119f,
132, 167f, 182f, 195, Table 4; aque-
ous solution, 33, 102f, 165, 231;
source of mercury, 100, 103, 172f;
and the symbolism of the red color,
67–75 passim; smearing one’s mouth
with, in transmission rituals, 80

“Cinnabar bird” (danniao), 73
Cinnabar Fields (dantian), 70, 137,

204–13 passim, 217
Cinnabar Gold (danjin), see Elixir-

Gold
Cinnabar Hut (danlu), 204, 207
Cinnabar Mound (Danqiu), 71–72
“Cinnabar stone” (danshi), 73
“Cinnabar writs” (danshu), 73
Cinnabar-Yellow Flower (danhuang zhi

hua), 172
Circulation of breath (xingqi), see

Breathing techniques
Cishi, see Magnetite
City of the Immortals of the Great

Mystery (taixuan xiandu), 81
City Without-Night (Buye cheng), 72
Clarity and tranquility (qingjing), 11,

199
Clay: red (chishi zhi), 101f, 112f, 120,

166, 177ff, 183, 187, 190; white
(baishi zhi), 96, 104, 194; yellow
(huangshi zhi), 108, 118, 192

Codes and Precepts from the Scriptures
and Charts of Correct Unity
(Zhengyi jingtu kejie pin), 153

Cold Elixir (handan), 114, 186 –87
Collected Commentaries to the 

Canonical Pharmacopoeia (Bencao
jing jizhu), 63, 248

Commentary to the Scripture of the

Nine Elixirs, 10, 32, 55–56, 61–63,
78, 96 –97; outline, 241– 46;
sources, 246 – 49; dating, 249–54;
quoted, 42, 61

Companions, see Helpers and 
companions

Compendium of Correct Characters
(Zhengzi tong), 68

Concealed Instructions for the Ascent
to Perfection (Dengzhen yinjue), 46,
51, 145

Contemplation (guan), 220
Copper (tong), 246f; plaques

(tongban), 42, 110
Correct Unity (Zhengyi), 148–51 

passim; supplement to the Daoist
Canon, 152–55 passim. See also
Way of the Celestial Masters

Correlative cosmology, 1, 8–9, 19–20,
27, 68, 84, 105, 214–23 passim,
248n41

Cosmogony, 76 –78, 149–51
Cosmography, 18–21, 43–51 passim
Cosmology, see Correlative cosmology
Count of the River (Hebo), 98
Count of the Waters (Shuibo), 59
Count of the Wind (Fengbo), 129, 182
Court of the Moon (yueting), 48
Covenant (meng), between master and

disciple, 3, 80ff, 161, 199
Crimson Palace (jianggong), 137, 205ff
Croton seed (badou), 88
Crucible, 9–10, 60, 67–68, 75–78,

94ff, 101– 4. See also Heating
method

Da banxia (Pinellia tuberifera, bulb
of), 88

Da Daojun (Great Lord of the Dao),
see Lord of the Dao

Da Song Tiangong baozang (Precious
Canon of the Celestial Palace of the
Great Song), 152

Dadong zhenjing (Authentic Scripture
of the Great Cavern), 142ff, 211–12
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Daluo (Great Canopy) heaven, 44,
265n34

Dan (elixir), meanings of the term, 68–
70. See also Elixir

Dang, Mount (Dangshan, Jiangsu), 146
Danhua (Flower of the Elixir), 198. See

also Flower of Cinnabar
Danhua zhi huang (Yellow of the Elixir

Flower), 112, 172
Danhuang zhi hua (Cinnabar-Yellow

Flower), 172
Danjin (Elixir-Gold, or Cinnabar

Gold), 32, 117, 191
Danlu (Cinnabar Hut), 204, 207
Danniao (“cinnabar bird”), 73
Danqian (Elixir-Lead), 244
Danqiu (Cinnabar Mound), 71–72
Dansha, see Cinnabar
Dansha jing (Essence of Cinnabar),

172
Danshi (“cinnabar stone”), 73
Danshi (Chamber of the Elixirs), 12,

95
Danshu (“cinnabar writs”), 73
Dantian, see Cinnabar Fields
Danwu (Chamber of the Elixirs), 95
Dao, 36 –39 passim, 135, 205, 207; as

origin, 10, 14, 67–68, 75, 78, 105,
150; and existence, 1, 8, 219; and
alchemy, 125, 139, 216, 220

Daode jing, 47. See also Laozi
Daode tianzun (Celestial Worthy of the

Way and its Virtue), 47
Daode zhangren (Elder of the Way and

Its Virtue), 150
Daogui (“speck”) 174n
Daoism and alchemy, 18–20, 24, 140–

55. See also Daoist Canon; Lingbao;
Shangqing; Way of the Celestial
Masters

Daoist Canon (Daozang), alchemical
texts, 2, 141, 152–55. See also Four
Supplements; Three Caverns

Daojiao yishu (Pivot of Meaning of the
Daoist Teaching), 152–54

Daojun, see Lord of the Dao
Daoshi (practitioner; Master of the

Way), 17–18
Daoyin (gymnastics), 55, 125, 134f,

142– 43, 147f, 160
Daozang, see Daoist Canon
Dark Road (xuanlu), 81
Dates, in the alchemical ritual, 164
Dating: of the waidan sources, 2, 

227–29; of the Commentary to 
the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs,
249–50

Dayao shi (Chamber of the Great
Medicines), 88

Declarations of the Perfected (Zhen’-
gao), 46, 51, 142– 45 passim

Decoction of the Five Fragrances 
(wuxiang tang), 88–89

Demons, 73, 87–92 passim, 138, 154,
242, 244; controlled or expelled by
the elixirs, 8, 10, 33, 125–31, 160,
184, 186

Dengshan fu (Talisman for Ascending
the Mountains), 90

Dengzhen yinjue (Concealed Instruc-
tions for the Ascent to Perfection),
46, 51, 145

Dew collected on mulberries (sang
shang lu), 112, 169, 171

Dian (“projection”), 107, 170
Diets, see Abstention from cereals
Dinan (Imperial Man, realgar), 178–

86 passim
Dinghu (Lake of the Tripod), 42, 136
Dinü (Imperial Woman, orpiment),

178, 182–86 passim
Diqi (pneuma of the earth), 83, 94,

199
Director of Destinies (Siming, Santian

siming), 81, 128, 187, 212
Director of the Registers of the Great

One (Taiyi silu), 81
Discussions Weighed in the Balance

(Lunheng), 42
Divination, 5, 18, 126, 218
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Divine Chamber (shenshi, crucible),
111

Divine Elixir (shendan), 191, 209f; one
of the Nine Elixirs, 112–13, 129,
177–79. See also Divine Elixirs

Divine Elixir in Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan
shendan), 151, 199. See also Elixir
in Nine Cycles; Reverted Elixir in
Nine Cycles

Divine Elixirs (shendan), 134, 143,
160f, 163. See also Divine Elixir

Divine Elixirs of the Nine Heavens
(jiutian shendan), 151

Divine Mud (shenni), 76, 103– 4, 120.
See also Mud of the Six-and-One

Divine Pills of the Great Ultimate for
Reverting to Life (Taiji huanming
shenwan), 126, 132, 198

Divine Seals (shenyin), 91
Divine Tally (shenfu), 112, 170–77
Divine Water (shenshui), 208; of the

Three-and-Five (sanwu shenshui),
108f

Divine, Authentic, and Superior 
Scripture of the Elixir Flower of
Langgan, from the Numinous Writ
in Purple Characters of the Great
Tenuity (Taiwei lingshu ziwen lang-
gan huadan shenzhen shangjing), see
Scripture of the Elixir Flower of
Langgan

Dixian (Immortals of Earth), see under
Immortals

Dizhi (Earthly Branches), see Tiangan
and dizhi

Dongfang (Cavern Chamber), 137
Donghai (Shandong), 166, 189, 194,

238
Dongming (Light of the East), 71
Dongtian (Cavern-Heavens), 46, 72
Dongwang fu (King Father of the

West), 43
Dongyang (Shandong), 238
Doors, deities of the, 98

Double Indigo (Lanlan), 209
Dragon Magnificence (Longhan) pre-

cosmic era, 49
Dragon’s Weightlessness (longqing),

165n
Duan (calcination), 108, 189ff
Duan Yucai, 68
Duangu, see Abstention from cereals
Duke Metal (jingong, lead), 172

Earthly Branches (dizhi), see Celestial
Stems and Earthly Branches

Earthworm excreta (yinlou fen), 104,
113f, 120, 194. See also Excreta of
Dragons of Earth

Eggs, in the alchemical ritual, 97, 
164

Eight-Inch Silk Talisman of the Great
One (Taiyi bacun sufu), 93

Eight-Inch Talisman (bacun fu), 94
Eight Masters (Bagong), 33, 50, 110
Eight minerals (bashi), 131, 222–23
Eight poles (baji), 12, 15f, 160
Elder of the Moorlands of Chu (Chuze

xiansheng), 60, 270n41
Elder of the Way and Its Virtue (Daode

zhangren), 150
Elegies of Chu (Chuci ), 15–16, 71–

72, 160n
Elephant of Stone (shixiang), 72
Elixir: notion in the Taiqing tradition,

8–10; notion in Chinese alchemy,
67–78, 219–23; and the “essence”
of the Dao, 14, 67–68, 75–77. See
also Alchemy; Dan; Elixirs

Elixir Flower of Langgan (langgan
huadan), 29, 102, 119–20. See also
Scripture of the Elixir Flower of
Langgan

Elixir for the Nomination to Immortal
(bixian dan), 115, 118, 192

Elixir-Gold (or Cinnabar Gold, 
danjin), 32, 117, 191

Elixir in Nine Cycles, 42. See also
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Divine Elixir in Nine Cycles; 
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

Elixir in Pellets (erdan), 113, 181–84
passim

Elixir-Lead (danqian), 244
Elixir of Great Clarity (taiqing dan),

50, 102, 111, 144; method of 
compounding, 104, 108–10; 
consecration, 98. See also Scripture
of Great Clarity

Elixir of the Nine Efflorescences 
(jiuhua dan), 144, 266n41

Elixirs: and gods and demons, 12–16,
31–32, 123–39 passim; and healing,
see Healing; and immortality, 6 –13
passim, 125–39 passim, 143, 242.
See also Elixir

Elixirs of the Nine Radiances (jiuguang
dan), 54, 72, 132–33

Embryo, see “Inner embryo” and “in-
ner infant”

Emptiness, see Void or Great Void
Epsomite (mangxiao), 245, 248, 

Table 6
Erdan (Elixir in Pellets), 113, 181–84

passim
Essays for Ridiculing the Dao (Xiao-

dao lun), 57
Essence (jing), 10, 14, 67–70 passim,

75–78, 79, 100–1, 133. See also
Original Essence; “sublimated
essence”

Essence and Flower (jinghua), 165, 168,
171. See also “Floreate essence”

Essence and pneuma (jingqi), 88, 207–
10 passim, 218. See also Essence; Qi

Essence and spirit (jingshen), 36f, 81
Essence of Cinnabar (dansha jing), 172
Essence of Fire (huojing, cinnabar), 68,

70
Essence of Lead (qianjing), 172f, 244
Essence of the Sun (rijing, cinnabar),

68, 70
Essential Instructions from the 

Scripture of the Elixirs of Great
Clarity (Taiqing danjing yaojue),
59–61, 88, 238– 40

Essential Instructions on the Scripture
on the Reverted Elixir in Nine 
Cycles of the Perfected of the Great
Ultimate (Taiji zhenren jiuzhuan
huandan jing yaojue), see Scripture
on the Reverted Elixir in Nine 
Cycles

Establishment (yuejian), day of, 97,
162

Excreta of Dragons of Earth (tulong
shi), 179, 183, 186. See also Earth-
worm excreta

“Explanations” (“Jie”), on the Nine
Elixirs, 56, 233

“External alchemy,” see Waidan

Fangshi (masters of the methods), 3f,
6, 16 –18, 25ff, 28–29, 50

Fangzhu mirrors, 117, 191
Fanshi, see Alum
Far-off Journey (Yuanyou), 71–72
Fat of the Pavilions (tingzhi, sulphur),

180
Feathered Men (yuren), 71–72
Feifu (Flying Talisman), 108f
Feijing (“sublimated essence”), 176 –

79 passim, 196
Feiliu (Sublimate Liquid), 165n
Feiqing (Weightless Sublimate), 165n
Feng and shan ceremonies, 30
Fengbo (Count of the Wind), 129, 182
Fengdu, 46
Fire, 70–71, 74, 213; kindling of, 

11, 97–98. See also “Fire times”;
Heating method

“Fire times” (huohou), 105–6. See
also Fire

Fish, symbolic meaning, 274n3
Five Agents (wuxing), 8, 25, 68, 71,

83, 207, 216, 220, 222, 258n35,
259n41
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Five fragrances (wuxiang), 83, 161. 
See also Decoction of the Five 
Fragrances

Five Interdictions (wuji), 85
Five metals (wujin), 247
Five minerals (wushi), 110
Five Numinous Elixirs (wuling dan),

110–11
Five Peaks (wuyue), interdictions for

retirement, 84f; in the alchemical
laboratory, 96

Five poisons (wudu), 128
Five viscera (wuzang), 37, 207, 213,

217–18
Fixed Elixir (fudan), 73, 113–14, 175,

185–86
“Fixing” (zhi, fu), 244
“Floreate essence” (huajing), 104. See

also Essence and Flower
Flower of Cinnabar (danhua), 111–12,

167–70, 175, 176n, 180n, 184, 186
Flower of Hundred Plants (baicao hua,

honey), 181
Flower of Metal (jinhua, refined lead),

221
Flower of Mysterious and Yellow 

(xuanhuang hua), 178, 185
Flower of the Elixir (danhua), 198
Flower of the Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan

zhi hua), 108, 197
Flowery Canopy (huagai), 205f
Flowery Pond (huachi), 103f, 108–12

passim, 116, 166, 175, 178, 246;
method of compounding, 105. See
also Acetic bath; Vinegar

“Flowery stone” (huashi), 100
Flying Talisman (feifu), 108f
Fountain of Nectar (liquan), 210
Four Brahmā heavens (si fantian), 44
Four Calamities (sibai), 85, 163n
Four Numina (siling), 204
Four Seas (sihai), 160n
Four Supplements (sifu), to the Daoist

Canon, 19, 151, 152–55, 203
“Four yellows” (sihuang), 222–23

Fu (“fixing”), 244
Fu Xi, 72
Fu xuanzhu jue (Instructions for Fixing

the Mysterious Pearl), 244, 247
Fu (talismans), see Talismans
Fudan, see Fixed Elixir
Furnace, 90, 93–96 passim, 204. See

also Stove
Fushi (Chamber of the Talismans), 96
Fuzi (aconite tuber), 88

Gall of yellow dog (huanggou dadan),
176, 183, 187

Gallbladder, 204, 207
Gaoyang (Yang-in-High), 71
Gaozong (Tang emperor), 42, 56, 62,

246, 250–54 passim
Gate of Life (mingmen), 206, 208, 217
Gate of the Sun (rimen), 48
Ge Hong, 2–5 passim, 11, 13, 50, 

72, 123–25, 142. See also Inner
Chapters

Ge Xuan, 3–5, 93
Genxue (Hard Snow), 108–10 passim
Goat hair, 104
Gods of Soil and Grain (Sheji), 128–

29, 182
Gold (jin, huangjin), 74–75, 133–34,

190n, 210, 221, 238, 243, 247; 
ingredient of the Golden Liquor,
114–18 passim, 188; ingredient of
the Mysterious and White, 103;
transmutation into, 107–8, 112f,
116 –19 passim, 169–70, 174, 181,
184f, 191f, 197, 245; cylinder, 
186; used for making vessels, 29–
33 passim; counterfeiting, 27–28; 
as a token of transmission, 81; 
offered to the gods, 98. See also
Golden Elixir

Gold Water (jinshui), 13, 57, 115, 117,
189–92 passim. See also Golden
Liquor

Golden Chambers (jinshi), 206
Golden Elixir(s) (jindan), 3, 13, 125f,
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130f, 136, 153f, 197, 205. See also
Way of the Golden Elixir

Golden Essence (jinjing), 208
Golden figurines, as tokens of 

transmission, 80–81, 161, 200
Golden Gate (jinmen), 213
Golden Liquid (jinzhuo), 57, 188. See

also Golden Liquor
Golden Liquor (jinye), 32, 39, 57, 102,

110, 145, 160, 208–10 passim;
114–18. See also Scripture of the
Golden Liquor

Golden Man (jinren), 13, 191
Golden Medicine (jinyao), 174
Golden Nectar (jinli), 208
Golden Pavilion (jinlou), 205f
Golden Portal of the Crimson Palace

(jianggong jinque), 137
Gourd, 77–78
Graphite, 120
Grease of Dragons (longgao, longgao

ze, longgao tong, or tulong gao),
107, 112ff, 169ff, 177–87 passim

Grease of Dragons of the Mysterious
Light (xuanming longgao, mercury),
114, 116

Great Canopy (Daluo) heaven, 44,
265n34

Great Clarity (Taiqing), heaven of, 
18–19, 35–51, 160, 197n. See also
Taiqing; Taiqing

Great Emperor of Northern Yin
(Beiyin dadi), 46

Great Granary (taicang), 207, 210
Great Light (Taihao), 71
Great Lord of the Dao (Da Daojun),

see Lord of the Dao
Great Medicine of the Nine Efflores-

cences (jiuhua dayao), 151
Great Mystery (Taixuan), supplement

to the Daoist Canon, 152–55 passim
Great One (Taiyi), 128f, 181, 191,

204f; and the Golden Liquor, 13,
114, 117, 187n, 188; in the alchemi-
cal ritual, 82, 98, 285n6, 236; in

meditation texts, 15, 43, 209. See
also “Guarding the One”; Lord
Great One of Original Radiance;
One

Great One’s Credentials of the Count
of the Immortals (Xianbo Taiyi jian),
94

Great Peace (Taiping), supplement to
the Daoist Canon, 152–55 passim

Great Tenuity (Taiwei), heaven of, 13,
48, 197

Great Ultimate (Taiji), heaven of the,
13, 46 –50 passim, 132, 197

Great Yang (taiyang, sun, cinnabar),
69f, 73f, 173

Great Year (Taisui), god of the, 128
Great Yin (taiyin, lead), 172f
Guan (contemplation), 220
Guangcheng zi, 41f, 160n
Guangming sha, see Lustrous Powder

or “lustrous cinnabar”
Guanzi, 38
“Guarding the One” (shouyi), 90, 125,

130, 136 –39, 154
Guiji (Zhejiang), 215
Guijia (tortoise shell), 88
Guijian (spindle tree wings), 88
Guijiu (umbrella leaf), 88
Guxu (“orphan-empty” divination

method), 218
Gymnastics, see Daoyin

Hagiography, and alchemy, 28, 124,
144– 45, 260n15

Haircut, in transmission rituals, 80–
81, 200

Hall of Light (mingtang), 205f
Halleaux, Robert, 23
Han tianshi shijia (Lineage of the Han

Celestial Masters), 151
Handan (Cold Elixir), 114, 186 –87
Handsome Maiden (chanü, lead), 172
Hanshu, see History of the Former

Han Dynasty
Hard Snow (genxue), 108–10 passim
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He marshes (Heze), 146
Healing, 10, 126, 130–34, 163
Heart, 70, 94, 137, 207–9 passim
Heating method, 105–7. See also Fire
Hebo (Count of the River), 98
Hebo yu (Leftovers of the Count of the

River, carp gall), 177
Hebo yuyu (Leftover Fishes of the

Count of the River, carp gall), 176
Heche (River Chariot, lead), 172, 247–

48
Heche jing (Scripture of the River

Chariot), 247– 48
Hedong (Shanxi), 239f
Hehe fangpi fa (Methods for averting

evil influences during the compound-
ing), 92–93, Fig. 6

Helpers and companions, 12, 16 –18,
82, 85, 162

Hematite (Yu yuliang, Taiyi Yu
yuliang), 238–39; ingredient of 
alchemical compounds, 111, 113,
180, 182, Table 4; red (daizhe), 113,
179, 246, Table 6

Heming, Mount (Heming shan,
Sichuan), 146

Hemp fabric, as a token of 
transmission, 80–81, 200

Henan (Henan), 166n
Herbal drugs, 6, 125, 130–34, 142–

43, 148, 160, 163
Heze (He marshes), 146
Highest Clarity (Shangqing), heaven of,

44– 48 passim, 197n. See also
Shangqing

Highest Sovereign (Shanghuang) 
pre-cosmic era, 49

Highest Sovereign Lord of the Dao
(Shanghuang Daojun), see Lord of
the Dao

Highest Sovereign, Most High, 
Supreme Great Lord of the Dao
(Shanghuang taishang wushang Da
Daojun), see Lord of the Dao

History of the Former Han Dynasty
(Hanshu): on Jingdi, 28; on Zou
Yan, 25–27

History of the Later Han Dynasty
(Hou Hanshu): on the fangshi, 29;
on Zuo Ci, 4

Ho Peng Yoke, 2, 250
Honey, 89, 105, 132, 181n, 198
Hong (mercury), see Mercury or 

quicksilver
Hongshui (Mercury Water), 13, 115–

18 passim, 190–92 passim
Horse: hair, 96, 104, 120; manure,

106, 168, 174–85 passim
Hou Hanshu, see History of the Later

Han Dynasty
House, deities of the, 98
Housheng (Saint of the Later Times),

47
Huachi, see Flowery Pond
Huagai (Flowery Canopy), 205f
Huainan zi, 27, 37–38, 76 –77, 160n,

261n24. See also Liu An
Huajing (“floreate essence”), 104. See

also Essence and Flower
Huan, see “Reversion”
Huandan, see Reverted Elixir
Huang huachi (Yellow Flowery Pond),

174
Huangbai (Yellow and White), 173,

190
Huangchang zi (Master Yellow Gown),

209f
Huangdan (Yellow Elixir, refined lead),

103, 104, 120
Huangdi, see Yellow Emperor
Huangdi jiuding shendan jingjue

(Instructions on the Scripture of the
Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods of
the Yellow Emperor), see Scripture
of the Nine Elixirs; Commentary to
the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs

Huangdi neijing (Inner Scripture of the
Yellow Emperor), 131
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Huangdi sishan san (Powder of the
Four Fans of the Yellow Emperor),
58

“Huangdi yutai pian” (“Yellow 
Emperor’s Writ of the Jade 
Terrace”), 88

Huangfen (Yellow Powder), 178
Huangfu (Yellow Feed), 174
Huanggou dadan (gall of a yellow

dog), 176, 183, 187
Huanghu (“vague and indistinct”),

163, 218
Huanghua (Yellow Flower), 174
Huangjin, see Gold
Huangjing: Yellow Essence, name of a

lead-mercury compound, 112, 165,
170, 174; “yellow essence”, in me-
ditation practices, 207–10 passim

Huanglong (Yellow Dragon), 174
Huangqing (Yellow and Weightless),

165, 174
Huangren (August Man), 88
Huangshi zhi (yellow clay), see under

Clay
Huangting (Yellow Court), 90, 204–10

passim
Huangting jing, see Scripture of the

Yellow Court
Huangtu (“yellow soil”), 114, 186
Huangya (Yellow Sprouts), 165, 174
Huashi (“flowery stone”), 100
Huashi, see Talc
Hufen (white lead), 120, 166, 246
Hugang zi, 63, 215, 242–50 passim
Hun and po (celestial and earthly

“souls”), 85f, 110, 245
“Hundred demons” (baigui), 88, 129,

181f, 186. See also Demons
Hundred poisons (baidu), 115, 160
“Hundred steamings” (baizheng),

102–3
Hundun (chaos, inchoate state), 10,

77–78
Hundun (mythical being), 77

Huohou (“fire times”), 105–6. See
also Fire

Huojing (Essence of Fire, cinnabar),
68, 70

Icy Stone (bingshi, calcareous spar),
115f

Illustrations on the Divine Elixirs of
the Nine Tripods (Jiuding shendan
tu), 146

Immortality, 50–51, 71–72, 160; 
medicines of, 24f, 29. See also
Elixirs and immortality

Immortals: of Earth (dixian), 48, 50,
115, 118; of Heaven (tianxian), 48,
50; of Water (shuixian), 115

Imperial Lord of the Golden Portal
(Jinque dijun), 46

Imperial Man (dinan, realgar), 178–86
passim

Imperial Woman (dinü, orpiment),
178, 182–86 passim

Incense, 82f, 97, 99, 161, 164, 169
Ingredients, purchase of, 83, 86 –87,

162, 237
Initial Green (shiqing), 206
Initiatory journeys: of the Yellow 

Emperor, 41– 42, 136, 146; of
Shangqing immortals, 145– 46

“Inner alchemy,” see Neidan
Inner Chapters (Baopu zi neipian),

38–39, 63, 90, 123–39 passim, 155,
235–36, 242, 246 – 47; on the
Taiqing scriptures, 2–3, 54–57; on
the Taiqing elixirs, 108–11 passim,
114–18; quoted, 3, 38f, 80, 98,
108–11 passim, 114–18 passim,
126 –38 passim, 205–6. See also Ge
Hong

Inner Chapters of the Book of the
Master Who Embraces Spontaneous
Nature (Baopu zi neipian), see Inner
Chapters

“Inner elixir,” 141, 205, 208–10, 220.
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See also “Inner embryo” and “inner
infant”; Neidan

“Inner embryo” and “inner infant,”
143, 205, 208, 210–13. See also
Red Child

Inner gods, 137, 207–13. See also
Meditation

Inner Scripture of the Contemplation
of the Heaven of the Superior Way
of Great Clarity (Taiqing shangdao
guantian neijing), 144

Inner Scripture of the Yellow Emperor
(Huangdi neijing), 131

Inscription for Laozi (Laozi ming),
204

Instantly Achieved Elixirs (licheng
dan), 110

Instructions on an Inventory of Forty-
five Metals and Minerals (Jinshi bu
wujiu shu jue), 60–61, 238– 41

“Instructions on Medicines by Chisong
zi to Keep at Hand” (“Chisong zi
zhouhou yaojue”), 54–55

“Instructions on the Scripture of the
Divine Elixirs of Great Clarity”
(“Taiqing shendan jingjue”), 54–55

Instructions on the Scripture of the 
Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods 
of the Yellow Emperor (Huangdi 
jiuding shendan jingjue), see 
Scripture of the Nine Elixirs; 
Commentary to the Scripture of 
the Nine Elixirs

“Instructions on the [Elixir in] Nine
Cycles” (“Jiuzhuan zhi jue”), 41

Instruments, see Bamboo cylinder; 
Bellows; Crucible; Furnace; Iron 
vessel; Mortar; Stove

Iron (tie), 246f
Iron vessel, 104, 108, 165f, 170, 197,

279n2
Ishinpō (Methods from the Heart of

Medicine), 55

Jade, 210; ring, as a token of 
transmission, 80–81, 200

Jade Blossom (yuying), 208
Jade Capital (Yujing), 48
Jade Clarity (Yuqing), heaven of, 44–

50 passim, 265n34
Jade Contract of the Nine Old Lords

(Jiulao yuquan), 94, Fig. 7
Jade Hall (Yutang), 136
Jade Lads (Yutong), 129, 179
Jade Liquor (yuye), 208
Jade Men (Yunan), 129, 179
Jade Pond (yuchi), 206, 208
Jade Sap (yujiang), 208
Jade Woman of Mysterious Radiance

(Xuanguang Yunü), 210
Jade Women (Yunü), 49, 129, 164n,

177–82 passim, 187
Jiang Yan, 215
Jianggong (Crimson Palace), 137,

205ff
Jianggong jinque (Golden Portal of the

Crimson Palace), 137
Jiangnan, religious traditions of, 6 –7,

10–20, 123–39, 140–52, 203–14
Jianzhou (Sichuan), 60
Jiao (Offering ceremony), 111, 285n6
“Jie” (“Explanations,” on the Nine

Elixirs), 56, 233
Jie (precepts), see Precepts
Jiejie (“knots and nodes”), 213
Jin (charms), 130
Jin (gold), see Gold
Jindan, see Golden Elixir(s)
“Jinding jiudan zhi jing” (“Scripture 

of the Nine Elixirs of the Golden
Tripods”), 41

Jing (essence), see Essence
Jing, Mount (Jingshan, Henan), 42,

136
Jingdi (Han emperor), 27–28
Jinghua, see Essence and Flower
Jingong (Duke Metal, lead), 172
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Jingqi, see Essence and pneuma
Jingshe, see “Pure chamber”
Jingshen (essence and spirit), 36f, 81
Jinhua (Flower of Metal, refined lead),

221
Jinhua lou (Tower of the Golden

Flower), 48
Jinhua shi (Stone that Transmutes the

Metals, saltpeter), 115f
Jinjing (Golden Essence), 208
Jinli (Golden Nectar), 208
Jinlou (Golden Pavilion), 205f
Jinmen (Golden Gate), 213
Jinque dijun (Imperial Lord of the

Golden Portal), 46
Jinren (Golden Man), 13, 191
Jinshi (Golden Chambers), 206
Jinshi bu wujiu shu jue (Instructions

on an Inventory of Forty-five 
Metals and Minerals), 60–61, 
238– 41

Jinshui, see Gold Water
Jinyao (Golden Medicine), 174
Jinye, see Golden Liquor
Jinye danjing, see Scripture of the

Elixir of the Golden Liquor
Jinye jing, see Scripture of the Golden

Liquor
Jinzhou (Hunan), 195, 238
Jinzhuo, see Golden Liquid
Jiuchong (Nine Worms), 177
Jiudan ji (Ceremony of the Nine

Elixirs), 97–98
Jiudan, see Nine Elixirs
Jiudan jing, see Scripture of the Nine

Elixirs
Jiudan jingjue, see Commentary to the

Scripture of the Nine Elixirs
“Jiuding dan yin wenjue,” see “Secret

Instructions” on the Nine Elixirs
Jiuding danjing, see Scripture of the

Elixirs of the Nine Tripods
Jiuding shendan tu (Illustrations on the

Divine Elixirs of the Nine Tripods),
146

Jiugong (Nine Palaces), 46, 48
Jiugong shangshu (Secretary of the

Nine Palaces), 46
Jiuguang dan (Elixirs of the Nine 

Radiances), 54, 72, 132–33
Jiuhua dan (Elixir of the Nine 

Efflorescences), 144, 266n41
Jiuhua dayao (Great Medicine of the

Nine Efflorescences), 151
Jiulao xianjun (Nine Old Lords of the

Immortals), 81
Jiulao yuquan (Jade Contract of the

Nine Old Lords), 94, Fig. 7
Jiutian, see Nine Heavens
Jiutian shendan (Divine Elixirs of the

Nine Heavens), 151
Jiuyi (“nine-and-one”), 217f
Jiuyuan jun, 221f
Jiuzhuan huandan, see Reverted Elixir

in Nine Cycles
Jiuzhuan huandan jing yaojue, see

Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in
Nine Cycles

Jiuzhuan liuzhu shenxian jiudan jing
(Scripture of the Liquid Pearl in Nine
Cycles and of the Nine Elixirs of the
Divine Immortals), see Scripture of
the Liquid Pearl

Jiuzhuan shendan, see Divine Elixir in
Nine Cycles

Jiuzhuan zhi hua (Flower of the Nine
Cycles), 108, 197

“Jiuzhuan zhi jue” (“Instructions on
the [Elixir in] Nine Cycles”), 41

Juanzi, 50, 146 – 47
Jujubes, in the alchemical ritual, 97

Kai (Opening), days of, 97, 162
Kaishan fu (Talisman for Opening the

Mountain), 92
Kidneys, 206, 208
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Killer Bandit (shazei), 85
Killer of the Month (yuesha), days of

the, 97, 162
Kim Daeyeol, 105–6
King Father of the West (Dongwang

fu), 43
King of Wu (Wuwang), 73
King Wen (Wenwang), 73
“Knots and nodes” (jiejie), 213
Kola: tree, 184; nuts, 132, 198
Kongqing (nodular malachite), see un-

der Malachite
Kongtong, Mount (Kongtong shan,

Gansu), 42
Koujue (oral instructions), 80, 242
Kujiu, see Vinegar
Kunlun, Mount, 37, 46, 59, 136,

168n, 205

Laboratory, 11f, 95–97, 243
Lake salt (luxian), 239f, 246, 248,

Table 6; ingredient of alchemical
compounds, 113, 167n, 180, Table
4; ingredient of the luting mud, 104,
120, 166, 189. See also Salt

Langgan, 168. See also Elixir Flower of
Langgan

Langgan huadan, see Elixir Flower of
Langgan

Lanlan (Double Indigo), 209
Laojun, see Lord Lao
Laojun huangting sanshijiu zhen bifu

(Secret Talisman of the Thirty-nine
Perfected of the Yellow Court of
Lord Lao), 90

Laozi, 24, 43, 90, 93, 136, 148, 150,
204, 238; and alchemy, 40– 41, 114,
146 – 47, 236, 263n15; and the
heaven of Great Clarity, 47, 50. See
also Lord Lao

Laozi, 78, 152f, 205, 217
Laozi ming (Inscription for Laozi), 204
Laozi zhongjing, see Central Scripture

of Laozi

Lead, 103ff, 109, 171ff, 243, 246f,
Table 4; transmuted into gold or 
silver, 107f, 113, 118f, 170, 184f,
197. See also Essence of Lead; Lead
and mercury; Lead Elixir; White
lead; Yellow Flower of Lead

Lead and mercury, 9, 74f, 100–3 
passim, 112, 165, 168n, 172, 174,
214f, 220–23, 244f, 247

Lead Elixir (qiandan, refined lead),
103, 119, 194–98 passim, 244. See
also Minium

Leftover Fishes of the Count of the
River (hebo yuyu, carp gall), 176

Leftovers of the Count of the River
(hebo yu, carp gall), 177

Leftovers of the Food of Yu the Great
One (Taiyi Yu yuliang, hematite),
180, 182

Li Boyang, 50
Li Hong, 46f
Li Shaojun, 29–32, 73, 245
Li Zhongfu, 145, 266n41
Lian, see “Refining”
Liandan (Refined Elixir), 113, 182–84
Licheng dan (Instantly Achieved

Elixirs), 110
Liexian zhuan, see Biographies of the

Immortals
Light, 37f, 71–75, 117, 160, 172, 214
Light of the East (Dongming), 71
Light-of-the-Night (yeming), 72
Lilu (black veratrum root), 88
Lineage of the Han Celestial Masters

(Han tianshi shijia), 151
Lingbao (Numinous Treasure), 5, 18–

19, 43– 45 passim, 49, 147; and
alchemy, 140– 41, 205

Lingbao wufu xu (Prolegomena to the
Five Talismans of the Numinous
Treasure), 131, 136

Lingshu ziwen (Numinous Writ in
Purple Characters), 58, 144

Liquan (Fountain of Nectar), 210
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Liquid Pearl (liuzhu), 42, 74, 114,
171–74 passim, 186, 283n14; in
Nine Cycles (jiuzhuan liuzhu), 
103

Liquor of the Mysterious Water 
(xuanshui ye, magnetite in aqueous
solution), 115f, 169, 174

Liquor, used in rituals, 83, 94, 97f,
163f, 199

Liu An (Huainan zi), 26, 31, 33, 50,
74, 110, 146. See also Huainan zi

Liu Xiang, 31, 33, 80
Liu Zhigu, 223
Liujia (Six Decades, or “Six jia,”), 5,

217f
Liuqi (Six Pneumas), 262n8
Liuwei (Six Adversities), 85, 161n
Liuyi ni, see Mud of the Six-and-One
Liuzhu, see Liquid Pearl
Liyu dan (carp gall), 112, 171, 176,

177n
Lizhi shi (“quickly conquered stone,”

lead), 172ff
Long life, medicines of, 28
Longevity techniques, 126. See also

“Nourishing life”
Longgao, see Grease of Dragons
Longgao tong, see Grease of Dragons
Longgao ze, see Grease of Dragons
Longhan (Dragon Magnificence) pre-

cosmic era, 49
Longqing (Dragon’s Weightlessness),

165n
Lord Great One of Original Radiance

(Yuanguang Taiyi jun), 209. See also
Great One

Lord Lao (Laojun), 40– 41, 46 – 49
passim, 150, 209; invoked in the 
alchemical ritual, 15, 97, 164. See
also Laozi

Lord of Clarity (Qingjun), 98
Lord of Great Purity (Taisu jun), 48
Lord of the Central Peak (Zhongyue

jun), 93

Lord of the Dao (Daojun), 15, 43– 49
passim, 93, 97, 164

Lord of the Great Harmony (Taihe
jun), 15, 43, 48, 97, 164

Lord Wang of the Western Citadel (Xi-
cheng Wangjun), 58, 144f, 193, 199

Lujiang (Anhui), 4
Lunar mansions, 216
Lungs, 206
Lunheng (Discussions Weighed in the

Balance), 42
Luofu, Mount (Luofu shan, 

Guangdong), 60, 124
Luoshu (Writ of the Luo River), 73
Luoyang (Henan), 5, 166n
“Lustrous cinnabar” (guangming sha).

See Lustrous Powder or “lustrous
cinnabar”

Lustrous Powder or “lustrous
cinnabar” (guangming sha,
cinnabar), 69, 72, 195, 222

Luting mud, 194–96. See also Divine
Mud; Mud of the Six-and-One

Luxian, see Lake salt

Ma Mingsheng, 50, 145, 260n15
Magic, 29, 32, 126, 133
Magnetite (cishi), 112, 177, 245, 

Table 6; ingredient of alchemical
compounds, 111–14 passim, 132,
182–86 passim, Table 4; aqueous
solution, 107, 112, 116, 169n, 231,
234, 248

Maji, Mountains (Maji shan, Jiangxi),
3

Malachite, 223, 238, Table 4; granular
(shilu), 245, Table 6; laminar
(cengqing), 111–14 passim, 132,
180–86 passim, 195, 245, Table 6;
nodular (kongqing), 119f, 195, 245,
Table 6

Male Snow (xiongxue), 109–10
Mangxiao (epsomite), 245, 248, Table

6
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Mao Gu, 46
Mao Ying, 58, 144f, 237, 260n15
Mao, Mount (Maoshan, Jiangsu), 58,

144, 237
Maoshan zhi (Monograph on Mount

Mao), 238
Mars, planet, 74
Massicot, see Yellow Flower of Lead
Master of Rain (Yushi), 128–29, 182
“Masters of the methods,” see Fangshi
Matching Stem (najia), 215
Meat, in the alchemical ritual, 97f,

163–64
Medicine for Expelling the Demons

(quegui yao), 87–88, 249
Meditation, 6 –7; and alchemy, 136 –

39, 142– 44, 154, 203–19; criticism
in the Cantong qi, 217–19

Mediums (wu), 18
Meng (covenant), between master and

disciple, 3, 80ff, 161, 199
Meng Naichang, 250
Mercury (hong) or quicksilver

(shuiyin), 27, 30f, 100, 133, 240,
247, Table 4, Table 6; ingredient of
alchemical compounds, 103, 109–
20 passim, 171–86 passim, 188–91
passim, 195f; transmuted into gold,
107f, 113, 119, 170, 181, 184. See
also Lead and mercury

Mercury Water (hongshui), 13, 115–
18 passim, 190–92 passim

Metallurgy, and alchemy, 23, 28,
257n23

Method of the Elixir of the Great One
for Summoning the Celestial Souls
and the Earthly Souls (Taiyi zhao
hunpo danfang), 110

Methods for averting evil influences
during the compounding (hehe
fangpi fa), 92–93, Fig. 6

Methods of the Thirty-six Aqueous 
Solutions (Sanshiliu shuifa), 33–34,
62, 83, 231–32, 243

Mica (yunmu), 120, 223; ingredient of
the luting mud, 104, 113, 179, 194

Middle Lord Mao (Zhong Maojun),
46

Millet, 88, 97, 105, 164
Mingmen (Gate of Life), 206, 208, 217
Mingtang (Hall of Light), 205f
Ministers of the Mountains (shanqing),

128–29, 179
Minium (qiandan), 246, Table 6. See

also Lead Elixir; Yellow Flower of
Lead

“Minor arts” (xiaoshu), 11, 125–27,
130–35 passim

Mirabilite (puxiao), 245, Table 6
Mirrors, in meditation practices, 138.

See also Fangzhu mirrors
Moon, essence of the, 32, 117, 191,

207–8, 213–14. See also Sun and
moon

Mortar, 178
Most High Great Lord of the Dao,

Mysterious Sovereign of the Jade 
Luminary (Taishang yuchen 
xuanhuang Da Daojun), see Lord
of the Dao

Most High Lord Lao (Taishang 
Laojun), see Lord Lao

Mud of the Six-and-One (liuyi ni), 
9–10, 56, 75–77, 102f, 110–19
passim, 167–86 passim; methods 
of compounding, 103– 4, 166 –67,
189–90

Muddy Pellet (niwan), 211. See also
Cinnabar Fields

Mulberry tree, ashes of, 89; dew 
collected on, 112, 169, 171

Muli, see Oyster shells
Musk (shexiang), 88
Mutton meat, in the alchemical ritual,

164
Muyu, see Ablutions
Mysterious and White (xuanbai), 103,

108, 114, 185, 246
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Mysterious and Yellow (xuanhuang),
9–10, 38, 56, 75–77, 104, 111–14
passim, 166 –86 passim, 194n, 222,
244, 246; method of compounding,
102–3, 165–66

Mysterious Master (Xuanzi), 11, 40,
76, 85, 146, 160

Mysterious One (xuanyi), 137f. See
also “Guarding the One”

Mysterious Pearl (xuanzhu, refined
mercury), 208, 244, 247, 261n21

Mysterious Woman (Xuannü), 11, 40–
42, 76, 82, 159–64 passim, 169f,
236

Mysterious, Original, and Inaugural
pneumas (xuanqi, yuanqi, and
shiqi), 150

Najia (Matching Stem), 215
Nectar of Divine Radiance (shenguang

li), 32, 191
Needham, Joseph, 26 –27, 249
Neidan (inner alchemy), 1, 20, 24, 60,

143, 203–23 passim. See also
Alchemy

“Neiye” (Inner Training), 38
“Nine-and-one” (jiuyi), 217f
Nine Elixirs (jiudan): methods of 

compounding, 101–8 passim, 110–
14, 116 –19 passim; and Zhang
Daoling, 147–52; in meditation
practices, 212. See also Scripture 
of the Nine Elixirs

Nine Heavens (jiutian), 40f, 43, 48,
151, 212f

Nine Old Lords of the Immortals 
(Jiulao xianjun), 81

Nine Palaces (Jiugong), 46, 48
Nine Tripods, 42– 43
Nine Worms (jiuchong), 177
Niwan (Muddy Pellet), 211. See also

Cinnabar Fields
Nocturnal Invocation (suqi), 87
North Pole, 205

Northern Dipper (beidou), 96ff, 164n,
197n, 217f

“Nourishing life” (yangsheng), 42, 49;
and alchemy, 134–36, 142– 43, 147;
and the Taiqing supplement of the
Daoist Canon, 55, 152; criticism in
the Cantong qi, 217–18

Numinous Treasure, see Lingbao
Numinous Writ in Purple Characters

(Lingshu ziwen), 58, 144

Oak bark, 102
Oath (shi), in transmission rituals, 11,

80f, 127, 161, 199f
Obscure Barrier (youguan), 206
Offering ceremony (jiao), 111, 285n6
Officers of the Moorlands (zewei),

128–29, 179
One (yi), 72, 75, 137, 172, 205, 220.

See also Great One; “Guarding the
One”

Opening (kai), days of, 97, 162
Oracular bones, 73
Oral instructions (koujue), 80, 242
Oral Instructions of the Celestial 

Master on the Scripture of Great
Clarity (Taiqing jing tianshi koujue),
54–55, 81–82, 87–88; methods,
101–10 passim. See also Elixir of
Great Clarity

Oranges, in the alchemical ritual, 97
Original Essence (yuanjing), 13, 191.

See also Essence
Original Father (yuanfu) and Original

Mother (yuanmu), 213
Original Pneuma (yuanqi), 8, 105,

150, 280n23
“Orphan-empty” (guxu) divination

method, 218
Orpiment (cihuang), 88, 223, 245,

247, Table 6; ingredient of alchemi-
cal compounds, 111–14 passim,
119f, 167n, 178, 182, 186, 195f,
Table 4; aqueous solution, 231, 248
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Ox meat, in the alchemical ritual, 97,
163–64

Oyster shells (muli), 104, 112f, 120,
177ff, 183, 187; left-oriented (zuogu
muli), 166, 189, 194

Pace of Yu (yubu), 89
“Pacing the celestial net” (bugang),

218
Palace of Great Harmony (Taihe gong),

48
Palace of Great Purity (Taisu gong), 48
Palace of the Purple Chamber (zifang

gong), 43
Peach pits (taoren), 88
Peak of the Cloud Terrace (Yuntai

feng), 151
Pears, in the alchemical ritual, 97, 

164
Pei (Jiangsu), 147
Pellet for Expelling the Demons

(quegui wan), 87–88
Pengjun (Lord Peng), 251
Penglai, 25, 30
Pewter (baila), 246
Pi baishe yin ji neng que hulang bu 

fan fu (Seals for Warding Off the
Hundred Snakes and Talismans for
Driving Away the Wild Animals),
91–92, Fig. 5

Pinellia tuberifera, bulb of (da banxia),
88

Pivot of Meaning of the Daoist Teach-
ing (Daojiao yishu), 152–54

Pneuma, see Qi; of the earth (diqi), 83,
94, 199

Poison ivy (yege), 88
Poisons and poisoning, 170, 223, 245.

See also Toxicity of the ingredients
Pork meat, in the alchemical ritual, 98
Powder of the Accomplishment of the

Yang (yangcheng sha, cinnabar), 68,
70

Powder of the Four Fans of the Yellow
Emperor (Huangdi sishan san), 58

Powder of the Four Lads of the Queen
Mother (Wangmu sitong san), 58

Prajñāpāramitā-sūtra, 87
Precepts (jie), 11f, 82, 85–87, 99, 130,

169, 199, 217, 237
Precious Canon of the Celestial 

Palace of the Great Song (Da 
Song Tiangong baozang), 152

Precious Talisman for Warding Off Evil
(baozhen fu), 94–95, Fig. 8

“Precious treasure” (chongbao), 10,
68, 75–78

“Preface to the Scripture of the Divine
Elixirs of Great Clarity” (“Taiqing
shendan jingxu”), 54

Prima materia, 67, 78, 102. See also
Essence

Primordial Princess (Yuanjun) or
Princess of the Primordial Dao
(Yuandao jun), 40– 41, 54, 114, 150

Princess of the Primordial Dao (Yuan-
dao jun), see Primordial Princess or
Princess of the Primordial Dao

“Projection” (dian), 107, 170
Prolegomena to the Five Talismans of

the Numinous Treasure (Lingbao
wufu xu), 131, 136

Pu Geng, 232
Puhuang (cat-tail), 239
“Pure chamber” (jingshe), 82, 88–89,

90, 114
Pure Woman (Sunü), 41f, 135, 164
Pure Yang (chunyang), 72, 75, 100, 220
Purification practices (qingzhai, zhai),

12, 82–83, 119, 161f, 169
Purple Chamber (zifang, gallbladder),

204–9 passim
Purple Palace (Zigong), 97, 164
Purple Powder (zifen), 175
Purple Roaming Woman (ziyou nü,

Turkestan salt), 115f
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Purple Tenuity (Ziwei), heaven of, 48
Puxiao (mirabilite), 245, Table 6
Pyrite, 120

Qi (breath, pneuma), 39, 44, 74, 
76, 143, 163, 184, 212f; and the
crucible, 175, 178, 207. See also
Essence and pneuma; Original
Pneuma; Pneuma of the earth

Qi Bo, 41
Qian, Mount (Qianshan, Anhui), 4
Qian huanghua (Yellow Flower of

Lead), 171
Qianbai (White of Lead), see

Mysterious and White
Qiandan, see Lead Elixir; Minium
Qianjing (Essence of Lead), 172f, 

244
Qiming jiuguang (Seven Brilliancies

and Nine Radiances), 72
Qingbai shi (“white-azure stone”), 

105
Qingjing (clarity and tranquility), 11,

199
Qingjun (Lord of Clarity), 98
Qingzhai, see Purification practices
Qinxin (Spirit of the Lute), 146
Quartz (baishi ying), 119f, 195, 

238f
Queen Mother of the West (Xiwang

mu), 43
Quegui fu (Talisman for Expelling the

Demons), 87–88, Fig. 2
Quegui wan (Pellet for Expelling the

Demons), 87–88
Quegui yao (Medicine for Expelling

the Demons), 87–88, 249
Quehai fu (Talisman for Warding Off

Harm), 93
“Quickly conquered stone” (lizhi shi,

lead), 172ff
Quicksilver (shuiyin), see Mercury or

quicksilver

Raspberries, juice of, 184
Real One (zhenyi), 130, 136 –38. See

also “Guarding the One”
Real Powder (zhensha, cinnabar), 112,

167
“Real self” (zhenwu), see Self
Real Vermilion (zhenzhu), 68
Real Yin (zhenyin) and Real Yang

(zhenyang), 9, 100, 172n, 214, 
219f

Realgar (xionghuang), 88, 223, 238,
245, 247, Table 6; ingredient of 
alchemical compounds, 111–14 
passim, 119f, 132, 167n, 178–82
passim, 186, 195, Table 4; aqueous
solution, 102f, 115f, 165, 189, 231,
243, 248

Receiving (shou), days of, 97, 162
Records from the Stone Wall of Great

Clarity (Taiqing shibi ji), 60–61,
238– 40

Records of the dead (siji), 187
Records of the Historian (Shiji): on Li

Shaojun, 30; on Zou Yan, 25–26
Red Child (chizi), 207–13 passim
Red color, symbolic meanings, 68–75
Red Pearl (zhenzhu, mercury), 109
“Red pneuma” (chiqi), in meditation

practices, 207–10 passim
Red Salt (chiyan), 108ff
Refined Elixir (liandan), 113, 182–84
“Refining” (lian), 23, 27, 69, 100–1,

133, 143, 213–14, 244
Registers of Immortality (xianlu), 187
Registers of Life (shenglu), 81
Removal (chu), days of, 97, 162
Retirement, 82–84, 119, 161–62, 242
“Reversion” (huan), 10, 68, 76 –78,

100–1, 220
Reverted Elixir (huandan), 102, 112,

172f, 221f; meaning of the term,
100–1; one of the Nine Elixirs, 113,
126, 129, 171–81; stage in the 
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compounding of the Golden Liquor,
115, 116 –17, 189–91

Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles 
(jiuzhuan huandan), 97, 109, 
118–19, 145. See also Scripture of
the Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

Reverted Elixir of the Divine Tally
(shenfu huandan), 112, 170, 176

Rhinoceros horn, fresh (sheng xijiao),
88

Rice: in the alchemical ritual, 98, 164;
cakes, 105

Rijing (Essence of the Sun, cinnabar),
68, 70

Rimen (Gate of the Sun), 48
Ritual, in the Taiqing tradition, 10–16

passim, 31–32, 79–99, 163–64
Ritual area, see Space
River Chariot (heche, lead), 172, 247–

48
Robinet, Isabelle, 145, 149, 204, 

236
Rongyan, see Turkestan salt
Roudan (Soft Elixir), 113, 184–85
Ru mingshan jizhao gaoshan jun fu

(Talismans for Summoning the Lords
of the High Mountains During the
Retirement on a Mountain), 90–91,
Fig. 4

“Ruler and assistant” (wangxiang), 84,
97

Saint (shengren), 37, 160
Salivary juices, 208f, 219
Salt, 110, 112, 169, 223, 231, 248; 

ingredient of the luting mud, 103,
104, 120. See also Lake salt;
Turkestan salt

Saltpeter (xiaoshi), 33, 105, 109, 116,
120, 223, 248, Table 6; aqueous 
solution, 115f, 189, 231, 243, 248

Sandong, see Three Caverns
Sang shang lu (dew collected on 

mulberries), 112, 169, 171

Sanguang (Three Luminaries), 13, 197,
204

Sanhuang (“three yellows”), 247
Sanhuang (Three Sovereigns), see

Three Sovereigns
Sanhuang corpus, 19, 49, 152
Sanhuang wen, see Script of the Three

Sovereigns
Sanhui (Three Taboos), 85
Sanjie (Three Realms), 44, 48
Sanqing (Three Clarities), 43– 47, 

49
Sansan wugao (Three Powders and

Five Salves), 54
Sansheng (Three Vehicles), 153–54
Sanshi (Three Corpses), 177
Sanshiliu shuifa, see Methods of the

Thirty-six Aqueous Solutions
Sansu (Three Pure Ones), 120
Santai (Three Terraces), in the 

alchemical laboratory, 96
Santian neijie jing (Scripture of the 

Inner Explanations of the Three
Heavens), 150

Santian siming (Director of Destinies of
the Three Heavens), 81

Sanwu shenshui (Divine Water of the
Three-and-Five), 108f. See also
Shenshui

Scarlet Light (Chiming) pre-cosmic era,
49

School of Yin and Yang (yinyang jia),
25

Script of the Three Sovereigns
(Sanhuang wen), 19, 44, 87, 127–
32 passim, 136, 147, 151

Scripture of Great Clarity, 3, 13, 39,
40, 54–55, 59–60, 132–33, 151f,
238– 42 passim; received by Zhang
Daoling, 54, 151; cited in Shangqing
texts, 144. See also Elixir of Great
Clarity; Oral Instructions of the 
Celestial Master on the Scripture 
of Great Clarity
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Scripture of Great Peace (Taiping jing),
147, 153

Scripture of Heaven, Earth, and 
Humanity (Tiandiren jing), 146

Scripture of the Contemplation of the
Heaven of Great Clarity (Taiqing
guantian jing), 39, 144

Scripture of the Divine Elixir of the
Golden Liquor of Great Clarity
(Taiqing jinye shendan jing), 39, 
57, 167n, 236 –37

Scripture of the Elixir Flower of 
Langgan, 7, 12, 58–59, 144; on 
the alchemical ritual, 83, 96, 99;
methods, 101–6 passim. See also
Elixir Flower of Langgan

Scripture of the Elixir of the Golden
Liquor (Jinye danjing), 3, 146. See
also Scripture of the Golden Liquor

Scripture of the Elixirs of Great 
Clarity (Taiqing danjing), 3. See 
also Scripture of Great Clarity

Scripture of the Elixirs of the Nine
Tripods (Jiuding danjing), 3. See 
also Scripture of the Nine Elixirs

Scripture of the Five Talismans (Wufu
jing), 73

Scripture of the Golden Liquid of the
Divine Immortals (Shenxian jinzhuo
jing), 56 –57, 115–18; methods,
101, 102, 104, 108. See also Scrip-
ture of the Golden Liquor

Scripture of the Golden Liquor, 3, 12–
13, 32, 40, 56 –57, 148, 236 –37; 
on the alchemical ritual, 15, 80;
translated, 188–92. See also 
Scripture of the Golden Liquid 
of the Divine Immortals

Scripture of the Heart Elixir of the
Highest Cavern (Shangdong xindan
jingjue), 234

Scripture of the Inner Explanations of
the Three Heavens (Santian neijie
jing), 150

Scripture of the Liquid Pearl, 56, 111–
14 passim, 159–87 passim, 232–35

Scripture of the Liquid Pearl in Nine
Cycles and of the Nine Elixirs of the
Divine Immortals (Jiuzhuan liuzhu
shenxian jiudan jing), see Scripture
of the Liquid Pearl

Scripture of the Nine Elixirs (Jiudan
jing), 3, 52, 55–56, 76, 111–14 
passim, 116, 216, 220–22 passim,
232–36; revelation, 39– 41; and
Shangqing, 144– 45; and Zhang
Daoling, 147–52; on the alchemical
ritual, 11–12, 80–86 passim, 97–
99 passim; quoted, 15, 33, 39, 73,
106f, 126, 129, 134; translated,
159–87. See also Commentary to
the Scripture of the Nine Elixirs;
Nine Elixirs

“Scripture of the Nine Elixirs of the
Golden Tripods” (“Jinding jiudan
zhi jing”), 41

Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in Nine
Cycles, 6f, 57–58, 102, 104, 126,
144f, 232, 237–38, 249; quoted, 13,
80–85 passim, 95–96, 106, 107–8,
132; translated, 193–200

Scripture of the Yellow Court
(Huangting jing), 6, 15, 206 –
11 passim, 216 –17, 219

Seals (yin), 12, 87–95 passim
Seals for Warding Off the Hundred

Snakes and Talismans for Driving
Away the Wild Animals (pi baishe
yin ji neng que hulang bu fan fu),
91–92, Fig. 5

“Secret Instructions” on the Nine
Elixirs (“Jiuding dan yin wenjue”),
56, 102f, 111–14 passim, 233–34

Secret Talisman of the Thirty-nine 
Perfected of the Yellow Court of
Laozi (Laojun huangting sanshijiu
zhen bifu), 90

“Secret Written Instructions on the
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Elixirs of the Nine Tripods,” see
“Secret Instructions”

Secretary of the Nine Palaces (Jiugong
shangshu), 46

Selenite (taiyin xuanjing), 239– 40
Self, 143, 205, 207, 210–11
Sesame seeds, 283n14
Seven Brilliancies and Nine Radiances

(qiming jiuguang), 72
Sex, taboo on, 99, 184
Sexual practices, 29; and alchemy, 

125, 134–36, 142– 43, 217–18,
258n39

Shamans (wu), 18
Shangdong xindan jingjue (Scripture 

of the Heart Elixir of the Highest
Cavern), 234

Shanghuang (Highest Sovereign) 
pre-cosmic era, 49

Shanghuang Daojun (Highest Sover-
eign Lord of the Dao), see Lord of
the Dao

Shanghuang taishang wushang Da
Daojun (Highest Sovereign, Most
High, Supreme Great Lord of the
Dao), see Lord of the Dao

Shangqing (Highest Clarity), 16 –19
passim, 43– 45 passim, 49f, 140,
147, 203f, 207; and Taiqing, 142–
47; and alchemy, 140– 47, 211–14;
alchemical texts, 6 –7, 57–59, 118–
20; meditation, 141– 44, 211–14,
218. See also Highest Clarity

Shangqing mingjian yaojing (Essential
Scripture of the Bright Mirror of
Highest Clarity), 238

Shanju fu (Talisman for Dwelling on
the Mountains), 92

Shanqing (Ministers of the Moun-
tains), 128–29, 179

Shaohao (Small Light), 71
Shaoshi, Mount (Shaoshi shan,

Henan), 182
Shazei (Killer Bandit), 85

Sheep: meat, in the alchemical ritual,
97; hair, 120

Sheji (Gods of Soil and Grain), 128–
29, 182

Shen (“spirit”), 54
Shendan, see Divine Elixir; Divine

Elixirs
Shenfu (Divine Tally), 112, 170–77
Shenfu huandan (Reverted Elixir of the

Divine Tally), 112, 170, 176
Sheng xijiao (fresh rhinoceros horn), 88
Shenglu (Registers of Life), 81
Shengren (Saint), 37, 160
Shenguang li (Nectar of Divine 

Radiance, 32, 191
Shenni, see Divine Mud
Shenshi (Divine Chamber, crucible),

111
Shenshui (Divine Water), 208. See also

Sanwu shenshui
Shenxian jinzhuo jing, see Scripture 

of the Golden Liquid of the Divine
Immortals

Shenxian zhuan, see Biographies of the
Divine Immortals

Shenyin (Divine Seals), 91
Shenzao wu (Chamber of the Divine

Stove), 95–96, 119, 195
Shexiang (musk), 88
Shi (oath, in transmission rituals), 11,

80f, 127, 161, 199f
Shi Huangdi (Qin emperor), 29f
Shi liuhuang, see Sulphur
Shidan, see Chalcanthite
Shier xiaoxi (Twelve-Stage Ebb and

Flow), 215
Shiji, see Records of the Historian
Shijie (“release from the corpse”), 26,

48
Shilu (granular malachite), see under

Malachite
Shines-in-the-Night (Xiaoming), 72
Shipi (“stone spleen,” lake salt), 245,

248
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Shiqing (Initial Green), 206
Shixiang (Elephant of Stone), 72
Shiyao erya (Synonymic Dictionary of

the Materia Medica), 116, 247
Shou (Receiving), days of, 97, 162
Shou, Mount (Shoushan, Henan), 42
Shouyang (Shanxi), 238
Shouyi, see “Guarding the One”
Shuibo (Count of the Waters), 59
Shuixian (Immortals of Water), see 

under Immortals
Shuiyin (mercury), see Mercury or

quicksilver
Shun, mythical emperor, 72, 263n15
Shuowen jiezi (Elucidations of the Signs

and Explications of the Graphs), 68
Si fantian (Four Brahmā heavens), 44
Sibai (Four Calamities), 85, 163n
Sifu, see Four Supplements
Sihai (Four Seas), 160n
Sihuang (“four yellows”), 222–23
Siji (Records of the dead), 187
Siling (Four Numina), 204
Silk, 73, 82, 97, 115, 189; as a token

of transmission, 80–81, 97, 200;
used for drawing talismans, 93ff;
used for sifting the ingredients, 166,
190, 194

Silver, 190n, 243, 247; transmutation
into, 107f, 116 –19 passim, 185,
198; cylinder, 186; as token of 
transmission, 81

Silver Snow (yinxue), 109–10
Siming (Director of Destinies), 128,

187, 212
Sivin, Nathan, 8, 249f
Six Adversities (liuwei), 85, 161n
Six Decades or “Six jia” (liujia), 5,

217f
“Six jia” (liujia), see Six Decades or

“Six jia”
Six Pneumas (liuqi), 262n8
Small Light (Shaohao), 71
Soft Elixir (roudan), 113, 184–85

Soil, deities of the, 98
Song, Mount (Songshan, Henan), 151
Song Wuji, 26
“Songs”, on the Nine Elixirs, 232–33
“Songs of the Perfected” (“Zhenren

ge”), 233
Songshi (History of the Song Dynasty),

250
Space: delimitation and protection, 12,

87–95, 242; purification, 83
Spindle tree wings (guijian), 88
Spirit of the Lute (Qinxin), 146
“Spirit” (shen), 54
Spleen, 207
Stalactites (zhongru), 60, 246, Table 6
Stele to Wangzi Qiao (Wangzi Qiao

bei), 204
Stomach, 207, 210
Stone Gall (shidan, chalcanthite or

lead), 173
“Stone spleen” (shipi, lake salt), 245,

248
Stone that Transmutes the Metals 

(jinhua shi, saltpeter), 115f
Stone Within the Head of the Great

One’s Decade [?] (taiyi xunshou
zhong shi, realgar), 115f

Stove, 29–34 passim, 95, 97, 119,
195, 204. See also Furnace

Stove God (zaoshen), 32, 98
Strickmann, Michel, 149, 204
“Studies of the Changes” (yixue), 215
Su Lin, 50, 146
Su Yuanming (or Su Yuanlang), 60
Sublimate Liquid (feiliu), 165n
“Sublimated essence” (feijing), 176 –79

passim, 196
Sulphur (shi liuhuang), 88, 223, 245,

Table 6; and mercury, 27, 100, 245;
ingredient of alchemical compounds,
113, 120, 180, Table 4; aqueous 
solution, 231, 248

Sun, 70–75 passim, 172, 213–14;
essence of the, 32, 75, 108, 117,
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191, 207–8, 213–14. See also
Essence of the Sun; Sun and moon

Sun and moon, 98, 206 –14 passim,
219. See also Moon; Sun

Sun Simiao, see Essential Instructions
from the Scripture of the Elixirs of
Great Clarity

Sunü (Pure Woman), 41f, 135, 164
Superior Talisman of the Great Clarity

(taiqing shangfu), 94
Supreme Secret Essentials (Wushang

biyao), 47–51, 87, 141, 149
Suqi (Nocturnal Invocation), 87
Synonymic Dictionary of the Materia

Medica (Shiyao erya), 116, 247

Tabooed graphs, in the Scripture of the
Nine Elixirs, 253

Taboos: calendrical, 83–84, 162–63;
for compounding the elixirs, 85–87.
See also Precepts

Taicang (Great Granary), 207, 210
Taihao (Great Light), 71
Taihe gong (Palace of Great Harmony),

48
Taihe jun, see Lord of the Great Har-

mony
Taiji, see Great Ultimate
Taiji huanming shenwan (Divine Pills

of the Great Ultimate for Reverting
to Life), 126, 132, 198

Taiji zhenren jiuzhuan huandan jing
yaojue (Essential Instructions on the
Scripture of the Reverted Elixir in
Nine Cycles of the Perfected of the
Great Ultimate), see Scripture of the
Reverted Elixir in Nine Cycles

Taiping (Great Peace, supplement to
the Daoist Canon, 152–55 passim

Taiping dao (Way of Great Peace), 49
Taiping jing (Scripture of Great Peace),

147, 153
Taiqing (Great Clarity), meaning of the

term, 35–39, 152–53

Taiqing (Great Clarity): origins, 2–6;
textual corpus, 2–7, 52–63, 231–
54; doctrines, 7–10, 67–78; ritual
aspects, 10–16 passim, 31–32, 79–
99, 163–64; methods, 100–20; 
lineage, 46, 51f; and Shangqing,
142– 47; supplement to the Daoist
Canon, 55, 152–55 passim; prefix 
in titles of Daoist texts, 53; decline,
219–23. See also Great Clarity; Way
of Great Clarity

Taiqing dan, see Elixir of Great Clarity
Taiqing danjing, see Scripture of the

Elixirs of Great Clarity
Taiqing danjing yaojue (Essential 

Instructions from the Scripture of
the Elixirs of Great Clarity), 59–61,
88, 238– 40

Taiqing dao (Way of Great Clarity),
47, 51

Taiqing guantian jing (Scripture of the
Contemplation of the Heaven of
Great Clarity), 39, 144

Taiqing jing, see Scripture of Great
Clarity

Taiqing jing tianshi koujue, see Oral
Instructions of the Celestial Master
on the Scripture of Great Clarity

Taiqing jinye shendan jing, see 
Scripture of the Divine Elixir of 
the Golden Liquor of Great Clarity

Taiqing shangdao guantian neijing (In-
ner Scripture of the Contemplation
of the Heaven of the Superior Way of
Great Clarity), 144

Taiqing shangfu (Superior Talisman of
the Great Clarity), 94

“Taiqing shendan jingjue” (“Instruc-
tions on the Scripture of the Divine
Elixirs of Great Clarity”), 54–55

“Taiqing shendan jingxu” (“Preface to
the Scripture of the Divine Elixirs of
Great Clarity”), 54

Taiqing shibi ji (Records from the
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Stone Wall of Great Clarity), 60–61,
238– 40

Taiqing zhongjing (Central Scripture of
Great Clarity), 146

Taishang Laojun (Most High Lord
Lao), see Lord Lao

Taishang yuchen xuanhuang Da 
Daojun (Most High Great Lord of
the Dao, Mysterious Sovereign of
the Jade Luminary), see Lord of the
Dao

Taisu gong (Palace of Great Purity), 48
Taisu jun (Lord of Great Purity), 48
Taisui (Great Year, god of the), 128
Taiwei, see Great Tenuity
Taiwei lingshu ziwen langgan huadan

shenzhen shangjing, see Scripture of
the Elixir Flower of Langgan

Taixu, see Void or Great Void
Taixuan (Great Mystery, supplement to

the Daoist Canon), 152–55 passim
Taixuan xiandu (City of the Immortals

of the Great Mystery), 81
Taiyang (Great Yang, sun, cinnabar),

69f, 73f, 173
Taiyi, see Great One
Taiyi bacun sufu (Eight-Inch Silk 

Talisman of the Great One), 93
Taiyi silu (Director of the Registers of

the Great One), 81
Taiyi xunshou zhong shi (Stone Within

the Head of the Great One’s Decade
[?], realgar), 115f

Taiyi Yu yuliang (Leftovers of the Food
of Yu the Great One, hematite), 180,
182. See also Hematite

Taiyi zhao hunpo danfang (Method 
of the Elixir of the Great One for
Summoning the Celestial Souls and
the Earthly Souls), 110

Taiyin (Great Yin, lead), 172f
Taiyin xuanjing (selenite), 239– 40
Taizong (Tang emperor), 253
Talc (huashi), 239; ingredient of the

luting mud, 104, 113, 120, 166,
179, 190, 194

Talisman for Ascending the Mountains
(dengshan fu), 90

Talisman for Dwelling on the 
Mountains (shanju fu), 92

Talisman for Expelling the Demons
(quegui fu), 87–88, Fig. 2

Talisman for Opening the Mountain
(kaishan fu), 92

Talisman for Warding Off Harm 
(quehai fu), 93

Talismans (fu), 12, 15, 73, 75, 87–95,
96, 242, 246; elixirs used as, 10,
129–30

Talismans for Summoning the Lords 
of the High Mountains During the
Retirement on a Mountain (ru 
mingshan jizhao gaoshan jun fu),
90–91, Fig. 4

Talismans of the Five Emperors (Wudi
fu), 110

Talismans of the Five Gods (wushen
fu), 93

Talismans of the Jade Terrace, 88–90,
Fig. 3

Tanggu, 71
Tao Hongjing, 45– 47, 51, 72, 80,

142, 149f, 174n, 215, 251. See also
Chart of the Ranks and Functions 
of the Perfected Numinous Beings;
Collected Commentaries to the
Canonical Pharmacopoeia; Con-
cealed Instructions for the Ascent 
to Perfection; Declarations of the
Perfected

Taoren (peach pits), 88
Three Caverns (sandong), 18–19, 43–

47, 140, 142, 147–55, 203, 223
Three Clarities (Sanqing), 43– 47, 

49
Three Corpses (sanshi), 177
Three Luminaries (sanguang), 13, 197,

204
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Three Powders and Five Salves (sansan
wugao), 54

Three Pure Ones (Sansu), 120
Three Realms (sanjie), 44, 48
Three Sovereigns (sanhuang), 19, 44,

49. See also Sanhuang corpus; Script
of the Three Sovereigns

Three Taboos (sanhui), 85
Three Terraces (santai), in the 

alchemical laboratory, 96
Three Vehicles (sansheng), 153–54
“Three yellows” (sanhuang), 247
Thunderclaps, 86
Tiandiren jing (Scripture of Heaven,

Earth, and Humanity), 146
Tiangan (Celestial Stems) and dizhi

(Earthly Branches), 83–87 passim,
105, 216

Tianhuang (Celestial Sovereign), 81
Tianshi dao, see Way of the Celestial

Masters
Tianxian (Immortals of Heaven), see

under Immortals
Tianxiong (Celestial Male), 182
Tianzhen huangren (August Man of

Celestial Reality), 136
Tianzhu, Mount (Tianzhu shan, 

Anhui), 3ff
Tie (iron), 246f
Time, choice of, 83–84, 162. See also

“Fire times”
Tin (xi), 246f; synonym of lead, 109,

281n34; transmuted into gold or 
silver, 108, 197–98

Tingzhi (Fat of the Pavilions, sulphur),
180

Token for the Agreement of the Three
According to the Book of Changes
(Zhouyi cantong qi), 19–20, 50,
214–23; waidan commentary, 215,
221

Tokens (xin), of transmission, 11, 80–
82, 161, 200

Tong (copper), 246f

Tongban (copper plaques), 42, 110
Tongqing (verdigris), 134
Tongzhi (Comprehensive History of

the Institutions), 251
Tortoise shell (guijia), 88
Tower of the Golden Flower (Jinhua

lou), 48
Toxicity of the ingredients, 80, 112,

115, 244, 247. See also Poisons and
poisoning

Transmutation into gold or silver,
107–8, 112f, 116 –19 passim, 169–
70, 174, 181, 184f, 191f, 197f, 245

Traveling Cuisine, 5, 132
Treatise of the Perfected Zhang on

Metals, Stones, and Cinnabar
(Zhang zhenren jinshi lingsha lun),
222. See also Zhang Jiugai

Tripod, 42– 43
Tulong gao (Grease of Dragons of

Earth), see Grease of Dragons
Tulong shi, see Excreta of Dragons of

Earth
Tuna, see Breathing techniques
Turkestan salt (rongyan), 116, 231,

243, 246, 248, Table 6; ingredient 
of alchemical compounds, 111, 120;
ingredient of the luting mud, 104,
113, 166, 179, 189. See also Salt

Twelve-Stage Ebb and Flow (shier 
xiaoxi), 215

Umbrella leaf (guijiu), 88

“Vague and indistinct” (huanghu),
163, 218

Verdigris (tongqing), 134
Vermilion Child (zhu’er, cinnabar),

108, 112, 167n
Vermilion Powder (zhusha, cinnabar),

68f. See also Cinnabar
Village, deities of the, 98
Vinegar (zuowei, kujiu), 96, 102f, 105,

110, 115f, 189f, 246; ingredient of
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the luting mud, 104, 119f, 167n,
180–84 passim, 190, 194

Virtue of the Month (yuede), 86, 162
Visualization, see Meditation
Void (xu) or Great Void (taixu), 12f,

15f, 37f, 160

Waidan (external alchemy), 1; origins,
25–28; ritual aspects, 10–16
passim, 31–32, 79–99, 163–64;
and Daoism, 24, 140–55; and
Shangqing, 6 –7, 140– 47, 211–14;
and meditation, 136 –39, 142– 44,
154, 203–14; and neidan, 203–23;
corpus in the Daoist Canon, 2, 141,
152–55, 227–29. See also Alchemy;
Elixir

Wang Chang, 57, 148
Wang Chong, 42, 74
Wang Kuike, 116, 249
Wang Yi, 72
Wangliang demons, 73, 129, 138, 186
Wangmu sitong san (Powder of the

Four Lads of the Queen Mother), 58
Wangwu, Mount (Wangwu shan,

Henan), 42
Wangxiang (“ruler and assistant”), 84,

97
Wangzi Qiao, 204
Wangzi Qiao bei (Stele to Wangzi

Qiao), 204
Wanjin jue (Instructions Worth a

Thousand Pieces of Gold), 247
Way of Great Clarity (taiqing dao), 47,

51
Way of Great Peace (taiping dao), 49
Way of the Celestial Masters (Tianshi

dao): and the Jiangnan traditions,
19, 140– 41, 204; and the heaven 
of Great Clarity, 147–52

Way of the Golden Elixir, 24, 143
“Way of Yin” (yindao), 217f
Weapons, warded off by the elixirs,

117, 129, 179, 191

Weaver (zhinü), constellation, 59
Wei (apocrypha), 214–15
Wei Boyang, 50, 215
Wei, King of Qi, 25
Weightless Sublimate (feiqing), 165n
Weights and measures, xiv, 251–52
Weixi jusheng (Amber Pill), 117
Well, deities of the, 98
Wenjue (written instructions), 80, 242
Wenwang (King Wen), 73
Wheat, 105
White alum (bai fanshi), 104, 194
“White-azure stone” (qingbai shi), 

105
White lead (hufen), 120, 166, 246
White of Lead (qianbai), see

Mysterious and White
White Snow (baixue), 173, 208
Winged-Wheel [Chariot] (yulun), 13,

197
Women, taboos against, 85, 105, 162f
“Worm juice” (chongzhi), 112
Worms, 169, 177. See also Earthworm

excreta
Writ of the Luo River (Luoshu), 73
Written instructions (wenjue), 80, 242
Wu (shaman, medium), 18
Wudi (Han emperor), 4, 29–30, 32,

73, 245
Wudi fu (Talismans of the Five 

Emperors), 110
Wudu (five poisons), 128
Wufu jing (Scripture of the Five 

Talismans), 73
Wugong (centipedes), 88
Wuji (Five Interdictions), 85
Wujin (five metals), 247
Wujin fen tujue (Illustrated Instruc-

tions on the Powders of the Five
Metals), 244, 247

Wuling dan (Five Numinous Elixirs),
110–11

Wushang biyao, see Supreme Secret
Essentials
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Wushen fu (Talismans of the Five
Gods), 93

Wushi (five minerals), 110
Wutou (aconite tuber), 88
Wuwang (King of Wu), 73
Wuxiang (five fragrances), 83, 161. See

also Wuxiang tang
Wuxiang tang (Decoction of the Five

Fragrances), 88–89
Wuxing, see Five Agents
Wuyi (Yi Birds), 71
Wuyue, see Five Peaks
Wuyue zhenxing tu (Charts of the Real

Forms of the Five Peaks), 87, 127–
30 passim

Wuzang, see Five viscera

Xi, see Tin
Xianbo Taiyi jian (Great One’s 

Credentials of the Count of the 
Immortals), 94

Xiang’er commentary to the Laozi,
205

Xianlu (Registers of Immortality), 187
Xianmen Gao (Yanmen zi), 26, 29,

266n40
Xiaodao lun (Essays for Ridiculing the

Dao), 57
Xiaoming (Shines-in-the-Night), 72
Xiaoshi, see Saltpeter
Xiaoshu (“minor arts”), 11, 125–27,

130–35 passim
Xicheng Wangjun, see Lord Wang of

the Western Citadel
Xin, see Tokens of transmission
Xingjie (“release from the form”), 26
Xingqi (circulation of breath), see

Breathing techniques
Xingyang (Henan), 102, 166n, 193f
Xinxiu bencao (Newly Revised 

Pharmacopoeia), 247, 250, 254
Xionghuang, see Realgar
Xiongxue (Male Snow), 109–10

Xiwang mu (Queen Mother of the
West), 43

Xu, see Void or Great Void
Xu Shen, 68
Xuan, King of Qi, 25
Xuanbai, see Mysterious and White
Xuanguang Yunü (Jade Woman of

Mysterious Radiance), 210
Xuanhuang, see Mysterious and 

Yellow
Xuanhuang hua (Flower of Mysterious

and Yellow), 178, 185
Xuanlu (Dark Road), 81
Xuanming longgao (Grease of Dragons

of the Mysterious Light, mercury),
114, 116

Xuannü, see Mysterious Woman
Xuanqi, yuanqi, and shiqi (Mysterious,

Original, and Inaugural pneumas),
150

Xuanshui ye (Liquor of the Mysterious
Water, magnetite in aqueous solu-
tion), 115f, 169, 174

Xuanyi (Mysterious One), 137f. See
also “Guarding the One”

Xuanzhu (Mysterious Pearl, refined
mercury), 208, 244, 247, 261n21

Xuanzi, see Mysterious Master

Yan Zhitui, 215
Yang An, 146
Yang Gate (yangmen), 208
Yang-in-High (Gaoyang), 71
Yangcheng sha (Powder of the 

Accomplishment of the Yang,
cinnabar), 68, 70

Yangmen (Yang Gate), 208
Yangsheng, see “Nourishing life”
Yangzi (Changjiang) River, 3f
Yanmen zi, see Xianmen Gao
Yantie lun (Treatise on Salt and Iron),

30–31
Yeast, 105
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Yege (poison ivy), 88
Yellow and Weightless (huangqing),

165, 174
Yellow and White (huangbai), 173,

190
Yellow Court (huangting), 90, 204–10

passim
Yellow Dragon (huanglong), 174
Yellow Elixir (huangdan, refined lead),

103, 104, 120
Yellow Emperor (Huangdi), 30, 76, 85,

88, 159–66 passim, 242; initiatory
journey, 41– 42, 136, 146; role in
the Taiqing revelations, 11–12, 40–
43; and alchemy, 24, 34; and the
sexual techniques, 135–36

“Yellow Emperor’s Writ of the Jade
Terrace” (“Huangdi yutai pian”), 88

Yellow Essence (huangjing): name of a
lead-mercury compound, 112, 165,
170, 174; in meditation practices,
207–10 passim

Yellow Feed (huangfu), 174
Yellow Flower (huanghua), 174
Yellow Flower of Lead (qian

huanghua), 171
Yellow Flowery Pond (huang huachi),

174
Yellow Gown, Master (Huangchang

zi), 209f
Yellow of the Elixir Flower (danhua zhi

huang), 112, 172
Yellow Old Man of the Central Ulti-

mate (Zhongji Huanglao), 210
Yellow Powder (huangfen), 178
“Yellow soil” (huangtu), 114, 186
Yellow Sprouts (huangya), 165, 174
Yeming (Light-of-the-Night), 72
Yi, see One
Yi clan, 71
Yijing, see Book of Changes
Yin (seals), 12, 87–95 passim
Yin and Yang, 8ff, 26, 38, 68–75 

passim, 212, 214, 220–22, 243; 
represented by alchemical substances
or compounds, 100–3 passim, 112,
167n, 172f, 177, 244f; in meditation
practices, 207f, 211, 214

Yin Changsheng, 39, 50, 145, 
260n15

Yin Xi, 50
Yindao (“Way of Yin”), 217f
Ying Shao, 28
Yingchuan (Anhui), 166n
Yinlou fen, see Earthworm excreta
Yinshou zi, 263n15
Yinxue (Silver Snow), 109–10
Yinyang jia (School of Yin and Yang),

25
Yixue (“Studies of the Changes”), 215
Youguan (Obscure Barrier), 206
Youshi (Abyssal Chamber), 208
Yu (mythical emperor), 42, 72. See also

Pace of Yu
Yu Fan, 215
Yu yuliang (Leftovers of the Food of

Yu), see Hematite
Yuandao jun, see Primordial Princess

or Princess of the Primordial Dao
Yuanfu (Original Father) and yuanmu

(Original Mother), 213
Yuanguang Taiyi jun (Lord Great One

of Original Radiance), 209. See also
Great One

Yuanjing (Original Essence), 13, 191.
See also Essence

Yuanjun, see Primordial Princess or
Princess of the Primordial Dao

Yuanqi, see Original Pneuma
Yuanshi tianzun (Celestial Worthy of

Original Commencement), 46, 49
Yuanyou (Far-off Journey), 71–72
Yubu (Pace of Yu), 89
Yuchi (Jade Pond), 206, 208
Yue, see Bond
Yuede (Virtue of the Month), 86, 162
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Yuejian (day of Establishment), 97,
162

Yuesha (Killer of the Month), days of
the, 97, 162

Yueting (Court of the Moon), 48
Yujiang (Jade Sap), 208
Yujing (Jade Capital), 48
Yulun (Winged-Wheel [Chariot]), 13,

197
Yunan (Jade Men), 129, 179
Yunjin, Mount (Yunjin shan, Jiangxi),

151
Yunmu, see Mica
Yuntai feng (Peak of the Cloud 

Terrace), 151
Yunü, see Jade Women
Yunyang zi, 54
Yuqing (Jade Clarity), heaven of, 44–

50 passim, 265n34
Yuren (Feathered Men), 71–72
Yushi, see Arsenolite
Yushi (brass), 246
Yushi (Master of Rain), 128–29, 182
Yutang (Jade Hall), 136
Yutong (Jade Lads), 129, 179
Yuye (Jade Liquor), 208
Yuying (Jade Blossom), 208
Yuzhang (Jiangxi), 102, 193f

Zaoshen (Stove God), 32, 98
Zaowu (Chamber of the Stove), 120
Zewei (Officers of the Moorlands),

128–29, 179
Zezhou (Shanxi), 238
Zhai, see Purification practices
Zhang Daoling: and alchemy, 19, 55,

57, 147–52, 203; and the heaven of
Great Clarity, 50, 149

Zhang Feng (Zhang Gongxian), 46
Zhang Jiugai, 75, 222
Zhang zhenren jinshi lingsha lun

(Treatise of the Perfected Zhang on
Metals, Stones, and Cinnabar), 222.
See also Zhang Jiugai

Zhang Zifang, 146
Zhang Zigao, 249
Zhang Zilie, 68
Zhao Kuanghua, 250
Zhao Sheng, 57, 148
Zhen’gao (Declarations of the Per-

fected), 46, 51, 142– 45 passim
Zheng Qiao, 251
Zheng Yin, 3–5, 127
Zhengbo Qiao, 26
Zhengyi (Correct Unity), 148–51 

passim; supplement to the Daoist
Canon, 152–55 passim. See also
Way of the Celestial Masters

Zhengyi jingtu kejie pin (Codes and
Precepts from the Scriptures and
Charts of Correct Unity), 153

Zhengzi tong (Compendium of Correct
Characters), 68

Zhenling weiye tu (Chart of the Ranks
and Functions of the Perfected 
Numinous Beings), 45–51 passim

“Zhenren ge” (“Songs of the 
Perfected”), 233

Zhensha (Real Powder, cinnabar), 112,
167

Zhenwu (“real self”), see Self
Zhenyi, see Real One
Zhenyin (Real Yin) and zhenyang

(Real Yang), 9, 100, 172n, 214, 
219f

Zhenzhu (Real Vermilion), 68
Zhenzhu (Red Pearl, mercury), 109
Zhi (“fixing”), 244
Zhi (supernatural plants and excres-

cences), 50–51, 58, 72, 210, 237–
38

Zhinü (Weaver, constellation), 59
Zhong zhicao fa (Methods for Planting

the Zhi Plants), 238
Zhonghuang, see Central Yellow
Zhongji Huanglao (Yellow Old Man of

the Central Ultimate), 210
Zhongru (stalactites), 60, 246, Table 6
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Zhongyue jun (Lord of the Central
Peak), 93

Zhou Yishan, 146 – 47
Zhouyi cantong qi, see Token for the

Agreement of the Three According
to the Book of Changes

Zhu Junsheng, 68
Zhu Sheng, 250
Zhu’er (Vermilion Child, cinnabar),

108, 112, 167n
Zhuangzi, 50
Zhuangzi, 36 –37, 76 –77, 160n
Zhuiyi (Yi Birds), 71
Zhusha (Vermilion Powder, cinnabar),

68f. See also Cinnabar
Zidan (Child-Cinnabar), 210. See also

Red Child
Zifang (Purple Chamber, gallbladder),

204–9 passim

Zifang gong (Palace of the Purple
Chamber), 43

Zifen (Purple Powder), 175
Zigong (Purple Palace), 97, 164
Ziming (Child-Light, mercury), 172
Zishi ying (amethyst), 120, 246, Table

6
Ziwei (Purple Tenuity), heaven of, 48
Ziyang zhenren (Perfected of Purple

Yang), 146 – 47
Ziyou nü (Purple Roaming Woman,

Turkestan salt), 115f
Zou Yan, 25–27, 31
Zuo Ci (Zuo Yuanfang), 3–5, 50, 145,

147, 242
Zuodao (incorrect practices), 32
Zuogu muli (left-oriented oyster

shells), see under Oyster shells
Zuowei, see Vinegar
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